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The rote of subsurface flow in streamflow generation during storrns was investigated
in two forested watersheds of the Canadian Shield in south-central Ontario- Stoms were

intensively monitored in the Harp 4-21 catchment (3.7 ha), where couse-textured glacial tiIl is
up to 15 m tliick. and in Harp 3A (2 1.7 ha), where the till is Iess than 0.5 rn t h i c k Measured
data included strearn discharge in up to five subcatchments per watershed, soi1 moisture

content b y timc domain rcflectomètry, groundwater Ievels, and groundwater and Stream
chemistrySubsurFace flow is the dominant component of storm runoif-More than 75% of Stream
discliarge in H q 4-21 and 85% in Harp 3A was pre-event water (soil and till water). Threecomponent hydrograph separations based on two tncers (180and dissolved silica) in

Harp 4-21 show that groundwater flow through glacial till contributed 29 and 62% of total
runo Ff For two storrns. Vertical hydraulic gradiefits show that increased flow from the tills to
the soils cannot account for the large and npid increase of the till water component in die

stream. Pre-event till water that has been discharged to the soils pnor to storm onset is
probably flushed from the soils into the stream during storm events.
Increased subsurface flow is caused by increased water content and hydraulic
conductivity, rather than by increased hydraulic gradient Since ïncreases in hydraulic gradient
were small(<0.04). groundwater ridging was insufficient to produce the observed increases in

subsurface flow. Instead. the rising water table saturated permeable soil horizons. thereby
increasing hydraulic conductivities and downslope subsurface flow. Flow within the
transiently saturated horizons can account for observed subsurface stormflow if hydraulic
conductivities are high. In Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A, sufficiently high saturated hydrauüc
conductivities of approximately 10-3 m l s were utimated from soil water balances and
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infiltration experirnents. However, macropores must be present to account for the high
measured hydraulic conductivities of these soils.
Most of the subsurface storm runoff in the two catchments was generated within the
soils because soil structure and macropores led to higher hydraulic conductivities in the soil
than in the underlying glacial till or bedrock. Furthemore. subsurface flow and die efficiency

of runoSf production from a hillslope were greatest when groundwater levels rose into shdlow

soit horizons. ResuIts were most consistent with the transmissivity feedback mode1 with dual

porosi~yLlow in which the large increase in subsurface flow is atiributed to saturation of
macropores in shallow soil horizons by a rising water table. This conceptual mode1 also
providcs an explmation for the displacement of pre-event water through macropores to the

sueam,
Thc thickness of glacial ti11 influences the area from which runoff is generated and,

conscqucntly, the magnitude of storm runoff. In Harp 4-21, where ti11 is thick, upslope areas
store infilnating precipitation and generate little runoff. Groundwater fiow through the till
maintaii~high groundwater levels and water contents in soils adjacent to ihe stream
throughout the year. Wet areas near the Harp 4-21 stream respond npidly to storms and
contribute consistenùy to storm runoff dong shallow flowpaths even after dry weather
conditions. In Harp 3A, where till is thin, upslope areas cannot sustain groundwater flow
during dry penods, areas adjacent to the stream dry out, and summer storms produce minimal
runoff. However, when antecedent conditions in Harp 3A are wet, the water table develops in

middle and upper hilislope soils and subsurface runoff is generated rapidly. As a result, storm
runoff is more variable (effective runoff ratios of 0.0-0.67)in Harp 3A than in Harp 4-21

(0.07-0.38)-

Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentrations and budgets demonsuate the
importance of storms to the DOC export from catchments. DOC concentrations in the strearn
increase during storms by as much as 100 and 410% in Harp 3A and Harp 4-21 respectively.
Storms were responsible for the export of between 57 to 68% of the total DOC in autumn and
betwcen 29 to 40% in spnng. Riparian groundwater Ievels and Flowpaths influence DOC

concentrations and sources to thc Stream durin= storms. In Harp 4-2 1. rip'arian areas

contributed bctween 73 and 84% of the Stream DOC export during an autumn storm because
crwindwatcr flowed through s haliow organic horizons as demons trated by near-s trcam
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piczometcrs. In Harp 3A, riparian areas of hillslopes contributed less than 50% of the Stream
DOC bccause riparian flowpaths were predominantly through the lower B horizon.
This thcsis contributes to Lhe methodoIogy, data collection, intcrpretation, and

conceptual undcrsranding of subsurface flow in streamflow generation studies. Generai
cquations Cor thrcc-componcnt hydrograph sepantions were developed and applied to this
study. Tlie magnitude and timing of runoff production [rom hilIs1ope sites were quantified by
a soi1 watcr balance method. This method relates runoff generation to changes in water storage

instead of water fluxes. The concept of a variable contributhg area, which defmes the area
that conuibutes to surface and subsurface runoff generation, was introduced. Existing
conceptual models of strearnflow generation were re-interpreted and classified according to
the mechanism (increase in hydraulic conductivity, increase in hydraulic gradient), the spatial

extent and the zone in which increased subsurface flow occurs (saturatecl, transiently-saturateci
or unsaturated)The results of this research have several implications for the study of subsurface flow
during stoms. This study has demonstrated the importance of relating physical and hydraulic

properties such as slope, sediment texture, iill thickness, hydraulic conductivity and
charactenstic curves to subsurface flow generation. Since increases in water content and
vi

hydr;iulic conductivity are more important dian increases in hydraulic gradient for producing
subsurfàce flow on the catchment scale, a greater focus on measurernents of the unsaturated
properties of undisturbed sediments in Future studies is warranted. Many gaps in Our
understanding of subsurface flow generation dunng storrns have been identified, and several
op portunities for additional research suggested-
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The distribution of water in Our environment is one of the most important natural

factors that influences human activities. Water vapour from the a~aosphereis spread across
thc carth's surSacc as preçipiration. Water diar rcaclics the ground surface can follow many

diffcrcnt pathways. It can evaporate or he transpired back to the atmosphere, ffow across the
land surfacc to streams. or infiltrate the ground surfacc and flow to streams, nvers, lakes or
occans. Collectivcly, thesc and other related processes are important because they shape the
Iandscapc, modify Stream water quality, influence land use, and affect the life that surface
wtitcr (rinci Iand) can support.

Strcamflow generation is the transmission of precipitation into a Stream. It is
influenced by several different hydrological processes that affect the amount, timing and
fiowpaths of water transport to streams during and after storrns. For example, when the

rainfall rate exceeds the rate of infiltration, the excess rainfall flows across the ground surface
and reaches streams as (Horton) overiand flow (Horton, 1933). Altematively, precipitation c m
infiltrate the ground, flow beneath the surface, emerge as groundwater discharge and flow
overland to streams (retum flow) ( e g Dunne and Black, 1970a). The study of streamflow
generation consists of exarnining the various hydrological processes that deliver precipitation
to streams.
Subsurface flow and streamflow generation are important to the hydrological cycle on

the Canadian Shield at several scales. On a continental scale, streamflow from the Canadian
Shield is the main source of water from North America to the Arctic Ocean, the Great Lakes
and the St. Lawrence River. It is dso responsible for much of the hydroelectnc generating
1
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capacity in Canada. On a regional scale, streamflow provides water supply for many
communities on the Canadian ShieId. Subsurface flow is an important component of Stream
runoff and c m maintain Stream baseflow and provide nutrien& essential for aquatic habitats.
On a local scaie, subsurface flow transports nuuients and contarninants from point ( e g septic
systems, Iandfills) and non-point sources ( e g agriculture) to surface water bodies.
To better understand ruid describe how different hydrological processes interact to

zcnerate streamflow, conceptuai or perceptud modeIs of sueamflow generation are

C

dcvciopcd. A conccptual mode1 is a simpLified representation of how systems worlc and
proccsses interact. Conceptual modeIs of streamflow generation are useful as teaching tools,
ris

aids in the development of mathematical models of strearn response to storms, and most

imporrantly. as a Crmework that uitirnately influences land usc managementSweamCIow generation on the Canadian ShÏeld is examined in this thesis by field
studics OC two srna11 watcrsheds. The results are used to improve the understanding of
hydrological processes and to refine conceptual models of stremflow generation.
Research context: Challenrres and o ~ ~ o r t u n i t i e s

Paradigm shifis riz coirceptual models artd methods in streamflow gerreratim studies

Several conceptual models of streamflow generation have been developed to represent
the dominant hydrological processes that cause storm runoff (see Freeze, 1974; Chorley, 1978;
Ward, 1984). Pnor to the 1960s. the prevailing paradigm suppoaed the concept that surface

infiltration and Horton overland flow were the dominant controls on streamflow generationThis paradigm began to change in the 1960s and 1970s when more data became available
from increasingly cornprehensive hydrometric field studies (e-g.Dunne and Black, 1970a,
1970b). These studies suggested that saturation overland Bow (overland flow that results from

3
precipitation directiy ont0 saturated areas plus retum flow) ws the dominant hydrological
process. In cornparison, Horton overland flow was insignificanr Therefore, groundwater
contributions, although not considered dominant, were greater than previously perceived.
The use of chernical and isotopic tracers (Pinder and Jones, 1969; Dinçer et al., 1970)
reprcsented a significant development in the study of streamflow generation. There was a

Liirthcr shift in the emwging pandigm whcn rcsults demonstrated h a t s~ormrunoff included a
Iargc cornpo nent of groundwater and soil water. As isotopic tracing techniques developed,

many strcamflow generation studies of thc 1970s and early 1980s focused dmos t exclusively

on isotopcs and stream chemistry with minimal hydrometric data from wells or hillslope
trcnches (cg. Sklash and Farvolden, 1979; Hooper and Shoemaker, 1986).
During the same period, there was a growing awareness of the effects of toxic
substances in our environment (e.g. Carson, 1962) that shifted the focus of many scientifc
disciplines towards the study of contaminant transport and fate. With increased interest in
water flowpaths and stream chemistry, more studies in the 1980s and 1990s integrated

hydromctric and water chemistry data An example of the progression of conceptual models
and methods was demonstrated in the Maimai catchments of New Zedand (McDonnell,

L 990). Successive studies, in which different techniques were used, provided confiicting
interpretations of the dominant sueamflow generation processes (Mosley, 1979, 1982; Pearce
et aI., 1986; Sklash et al,, 1986). Combined use of tracer and hydrometric data (McDonneii,
1990; McDonneil et al-, 1991a, 1991b) resolved this conflict by proposing an altemate
conceptuai model in which soil water was displaced towards the stream through large soil
pores (macropores). This example shows that conclusions were dependent on rnethodology
and existing conceptual models, multiple techniques were needed to resolve the problern, and

an altemate conceptuai model had to be developed because existing models were inadequate.
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Although many studies have clearly demonstrated that subsurface flow is the dominant
component of s t o m runoff, the speccific hydrological processes are still not fuliy understood.
Few conceptual models have been suggested to explain how subsurface flow contributes most
to s t o m runofi, and those that have been proposed have not yet been widely tested under

natural conditions. For example, Sklash and Farvolden ( 1979) pro posed the groundwater
ridging mode1 in wliich hydraulic gradients increase as the capiIIary Fringe is rapidly converted
to the water table (Chapter 2). Although groundwater ridging has been demonstrated to occur

in a Iiiboratory mode1 (Abdul and GiIlharn, 1984), in a plot-size field expenment (Abdul and

Gillharn. l989), and in mine tailings (Blowes and Gillham, 1988), it is unclear whether it is
crfcctivc in producing the observed runoff at the catchment scale under natural field
conditions (e-g- ButtIe and Sami. 1992).

Thc dcvelopment of conceptuai models of stream flow generation has resulted from
investigations of many catchments with different physical and hydrological properties.
Although it is gencrally rccognized that the dominant hydrological processes vary according

to environmental factors such as climate, vegetation, land use, geology, soi1 properties and
topography (Figure 1.1, Dunne, l978), there has been relatively Iittle attempt to relate
streamflow generation processes and conceptual models to the physical and hydrological
properties of catchments. This problem aises, in part, because identZying streamflow
generation processes is difficult Firstly, there is Iarge spatial and temporal variability in

CI

streamflow generation. As a result, adjacent catchrnents in simiiar climatic and geological
environrnents can have greatly different responses to precipitation. Similady, the area
contributing to s t o m mnoff can Vary between o r even within storms in a single catchment
Secondly, streamflow generation often results from several interacting processes which make
it difficult to identify those that are dominant Thirdly, streamflow generation processes often
involve subsurface water that is more difficult to observe and measure given the spatial

Figure 1.1. Environmental factors that influence streamflow genention processes (adapted
from Dunne, 1978)- Horton overIand flow is the excess rainfafl that flows across
the ground surface when the r a i n f d rate exceeds the rate of infiltration. Retum
flow is groundwater that discharges to the ground surface and flows overland to
the Stream- The variable source area concept describes the relative importance of
saturated o v e r h d flow (direct precipitation ont0 saturated areas and return flow)
and subsurface stormflow to Storm runoff in response to variations in saturated
areas near the Stream-

f
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variabihty in the factors that control its stonge and movement. Therefore, the application of
conceptual models c m be improved by idenùfying the physical and hydrological properties of
catchments and their influence on streamflow genenüon. If streamflow generation processes
are related to specific p hysical or hydrological conditions, investigations of individual

subcatchments or catchments rnay be more widely applicable even beyond the climatic or
gcological rcgions in whicli they werc conducted.
The shift in paradigms within streamflow gcneration research rnay not yet be complete
as tliere are still important unanswered questions such as "What hydrological processes lead to
rhc large component of subsurface flow in storm runoff?" Consequently, there are several

cliallcngcs and opportunities for streamflow generation research. Firstly, hydrogeologicd

principlcs should bc ap plied to assess the subsurface flow processes within current conceptual
models of streamflow generation. These rnodels have hydrogeological implications that have
not yet been CulIy considercd. A second challenge is to collect new field data to identify

subsudace Flow processes in catchments where isotopic data indicate that a large proportion of
storm runoff is produced by subsurface flow. These data must emphasize monitoring of the
mroundwater response to
a

storms and integnte hydrograph separations with detailed

hydrometric monitoring. Another challenge within these new field studies is to evaluate
whether or not existing conceptual rnodels can explain the rapid production of subsurface
water. If not, new conceptual models wilI be required. Finally, new studies should attempt to
relate physical and hydrological pro perties to streamflow generation. Spatial and temporal
variability in runoff production that is caused by hydrological conditions or physiographic and
geological settings can then be identified and taken into consideration.

Hydrology on the Canadian Shield
Isotopic hydrograph separations have shown ihat groundwater flow is an important
component of Stream runoff on the Canadian Shield (Fritzet al., 1976; Bottomley et al., 1984,
1986: Moore, 1989)- However, there has generally k e n Little emphasis on groundwater
studies on chc Crinadian ShieId bccause most Flow systcms are Iocai and shallow. surface
water is mon=abundant as a water suppty, and water dernand is Iower than in other regions of

tlic country wkcre urban, induslrid and agricu1tura.l demands are p a t e r -

Thè most extensive groundwater studies on the Canadian Shield have been conducted

as part of the Canadian Nuclear Waste Management Program (summarized briefly by

FarvoIden CL ai., 1985) or the International Hydrologie Decade project, 1965- 1974 ( B q ,
1975). Within these studies, there has bccn Little emphasis on flow within glacial till- For
example. the purpose of the studies at the Underground Research Laboratory (Manitoba) and
at Atikokan (Ontario) was to examine the possibility of using bedrock as a nuclear fuel waste
repository. Therefore, the emphasis was on flow in fractured rock (Farvolden et aI., 1988). At

Chalk River (Ontario), the local geological setting includes aeolian, lacustrine, and dehic
sands with inherently higher hydraulic conductivities so that there was IittIe motivation to
examine the hydrogeolopy of glacial till (Cherry et al., 1975)Comprehensive streamflow generation studies on the Canadian Shield have provided
little insight into the role of groundwater flow through till during mnoff events. Studies either

have been conducted in catchments or hillslopes where glacial till is very thin (e-g. Peters et

al., 1995) or absent (e-g. M a n and Roulet, 1994). or have not specificaiiy examined
streamflow generation processes within the tiii (e.g. Bottomley et al., 1986).
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Since nearly al1 of Canada was glaciated during the Pleistocene, glacial lillis found
across most of the country (Figure 1.2, Scott, 1976). Although the Canadian Shield is one of
the main hydrogeologicd regions of Canada (Figure 13, Brown, 1976; Heath, 1988) and is

within the Iargest tiI1 province (Figure 1.2), groundwater research in glacial tills in No*

Amerka has focused mostly on other till provinces where glacial sediments are thicker, and
rcliancc on p u n d w a t e r for water supply is higher ( c g . Keller et al._ 1988: Gerber and
Howard, 1996)-ThÏs distinction is important because tiIIs in areas away from the Canadian
ShieId have different textures- They often incorporate glacioIacustrine dcposits or carbonates
Lhat have been ground by glaciers to produce finer textured tills (Figure L.2). These finer tills

arc aquitards in cornparison to the coarser outwash or glaciofluvial units with which they are
oftcn interbcddcd- However, tiIls that are denved soiely from the Canadian Shield are coarser
enined (clay contenL usually c 20%) and may transmit appreciable volumes of water.

C

Bccaiise little is known about the hydrogeology of glacial tills on the Canadian Shield,
~ h c r care mmy research opportunities and challenges. One of the most important challenges is

to relate groundwater flow and discharge with surface water hydrology, and water flowpaths
with Stream water chemistry. Since wetlands are widespread on the Canadian Shield and

influence surface water fluxes and chemistry (Devito et al., 1989, 1996; Devito and Dillon,
1993), the effect of groundwater flow on water leveis and redox conditions in wetlands should
be further studied. Soils that are derived from glacial till may also have an important

hydrological role to consider since sediments on the Canadian Shield are often thin (cl0 m),
and water tables shallow.

Figure 1-2. Till provinces of Canada (Scott, 1976).

TILL PROVINCES OF CANADA
I
Appalachian Province
II St, Lawrence Lowlands Province
III Hudson Bay Province
IV Prairie-Mackenzie Province
V CordiIleran Province
VI lnnutian Province
Vil Candadian Shietd Provin

Textures
C =Clay
Si = Silt
S =Sand

Si

Figure 1 -3. Hydrogeologicd regions of Canada (Brown, 1976).

Research Obiectïves
The overall objective of this study is to improve the understanding of the role of

subsurface flow in streamflow generation. The specific objectives of this thesis that wilI
contribute towards this overall objective are:
1) ru rcvicw and assess Lhe presmt understanding of subsurface flow processes within

conceptual models of strearnflow grneration2 ) IO advance the understanding of subsurface flow processes through new field investigations

IIUI cmphasize subsurface flow and integrate hydrometric, hydrochemicd and isotopic data,
3) L« iisscss the applicability of the conccptual models to field sites on the basis of measured
pliysiçd and Iiydraulic data

4) to relate measurable physical or hydrologicd variables to conceptual streamflow generation

modeIs SC that measurements of these variables in other catchments can be used to identifv

streamflo w generating rnechanisms,

5) to examine the hydrologicd role of glacial tills in streamflow generation on the Canadian
Shield, and

6) to explain changes in dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentrations and fluxes in the
Stream d u ~ storms.
g

Studv area

This study was conducted on the Canadian Shield of central Ontario within the Harp

Lake watershed (45'23'N,79'8 W, Figure 1.4), one of several watersheds in which the
hydrology, hydrochemistry and biology have been monitored by the Ontario Ministry of the

Figure L -4- Harp Lake watershed study ares-

\

H a r ~Lake

- Harp Lake watershed boundary

--- Catchment boundaries
--== Wetlands or beaver
--A

----

r

Study catchments
*--*.
-

. ..- : : J

/'
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Environment (MOE) since 1976- Two srna11catchments, Harp 4-2 1 and Harp 3A (3.7 and 2 1-7
ha respectively, Figure L.4).are charactenzed by different glacial ti11 thïcknesses (0-15 m) that
provide the opportunity for a paired watershed cornparison. Harp 4-2 1 was partially
instrumented by the MOE to examine soi1 and Stream water chemistry (1984- 199 1) (LSerte
and Scott. 1996)-Stream discharge and chemistry have been monitorcd by the MOE at the

Hÿrp 3A outlet since L976. Dlinkevy (1989) providcd a p r c l i m i n q investigation of

~roundwatcrflow and chemistry in Harp 4-21.

2

The size of these catchments is well suited to study streamflow genention processes
Sor rhcir particular geographical settings. However, these catchments are not representative of
~ h averqe
c
hydrological response of the entire region. In effect, they are smaller than a

"rcpresentative elementary area" (REA) (Wood et al,, 1988, 1990) in which catchments are
sufficiently large to incorporate the range of physical and hydraulic conditions so that average
hydrological responses are observed and spatial patterns are not considered explicitly. Given
the wide range of sedirnent thickness, slope, topography and the presence of surface water

.

bodies on the Canadian Shield the variability in mnoff response rnay be sufficiently large

that catchments suitable to study streamflow generation processes are srnaiier than the REA.
Consequently, the results of this study cannot b e scaled up directly to indicate the regional
hydrological response. However, they may provide insight into the physicai or hydrological
critena that should be considered at the regional scde.

The role of subsurface flow processes within conceptual models of streamflow
generation is presented and assessed in Chapter 2. In this chapter, the physical settings
conducive to subsurface flow generation are examineci.
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Field investigations included two phases of research. The first phase focused
exclusively on the Harp 4-2 1 catchment and is presented in Chapters 3 and 4. In Chapter 3, the
gro undwater and s tream dynamics are exarnined and some of the physicd and hydrological

factors that conuol groundwater flow and discharge in Harp 4-2 1 are discussed. These basic
data are required to understand subsurface flow processes in this catchment. In Chapter 4, the
usc of cIicmica1 2nd isotopic hydro~raphscparations is combincd with hydrornetric data ta

quantify and expiain the stormRow contribution of groundwater flow through the soÏI and tiK
This phase of rcsearch was follotved by field studies OC MacLean (1992) in which the role of
tlic vadose zone in runoff generation in Harp 4-21 was exarnined.

The second phase of research exyanded upon initiai work by instrurnenting a second
çatclimcnt. Harp 3A, and simultnneousLy monitoring groundwater Icvels. Stream discharge,
mil moisture, and DOC concentrations in both catchrnents. Chapter 5 is a cornparison of the
elkct of differcnt ri11 thickness on storm runoff response and groundwater dynarnics in the

two catchrnents. The spatial and temporal patterns of soi1 moisture storage during storms that

affect subsurface runoff production are discussed in Chapter 6 . In Chapter 7. the hydrologicd
results from both phases of this research are integrated by assessing the mechanisms of
subsurface stormflow generation in Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A. The relative importance of storm
and baseflow penods for the concentration and export of dissolved organic carbon @OC) are
compared in Chapter 8. In Chapter 9, a practicai application of the conceptual models is
demonstrated by relating hydrological flowpaths with D û C concentrations and export during
storms. In Chapter 10, the main con~butionsof this thesis are summarized, its implications

are discussed and opportunities for future research are proposed.
Chapters 3 , 4 8 and 9 were previously published as peer-reviewed j o u a i articles
(Hinton et al., 1993, 1994, 1997, 1998 respectively). Within this thesis. derences to these
articles have been replaceci by the appropriate chapter numbers.

Chanter 2
Subsurface flow in conceptual models of streamflow ~eneration

Introduction
Chcmicai and isotopic hydrograph separations have indicated that pre-event watcr

(groundwater and vadose water) is frequently dominant in storm mnoff for many low-order
catchmcnts in humid dimates over a wide range of geological environments (Hooper and

Slioemdcer, 1986; Rodhe, 1987:- These results have Ied to conceptual models of strearnflow
gencration that emphasize soil water or groundwater ffow to the Stream by different

Iiydrological processes (SkIash and Farvolden, 1979: Lundin, 1982: McDonnell, I990).
Difkrences in hydrological processes among watersheds may be caused by differences in
p hysical and h ydrological properties. Evaluation of p hysical and hydrological properties of

watersheds can indicate the dominant processes of subsurface flow and the appropriate
conceptual or mathematical models.
Although there have been several reviews of conceptual models of streamfiow
ocneration
z

(Freeze, 1974; Ward, 1984; Rodhe, 1987; Bonnell, 1993,1998), there has been

very little detailed examination of the processes that can lead to large proportions of

subsurface flow in st o m runo ff (Buttle, 1994). A more complete evaluation of the physical or
hydrological properties that control subsurface flow production, the geographical s e t ~ m
g m
appropriate for each model, and the hydrogeological implications of the various models is
warranted.
The general purpose of this chapter is to describe and refhe the present understanding

of subsurface stomiflow generation. A complete Literanire review and evaluation of the subject

is not attempted. Rather, the relevant literature is reconsidered with four specifir goals. The
15
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first is to descnbe the mechanisms for increased subsufiace flow to streams during stormsThe second goal is to describe subsurface stormflow models and identify theu key

implications. Thirdly, the models are compared and contrasted with respect to the dominant
mechiuiisms and hydrological processes that cause increased subsurface flow during storms.
Fourthly, the physicd and hydrological pro perties conducive to increases in subsurface flow
arc idcntiikd witliin each conceptuai model.

Terminolorv

LVithin the literature of streamflow generation, descriptions of the physical processes
that control subsurface flow are frequently imprecise- Many different terms have been used to

definc similar concepts, or similar terms, different concepts. Some commonly used

hydrological terms, such as "throughflow" and "interflow", refer to a combination of processes
but do not specify them. For exarnple, the terni interfiow is used for "subsurface flow which

returns to form surface ninoff without reaching the water table before arriving at the
watershed outlet" (Amerman, 1965, cited in Kirkby, 1978). Consequently, such terminology
should be avoided and replaced by more precise terms that identify individual processes, such
as infiltration, unsaturated flow (in the matrix or in macropores) and groundwater discharge.

Hydrogeological terminology for subsurface stormflow has also been misused. For
example, Whipkey and Kirkby (1978) have distinguished between groundwater flow and
saturated flow within the soil. Rodhe (1987) considered that shallow, transient perched water
tables did not represent groundwater. For the purpose of this discussion, strict definitions of
hydrogeological terms are used (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Groundwater fiow refers to flow
under positive pressure heads (Y>O), regardless of location with respect to soil horizons.
Water table development above the unsaturated zone is considered a perched water table with
little regard to its duration, spatial extent, or depth within the soil.
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Before proceeding to a detailed description and cornparison of the models, it is f i s t
necessary to consider the mechanisms for increased subsurface flow to streams dunng stems
since these form one basis of cornparison,
Mechanisms for increased subsurface flow to streams durinr storms

One of the most c~rnpellingresuIts of hydrograph separations that requires further
explanation is the large increase in pre-event water flow to many sueams during storms. From
a miicroscopic perspective, subsurFace flow c m b e exarnined with an unsaturated form of

Darcy's law:

where Q is downslope discharge,

K is the hydraulic conductivity which is a function of water

content, 0 , i is the hydraulic gradient (dong the hillslope), and A is the cross-sectional area.
Although Darcy's law may not be strictly applicable in di microenvironments, such as in

macropores, it provides a useful conceptual framework to examine the reasons for increased
subsurface flow to streams during storms.
According to Darcy's law, the change in subsurface flow is directly proportional to
changes in hydraulic gradient and hydraulic conductivity. Since the cross-sectional area
through a vertical profie perpendicular to the hillslope is constant, there are hkro possible
reasons for an increase in downslope subsurface flow: 1) an increase in the magnitude of the
hydraulic gradient, and 2) an increase in the hydraulic conductivity of the unsaturated
sediments that is caused by an increase in water content,
Groundwater that discharges and becomes overland flow prior to reaching the Stream
is not explicitly considered by this equation. However, if the vertical profile is chosen at the
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upslope rdge of the discharge area, then the incrcase in subsurface flow represents that from
the entire hilIslope.
bzcrease in Izydraullc conductivity
Richards' (193 1) theoretical and expenmental results c m be used to demonstrate that
unstitur;itcd flow within a given horizon is gcnerally much srnaller tlian saturated flow. Since
the hydraulic conductivity, and hence, the flow through a given sediment, can Vary by several

ordess o l magnitude depending on water content (Figure 2. l), a rising water table is extremcly

important because it can increase the flow through previously unsaturated sediments by
incrcasing Iiydraulic conductivity.
The increase in groundwater flow tliar results from an increase in hydrauiic

conductivity c m be independent of changes in hydnulic gradients. If the water table rises
cqually d o n g tiie Iength of a hillslope, the downslope hydraulic gradient remains constant, yet
groundwater flow may increase substantidly through soil horizons that become saturated.
I I 1 creuse

irz hydrarrlic gradients

Changes in hydraulic gradient are sometimes interpreted as the main reason for the
increase in subsurface flow to the Stream (SicIash and Farvolden, 1979; Abdul and Gillharn,
1989). Since flow in unsaturated sediments is generaliy less than in saturated sediments, this

chapter WUfocus primady on changes in hydraulic gradients in the saturated zone. Changes
in downslope hydraulic gradients in the saturated zone are caused by changes in the dope of
the water table and, therefore, are easily measured and are more commonly reported than are

measurements of soil water tension.
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Figure 2.1 Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of a sand (adapted from Rawls et al., 1993).

% Saturation

The slope of the water table can only change when water table fluctuations are not

spatially uniform. Several factors that cm lead to unequal water table fluctuations include the
depth to the water table, the available storage in the unsaturated zone, and subsurface flow
from upslope. Depending on the cause, the change in the slope of the water table may be
spatially resuicted within the catchment.

Changes in hydraulic gradient are not usually independent of changes in hydraulic

conductivity because changes in water content usually accompany water table fluctuations.
Only when the capiIIary fringe is converted to a water table c m hydraulic gradients change
without a change in water content-

To compare different conceptual models of subsurface flow, it is useful to consider
wlierc the increase in laterd subsurface flow occurs. In response to infiltration events, lateral
flow c m increase in three zones (Figure 2.2): 1) the existing zone of saturation (A), 2) the

zone which becomes saturated dunng the event (B) and 3) the zone which remaïns unsaturated
for the duration of the event (C).The initial capillary fnnge is included in zone A.
According to Darcyrs Law, the increase in lateral groundwater flow through the
existing saturated sediments during a storm ( A W is directly proportional to the increase in
the hydraulic gradient Since the sediments are already saturated, their hydraulic conductivity

rernains constant such that the increase in flow is solely caused by the change in hydraulic
gradient.
Since the water table fiuctuates during a storm event, the boundary between the
transientiy saturated zone (B) and the unsaturated zone (C), and their respective thicknesses

Figure 2.2 Zones of increased subsurface flow during storms: A) zone that remaïns saturated,
B) transiently saturated zone, and C) zone that remains unsaturated. Minimum
water table position pnor to storm (to) and maximum water table position during
storm (t 1) are shown. Hydraulic conductivity (K) is a function of water content (0).
i = downslope hydraulic pdient, A = Cross-sectional area perpendicular to
hillslope. As a simp~cation,the boundary between zones B and C is fixed at the
highest eievation of saturation during a stom.

AG

Unsaturated
Transiently
saturated
Saturated

Bedrock

îluctuate. To simpfify thÏs discussion. the boundary be tween these two zones is assumed to be
fixed at the highest elevation where saturation occurs during a storm. Therefore, changes in
flow in each zone are caused by changes in gradient or hydraulic conductivity rather than by

changes in thickness.
In contrast to zone A, the increascs in flow contribution from zones B and C are

primarily related to p a t e r hydrauiic conductivity that arises from increasing water content. In
~encral,tlie rdative change in hydraulic conductivity c m be severd orders of magnitude

C-

(Figure 2. I), whereas the change in hydraulic gradient rarely exceeds several percent, except

undcr idcal conditions. However, since zones B and C c m be much thinner than the existing
saruratcd zone (A). the reIativc changes in flow in the three zones depends on their physical
and 11 ydrological characteristics, such as thickness and hydraufic conductivity.

Conceptual models of subsurface flow eeneration and their deveIo~ment

Several current models of streamflow generation include subsurface components of
flow (see Freeze, 1974; Ward, 1984). Within these rnodels, there are five possible
cxplanations for the large increase in subsurface flow of pre-event water to the Stream during
storms: 1) unsaturated flow, 2) groundwater ridging, 3) transmissivity feedback, 4) perched
water tables, and 5) old water macropore flow. Many of the processes that have been included

in current conceptual models of subsurface flow had been recognized pnor to the widespread
use of hydrograph separations (see review by Hursh, 1944). However, their significance and
interrelationships were not fuiiy considered because of limited field data. The key elements of
each mode1 and of their development are examined in the sections that foilow.

A signifïcant hprovement in our understanding of subsurface stormflow was made by

Hewlett and Hibbert (1967) who considered the implications of column experiments by
Horton and Hawkins (1964). The former recognized that infdtrating rainfail did not
ncccss;iriIy have to reaçh the strcam to produce the large iincreüse in sueam discharge. Rather,
thcy nrgued that infiltrating rainwater could rapidly displace soi1 water and groundwater into

tlic strcam- In effect, they had implicitly recognized that an increase in upslope hydraulic

pressure c m be uansmitted rapidly downslope and increase subsurface flow and strearnflow.

Although this concept applies bot11 to saturated and unsaturated flow, they attributed much of
tlic incl-easc in subsurfiice flow to unsaturated Flow- Their descriptions Eom the b u i s of the

unsaturated llow modelIncreased unsaturated flow during s t o m s is caused by "thickeningof the water films
surrounding soil particles" (Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967, p 279), and therefore, by an increase in

wacer concent and hydrauiic conductivity. The increase in pre-event subsurface flow to the
Stream occurs by displacement of subsurface water by infiltrating storm precipitation (also
referred to as translatory or piston flow) and expansion of groundwater discharge areas
adjacent to the strearn (Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967).

In this model, most of the increase in fiow occurs in the unsaturated zone (AQc, Figure
2.2). However, since water must be under positive pressure head to be discharged fiom the

soil (Richards, 1950), water must recharge the groundwater table before discharging to the
s tream. Therefore, some of the increase in fIow must also occur below the water table (AQA or

A@)- Hewlett and Hibbert (1967) did not discuss the processes responsible for the expansion

of discharge areas near the strearn, the rise in groundwater levels, and the increase in
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aroundwater discharge
s

that causes expansion of Stream channels (Figure 2.3A, question

mark).

One implication of the unsaturated flow mode1 is that the proportion of precipiiation
that generates storm runoff as unsaturated flow is Wely srnall. Some of the infiltrated water
does not contribute to subsurface stormflow directly but, instead, contributes to increasing soil

watcr conrenr which is n e c e s s q to increase chc unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. This
wnter storage decreases subsurface stormtlow and causes delays between infi~ltrationand
croundwater discharge.

C

Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is probably the dominant factor that determines
whether or not unsaturated Row c m contribute to stonnflow- Freezers(1972b) numerical

simulations demonstrated that unsaturated Elow through the matrix contributed to storm runoff
when saturated (Le. maximum) hydraulic conductivity was 4.4~10-3d s , but was insignificmt
~ mis. Unsaturated flow was significant
for saturated hydraulic conductivity below 4 . 4 10-5

only from steep and convex hiilslopes with saturated hydraulic conductivity of 4.4x

m/s .

Freeze (1972b) thought that his assumed maximum saturated hydraulic conductivity of
4.4X 10-3 m/s was unrealistic. However, Harr (1978, p. 40) measured sanirated hydraulic

conduc tivity as high as 1. LX 10-3 mls in soils where the "structural characteristics affect
hydrological pro perties more than do textural charactetistics." Freeze's results demonstrate the
magnitude of hydraulic conductivity required, whereas Hm's results suggest the importance
of soil structure and macropores for unsaturated flow.
There has been considerabIe interest in the hydrological processes of water flow in
unsaturated macropores and in the influence of soil structure and texture on unsaturated flow.
For example, Phillips et al. (1989) demonstrated that water under negative pressure head could
enter into simulated macropores once a continuous water f h was established dong the

Fieu= 2.3 Conceptud models of subruirace stormflow-

C)

Transmissivi~
feedback

e) Old water maCropore flow

4 dominant flowpath

macropore wall. Kung (1990a, 1990b) demonstrated that infdtrating water in the unsaturated
zone c m be funneled dong preferential flowpaths that are controlled by texturd and stmctural
changes in a sloping soi1 profide. Field tracer experiments by Tsuboyama et al. (1994) showed

that even though unsaturated flow occurred predominantly in the matrix, preferential flow
significantly contnbuted to subsurhce flow and transport A model For the transfer of water
bctwccn matrix and macrqores in vat-iably saturated media was proposed and evaluated by

Gcrkc and van Genuchten (1993a, 19936). AIthough a coriipIete review of this Iiterature is

beyond the scope of this thesis, it is apparent lrom thcse exarnplcs that unsaturatcd preferential
llow could significantIy influence subsurface stomflow generation-

2 ) Grortrr huater ridp-ng mode1

Rapid development of a groundwater ridge adjacent to the Stream was first described in
1941 as a possible explanation for subsurface stomflow generation (Hursh and Brater, 1941;
Wenzel, 1941, cited in Hursh 1944). The role of the capillary fringe in producing this ridge

was only suggested much later as part of the groundwater ridging model proposed by Skiash
and Farvolden (1979)-

The effect of the capiiIary fringe is centrai to the groundwater rïdging model. The
capillary lnnge is a zone of tension-saturation imrnediately above the water table that results
from ths capilIary forces (surface or interfacial tension) that retain water in sediments under
negative pore pressures (Bear, 1972)-The thickness of the capillary fringe depends on the airentry pressure (Ya,the negative pressure head at which air fmt enters a saturated media) and,

consequently, on pore size. The capillary fringe effect is the very rapid rise of a water table in
response to the infütration of a smaU amount of water that changes the tension-saturated
capillary fringe into a phreatic (Y > 0)surface. The significance of this effect is well described
and demonstrated by Gillham (1984) in a field experiment; its occurrence has been observed

in several field studies and experiments (Blowes and Gillham, 1988; Novakowski and
Gillham, 1988; Abdu1 and Gillharn, 1984, 1989).

The groundwater ridging model suggests that, in response to

the water

table rises rapidly adjacent to the stream where the capillary fkinge extends to the ground
surface. However, the water table does not rise Farther upslope where infiltration is stored in
die unsaturatcd zone above the capilIary Fringe (Figure 2.3b). This pattern of water table

response causes the formation of a groundwater mound o r ridge adjacent to the Stream
ciianncl. The increase in subsurface flow in the groundwater ridging mode1 occurs within the
saturated zone (AQA, Figure 2.2) and is attributed to the increase in horizontal and vertical
hydraulic gradients towards the Stream. As a result, discharge areas expand to accommodate
thc incrcasc in subsurface ffow,

The development of a groundwater ridge changes the pattern of groundwater [low

dirough the entire depth of the aquifer near the stream. Vertical gradients are changed such
that dowcward flow is induced beneath the crest of the ridge and vertical convergence of flow

lines is increased beneath the Stream (Figure 2.3b). As such, the increase in groundwater flow

is distributed throughout the thickness of the aquifer and throughout the expanded discharge
area.

This model relies on the unequal response of the groundwater table adjacent to a
strearn to produce a groundwater ndge and a change in hydraulic gradient If the water table
were to rise equally with distance from the stream, then the downslope hydraulic gradient
would remain unchanged and the change in subsurface flow could not be caused by
groundwater ndging. An unequal water table response can result from the variable thickness
of the capiIiary fringe and by the increasing thickness of the unsaturateci zone with increasing
distance from the stream. Near the stream, the capillary fringe thickness can Vary where it is
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limited by a sloping ground surface. Farther from the Stream, the water table does not rise
npidly because fiow to the top of the capillary fringe is delayed through thicker unsaturated
zones (Figure 3.3b) .
Groundwater ndges can only effectively increase subsurface flow if they are located
within ripproximately 20 m or Less of discharge zones. At greater distances, groundwater
ridgcs crin only producc marginal increases in hydraulic gradients. For cxample, if thc water

table cxtends to the ground surface at the strearn edge and the capiIIary fnnge is 0.5 m thick

(for fine sand, Table 2. L), 20 m upslope, the change in hydnulic gradient would be 0.025 and
would not likcly cause large increases in subsurface flow. In field and laboratory studies
wherc groundwater ridges have been observed, the distance from th6 ridge to the centre of the

su-cm ranges between 1 and 4.5 r n (Abdul and Gillharn, 1984, 1989; Blowcs and Gillham,

1988: Novakowski and Gillham, 1988). The groundwater ridge cannot explain increases in
subsurface runoff that are generated in midslope and upslope poaions of the catchment
Stream response by groundwater ridging is, therefore, restncted to a small proportion of
precipitation (Sklash et ai., 1986).

3) Trarrsntissivityfeedback mode1
Hursh and Brater (194 1, Hursh, 1944) discussed possible subsurface stormflow
contributions by saturated flow through shallow pemeable soi1 horizons. This idea later
developed hto the transmissivity feedback model in Sweden, where groundwater ndges were
not obsenred during storms (Lundin, 1982; Rodhe, 1987; Bishop, 1991).

In the transmissivity feedback model, the increase in subsurface flow is caused by an
increase in transmissivity as the water table rises and saturates more pemeable soi1horizons

in the unconfhed aquifer (Figure.2.3~).The positive feedback in this model occurs between
infiltration and downslope subsurface flow.Infdtration causes the water table to rise and

Table 2.1 Capillary rise within different porous media (Bear, 1972).
Material

Capillary nse (cm)

Coarse sand
Sand
Fine smd
Sïit
Clay

2-5
12-35

35-70
70- 150
>200-400

shallow soil horizons to become saturated. Since the hydraulic conductivity of the shallow
soils becomes hipher with saturation, the transmissivity and subsurface flow towards the
Stream increase. Therefore, as infiltration increases, so does the capacity of the hillslope to
transmit subsurface flow downslope. W here saturated hydraulic conductivity decreases with
depth. this feedback mechanism is non-linear such that small increases in infiltration and

würcr wblc clevation c m gn-atly increasc trmsmissivity.

The water table rise associated with the capihry fringe effect does not increase the

transmissivity of previously saturated sediments. Presumably, the transmissivity should only
increase during the s t o m event if the water table or the capillary fnnge nses above the
capillary Mnge position pnor to the Storm. Hysteresis pnerally causes the thickness of the
capillary frïnge to be smaller upon wetting than upon drying such that its nse would be less
than that of the water table. In contrast, where the capillary fnnge intersects the ground

surface, there c m be no effective increase in subsurface fransmissivity.

T'ha transmissivity feedback model is enhanced by 1) a large increase in the hydraulic
conductivity from unsaturated to saturated conditions, and 2) an increase in the saturated
h ydraulic conductivity towards the ground surface. These factors are Often necessary to

transmit infiltrating precipitation as subsurface fiow within relatively thin transiently saturated
horizons ( A G . Figure 2.2). An increase in hydraulic conductivity towards the surface in soils
is not a limitation to the model. In fact, this pattern is consistent with soil formation and
development, is widely observed in most well developed soils (particularly in forested areas),
and is commody caused by soil structure, root holes or other types of macropores.

The transmissivity feedback model can be applied separately to maaU flow (single
porosity) and dual porosity flow. In the transmissivity feedback model with single porosity,
the increase in subsurface flow occurs within the rnatrix (e.g. Bishop, 1991); in the proposed
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mnsrnissivity feedback model with dual porosity, it occurs both within the mavix and the
macropores. Although this distinction has not been made previously, it emphasizes the
importance of differences between the hydraulic characteristics of single and dual porosity
media for s treamflow generation-

In die transmissivity feedback model with dual porosity, transient saturation of
miicroporcs is responsiblc Tor rhc large increise in bulk h y d r a u k conductivity Krom slighdy
negative to positive pore pressures. Sincc the macropores are the Iargest pores, they are

drained under very small negative pressure heads and contribute little to Iateral subsurface
flow. When saturated, the macropore contributes signifcantly to the b u k hydraulic
conductivity of the soil horizon. The role of the rnatrix is twofold. Firstly, it provides storage
OS prc-cvmt water, and secondly, it is sufficientiy permeable that it c m transmit flow between

disconnected macropores when they are saturated. Pre-event water c m enter macropores by
two mechanisms. Firstly, when infiltration reaches the top of a tension-saturated or nearly
saturated zone in the matrix, the water pressure in the pores of the soil matrix becomes
positive and pre-event water wiLl flow from the soil ma& to saturate the macropores.
Secondly, after the water table has risen, saturated flow through the matrix between
disconnected macropores c m displace pre-event water into macropores. Therefore, even if
b ypass flow (preferential flow through large pores in an unsaturated matrix) of event water

fiUs the macropore first, it is still possible to displace pre-event water into rnacropores.
4) Perched water taole model

In the perched water table model, subsurface stormflow is produced when the
infiltration rate into a soil horizon exceeds the capacity of the underlying horizon to transmit
the water veaically. Although Hursh (1944) identifid the essence of the perched water table

model, Weyman (1970) recognized that discharge from a perched water table was
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predominantly displaced groundwater rather than infiltrating event water, and that the
magnitude of discharge was related to the upslope areal extent of the perched water table.
When a perched water table develops above a Iayer of low hydraulic conductivity,
saturation of the ovedying, more permeable layer increases its hydraulic conductivity.
Thereby , downslope fiow within the tmnsiently saturated zone increases (AQB,Figure 2.2),
providcd iiic perclied water tablc dopes downward ttowards the strearn (Figure 2.3d).

This conceptual mode1 requires four elements. Firstly, for a perched water table to
develop, a continuous layer of low hydraulic conductivity is necessary. Its spatial extent will
determine the volume of subsurface s t o m runoff that can be produced, Secondly, rainfall
intcnsities must be sufficient to produce subsurface ponding above the layer of low hydraulic
conductivity. The perched water table will not develop if rainfall intensities arc less than the
hydraulic conductivity of the low permeability unit Thirdly, the low permeability layer should

also have a sloping surface to assist downslope flow within the perched layer. Lastly, the
overlying layer must have a sufficiendy high saturated hydraulic conductivity to transmit
subsurface flow downslope to the Stream.
There are important differences between the responses of perched and free water
tables. In particular, a free water table c m have a capUary fringe that responds to infdtration
very rapidly, whereas a soi1 horizon underlain by a low permeability layer may not be
saturated initially and will store infùtrating water before a perched water table develops.
Furthemore, a perched water table repeatedly develops within the same horizon, whereas the
initial position of a ii-eewater table can be variable.
Perched water tables are no t uncommon. Saturated hydrauiic conductivity iess than
10-7 m/s (= 0.4 mm/hr, equivalent to a low rainfall rate) may occur in siit, clay, till, and

unfractured bedrock (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Although perched water tables may occur
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within soils, they develop most lrequently at the base of the soil profde where the hydraulic
conductivity of the underlying unit is often much lower (e-g- Dunne and Black, 1970a;
McDonnell, 1990; Buttle and Sami, 1992)5) Old water nracroporeflo w mode1

Thc signifiçancc of macropores for the rapid movcrrnent OF water through the

s~bsurfacehas long been recognized (Hursh, 1944?see Beven and Germann, 1982) with
particuIar emphasis on the importance of macropores for infiltration of event water (e-g.
Mosley, 1979, 1982; Wilson et al., 1990). The role of macropores for the generation of preevent (old) water runoff has received Iess attention- Based on his study of the Maimai Mg
ca~chmcncin New Zealand, McDonnell (L990) developed the oId water macropore mode1 in

wliich the increase in pre-event water in Stream discharge is caused by flow through
macropores.
When rainfall intensities exceed the infiltration capacity of the soi1 matrix at the
surface, water ponds, flows downslope into vertical cracks and bypasses most of the soil
matrix which remains unsaturated (Figure 2.3e)- This infiltrathg event water creates a perched
water table at the bedrock surface where a small volume of infütrating event water mixes with
a larger volume of pre-event water- The horizontal macropores near the bedrock surface
saturate with and drain predominantiy pre-event water from the hillslope. The large increase in
subsurface flow is mostly attributed to an increase in hydraulic conductivity that results from
saturation of macropores in the transiently saturateci zone (AQB, Figure 2.2).
M c D o ~ e l l ' s(1990) model requires vertical bypassing of water fiom the surface to

depth within the soi1 profile. At the MaUnai catchment, vertical bypassing of event water was
enhanced by Horton (1933) overland flow which produced surface ponding above the ma&
and lateral flow into the vertical cracks ( M c D o ~ e l l 1990).
,
The model requues that the
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hydraulic conductivity of surface soil horizons be Lower than rainfall intensities and that most
of the flow in the vertical cracks bypasses the soi1 matrix with Little diffusion into i t
These conceptual models are not mutually exclusive such îhat a combination of
processes are possible within a soil profile or that severai processes can occur dong a
hiIlsiope. For example, both the development of a perched water table and the existence of
pre-cvcnr maçropore llow convibuted to strearnflow generation in McDonnellls (i990) study.

Com~arisonof the conce~tualmodels of subsurface stormflow ~eneration

The dominant mechanisms, zones and spatial extent for the increase in subsurface flow
in the different conceptual models are summarized and compared in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
Althougli diffcrent rnodels include many of the same hydrological processes, they may not
occur within the same zones (Table 2.2) or over the same spatial extent (Table 2.3).
The unsaturated flow model is the only one to emphasize the dominant role of
downslope flow within the unsaturated zone (AQc, Figure 2.2, Table 2.2). However,
infiltration and vertical unsaturated flow d s o occur within other modeIs implicitly.
The groundwater ridging model is fundamentally different because the dominant
mechanism for the increase in subsurface flow is the increase in hydrauliç gradient which
occurs within the existing zone of saturation (AQA, Figure 2.2, Table 2.2). Furthemore, this
mode1 is the only one in which subsurface stormfiow generation is restricted to a small
proportion of the catchment area (Table 2.3). 'Lhese differences are very important because the
dominant flowpaths for the increase in subsurface fiow, the spatial extent of subsurface flow
generation, and the physical and hydrological properties required are also different.

The dominant mechanism and flowpaths for the increase in downslope subsurface flow
are similar for the transmissivity feedback, perched water table and old water macropore flow

Table 2.2 Cornparison of subsurface stormflow models for the increase in subsurface fiow
with respect to dominant hydrauiic mechanisms and subsurface zones.

Dominant zone

Dominant mechanism

Subsurface
stonnflow
mode1

Change in
hydraulic
gradient

Unsaturated
flow

Groundwater
ridsins
Transmissivity
feedback

Pcrched water
tabIe
Old water
maci-opore
flow
1 including capillary fringe

Change in
hydraulic
conductivity

Unsatunted

Transiently
saturated

Previously
saturatedl

T ~ b l 2.3
e

Cornparison of subsurface stormflow models with respect to the maximum spatial
extent of subsurface flow generation.

Maximum spatial extent
Subsurface stormflow
mode1

Near-s trearn
and lower
hills Iope

Control on spatial extent

Entire
catchrnent

d

unsaturated b u k K,
spatiai extent of
intercannected macropores
depth to c a p i l l q finge,
A in hydraulic gradient

Trrinsrnissivity feedback

4

spatial extent of water table
response

Pcrclied water tabIe

4

spatial extent of low K Iayer

Old writcr macroporc tlow

4

spatial extent of macropores
and water table response

K = hydraulic conductivity

models (Table 2.2). In effect, both the perched water table model and the old water macropore
flow model could be considered special cases of the transmissivity feedback model because
they require transient saturation to increase subsurface flow. Similarly, the different processes
within these models may occur simultaneously or in combination. For example, vertical cracks
or macropores could enhance unsaturated flow to the water table in the transmissivity
kcdback modcl. Nthough subsurface Row can bc generated [rom the cntire watershed in each

modcl. the controls on the spatial extent of flow generation are slightly different (Table 2.3).

Aithough differences between these three models are rninor, they can be important
with respect to water flowpaths and, therefore, water chemistry. Increased downslope

subsurhce flow always occurs through the same horizon in the perched water table model,
whereas it may occur within different soil horizons in the transmissivity feedback model. In
the old water macropore flow model. vertical flow bypasses shallow soil horizons and Limits
interaction with them-

Phvsical and hvdrolorical ~ r o ~ e r t iconducive
es
to subsurface stormflow neneration
Results of storrnflow generation studies are most useful when it is known under what
circumstances they apply to other watersheds. Therefore, it is essential to understand how the
dominant hydrological processes are related to the physical and hydrological properties of
watersheds. This relationship is important for both identifying the measurements that are most
useful and predicting which hydrological processes are likely to dominate in a given
watershed.
Subsurface stormflow models rely on different processes that are influenceci by different
physical and hydrological characteristics ('ïable 2.4). Important physical characteristics to
consider are those that influence the hydraulic gradient or the hydraulic conductivity. These

Table 2.4 Physical properties and environments most suitable for different subsurface
stonnflow rnodelsSubsurtàce
stormtlow mode1

Topography and
water table

Hydraulic conductivity

Unsaturated flow

moderate to steep
hillsIopes

high bulk ECU*,
large change in KU
\vith Y *

vxiablc thickness or
d e p h of capillary
Ginge *.
ric,uiy tlat warer rabie
prior to the Storm

high Ks near
the strearn*

Transmissivity
fccdback
-mauix tlow

moderate to steep
hiUslopes and
water table

large change in Ku at
smail Y *,
high Ks increasùlg
towards the surface

smalI Y a,
srna11 change in 0

Traiisrnissivity

modcrate to steep
hillslopes and
water table

Hi@ Ks due mostly to
macropores*, rnoderate
Ks in matrix,
Iarge change in KUat
srnail Y for bulk soiI*

large Va for
matrix,
srnaIl Ya for
macropores,
smdl change in 8
with Y for bulk
soil

fine to medium
sand matruc, well
structured or
mmY
macropores*

moderate to steep
hillsIopes
(sloping horizon of
IOW Ks)*

High Ks,overlying

smdl Yain
perched zone,
small change in 8
with Y

coarse sands
overlying fine
silts and clays

large Ya for
matrix,
smaU Ya for
macropores,
small change in 0
with Y

siity to fine sand
matrix at surface,
interconnected

feedback
dual porosity

Perched water
tabIe

Old water

macropore flow

moderate to steep
hiIlslopes

low Ks*,
Iarge change in KUat
smail Y for bulk soil*
High Ksdue to
macropores*, matnx
& crainfail intensity*,
large change in KUat
srnaII Y for bulk soil*

Air entry pressure Sediment texture,
and retention curve
pore size or
structure
srnaII change in 8
with Y

well stmctured or
macroporous
fine to medium
sands,
no large pores

WithY

coarse sands,
broad pore size
distribution

macropores or
coarse matrix at
depth*

Ks= Saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ku= Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity,
Y = Pressure head, 'Pa = Air-entry pressure, 0 = water content. Essentiai criteria are indicated
with an asterisk.
This table identifies optimal physical and hydrologicai properties, it does not suggest the entire range
of properties suitable for each modet. For example, although subsurface fiow is enhance.by steeper
sIopes in ail models, with the excepiion of groundwaterridging, the models are also applicablein
catchments with more gentle slopes. Another Limitation is that optimal criteria are considered
individually which may Iead to unlikely combinations in hydraulic properties such as a large change in
with Y and a srnail change in 0 with Y for the unsaturated flow model.

include topography, sediment thickness and texture, and pore size distribution. Relevant
h ydrologicai characteristics include the saturated hydraulic conductivity, the relative

(unsaturated hydraulic) conductivity function, soil water characteristic (or retention) curve, air
enuy (or bubbling) pressure, water table configuration, and soil water content. Therefore, a
given modei may be more appropriate for specific geographical or geological settings.

Groundwater ndging requires a large change in hydraulic gradient at the sueam edge.
Consequently, a water table rhat is nearly flat adjacent to the strcarn prior to the storm would
have a Iarger relative increase in hydraulic gradient than would a sloping water table. In fact,

zroundwater ridging has been documenred mostiy in intermittent streams in whicli, pnor to the

C

Storm, the water table was nearly horizontal and was positioned below the Stream bed (Blowes
and Gillham, 1988; Abdul and GiIlharn, 1989)-

Groundwater ridging also requires sediments with a large capillary fnnge and,
consequently, a large air-entry pressure (Table 2.4). Since the air-entry pressure is a function

of the large-sized pores, the thickness of the capillary fnnge is decreased by the development
of secondary porosity, such as that caused by soil structure and aggregation. In the absence of
secondary porosity, the thickness of the capillary f ~ g iseinfluenced by soil texture. The
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of sedirnents and the shape of the retention curve below the
air-entry pressure are relatively unimportant in the groundwater ridging model since the

increase in subsurface flow is attributed mostiy to saturated flow.

The groundwater ndghg model is most applicable to soils without any substantial
structure, aggregation or macropores, and with textures similar to, or fmer than. medium or
fme sand. Where soils have large pores that drain under smaii negative pressures, saturation of
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these pores wiil increase the hydraulic conductivity. Therefore, the increase in subsurface flow

in this exarnple would be atuibuted to increased hydnuiic conductivity and not to increased
hydraulic gradient. The approximate height of the capillary fringe for different textures is
presented in Table 2.1. Coarse sands have a capillary fringe on the order of 2-5 cm (Bear,
1977) and would not produce substantial changes in water table elevations. Although silts and

clxycy sedimcnts mny have a Irirgc capillriry frinsc. thcir Low hydmulic conductivity prrclude
large gro undwater fluxes (Zdtsberg. 1986: McDonnell and Buttfe, 1998). This problem
il1ustrritcs the paradax of ttie groundwater ridging mode1 in which the coarscst sedimcnts wich
thc largest hydraulic conductivity are Likely to have the smallest capillary fnnge and the fmest

sediments with the largest capi1Ia.y fringe, the lowest hydraulic conductivity.
Models ~ v i f l Nrcreasirrg
l
srrt~cralioti
The other models attribute the increase in subsurface flow mostly to increasing

saturation and increasing hydraulic conductivity (Table 2.2). Although steeper hydraulic
gradients enhance these processes, both the saturated and unsaturated hydraulic properties of
the sediments become much more important for increasing subsurface flow in the transiently

saturated zone (AQB). Four hydraulic properties enhance this type of flow: 1) a large saturated

-

hydraulic conductivity (KS> = 10" d s ) , 2) a smaii air-entry pressure (IY$ < 0.05 m), 3) a

sharp decrease in hydraulic conductivity at very smali negative pressure heads

(O > Y > - 00.5 m),and 4) a gentle slope in the remtion curve for smaii negative pressure
heads (O > Y > .= -1 m).
Large saturated hydraulic conductivity is needed to transmit large increases in
subsurface flow during storms. The approximate magnitude of the necessary saturated
hydraulic conductivity can be estimateci £tom the rise and slope of the water table, the upslope
contributhg area, and the precipitation intensity. Given typical values of these variables on the

.
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Canadian Shield, soils with Ks > = lo4 d s should be capable of transmitting most storm
precipitation as subsurface flow,

Small air-entry pressures (IYal< = 0.05 m) alIow air to enter and water to drain from
the largest pores. Since these large pores are the dominant conduits for flow, the hydraulic

conductivity can decrease sharply a few centimeters above the water table, Srnail air entry
pressures :uc'~ y p i c dh r uniform coxsc sand and grave1 or structured sediments-

To accommodate luge increses in subsurhcc llow, the increase in hydraulic
conductivity fiom negative to positive pressure heads must be large because the rise in water
table elevation is frequentiy smaii. When the water table drops after a storm, a decrease in

hydraulic conductivity at s m d l negative pressure heads minimizes subsurface Flow a d
reduces drainage of soi1 moisture from the transiently saturated zone. Large changes in
hydraulic conductivity at s m d negative pore pressures have been repoaed and modeIIed for
coarse and macroporous soiis (e.g. Richards, 1931; Germann and Beven, 1981; Wilson and

Luxmoore, 1988; Dumer, 1994).
A gentle slope in the retention curve from saturation to pressure heads of

approximately -1 m maintains high water contents, minimizes the specific yield above the
water table, and consequently m a c h i z e s the rise in the water table dunng subsequent

infiltration. More water is retained in sediments with a broad range of pore sizes than in
sediments with uniform large pores. A coarse sediment with a uniform pore size distribution

and a steep retention curve at smail negative pressure heads effectively produces a sharp
decrease in hydraulic conductivity from saturated to unsaturateci conditions, However,
substantial drainage increases the specific yield, reduces the subsequent rise in the water table

and results in a thinner transiently saturated zone (AQB). Although hne sediments have more

gentle retention curves with smalXer specific yields, their hydraulic conductivity is smaller and

air entry pressure larger. Sediments widi a wide range of pore sizes retain water more

effectively than uniform sedimenis at smaller pressure heads once the large pores have
drained. In general, broad retention curves and pore size distributions are indicative of poorly
sorted or well aggregated sediments (Wu et al., L990).
Tmnsnzissiv@feedback with nznt~-ii
flow
The trartsmissivi~yfcedback mode1 with matrix Row is most applicable in watersheds
with çoarsc and Iiigtily permeable sediments (Table 2.4). Couse s m d satisfics tiic hydraulic

requiremen~of the model since it generally has a small air-entry pressure and a high saturated
hydrauIic conductivity that decreases rapidly at small negative pressure heads. However,
collrsc sand has a large specific yield (= 272, Domenico and Schwartz, 1990) that stores

infiltration. Srnall proportions of silt or clay may increase water retention without substmtially
decrcasing hydraulic conductivity.
Ti-cinsr?tissIvityfeedbock with d~ralpor-osityflow
The transmissivity feedback model with dual porosity flow relies on the different

Iiydraulic properties of the matrîx and macropores to produce the necessary buk hydraulic
properties. The retention and unsaturated hydrauiic conductivity curves for the macropores
(lines l), matrix (Lines 2) and the bulk soil (Illies 3) are shown schematicaily in Figure 2.4. The
matrix can be charactenzed by a large air entry pressure, moderate saturated hydraulic

conductivity, and a gentle retention curve. The macropores are characterimi by a srnall air
entry pressure (<0-Olm), a large saturated hydraulic conductivity that decreases rapidly at
smaU negative pressure heads, and a steep retention curve. Since the macropores comprise a
small proportion of the total pore space, the retention cuve of the buk soii is similar to that of
the ma& (Figure 2.4a). However, since most of the flow under saturated conditions occurs
through the macropores, the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the bulk soii is increased

Figure 7 4 Hydraulic propertïes of a dual porosity medium: a) retention and b) hydraulic
conductivity functions of 1) fracture or macropore, 2) ma& pore systems, and 3)
of the totai porous medium (adapted from Gerke and van Genuchten, 1993a).
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significantly by their prescnce (Figure 2.4b). Under moderate negative pressure heads, the

rnacro pores drain and, therefore, the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of the bulk soil
decreases to that of the matrix-

The transmissivily feedback mode1 with dual porosity flow is best suited to watersheds
\vit11 mitcroporous sedirnçnts of fine to medium sand (Table 7.4). Since the decrease in

liydraulic conductivity of the b u k soil is prîmarily caused by the drainage of macropores, fine
imd rncdium smds with widc porc size distnbutions and large air entry pressures retain water

in the mauix under negative pressure heads. Consequently, only a small amount of infiltration
is required to saturate the rnatrix and macropores. Pre-event flow that originates in the matrix

must be transmitted through it before entering a macropore- Therefore, the matrix cannot be so

fine-grained to reduce its saturated hydraulic conductivity. Since the hydraulic conductivity of
the saturated bulk soi1 is greatly infl uenced by the size, density and interconnectivity of the

rnacropores, this mode1 applies to watersheds where conditions enhance the formation and
preservation of soiI structure and macropores. An advantage of this mode1 over the
~ansmissivityfeedback mode1 with ma&

flow is that it c m aiso apply to finer textured

sediments.
Old water macl-opore flow

The geographical setting that is most suitable for the old water macropore flow mode1
is similar to that for the transrnissivity feedback mode1 with dual porosity with three notable
exceptions (Table 2.4). Firstly, the matrix must be fmer grained at the surface to produce
Horton overland flow that enhances verticai bypass flow.Secondly, vertical macropores or
fractures are necessary so that infiltration can bypass soi1 horizons rather than displace water
through the matrix, Thirdly, macropores must be interconnectai or a coarse textured matrix is

required at depth to transmit flow effectively between disconnected macropores.

To produce a perched water table, a low permeability layer of silty or finer textured
sedirnent or unfractured rock is required- In addition, hydrological and physical pro perties for
the overlying layer that are similar to those required for the tmsmissivity feedback model will
enhancc lateral ffow within the permeable sediments above the low permeability layer (Table
2-4j.

The important bulk hydraulic properties for the unsaturated flow model are a high

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity that can transmit sufficient subsurface flow towards the
strcam and

ri stccp

relative conductivity function. Given the magni~udeof unsaturated

liydraulic conductivity of most sediments, it is unlikely that unsaturated flow is the dominant
contributor to storm runoff in most soils without the presence of mesopores or macropores
(cg. Freeze, 1972b). It is beyond the scope of this discussion to consider more specificaily
what unsa~uratedf iow processes and what combinations of matrut and macropore
characteristics rnay lead to the bulk hydraulic properties specified in Table 2.4.
Because the hydraufic conductivity of a sediment often decreases by more than one
order of magnitude when unsaturated, it is easy to suggest that unsaturated flow is
insignificant compared to saturated flow. However, measurements of hydraulic conductivity in

undisturbed soils, soil water tensions, and areas that contribute to Stream discharge provided
convincing evidence that unsaturated flow cari be signincant (Efarr, 1978). It is also important
to recognize that the saturated hydraulic conductivity within a soii pronle may also Vary by
more than one order of magnitude such that the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity in the
upper soil may be similar to the saturated hydraulic conductivity in the lower soil profde (e.g.
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Harr, 1978). Therefore, unsaturated flow should not be rejected as a potentially important

Conclusions

Conceptuai models of subsurface stormflow should identify and explain mechanisms
Soi- incrctiscd Flow. individual t l ~ w
proccsses (c-g.saturated rnxropore flow). interactions

bc~wccnindividual flow processes @,o. flow between maw< and macropores), and spatial
ciiswibu!ions OS tliesc procrsscs during swrms. Prcvious descriptions of c«nccptuai models did

not discuss ail these elements. This sumrnary has considered many new implications of these
modcls. Firstly, it has shown that these models are not appropriate in al1 geographical settings.
For cxample. rhe requirements of the groundwater ridging model m&e it applicable to a small
rangc of sediment textures and topognphic dopes. Secondly, several elements within these

models rernain poorly described, in particular, the interactions between individual flow
processes. Thirdly, it suggests that an examination of the hydrologicd and physical properties
within a watershed may provide insight into the strearnflow generation processes that may (or
may not) be operative.
This summary has considered the mechanisms of increased subsurface flow. Aithough

severd models implicitly described whether increased subsurface flow results from increased
hydraulic gradients or from increased hydraulic conductivity, it is useful to make this
distinction explicitly because it reveals a fundamental difference in the groundwater ridging
model. This model relies on an increase in hydraulic gradient rather than an increase in
saturation to increase subsurface flow. This distinction has further implications on the
flowpaths for increased subsurface flow (in the prevkusly saturated zone) and the spatial
extent of subsurface nuioff production. Consequently, it is very easy to distinguish
groundwater ndgÏng from other models using simple field measurements. Transects of
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groundwater Ievel rneasurements adjacent to the Stream c m be used to detect groundwater

L

ridge development and to quantify the magnitude of the change in hydraulic gradient. Stream
ninoff during storms can be easily measured and cornpared to precipitation volume in order to
evaluate the minimum spatial extent of runoff generation.

In contrast, it appears that the transmissivity feedback mode1 may apply to watersheds
MIL^ a brindcr range o l piiysicd md hydrologicd properues. The transmissivity lecdback

modcl with duaI porosity was proposcd to account for the large increase in subsurface ffow in

lïncr textured soiIs in which kluctuations of the watcr table are srnall. It also explains how pre-

event water c m b c displaced through macropores. Although the old water macropore mode1
also cxplains this displacement, it is restricted to a smaller range of catchment settings.
Unsaturated tlow may be important in the upslope portions of forested catchments with
structured or macroporous soils even though other hydrological processes and models may
dominate in midslope or Lower slope positions. The relative importance of unsaturated and
saturated flow for streamflow generation should be assessed. Although unsaturated flow may
not dominate storm runoff generation, it may be an important secondary process that
influences the redistribution of soi1 mcisture.
Classification of subsurface stomflow generation mechanisms and spatial extents is a
useful approach to evaluate streamflow generation models in individual study sites such as
Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A (Chapter 7). Furthemore, results should be related to physical or
hydrological properties so that these relationships can be extrapolated to other watersheds.

Phvsical ~rowrtieseoverninc groundwater flow in Ham 4-21
Introduction

Strcam cliemis try 2nd tlic ncuudization of ncidic deposition is greatly influenced by
the gcolo_oic. hydrologic and biological factors rhat control the movement or water through

c:irslimc.nrs. Groundwatcr discliargc to streams and Iakcs is particularly important in acid
sensitive areas such as the Canadian Shield where the alkalinity of groundwater is the main

buffer of acidic deposition (Bottomley et ai., 1984, 1986). Groundwater flow and discharge
rire d s o

significant components of nutrient cycling in catchments (Lkens et al., 1977).

From isotopic hydrograph separations, groundwater ("old" water) is found to be a
significant comportent of streamîlow in many glacial till catchments underlain by crystalline
bedrock (Fritz et ai., 1976; Sklash and Farvolden, 1979; Rodhe, 1981,1984, 1987; Hooper and
Shoernakzr, 1986: Moore, 1989). Fiowpaths to the sueam can be inferred from hydrograph

separations using "in-stream" parameters such as isotopic ratios or chernical concentrations
(e-g. Maulé and Stein, 1990; Wels et al., 1991a, 1991b). However, these reconstructed

flowpaths provide Little information on the physical properties that govem hydrologic
processes and therefore hydrograph separations aione have Little predictive power. To smdy
and predict the interactions between groundwater and surface water, it is necessary to shift Our

investigations beyond the boundaries of the Stream and also examine how the physical
properties of a catchment influence the dominant hydrological processes in a catchment
A considerable amount of research has focused on the physical properties that
infiuence the location and size of surface saturatecl areas since these areas can generate much

of the streamflow in humid regions by saturation overland ffow. Foliowing the definitions of
48
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Dunne et al. (1975), saturation overland flow includes both retum flow which is groundwater

that has discharged to the ground surface and direct precipitation ont0 saturated areas. In a
theoretical study, Kirkby and Chorley (1967) suggest that surface sahiration is most probable
in locations of 1) dope convergence in plan view, 2) slope concavities in section and 3)
thinning sediments. Extensive field studies by Dunne et al. (1975), Anderson and Burt (197th
h) and Bcvcn ( 1978) demonstratc that areas of topographic converzencc (in plan) are

prcfercntial locations of surface saturation, are areas of convergent groundwater flow, and are
a r c u thür pcncrally produce greatcr strcam discharge per unit catchrnent area than divcrgmt or

siright hillslopes. Dunne et ai. (L975) show that the extent of surface saturated areas varies
both scasonally and during stoms with the largest changes occumng dong gentle topognphic

sl«pcs adjacent to discharse areas. They also attempt to relate the extent of surface saturation
to soi1 proprrties, vegetation and hydrologic parameters. Ward (1984) rernarks that there is a

lack of fieId evidence demonstrating that the thinning of sediments resuIts in satmted

overland flow- In a recen t review of catchment hydrology, Goodrich and Woolhiser (199 1)
conclude that there is a need to improve the surface water-groundwater Iinkages in watershed
rnodels. To improve such models it is fist necessary to understand the properties and
processes that govern surface water-groundwater interactions.
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First field data from a glacial till catchment are
exarnined to determine the influence of hydraulic conductivity, surface topography and
sediment thickness on groundwater flow and groundwater discharge. The second goal is to
explain the observed spatial and temporal pattern of stream discharge based on our knowledge
of the physical properties of the catchment.
Other physical properties of the catchment can also influence groundwater flowpaihs
and groundwater discharge, in particular macroporosity (Beven and Germann, 1982).
vegetation and the unsaturated characteristics of the sedimena. These additional properties are
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not specifically addressed in this chapter. The influence of the unsaturated zone on streamflow
generation was studied in Harp 4-21 by MacLean (1992).
Studv site
The study site is Harp 4-21, a small3.7 ha headwater catchment located w i t h the
Harp Lake catchment in the Muskoka-Haliburton region of Ontario near the southern rnargin

of tlic Canadian Shield (Figure 3.1). The site is monitored by the Ontario Ministry of the

Environmenr (MOE) üs par^ of the Acid Precipitation In Ontario S ~ u d y(APIOS) to detemine
rhc effects of acidic deposition on several lakes and streams in the region. Results of

hydrological and hydrogeochemical studies of the Harp 4 and Harp 5 catchments are reported
by LaZerte and Dillon (1984), Bottomley et al. (1984), Seip et ai. (1985), Rustad et al. (1986),

Sklash (1986), Devito et al. (1990), Schiff et ai. (1990) and Wels et al. (1990, 1991a).

The mean annual precipitation for the region is 1033 mm (1976-89) (MOE,

unpubtished data) of which approximately 26 percent fdls as snow (Shibatanni, 1988). Stream
discharge îrom Harp 4-2 1 is perennial and accounts for approximateiy 48% of the incoming
precipitation (1989-90). Approximately two-thirds of the annual streamflow occurs between
March 1st and Iune 30th when groundwater levels are highest due to spring melt and
rainstorms (1989-90). Although the precipitation for the region has an average pH of 4.3

(1982-86) (Dillon et al., 1988), the mean pH and alkahity of the Harp 4-21 stream are 6.8 and
184 peqn respectively (B. LaZerte, unpublished data, L984-90)indicating that this catchment
effectively neutralizes the incoming acidic deposition despite the lack of carbonate minerals in
the sediments and bedrock of the catchment (Aravena e t al., 1992).

The catchment is underlain by metamorphic Canadian Shield bedrock composecl
predominantly of amphibolite and schist (Jeffries and Snyder, 1983). Groundwater fiom a
bedrock well has tritium ( 3 ~ levels
)
above cosmogenic background values indicating that the

Figure 3.1 Location and instrumentation of the Harp 4-21 catchment.

Harp Lake Catchment

-
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Harp 4-21 Catchment
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frxtured bedrock surface does not form an impermeable boundary. However, low yields from
nearby domestic wells drilled through up to 150 rn of bedrock suggests that the permeabiiity
of the bedrock is 1ow and the majority of groundwater flow occurs within the overburden

(Wills, 1992)The overburden in Harp 4-2 1 forms an unconfined aquifer consisting of glacial tills
ovcrlaiii by soils. Thc tiIls rÿiigc in tcsrurc from 1o;uny sands LU sandy clay loams with less

than 25 pcrccnt clay-sizcd particiès (Dankevy. 1989)-Coarser sediments from pebbles to

boulders are frcquently obscrved during drilling and excavating and are visible at the ground

surlace. A horizontally discontinuous layer oc compact till (densipan) approxirnately 0.2 to 0.5
m thick is often observed at the base of the soi1 profie at depths ranging from 0.5 to 1.2 m.

This laycr is most prominent in the upper half of the catchment. Densipan layers are common
in many otlier catchments such as Hubbard Brook (Likens et al., 1977) and Sleepers River

(Dunne and BLack, 1970a, 1970b).Compact tills are dso found at greater depths (> 2.5 m) in
portions of the upper catchment but there are insufficient data to detemine the spatial extent
and thickriess of these layers. Water levels in piezometers screened above and below

compacted layers do not indicate the presence of perched water tables so that the aquifer is
assumed to be unconfined throughout the catchment Therefore, in this chapter groundwater
flow specifically relates to saturated subsurface fiow in the unconfued aquifer including both
the tiIIs and the soils.

SoiIs in Harp 4-21 belong to the Podzolic order (Agriculture Canada Expert
Cornmittee on Soi1 Survey, 1987); the physical and chernical characteristics of soils in the

Harp 4 c a t c h e n t are summarized by Lozano et al. (1987). The soils are generaiiy
characterized by surface organic horizons (L, F and H),a dark-coloured humic-rich mineral
horizon with many roots (Ah), a dark brownish and reddish iron-rich mineral horizon with

many roots (B hf or Bf) and occasionaily a iight grey mineral horizon with few roots (BC)
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above the parent material (C).Soils near die stream are frequentIy saturated and have diicker

organic horizons and humic-rich A horizonsHarp 4-2 1 is covered by a mixed hardwood forest dominated by Acer saccharrim

(sugar rnaple),Betzrla alleghaniensis (yellow birch), poprrlus spp. (poplar species), Abies
l>cilsnrnen(balsam fir) and Tsugo canadensis (hernlock).
Methods
A comprehensive topographie survey of the Harp 4-2 1 catchmcnt was conduced using

a Wild Leitz total station (Figure 3.1). Slopes dong the upper half of the stream are slightly

concave. decreasing from as much as 17 percent in the uppermost catchment to 8 percent
adjaccnt to tlic strcam. Slopcs dnining to the lower half of the stream are slightly convex and

sleepen to as much as 30 percent. However, the base of these dopes are concave in the
Lowermost portion of the catchment where hillslope gradients decrease to approximately 15
pcrcent,

The depth of sediments to bedrock was measured by seismic refnction dong five 110

m transects using a OYO McSEIS 1500 Digital Seismograph and a geophone spacing of 5 rn
(Figure 3.2) (Redpath, 1973). The sediments are thickest dong the northwestem margin of the

catchment where overburden thickness ranges from 11 m to 15 m. The overburden gradually
thins to less than 3 m in the northeastem portion of the catchment and to a bedrock outcrop in
the southeastem portion of the catchment (Figure3.2).
A network of 47 stainless steel drive-point, 35 PVC and 7 ABS piezometers was

established to measure hydraulic conductivities, horizontal and vertical gradients and to
coilect groundwater samples (Figure 3.1). Piezometers were installed both in the soils and the
tills and were screened over intervals ranging from 0.15 m to 0.6 m. Some of the deeper 3.8
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Figure 3.2 Sediment thickness in Harp 4-21 as determined from seismic survey. Contours
between geophysicai transects are approximate.

cm (1.5") to 6.4 cm (2.5") diameter PVC and ABS piezometers were instdled using augering
drill rios. The 1.3 cm (0.5")d i m e t e r drive-point piezometers were ïnstalled in vertical nests

of two to eighi piezometers using a Cobra portable v i b r a h g rock drill. This installation
method was the most effective at penetrating compacted tills although it did not d l o w for the
ço1lection of sediment samples. The hydraulic conductivity of the sediments was determined
b j - slug imd/or bail ~irstingc>T tlic piezornetcrs (Hvorslcv, 195 L ). Thesse resulu compare

rcasonably we11 (genenlly within one order of magnitude) to the hydraulic conductivities

obiained using permemeter tests and grain size analyses (Dmkevy, 1989).
Piczomctric ievels and stream discharge were monitored during fifteen runoff events
bctwccn March. 1989 and May. 1990. Baseffow conditions between s t o m s were monitored

regularly. Stream discharge was gauged at S 1 using a 90° V-notch weir enclosed in a heated
structure to maintain ice-free conditions (Figure 3.1). A continuous record of Stream discharge
was obtained using a Leopold and Stevens (mode1 A7 1) float-operated water level recorder

and a stage-discharge relationship established from manual discharge measurements.

Beginning in October 1989 stream discharge was rneasured manually from V-notch weirs
installed at S3, S4 and SS (Figure 3.1). Discharge at S2 is assumed to equal the difference

between discharge a t S 1 and S3 since the area contiibuting directly to SI is smaü and Little
discharge from this area was observed. Piezometrïc ievels were recorded manuaiiy using
either an eiectronic water level tape or Ping-pong baii floats in selected PVC piezometers

(Gillham, 1984).

Resul ts and discussion

Hydraulic corzductivity of the sedintents
The glacial tills in Harp 4-21 have a large range of horizontal hydmulic conductiviûes

from 2.6X 10-5 m/s to 1.8~10-9mis (n=56) with a geometnc mean of 2.3~10-7d s . Four drive
pii i i r piczomctcrs have conductivities of less than lx LO-hm/s. This range is iypicd for jiacial

tills and silty sands (Freeze and Cherry, 1979) md emphasizes the heterogeneous nature of the

Harp 4-21 tills.

Thin layers of significantiy different permeability am evident within the tilis of Harp
4-7 1. For cxample, hydraulic conductivities in one piezometer nest vary by four orders of

magnitudc over a 0.3 m depth. The influence of layenng on groundwater flow is dictated by

the spatial cxtent of tiiese Iayers. No distinct pattern of large-scale layering emerges from the

slug and bail test results of the tills. Regressions between log-hydraulic conductivity and both
piezometer screen elevation and screen depth below ground surface indicate that there are no

catchment scale patterns in hydraulic conductivity either horizontally or paralle1 to the ground
surface (r* = 0.06 and 0.03 respectively). If there is any continuous layenng, it is either at a
scale s m d e r than the distance between piezometers or it is neither horizontal nor parailel to
the ground surface. Variable stratigraphy between nearby excavations and boreholes suggests

that layering is only continuous over distances on the order of five meters. The resulting

groundwater flowpaths in the till are likely tortuous and difficult to define precisely. Due to
the nurnerous heterogeneities and the difficulty of driiiing into the tills, the measurement of

hydraulic conductivity is not a practical way of obtaining detaiied information conceming the
continuity of layering within the tiiis.
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n i e hydraulic conductivities of the soils Vary over a much smailer range from

3 . 0 10-5
~ d s to 3.7~10-7
mfs (n=13) with a geornetric mean of 2.7~10-6d s . The absence of
ho riz0 ns of Iow hydraulic conductivity should result in higher effective hydraulic

conductivities in the soils- Therefore, the flux of groundwater discharge from the catchment
should increase substantially as groundwater levels rise within the soil. Furthemore, the
groundwritcr lcvels within the mils shouId detcrminc the relative importance of groundwater
ilow from the soils and the tiIIs. There are insufficient data in Harp 4-31 to examine the

dilli.rciiçcs in liydraulic conductivities betwecn thc soi1 horizons. Howcvcr, increases in b u k

density and decreases in root density with depth (Lozano et al.. 1987) suggest that hydraulic
conductivities decrease with depth within the soil profile.
Sruface topography

Surface topography is genenlly assurned to indicate the horizontal direction of
groundwater fIow in local groundwater flow systems. Where groundwater levels are very near

or at die ground surface, the maximum horizontai hydraulic gradient is directed pardiel to the
maximum surface slope- Assuming horizontaliy homogeneous and isotropic hydrauiïc

conductivities, groundwater flow is perpendicuhr to topographic contours. In Harp 4-21,
topography indicaw the direction of groundwater flow adjacent to the Stream and in the
lowermost portion of the catchment where the water table is at the ground surface and the
equipotentials are parallel to the topographic contours (Figure 3.3). Topographic convergence
in the lowermost portion of the c a t c h e n t results in horizontal convergence of groundwater
flow and discharge to the ground surface such that surface flow is maintained at S2 throughout
the year.

In the middle and upper portions of the Harp 4-2 1 catchment, groundwater
equipotentials are not parallel to topographic contours indicating that groundwater flow is not

Figure 3.3 Groundwaterequipotentialsh Harp 4-21 followïngspring melton M a y 1, 1989.
Dashed lines indicate approximate locations of equipotentials where the
piezometer network is sparse. Surface elevations are aIso shown. Cross-sections
A-A' and B-B' are shown in Figure 3.5.

paralle1 to the steepest topographic slope (Figure 3 3 ) . For groundwater levels to fluctuate
without changing the direction of flow, groundwater Ievels For dl Iocations at a given
elevation must fiuctuate simultaneously and by the same amount- Many factors influence the
spatial pattern of groundwater recharge and discharge such that groundwater levels at a given
elevation in Harp 4-2 1 fluctuate neither simultaneously nor equally. Therefore, the direction of
groundwater flow varies with groundwater level fluctuations. In general, the direction of
grn~indwtitcrflow is not pcrpendicular to surfacc topography whercvcr the dcpth to the

eroundwater table changes dong any given topographic contour. This phenornenon is not

C

uniquc to Harp 4-2 1. IL can be shown from patterns oc surface saturation ( c g . Dunne et al.,

1975) that in portions of many other catchments, the direction of groundwater flow differs

Crom the steepest topographic slope.
Thc discrepancy between the directions of groundwater flow and steepest topographic

dope has significant implications for interpreting hydrologicai data from catchments and for
modelling catchment hydrology. Catchment boundaries are generaily defmed using surface
topography based on the assumption that groundwater flow is perpendicular to the topographic
contours. However, to correctiy identify the contributing area of a catchment, it is necessary to
determine catchment boundaries from a map of groundwater equipotentials (Figure 3.3).
SIight deviations in the direction of groundwater flow from the direction of steepest slope can
result in substantial errors when determining the contributing area of a catchment (Figure 3.4,
Table 3.1). Based on topographic divides, the S2 and S3 subcatchment areas are
underestimated by 574 and 13%respectively whereas subcatchments areas for S4 and S5 are
overestimated by 41% and 23% respectively. These results emphasize the need to identify
locations where groundwater flow does not conform to topographic contours. Furthemore, if
the direction of groundwater flow changes with fluctuating groundwater levels, then the

Figure 3.4 Approximate subcatchment boundarÏes determined from (A) surface topography
(Figure 3.1) and (B) groundwater equipotentials on May 1, 1989 (Figure 3.3).
Subcatchment areas are shown in TabIe 3.1.

A. Topographic boundaries

LEGEND

Table 3.1

Areas contributing directly to each subcatchment as deterrnined from surface
topography (A) and groundwater equipotentids (B) shown in Figure 3.4.

Subcatchment

A
Topographic Area
(mz)

B
Groundwater Area
(m2)

Error (A-B)/B

(w

locations of catchrnent boundaries wiiI vary such that the contributing area OC a catchment

rnay also change with groundwater level fluctuations. Digital Elevation Models @EM) are
being used to automate the subdivision of catchrnents to provide spatially distributed
hydrologie modeIs (Moore and Grayson, 1991). In catchments where subsurface flow is

significant. incorrect subcatchment areas and groundwater flow directions rnay resuIt in errors
i n thc prcdictcli spatial dis tribu tion of sueam dischrirgc.

Thc magnitude of the topographic siope influences the extent of surface saturated areas

and tliçir expansion and contraction with flucruating groundwater levels. As groundwater
lcvcls increase, a much larger area saturates to the surface along gentle slopes (Figure 3.5b)
than alone steeper slopes (Figure ?.Sa). Since hillslopes are more gentle adjacent to the upper
portion of the Harp J-2 1 s t r e m than in the steeper Iower catchment, surface saturated areas
rxpand much more adjacent to the upper stream than in the lower catchment (Figures 3.5 and
3.6). Similarly, groundwater levels rÏsing from the tills into the more permeable soils result in

a p a t e r spatial extent of saturation within the soils along the gentle hflslopes adjacent to the

upper stream than along the steeper slopes in the lower catchment. As a result of these spatial
changes in surface and soi1 saturation, the spatial pattern of stream discharge and waier
flowpadis is expected to change significantly with fluctuaring groundwater leveis.

Sediment thickness

Assuming there is no horizontal convergence or divergence of groundwater flow,
decreasing sediment thickness along a flowpath requires a proportionai increase in the
horizontal hydraulic gradient or conductivity a t the point of thinning to transmit the flux of
groundwater from upslope. Where groundwater Ievels are at the surface, thinning sediments

c m result in groundwater discharge since the horizontal hydraulic gradients are limited by the
ground surface and cannot increase to transmit the flux of groundwater from upslope.

Figure 3.5 Cross-sections indicatins the change in satunted areas resulting from groundwater
level fluctuations. More gentle topographie slopes adjacent to the strearn in the
upper catchment (B) result in larger seasonal changes in the a r a of surface
saturation than in the Iower catchment (A). Cross-section locations are shown in
Figure 3.3-
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Figure 3.6 Approximate maximum and minimum extent of surface saturation in Harp 4-21 in
1989. Surface saturation was determined from visual observations and
groundwater level rneasurements. Smd1 unsaturated hummocks within the areas
are ignored-
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Stream

Decreasing sediment thickness dong flowpaths (Figure 3.5) can therefore influence the
locations and ex tent of groundwater discharge to the surface. In the lowermost portion of the
catchment, decreasing sediment thickness and horizontal convergence of groundwater both
contribute to groundwater discharge. Between elevations 356 rn and 348 m in the S2
subcatchment (Figure 3.3)' the dimensions OP the saturated zone perpendicular to the
Liurizontaï ciircction o t tlow dccrcasc irom 42 m widc and 6 2 r n dccp 10 14 m wide and 2.3

rn

deçp indicatÏns that ihe rdative importance of decreasing stdiment thickness and horizontal

convergence is ripproxirnately equai.
Along the upper portion of the Stream where horizontal groundwater convergence is
minimal. locations o r decreasing sediment thickness (Figure 3.2) correspond with the
locations of surface saturation (Figure 3.6) suggesting that changes in sediment thickness are
rcsponsibIe for groundwater discharge- However, it is incorrect to attrÏbute a l l groundwater
discharge to decreasing sedirnent thichess dong a flowpath since other factors can contribute
to goundwater discharge. For example, a syrnmevical flow boundary at the base of a hillslope

can result in ground w a a r discharge regardless of changes in sedirnent thichess.
The presence of thick unsaturated sediments in the upslope portions of Harp 4-21
significantly intluences the catchent's hydrological regime. Individual storms have little
influence on groundwater levels in these areas since there is generaily considerable storage
available within the unsaturated zone. However, during spcing melt there is sufficient
infiltration to replenish much of this storage and cause a large increase in groundwater levels
(Figure 3.7). Since groundwater levels decline slowly, most of the infiitration into these thick
unsaturated tills has little direct influence on stormflow but has a significant effect on
baseflow. Therefore, the thick unsaturated sediments have the effect of reducing the effective
runoff (the proportion of runoff to precipitation) from storms and increasing the quantity of

Figure 3.7 Seasonai groundwater Ievel fluctuations in three dope positions. The magnitude
of groundwater Ievel fluctuations is greatest in the upper catchment (P22)where
the thickness of unsaturated sediments is greatest and decreases towards the
Stream (PO5 and P20-02). Piezometer locations are shown in Figure 3.3.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
1989

baseflow during the remainder of the year. Groundwater recharging these upslope sediments

gndudly flows downgradient such that the range of seasonal groundwater level fluctuations
decreases towards the stream (Figure 3.7). Consequently, soils adjacent to the sueam remain
nearly saturated most of the year and basefiow is sustained during dry penods. The amount of
rivailablc storage in the unsaturated sediments is not strictly dependent on sediment thickness
hlii

is alsi) dctcrmincd by tlic porosity and the moisturc content of thc sedimcnü. The moisturc

content and the thickness of unsaturated sediments are. in tum, inffuenced by many othcr

Lactors such as surface topography, the hydraulic properties of the unsaturated sediments,

cvapotranspiration and the configuration of the groundwater table.
Althougli hydraulic conductivity, surface topography and sediment thickness are
discussed separatcly, the fluxes, flowpaths and discharge areas of groundwater flow are
determined by Ihe interactions among various physical properties. Even within a catchment as
small as Harp 4-2 1, Iüiowledge of only the physical propeaies is insufficient to predict their
elfect on strea.cn discharge since the relative importance of these properties varies both
spatially and temporally with fluctuating groundwater levels. Therefore, it is necessary to

specify the range of hydrologic conditions for which the possible effects of given physical
pro perties influence stream dischargeSpatial and temporal pattern of stream dikchmge
Fluctuations in groundwater levels significantly influence stream discharge in Harp 42 1. Stream discharge remains 1ow over a large range of groundwater levels and then increases

signifcantly for smali increases in groundwater levels (Figure 3.8). These large changes in
stream discharge suggest that the relative importance of different physical properties.
hydrological processes and pathways change as groundwater Levels fluctuate. The rapid
increase in Stream discharge for high groundwater levels can be attributed to the higher
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Figure 3.8 Strearn discharge at S 1 as a function of piezomevic levels adjacent to the lower
portion of the Stream 820-02,0.69mdepth). Sirnilar results are found for other
piezometers in proximity of the Stream (for example P05). Piezometer Locations
are shown in Figure 3.3.

348.7

348.8

348.9

G roundwater level, P20-02 (m)

cffèctive hydraulic conductivities of the soils relative to the underlying tills and to the gentle
topographic slopes adjacent to discharge areas. As groundwater levels increase, there is an
increase in the saturated thickness within the soils and a consequent increase in flow within
the soils, Furthemore, preferential pathways such as macropores in the upper soi1 horizons

may oniy become significant flowpaths when these horizons become saturated by high
crouriJw-riter JCLL'IS. As prwiousIy

b
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Irirgc expansion of discharge areas d o n g gentle siopes and an increase in saturated o v e r h d
now.

Fluctuations in groundwater levels also significantly influence the spatiai distribution
oc Stream discharge. The average proportion of discharge originating upstream of S4 increases

from 43 percent when groundwater levels are Low to moderate in the autumn to 69 percent

when groundwater levels are highest in the spnng (Table 3.2). These changes are related to the
differences in topographic slope adjacent to the upper and lower portions of the stream. As
uroundwater Ievels nse, upstrearn areas of soi1 and surface saturation expand substantially

r'

owing to the gende topographic slope (Figures 3Sb and 3.6) and the relative importance of
upstrearn sources of stream discharge increases as a result of increasing groundwater
discharge and saturation overland flow (Figure 3.9). Since the expansion of saturated areas in
the lower catchment is lïxnited by steeper slopes (Figure 3Sa), the resulting increase in

discharge is smaller so that the relative proportion of discharge from the lower catchment
decreases as groundwater levels increase.
Changes in the spatial distribution of stream discharge during storms are sirnilar to the
seasonal changes since increasing groundwater Ievels adjacent to the upper stream r d t in a
relative increase in upstream discharge during storms. Aithough there are differences in the

Table 3.2. Seasonal change in the spatial pattern of strearn discharge.
Location

Percentage of the Stream discharge at S 1
- -

October-November 1989

April1990

Groundwater IeveIs were low to moderate in October and November 1989 and high in ApnI
1990. Stream discharge at S2 is determined as the difference between discharge at S1 and S3.
Strcam gauging locations are shown in Figure 3.1.
The proportion of discharze et S5 is underestimated since some Stream
discharge tlows dong the surface around the S5 weir.

Figure 3.9 The proportion of Stream discharge at S4 relative to S L as a function of
piezometnc Levels in PO5 near the upper portion of the Stream. Includes data
coilected dunng stoms and at baseflow. The locations of strearn gauging site S 4
and piezometer PO5 are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.3 respectively.

358.6

358.8

359.0

359.2 359.4 359.6 359.8

Groundwater level, PO5 (m)

Stream response between storms, there is a basic pattern common to several storms. Dunng the
initial portion of the s t o m , a greater proportion of stream discharge onginates in the
lowermost portion of the catchment where groundwater levels are close to o r at the ground
surface and saturation overland flow occurs readily (Figure 3.10). Along the upper portion of
the stream. groundwater levels respond more slowly with increasing distance from the stream
rcsulting in a morc grridual incrcasi, and a liicr pcrrk in

SLKUX

dischargc at SJ. Conscquently,

the proportion of discharse at S4 increases throughout the remainder of the storm and peaks

following thc storm when groundwater levels in the upper catchment are peaking and
-mundwater
z

levek in the lowermost catchment have declined. The proportion of discharge at

S4 then gradually decreases as water levels d o n g the upper portion of the stream decrease.
Sirnilar spatial changes in the proportions of stream discharge are observed during spring melt
episodes. However. the magnitude of these changes are much s m d e r than in the autumn since
the relative increase in discharge from baseflow to peak flow is smaller and since further

expansion of discharge areas adjacent to the upper portion of the sueam produces a smaller
relative i~icreasein the upstream discharge are%
The similarities between the seasonal and storm patterns of stream discharge suggest
that examination of the seasonal changes in hydrologic pathways could be helpful for
understanding some of the changes in flow pathways that occur as a result of groundwater

level fluctuations during storms. However, caution must be used when making such
cornparisons since the pattern and degree of saturation in the catchment change prïor to each
storm and may signifïcantly influence the flow pathways and stream response for each stonn.

Conclusions
Groundwater flow plays a significant role in controlling streamflow in Harp 4-21.
Groundwater flow contributes directly to stream discharge and govems the formation of

Figure 3.10 Changes in strearn discharge (A), the proportion of stream discharge at S4
relative to S 1 (B) and piezomevic Ievels dong the lower (C) and upper (DE)
portions of the Stream during the rainstom on October 20, 1989. Piezometer and
Stream gauginp locations are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.3.
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discharge areas that influence both groundwater and event water contributions by saturation
overland flow. To understand how groundwater flow influences strearnflow generation and
water flowpaths in glacial till catchments it is useful to study the physical properties that
control groundwater flow.
The combined effects of surface topography. sediment thickness and hydraulic

conductivity witlun the catchment largely control the direction of groundwater flow and the
Liic:itioiis and extcn t of gmundwater discharge areas in Harp 4 2 1. No single physical property

of die catchment is suffcient to fully explain the pattern of groundwater flow and flow
pathways completely. It is also important to recognize that the relative importance of these
physicai properties changes both spatially and temporally as a result of fluctuahg
groundwater levels.
Although the role of sediment thickness on streamflow generation is frequendy
ignored, results from Harp 4-2 L show that decreasing sediment thickness may be as important
as convergent topography in producing surface saturation and groundwater discharge.

Furthemore, the pattern of sediment thickness within the catchment also influences its
hydrological regime. Much of the infiltration during wet periods is stored withh the thick
unsaturated sediments in the upslope portions of Harp' 4-21. Infiltration during spring melt
causes large increases in groundwater levels which sustains baseflow during dry periods.
Much different hydrologicd regimes are found in nearby catchments where the streams are
ephemeral and the lack of available storage in the thin sediments results in higher effective
runoff during spring melt (e-g. Wels et al., 1991b). The influence of sediment thickness on
groundwater flow and Stream discharge also depends on other factors such as the hydraulic
conductivity, surface topography and the conf'iguration of the water table. Consequently, it is
useful to consider the importance of these factors to predict how sediment thickness wili affect
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uroundwater Elow and sueamFlow in a particular catchment. If the role of sediment thickness
z
is to be examined in Larger catchments, then there is a need to develop more practical
meophysicai methods that can be used to detemine sediment thickness at many locations over

rZ

lar,mer areas.

The hydraulic conductivities of the tills do not show any large scale pattern of layenng

Jcspi~c~hc.prcscncc «Lcornpac~Iüycrs in borclii>lcsluid cxcava~ions.Tiic Iück of low
hydraulic conductivities within the soi1 suggests that the effective permeability of the soils is
crcater than that of the tilk so that groundwater Row from the catchment is greatly dependent

C

on water lcvels in the soils. The extremely heterogeneous nature of the tills and the difficulties
of instrumenting the tills do not allow for a detailed description Ot their hydraulic properties

Iioni piczomctcr tests. For applications in which detailed howledge of the hydraulic

pro perties is no t required, instrumentation and methods that provide larger scale
rneasurernents of the effective hydrauilic properties of the tills may be preferable.
Surface topography indicates the direction of groundwater flow where groundwater
lcvels are very close to the ground surface. However, it is incorrect to assume a p h n ' that the
direction of groundwater flow is perpendicular to surface contours everywhere in a catchment.
In Harp 4-2 1, subcatchment divides based on topognphic contours and groundwater

equipotentials are substantially different Furthemore, spatial difierences in groundwater level
fluctuations indicate that the locations of subcatchment boundaries change with ffuctuatùig
groundwater levels. Hydrological models based on DEMs would be best applied if the DEM
was based on groundwater equipotentials rather than surface topography. However, data for

groundwater equipotentials are rarely available in most catchments such that it is necessary to

use surface topography to select catchment boundaries even though it can result in si@cant
errors in the predicted spatial pattem of stream discharge.
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Groundwater leveIs significantly infiuence the spatial pattern of stream discharge and
the relative importance of dïfferent flowpaths in Harp 4-2 1. Consequently, fluctuating

groundwater levels may have a significant impact on stream chemistry. Knowledge of the
groundwater Levels in a catchment prïor to a storm may b e useful for determinhg the sueam
response to a storm and for identifying differences in the dominant flowpaihs during storms.
To modcl thc c f i c t of such spricial diffcrcnccs in hydroIogic proccsscs usin? hydrcilogic and

hydrochemical models would require distributed models such as TOPMODEL (Beven and
Kirkby. 1979) and DEM based modcls (Moore and Grayscin, 199 1) since lumped models such

as Birkcnes (Christophersen and Wright, 1982) do not account for spatial differences in flow
processes.
The hetcrogcncous tills, variable sediment thichess and variable hillsl~pegradients
round in Harp 4-21 are typicd of many glacial till catchrnents in the Canadian Shield. Despite

similarïties between many of these catchments, their hydrological responses often differ. From
a simplistic understanding of hydraulic conductivity, surface topography and depth of

sedimenu in Harp 4-2 1, it has been possible to explain some of the observed patterns of
groundwater flow and Stream discharge in a complex groundwater flow system- Therefore,
these properties may also be usefui for predicting the differences in hydrological processes
between catchments.

Exarnininr
- the contributions of zlacial till water to storm mnoff

usine two- and three-component hvdroma~hse~arations
Introduction

Hydrograph separations based on chernical or isotopic m a s balances of strearn
clischargc arc commoniy usçd to determinc the relati.ve contributions of event (new) water and

pre-event (old) water as sources of streamfiow during runoff events (Bottomley et al., 1984,
1986; Hooper and Shoemaker, 1986; Moore, 1989; Wels et al., 199la). Changes in the reIative
contributions of these waters are then used to infer changes in hydrological processes and
llowpaths during runoff generation (Sklash and Farvolden, 1979; Sklash et al. 1986;

McDonnell et al., 1991; Wels et al., 1991b). Hydrograph separations have been a common
tool in studies of the hydrochemistry of forested catchments because knowledge of the sources
and flowpaths of water during runoff events aid in the development of conceptual and

mathematical models of sueam discharge and Stream water chemistry (Christophersen et al.,
1982; Gherini et al., 1985).

The results of hydrograph separations in humid forested catchments underlain by
crystalline bedrock generdy indicate that old water (commoniy assumed to be groundwater or
a mixture of groundwater and soi1 water) comprises approximately 30 to nearly 100 percent of
strearn discharge d u h g stoms in low order catchments (Fritz et al., 1976; Sklash, 1985;

Maulé and Stein, 1990; Rodhe, 1981,1984, 1987; Bishop, 1991). Despite the numerous
similarities in the physical characteristics among many of these catchments, there appears to
have been Little attempt to relate hydrograph separation results to physical and hydrological
factors. Large variations in the hydrograph separation results between several events within a
77
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single catchment suggest d m the wide range of hydrological conditions present in the
catchments during these runoff events may be responsible for much of these variations. Since
hydrogaph separations measure the relative flues of new and old water to the stream, the
results should be influenced by both precipitation ïntensity and groundwater flux to the
stream. Summarizing the results of 37 runoff events in 10 catchments, Rodhe (1987) showed
thrtt the average proportion of

groundwiiter discharged during the rvcnts was negntively

correlated to both the rate of water input to the catchments and to the maximum specific
discliargç of the strearns. Fcw studics have uscd the results oE hydrogrqh separations to
investigate the physical and hydrological factors that result in rapid old water flow to the

strcam during runoff events.
Sevèral investigators havc demons tratcd the importance that groundwater levels have

on runoff generation. Groundwater levels influence the discharge of both the new and old
water components of storm runoff. Rising groundwater levels result in the expansion of
i cause both
groundwater discharge areas that are impermeable to incident precipitation mud

ovcrland llow and return flow to the stream (Dunne et al., 1975)- Furthemore, numerical
modeling by Sklash and Farvolden (1979), and labontory and field experiments by Abdul and
Gillham (1984, 1990). and Blowes and Gillham (1988) have shown that rising groundwater

levels adjacent to the Stream c m also result in increased hydraulic gradients and groundwater
discharge into the stream bed.

Much of the Northem hemisphere is covered by glaciai till deposits. The presence of
corn pacted layers and clay-sized particles can significantly reduce the hydraulic conductivïties
of these tills. In shallow flow systems where tills are underlain by low pemeability bedrock,
groundwater flow through these tills is frequently assumed to be negligible relative to flow
through the overlying soils (Espeby, 1989; Likens et ai., 1979). However, the texture,
mineralogy and petrology of glacial a s are very variable both regionally and stratigraphicaliy
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and frequentty are rdated ro the bedrock geotogy of the source rock (Karrow, 1979). On the

Canadian Shield, the texture of glacial tiHs generdy has a srnaII proportion of clay-sized
sediment (Scott, 1979) and may consequently have hydraulic conductivities that are
sufficientiy large to transmit a significant proportion of the groundwater flow through these
catchments. Such flow may also significantly influence stream chemistry since the residence
times of groundwater are Likeiy w be grenter in the tiI1s than in the soils resulting in higher

chemical concentrations in discharging till waters. The extreme spatial varÎability of the
hydraulic pro perties of the tills greatiy corn plicates the hydromcuiç monitoring of flow

through these sediments and the interpretation of these resdts so that hydrograph separations
are a useful tool in examining the o v e r d significance of groundwater flow through the tills.
Hydrograp h scparations based on chemical and isotopic data are used in this chapter
with the purpose of exarnining the relative importance of groundwater discharge through soils

and tills to a Canadian Shield stream during stormflow conditions. Three specific hypotheses
are addressed. Firstly, groundwater that has flowved through glacial till (tuwater) is an

important component of stream discharge during runoff events. Secondly. the proportion of till
water discharging to the s t r e m varies both seasonally and during storm events and is related
to groundwater levels. Lastly, the use of hydrometric data c m improve Our interpretations of

flowpaths inferred from hydrograph separations.
Studv site

The study site is Harp 4-21, a small3.7 ha headwater catchment located within the
Harp Lake catchment in the Muskoka-Haliburton region of central Ontario (Figure 4.1).

Stream discharge from Harp 4-21 is perennial and accounts for approximately 35% (1988-90)
of the mean annual precipitation of 1033mm (1976-89) (Ontario Ministry of the Environment

(MOE), unpublished data). Approroximately two-thirds of the annual streamflow occurs

Figure 4.1 Location map and instrumentation of the Harp 4-21 catchment-
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between March 1st and Iune 30th when groundwater levels are highest due to spnng melt and
rainstorms. A general description of the hydrogeology of the catchment is provided in Chapter
3.

The catchment is undedain by metamorphie Canadian ShîeId bedrock composed
prcdominantly of amphibolite and schist (Jeffries and Snydcr. 1983). Thc overburden in Harp

4-2 1 forms an unconfied aquifer consisting of glacial tills overlain by Podzolic soils. The tills
rire

rclaùviil y coarsc consisung predominantly o r sandy Ioams widi 0-24% clay-sized particles

and substantial quantities of pebble to boulder size materid (Dankevy, 1989). The overburden
is up to 15 m thick in the nodiwestern upslope portion of the catchment and gradually thins to
betwcen 2 and 6 rn beneath the Stream (Chapter 3). A horizontally discontinuous layer of

compact till (densipan) is olten observed within or at the base of the soi1 profile at depths
ranging up to 1.2 m. This layer is rnost prominent in the upper haif of the catchment. Compact
tills are also Cound at greater depths

2.5 m) in the upper c a t c h e n t but there are insufficient

data to determine the horizontal extent of these Iayers- The physical and chernical
characteristics of the soils in the Harp 4 catchment are summarîzed by Lozano et aL (1987).
Methods
The monitoring network consists of 89 piezometers and 5 strearn sampluig locations
(Figure 4.1). A more detailed description of instruments and sarnpling procedures is provided
in Chapter 3. The glacial tills in Harp 4-21 have a large range of horizontal hydraulic

conductivities from 2.6~10-5d s to 1.8 ~ 1 0 - 9mls (n=56) with a geornetric mean of 2.3 ~ 1 0 - 7
rn/s (95% confidence interval of the mean ftom 1.0~10-7to 5.1~1û-7mls). Four drive point
piezometers have conductivities of less than 1x10-9 mls. This range is typical for glacial tills
and silty sands (Freeze and Cherry, 1979) and ernphasizes the heterogeneous nature of the

Harp 4-21 tus. The horizontal hydraulic conductivities of the soils Vary over a much smaller
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range from 3-0x 10-5 to 3.7X 10-7 mls (n=13) with a geometric mean of 2.7 ~ 1 0 -(95%
6
confidence intervai of the mean from 1-4X106 to 5 . 2 10-~
~ d s ) . The absence of horizons of
low hydraulic CO nductivity results in higher effective hydraulic conductivities in the soils
(Chapter 3).
FZteen runoff events were monitored between March, 1989 and May, 1990-Stream
discliÿrgc was recorded contînuously at S I using a float-operated water level recorder and

rnrinudly at S3. S4 and SS (Figure 4.1). Discharge at S2 is assurned to equal the difference
b e w e c n discharge at S 1 and S3 since the surrace area contributhg dîrectiy to S 1 is smail.

Surface saturated area was estimated using piezomerric data and visual observations of sudace
ponding. TLïs method probably overestimates surface saturated areas since it also includes
unsaturated hurnrnocks between surface saturated hollows- Stream water samptes were
coilected at ail five Stream sites (SI to S5) during both baseflow and storrnflow conditions
with the exception of the June 22, 1989 storm which was sarnpled only at S 1. Groundwater

samples were coiiected from pîezometers screened from 0.15 to 6.7 m depth in the soils and in
the ulis and soi1 water samples were collected using tension and zero-tension Lysimeters
(Figure 4.1). Throughfall samples were coIlected in 20 L pails lined with plastic sample
collection bags. Molybdate reactive dissolved silica (Sioz expressed in mg Sfl) was analysed
by colourirnetry (MOE, 1986a) and major cations (Ca2+,Mg2+,Naç, KC)were andysed by

atomic absorption spectroscopy (MOE, 1986b) by the MOE. Rain and snow chernistry
sarnples are collected weekly by the MOE at the precipitation site (Figure 4.1).Selected
sarnples were also analysed for 180/160
ratios (reported as %O difference relative to SMOW
with a precision of fl.2%0(la))at the University of Waterloo for isotopic hydrograph

separations.

Hydrograph separation consists of quantifying the various sources contributhg to
strearn discharge. For two sources convibuting to streamfiow, the proportions of old and new
water discharge in the stream water are determined from the equations:

where C is the concentration of the chemical species and the subscripts ol n, and s refer to oId,

new and stream water, respectively.
A chemical mass balance equation can be formulated for a three-component system:

where the subscripts ot and os refer to old till water and old soi1 water, respectively. This
equation can be solved if either 1) the discharge of one of the components is h o w n (DeWaiie
et al., 1989) or 2) two tracers are used simultaneously. Where two tracers such as isotopes (i)

and dissolved silica (Si) are used, a set of hear equations can be solved for Qr/Qs,
QosQ

QotfQt:

Qos
--X,

Qs

=

Qot
--Xot =
Qs

Equaiions 4.5 and 4.6 can be applied using rither of the tracers (t = i or Si) provided that
t

t

Cot + C , for the tracer used. Five assumptions are necessary to apply the threecomponent hydrograph separation: 1) the concentrations of each component must be
distinct From the other two components for one or both of the tracers, 2) the

concentrations of the three components cannot b e c o l h e a r for the two tracers, 3) the
average concentration of each component must remain constant for the duration of the
event, 4) there are only three components (based on the concentrations of the two tracers)

contributing to strearn discharge, and 5) the tracers must mix consewatively. The
interpretation of the three-components in Equations 4.3 to 4.6 obviously depends on the
tracen used and the spatial and temporal patterns of their concentrations in the c a t c h e n t

under investigation. Wels et al. (199 La) used a three-component hydrograph separation
(new overland flow, new subsurface flow and old subsurface flow)for the speciai case
1
Si
Si
whereW
,
'
C
OF "new
SSF and Cnew SSF = Cold SSF (OF = overland flow,

SSF = subsurface flow) which simplines Equations 4.4 and 4.6
S i 0 2) and 4.1 (using deuterium), respectively.

to

Equations 4.2 (using

Results and discussion
Tw o-component hydrograplz separutions based on 180

Two-component hydrograph separations usùig 180 ((Equations 4.1 and 4.2) were used
to determine the relative fluxes of new and old water for two storms with contrasting
; L I I L C ~ L ' C ~ L 'r~nL ~ i s t u r ec ~ n d i ~ i ~wi~hin
) n s tlic catchnicnt. Groundwatcr Icvcls prior to the Juné 22,

1989 rainstorm remained near their seasonai rna?ùmum in rnost of the catchment following
s p n n g melt and an I 1 mm Storm on Iune 20 (Figure 4.2). Four bursts of rainfd produced 36

mm of rain on Junc 22 resulting in four distinct peaks in stream discharge (Figure 4.3). The

isotopic ratios of b u k chroughfall samples from the first burst of raidi11 (-5.80%0) and from
rhc threc rcmaining bursts of rainfall(-5.75%0) are significantly different from the isotopic

ratios of baseflow following the storm (-12.27%0)and the average isotopic ratio of
oroundwater from four piezometers (-12.3=.

5

12%0)so that the uncerwinty in the resulting

hydrograph separations is less than 4% of the total flow. Despite high initial surface saturation
(= 8%) aiid rainfall intensities

up to 12 m m h , the old water component is always the

dominant portion of stream discharge decreasing to a minimum of 56% near peak discharge
and comprising 83% of the total Stream discharge.

In the fall of 1989, groundwater ievels were relatively Iow following a dry summer.
Pnor to the October 3 1, 1989 rainstorm, groundwater levels remained Low following I l days
of dry, warm weather (Figure 4.2) and =3%of the catchment area remained saturateci to the
surface. The total rainfall for the storm was 19 mm with a maximum hourly intensity of 5.5
mrnfhr (Figure 4.4). The isotopic ratio of stream baseflow (-11.83%0) prior to the s t o m is
sirnilar to the mean groundwater isotopic ratios from six piezometers (-11.7 lM.53%0)and is
significantly different from the buik throughfall (-6.43%). The variation in old water isotopic
ratios is considerably srnalier than the difference between the new and old water

Figure 4.2 Seasonal variations in water Ievels in piezometer P6 1. The arrows indicate the
June 22 and October 3 1 events-
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Figure 4.3 Three-component hydrograph separations for the Iune 22,1989 event Data and
results are presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.Dissolved silica and dl80
scaies are selected so that new water and baseflow water concentrations coincideArrows indicate samples couected prior to or foliowing the displayed time period.
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Figure 4.4 Three-componenthydrograph s e p d o n s for the October 3 1, 1989 event. Data
and results are presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. Dissolved silica and
3'80 scales are selected so that new and old water concentrations coincide.
Arrows indicate sampIes collected prior to or following the displayed time period.
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concentrations such that the range in groundwater a 1 8 0 (-1 1.34%~to -12.37%0)corresponds to
only a 7% error in the proportion of the total old water discharge. Even though the isotopic
ratio of throughfall became more depleted as the storm progressed (-5.66%0, -6.l8%0 and
-7.34%~; the isotopic ratio for the third portion of the storm was caiculated to be -7.34%0 by

volume weighted difference from the b u k sample), this depletion results in Iess than a 3%
error in the hydrograph separauon if a cumulative mean of the new water is used as suggested
hy NcDonncIl ct 31. ( 1990). Thc rcsultinç two-component isotopic hydrograph scparation for

the October 3 1 storm shows that old water dominates the storm hydrograph ai S I contributing

65% o l pcük discharge and 77% of the total hydrograph.

The flowpaths of new water to the sueam during these two events may be inferred

from the total volumes of rainfdl and new water runoff, Since the effective mnoff (ratio of
runofUrainfal1) for the Sune 22 storm is 47% and the ratio of new water to total mnoff is 17%,
the area o f saturated overland flow required to contribute new water directiy to the stream is

only 8% of the to ta1 basin area Considering that the proportion of saturated area within the
catchment varied between approximately 8-20% during the event, direct precipitation ont0
saturated areas is a plausible flowpath for most of the new water entering the Stream.
Sirnilarly, the intensities of rainfall and new water mnoff can be compared. The peak intznsity
of new water Stream discharge during this storm was 0.46 mmfhr. If this value is compared
with the maximum hourly minfidl intensity of 12 mm/hr then only 4% of the total catchment

area is required to contribute the flux of new water at peak stream discharge.

The effective runoff and the proportion of new water discharge for the October 31
storm are 16% and 24%.respectively. and direct precipitation contributed from only 4% of the
catchment area is required to account for the total volume of new water. C o n s i d e ~ that
g the
peak htensity of new water stream discharge is only 0.08 mrn1h.rcompared to the maximum
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raînfall intensity of 5.5 mrn/hr, then direct precipitation ont0 Iess than 2% of the catchment
arca is required to produce the flux of new water to the stream at peak discharge. From
groundwater level measurements, the extent of surface saturation on October 3 1 is estimated
to Vary between approximately 3-7% during the event. Aithough these results suggest that
direct precipitation onto saturated areas could be the major flowpath of event water to the
stream, the timing of the new water flow indicates that a small fraction of the new water is
reaching the stream more slowly and is probably infiltrating the mineral soil. Visual
observations indiçaw that saturation overtand llow usudly occurs bcneath the litter within the

surface orsanic horizons.

Tltree-component Izydrograph separations based on 180 and Si02
Dissolved silica can be a useful tracer in many catchrnents since only trace amounts
arc usually found in precipitation (Likens et al., 1979; Wels e t al., 199 l a ) whereas water that

has sufficient contact time with the overburden frequentiy has dissolved enough Si02 to be

chemically distinct compared to precipitation. Making the assumption that new water does not
dissolve any SiOs, Hooper and Shoemaker (1986)found that Si02 was a suitable tracer to
separate hydrographs into new and old components. In many catchrnents, infiluating new
water c m dissolve Si02 npidly enough to make it indistinguishable from old water
(McKeague and C h e , 1963; Kennedy, 1971) so that isotopic and Si02 data can be combhed
to distinguish between new and old water flowing through the subsurface (Wels et al., 1991a;

Maulé and Stein, 1990). In catchrnents where tiii water has much higher Si02 concentrations
than either soil water o r iddtrating event water, Si02 can be used to distinguish between
water flowing in the soi1 and water flow through the underlying a s (Hendershot et ai., 1992).
The spatial pattern of Sioz concentrations in Harp 4-21 reflects groundwater
flowpaths. Throughfdl simples have trace arnounts of Si02. The average Si02 concentration
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of 296 soil water samples collected b y the MOE from Lysimeters within Harp 4-2 1 during the

study period is 2 S 4 H -53mg Sin (B. LaZerte, unpublished data). However, groundwater Si02
concentrations in the tilIs are significantly higher (pd.01) with a mean of 9.333257 mg Sill

(n= 137). Therefore, Si02 concentrations in the Stream will Vary according to the relative
contributions of three water types: 1) new water that discharges to the Stream during the event,
2) oId soi] writcr that has had littk or no contact with the tills (soil water). and 3) longer

midence tirne old water that has been in contact with the tilIs (till water). Note that tbis
classitication ducs not distinguish bctween vadosc and phreatic water in the sciils.
Hydrographs for the June 22 and October 3 1 events were separated into three
components using 180 as a tracer in Equation 4.4 and Sioz as a tracer in Equations 4.5 and
3.6. Thc input data are presented in Table 4.1 and the hydrograph scparations for June 22

event are shown graphically in Figure 4.5. Although soil water samples were not available for
the storm events, soil water sampied for 180 immediately before and after spring melt were

not substantiaily different from groundwater 180 in the tilIs. The soil water 3180 for the June
22 event was estimated to be -12.54%0 using the post-melt samples and the anticipated

enrichment by the rainfali prier to the event Furthemore, samples collected from piezometers
screened within the soils that oonly became saturated during the October 31 event were also
similar to groundwater l80 in the tills so that the baseflow 180 is assumed for both soil and

u1l water for this event Therefore, the proportions of new and old water for the October 31
event are identical to the two-component model. Srnail ciifferences between soi1 and till water
'80 have little effect on the proportion of tiii water for either event since it is more greatly

influenced by their Si02 concentrations (discussed below).
The tiu water Sioz concentration is assumed to equal the highest Stream Si02
concentration that occurred during low baseflow conditions (10.9 mg/l at SI)when inputs of

soi1 water and new water are assumed to be negiïgible. Baseflow is assumed to provide the

Table 4.1

Data used to calculate ihree-component hydrograph separations.
-

--

- -

October 3 1, 1989

June 22,1989
-

Component

-

Best

Lowest

Highest

estimate

Best
estimate

Lowest

Hîghest

varies, shown in Figure 4.3

varies, shown in Figure 4.4

varies, shown in Figure 4.3

varies, shown in Figure 4.4

Results are presented in Table 4.2. Lowest and highest values are discussed in the text and are
used to calculate the maximum range of till water in Table 4.2. The notation used for the
various components are descnbed in Equations (4.3) to (4.6). Si02 concentrations are
expressed in milligrams Si per Litre and 180 values in per r d .

Figure 4.5 Graphitai presentation of the three-component hydrograph separations for the
June 22, 1989 event, Till water samples from the entire study period are shownM w n g zone samples were couected from piezorneter P 11 before and following
the event
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best estirnate of average till water Si02 concentrations since the till water Si02 concentiations
Vary spatiaily and the average Si02 concentration obtained from piezometers is biased by
piezometers that are located upgradient from discharge areas or are screened at s h d o w
depths. The average Sioz concentration of 2.54 mgîi from soil Lysirneters at a l l depths is used
as the soi1 water concentration. Aithough precipitation in contact with the minerai soi1 may
dissu Lvc silica mpidly. the wo-compumni isotopic hydrograph scparation indicütcd that mucli

of thc new water component could reach the sueam by saturation overland flow and therefore
may have lirnited contact with the mineral soil. Laboratory leaching studies of similar
podzolic soils suggest that infütrating new water would not exceed a Si02 concentration of

-3.1 mgA even after 7 days of contact with the soils (Wels, 1989). There are few data for the
ncw wcltcr Si concentration since most overiand flow samples are a mixture of new water and

discharging old water. One sample, water discharging from the mineral soil nearly 24 hours
foollowing the last peak in strearnflow during the June 22 event, had a Si02 concentration of
0.66 m g . This sample is a mixture of both new water and soil water but is used for both

stoms as a reasonable estimate of new water SiO2. Since the proportion of new water is
relatively small, the results of the three-component hydrograph separations are relatively
insensitive to the S i 0 2 value of the new water component in the range of O to 2 mgD.
Stream S i 0 2 concentrations, isotope ratios and the resulting three-component
hydrograph separations for the June 22 and the October 31 events are show in Figures 4.3

and 4.4 respectively and are summarized in Table 4.2. In the June 22 event, tdI water
contributes 29% of the total stream discharge and exceeds 20% of discharge throughout the
event In the October 31 event till water is the dominant component of storm runoff
contributing 62%of total stream discharge at S 1. Although the data are not presented here, the
results also show that fiiiwater is the dominant cornPonent of flow at all stream sites during
the October 31 event (Table 4.2). These resdts support the fist hypothesis that groundwater

Table 4.2 Summary of resulu of three-component hydrograph separations cdcdated ushg
Equations 4.4 to 4.6 and values in Table 4.1.

Total Event
% of total ninoff

New
water

Soi1
water

Till
water

Maximum range
of tiLi water
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flow through glacial d i s c m indeed contribute sigmcantly to Stream discharge during

stoms.
During the June 22 event, sueam Si02 concentrations decrease at peak discharge but
do no t return to baseflow concentrations as rapidly as a 1 8 0 values (Figure 4.3). Three possible
cxp1:inxions for tliis diffcrcncc bctwccn Sioz and IsO arc 1) that thc soi1 water contribution
incrcascs relative to that of till watt 2) that the relarive proportions of soi1 and tiII water

rcmain constant but the average Sioz concentration of old soi1 water decreases during the
ment7and 3) that the average S i 0 2 concentration of till water decreases duting the event as a
result of precipitation of silicates or adsorption of Si02. Figure 4.6a shows the relative
proportions of soil and till water in the old water component calculated from the threecomponent rnodel assurning constant soi1 and till water Si02 concentrations. Prior to the
Storm. till water makes up 50% of the old water discharge. This proportion decreases to 43%
at peak discharge, reaches a minimum of 25% approximately 24 hours following the Iast peak
and increases to 65% of old water discharge at baseflow foilowing the stom (Figure 4.6a).

Such changes in the relative contribution of soil water and tili water demonstrate a possible
error that could arise in two-component hydrognph separations using Si02 as a tracer. Si02
traces the flowpaths rather than the age of the water. If Si02 were used to separate new and
old water using baseflow Si02 as the average old water concentrations (Equations 4.1 and
4.2), then the hydrograph separations would progressively underestimate the proportion of old

old water Si02 concentration decreases during the stom as the
water since the a~zrage
proportion of soil water increases relative to that of till water. Conversely, if new water
dissolves Si02 then old water rnay be overestïrnated so that these errors may cancel one
another.
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Figure 4.6 a) The relative proportions of soii and till water during the June 22 event assumùig
constant soi1 and tili water Si02 concentrations. b) The change in soit water Si02
concentrations required to maintain constant relative proportions of soii and tiU
water. c ) Coincident changes in water Ievels in piezometer P6 1.
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Figure 4.6b demonstrates the change in the average Si02 concentration of old soil

water that would be required if the relative contributions of soi1 water and tiil water were to
remain constant- This change is unredistic since it would require average old soil water SiO2

concentrations of 6.4 m g at baseflow and 1.2 mg/l d u ~ the
g event. Using more redistic
esrimates of the possible changes in soil water Si02 during an event shows that the d a t i v e
c i ~ ; ~ n in
g csoi1 and tiI1 watcr contnbuuons is thc dominanr causc br thc ctifferences between

die Sioz md I * 0 data.

Precipitation OF silicates is not likely since water from piezometers near the base of the
till are still close to saturation with respect to clay minerals most likely to precipitate
(Dankevy, 1989). Furthemore, precipitation or adsorption wouId likely resült in variations in
the ratio of Si02 to major cations. Figure 4.7 shows that Si02 and the sum of major cztïons are

liighly correlated (6= 0.89) during the Iune 22 event suggesting that precipitation of silicates
is minimal. If precipitation or adsorption was occurring then the till water component would

be substantially higher than estimated by the three-component rnodel-

Two processes may be responsible for the changes in the relative proportions of soil
and till water. These changes correspond approximately to changes in piezometric heads
during the event (Figure 4.6~).It is possible that the rising water table within the soils is

progressively saturathg shaliower, more conductive soil horizons and 'releasingr vadose water
from these horizons. This piezometer (P6 1) is located in a midslope area where tension
saturation does not extend to the ground surface. Water levels in piezometers closer to the
Stream pealc earlier but show the same gradua1 decline in water levels following the stom.
Therefore, the increase in the soil water component couid also be attrïbuted to a progressive
spatial expansion of phreatic conditions within the soils. niese explanations support the

Figure 4.7 The correlation between Si02 and the sum of major cations (ca2+, hdg2+,Na+,
Kf)at S 1 for the June 22 event.
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second hypothesis that attributes the change in the relative proportions of soi1 and tiU water to
fiuctuating water levels-

The changes in the Stream Si02 concentrations during the October 31 event foilow the
changes in a 180 values closely (Figure 4-4)suggesting that the relative proportions of soil
water and tïIL water do not vary as much as in the Jime 22 event The proportion of old water

that originates as tdi water decreases nom 78% at baseflow to 61%at pealc discharge.
Considerably lower groundwater leveis would provide fewer opportunitties to reiease vadose
water from shallow soil horizons and the absence of phreatic conditions within the soil at Pd1

indicates that limited lateral expansion of phreatic conditions in the soil would provide much

less soil water from midslope soils.
Uncertauities in the CilL water conrponent

In Harp 4-21 a i l the assumptions of the three-component model are not fulfilledConsequently, the vaiidity of the model is a function of the degxee to which the assumptions
are met and the results rnust be interpreted with consideration of these uncertainties. Figure
4.5 demonstrates that assumptions 1.2 and 4 are reasonabie. Tnere is no apparent reason

suggesànp assumption 5 codd be violated The largest uncertainties in the three-component

hydrograph separations in this study are Wrely to remit from the assumpàon of constant Si@

concenn2tion for each of the three components. In fact, it is the spatiaüy variable nature of

Si02 that allows hydrographs to be separatecl using SiO2. Not only are thece uncenainties in
determinhg a spatially averaged Si02 oncentration of each component, but the

concentrations of each component codd also change diiring the event as a result of changing
flowpaths or changes in the spatial distribution of discharge throughout the catchment As will
be demonstrated below and in the snbsequent section, these uncertainties have a minor
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innuence on the relative proportions of the three components and they do not change the
conclusion that the till water makes a significant contribution to stream discharge-

The S a concentrations measured in till water shows only a slight seasoaal
fluctuation for any given piezometer (Figure 4.8). Although there are generally few data
during dry conditions. soil lysirneters generally show rdatively constant Si02 concentrations

and do not show large sudden changes (Figure 4.8). Changes in the average Si@

concentrations for soil and till water components are more iike1y to remit from changes in the
spatial pattern of flow than from changes in the concentrations at any given location.

The sensitivity of the till water results are examineci using the maximum expected
range for the average Sioz concentrations and 8 8 0 vaiues for each component (Table 4.2).

The new water Si02 concentration varies f b m O mgll assurning no Si@ dissolution to a
maximum of 1.97 mg/l which is the average soil water Si02 in a i l soil water samples collected
fiom the A horizon. The maximum range for the average soil water Si concentration varies
from 1.97 to 3.06 m g ,the average soil water concentrations of the A and lowermost B
horizons, respectively. The maximum range of till water Si02 concentrations varies kom 9.33

m a , the average of alI piezometers screened in the tills. to 12.6 mgLi. the largest Si02
concentration rneasured fiom any piezometer. Note that this range is much larger than the
calculated maximum range of9.7 to 11.1 mgA based on changes in the spatial pattern of

stream discharge. Pre-melt and post-melt samples define the range for soil water a 180 for the
June 22 event whereas the maximum measured ranges for groundwater 3180 are used for soi1
and diwater for the October 31 event The analytical precision 0fM-4%0(2a)is used to

define the range for new water 8 8 0 since the unceRainty in the average value is not known.

Despite the uncertainty in the Si02 concentrations. the iill water component is
relatively insensitive O the range of concentrations possible withui Harp 4-21 (Table 4.2). Till
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Figure 4.8 Temporal vatiations in Si02 concentratzons in till waier @20-05), soil water
(ZT8BC) and in a zone of soil and till water mixing (P11).
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water is a substantiai proportion of total nuioff in both events, 17-43%on J m e 22 and 46-72%

on October 31-These ranges are artificially large since the values in Table 4.1 can result in
unrealistic negative values of new water or soil water. Because stream Si* concentrations

were closest to those of till water, the resuits of the hydrograph separaaons are most sensitive
to the tiil water S i 0 2 concentration- The average ciifference in the proportions of till water
calculated using the highest and lowest till water Si* concentrations was 11%. The resuIts

were las sensitive to the range of soii water (6%) and new water (5%)Si* concentrations.

The propodon of till water was relatively insensitive to the ranges of 1 8 0 values of either new
water (cl%),soil water (3%)or till water ( ~ 1 % ) .

Two-component hydrograph separations based on Si02 concentrations are used to
estimate the minimum proportion of till water during events for which isotopic data is either

mavailable or unsuitable- By assuming that the average Si02 concentration of all new water

and soil water does not exceed the average soil Lysirneter concentration near the base of the B

horizon in Harp 4-21 (3.06 mg& n=52) and that the tilL water component has an average
concentration equai to the maximum Si02 of any piezometer (12.6 mg/i), then a two-

component hydrograph separation (Equation 4.1)using these extreme values of Si02 will
indicate the minimum proportion of till water that could be discharged to the Stream. This

Si

procedure is analogous to using a three-component mode1 with cii=cos
so that the second
term of Equation 4.6 equals zero-

The minimum till water conaibutions at baseflow and near peak flow for 15runoff
events are listed in Table 4.3. TU water contributes a significant proportion of discharge

during several stoms. Note that the values for the June 22 and October 31events in Table 4-3

are extremely conservative relative to the three-component hydrograph separations in
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Table 4 3

Minimum till water contributions at S 1 d d g runoff events.
-

Date ofevent Peak discharge Baseflow Si02 Si02 at peak
(YS)
(mgSin>
discharge
0% S m

Baseflow

Peak

(%)

(410)

Proportions caïculated fkom Si data using two-componenthydrograph separations (Equation
4-1 with Cn= 3.06 ni@ and Co= 12.6 mgA).
a Peak discharge SiOs less than maximum

soi1 and new water S i e .

Table 4-2. The relative importance of till water to stream discharge fluctuates accordhg to
groundwater levels (Figure 4-9).When groundwater levels are high during and foliowing

sprïng melt

42), the saûam water Si02 concentrations approach that of soil water

indicatïng that the relative importance of till water is geatly reducedin cornparison to the

large fluxes of soi1 water. M e n groundwatex levels are low in the autumn (Figure 4.2), even
the minimum estimates of tÎ.ll water for different events remain in excess of 27% to 53% of

peak saeam discharge. Since groundwater levels are correlateci between several piezometers,
similar patterns are ako o b s e ~ e d
in other piezometers close to the stream. This relation

supports the second hypothesis that the seasonai changes in the till water component are
related to water levels-

Since the glacial till sediments are not in direct contact with the stream, till water must
flow through the soils prior to reaching the stream. Consequently, till water flow through the

soii near the Stream and mixes with soil water. The average Sioz concentration of piezometers
in this mking zone is 6-73E2.16m a , intermediate between soii and till waters. Figure 4.8
shows the seasonal change in S i e concentration of a piezometer screened in the stream b d

These variations probably mult nom a change in the relative proportions of soil and till water
in rhis m w i g zone. These changes correspond approximately to seasonal changes in water
levels; more till water when water levels are lowest and more soil water when water levek are
highest.

It is important to determine whediec the till watet flow d d g events (Figures 4.3 and
4.4) increases as a result of 1)an increase in groundwater flow fiom the tills to the soils and

then to the stream or 2) h m the flushhg of till water that has already dischargeci to the soils

pnor to the event In the first case, the till water flow depends on the hydrauiic response in the

gure 4-9 Influence of water levels in piezometer P58 on the minimum proportion of a1l
water near peak discharge calcuiated wing twocomponent hydrograph
separations witb Si02 as a tracer. Hydrograph sepration data are presented in
Table 4.3- Negative values are plotted as 0% tiil water-

Water level, P58 (m)

tills. In the second case, the till water flow depends on the hydraulic response in the soils. the
previous flow conditions in thesoils and the ability of the tills to recharge the soils-

Figure 4.10a shows the piezometric response at three depths bene& the stream bed for
three events in J m e 1989. The two deepest piezometers are screened in the ta.The vertical

gradient is upward indicating tilI water discharge towards the s m . The water levels
fluctuate equaily in all t h e piezometers showing that the vertical gradients between the till

and the stream bed m a i n nearly constant during the three events. 'Iberefore, there is no
increase in till water flow into the stream bed during the events.

FiOwes4.10b and 4.10~show the piezomeûîc response and the vertical hydrauiic

gradient between the till and the soi1 25 m upslope h m the stream for the same rhree events.
The piezometric head in the soi1 increases rapidly but deches steadiy following the peak

The piezomeaic head in the till increases less than in the soil but declines much more
gradually following the peak Consequently, there is a change in the direction of fiow between
the till and soil. At baseflow, there is i~pwardflow fiom the tills to the soils. On the rising limb

and at peak there is downward flow fiom the soil to the tilL Shonly after the peak, the upward
flow resurnes and even increases gradually following the Iune 22 event The change m

downward flow is coïncident with the peak in tiU water discharge in the stream so that
increased flow fkom the tills to the soils cannot explain the increase in till water flow to the

Stream-However, the change to upward flow between events suggests a process where till
water can discharge to the soils and replace till water that was fluhed out during the event-

This flushing and gradua1 replenishnientof BU water in the soils is consistent with the rapid

change and subsequent gradua1 recovery in the relative proportions of till and soi1 water
shown in Figure 4.6-
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Figure 4.10 Waîer level changes during three June 1989 events in vertical piezometernests
(a) P45 and (b) P50 screened both in the soils (open symbols) and in the tills
(solid symbols). c) Changes in vertical gradients in P50 durhg the same events
(positive upwarâs). The depths of rainfall are indicated in (a)
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Summarv and condusions
Three-component hydrograph separations have provided insight into rurioff generation.
Although ail the assumptions were not perfectly satisfied, the hydrogcaph separatlons were

suEciently accurate to address the goals of this chapter. A two-component mode1 based on
180 would not have provided such insight The additional infoxmation provided by the

hydrometric data demonstrates the necessity ofwidening the scope of data collection beyond
that of only stream water samples.

Whereas it would be extremely difficult to accurately quantify the flow of groundwater
through these tills using hydrometrïc rneasurements, the use of three-component hydrograph

separations with two tracers has shown that despite the presence of compacted layers and
reiatively low hydraiilic conductivity sedirnents within the tills (10-5to 40-9 d s ) , till water is

an important component of Stream discharge. Tberefore, groundwater flow through glacial ails
may have a ~i~onificant
influence on stream hydrology and chemistry in catchments with
coarse-grained tills. Similar catchments may be numerous in regions where glacial tills are
denved from granitic bedrock Two-component hydrograph separations using Si02indicate
the rill water component varies seasonaUy and is related to water leveis, The vanation between
the soil and till water components may be related both to the soil horizon in which wakr flows

and to the spatial extent of phreatic conditions in the soils. Variations in the relative

proportions of soil and tiU water during the June 22 event suggest a conceptuai mode1 where
till water discharges to the soils near the stream between events ancl the soii and till water

mixture is rapidly flushed from the soils to the Stream during events. Measurements of vertical
gradients berneen the soils and the tills in two locations support this conceptual model.

Many existing models of water flow or water chemistry for forested catchments rely on
a concepmal model where ffow is either lateral within a soil horizon or downward from the
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surface to the A, B or C horizons. These models generaily do not aiiow for deeper

groundwater to flow to the stream through shaiiower soil horizons. The resuits of this chapter
suggest that such a mode1 may not apply in Harp 4-21 since a substantid proportion of water

discharges from the deeper tiUs into the shallow soil horizons and mixes with soi1 water prior
to dis~har~oing
to the Stream- Further work in otbercatchmentsis needed to characterize the

physical and hydraulic propeaies necessary to resnlt in substantial groundwater fiow into soils

fkom the underlying bedrock or tilL

Role of dacial till on mmndwater levels and stream runofi

Monitodg of the hydrologicd and geochemical budgets of severai catchments on the
Canadian Shield of central Ontario (e.g. Dillon et al., 1987) showed that sensitivity to
acidincation was variable among laLes despite the iack of carbonates. Although durhg the

early 1980s there were signincant decreases in both pH and allcalinity in Plastic Lake, where
the soils and till are less than 1m thick, there were no such changes in nearby Harp Lake,
where approximately one half of the c a t c h e n t soils and tills are greater than 1 m in thickness

(Dillon et aL, 1987). Despite the apparent hydrochemical significance of glacial till on the
Canadian Shield, there has been very linle study of its hydroiogical role.

One approach to address the hydrological significance of t
U is a paired or multiple
watershed study. T b approach is commonly used to examine the effect of disturbance or
treatment on a naturai system. For example, such experiments have been designed to examine
the impact of various forestry practices on catchment hydrology (e-g. Bosch and Hewlett,

1982; Sahin and Hall, 1996), and of acid deposition on stream hydrochemisay (Likens et al,
1977; Dillon et al., 1982). Similas approaches have been used to explain natural ciifferences in
nutrient budgets of watersheds and lakes Dillon et al., 1991; Schïndler et al., 1992; Diilon and

Molot, 1997).These studies sometïmes reveal that differences in geology or other physical
properties c m produce different hydrological or hydrochemical responses in similar climatic
regions (Scheider et al., 1983; Nelson et al., 1993).
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The objective of tbis chapter is to idenify the effects of glacial till thickness on
groundwater flow and stream discharge in catchments on the Canadian ShieId, A paired
watershed study is used to compare groundwater dynarnics and stream discharge in Harp 4-21,
where till is thick, and in Harp 3A, where till is thin or absent, Although the hydraulic

conductivity of the he is lower than that of the soils (Chapter 3), it is hypothesized that
groundwater flow through the till results in signiscantly different groundwater dynamics and
stream responses both seasonaüy and during storms in the two catchments.
Studv site

The general characteristics of the H a q 4-21 and Harp 3A catchments are compared in
Table 5.1. The main characteristic that distinguishes Harp 4-21 fiom Harp 3A is the thickness

o f tdl. Combined soil and tüI thicknesses Vary between O and 15 m in Harp 4-21 (Chapter 3),
whereas soi1 is less than 1.0 m thick and glacial tiii l e s thau 0-5 m thick in Harp 3A Soi1 and
till are very thin or absent dong the eastem and southem boundaries of Harp 3A where

bedrock is exposed (Figure 5.1). Podzoiic hillslope soils of Harp 3A are very sunilac to those
in Harp 4-21 as describeci by Lozano et al. (1987) and in Chapter 3.

More than 4 m of silty and clayey sedimenu below the 336 m contour of Harp 3A
(Figure 5.1) may have k e n deposited when portions of the Harp Lake watershed were
submergeci by glacial Lake Algonquin (Jefies and Snyder, 1983). The elevation of these
sediments corresponds closely to the upper limit of sgbmergence (340 m) reported at Dorset

(Figure 1.4) (Chapman, 1975). Because hydraulic conductivities are low, 56x10-7 to 4 . 5 10-9
~
mls, flow through these glaciolacustrinesediments is negligible (= 0.1 Ils).

Topography &O differs somewhat between the catchments mable 5.1). The hillsIope

profies in Harp 3A are generally straight with convex hilltops. Slopes are steeper in Harp 3A
than in Harp 4-21 and most range from 25-356 with some slopes as steep as 50%. At the base

Table 5.1. Characteristics of the Harp 4-21and H a q 3A catchmeno.

Area
Total relief
Slope
Dominant vegetation

3.7 ha
43 m

21-7ha
82 m

8-30%

2040%

mapie, birch

mapIe, birch

cedar and sprnce in Wetland

2
0-1-5,wt rn in the lowennost

area
Bedrock

amphibolite and schist

% area covered by wetlands

amphibolitetschist,granitized
biotite and homblende gneiss
(0.3%

~ v e r a g pH
e ~ (1987-89)

6.0

~ v e r a g e ballralinity (1987-89)

86 cieq/l

a See Chapter 3 for a f
dldescription of Harp 4-21

-

characteristics,
2.5 days), not flow weighted (MOE,

b Average of individual measurements (1 sample per
unpublished data)-

Figure 5.1 Insmrmentaaon of the Harp 4-21and Harp 3A catchments.

Ham 4-21 Catchment

LEGEND

of many hillslopes, there is an abrupt decrease in dope to less than 5% in the vaUey bottom-

Shailow ephemeral wetlandds have f o m d where the vailey bottom is flat and more than 15 m
wide- There are two srnaIl wetlands (0-4ha and 0.2 ha) and several other smali areas (4)-1ha)

in Harp 3A where ponding occurs (FI-gure5.1). Organic sedùnents op to 1.7 m and 2.3 rn thick
are found in Wetlands 2 and 3 respectively. Surface water d e p h withïn Wetiand 2 ranged

f?om O cm in the summer to 25 cm in the autumn.
Forests in the two catchments are similar mable 5.1). Harp 3A hillslopes are covered
by a hardwood forest dominateci by sugar mapie (Acer sacchanun)with some yeUow and
white birch (Bemla alkghaniensis and Betukzpapyrjcra) and poplar species (pupulus spp.).

Wetland 2 is characterized by hummock-hoilow topography with a Sphagnwn ground layer

and both cedar (Thuja occidentdii) and black spruce (Picea manana)are present Wetland 3

has a partial canopy of yellow birch and bhck spruce.
Harp 3A is subdivided into four subcatchments (Wl, W3,W4, WS) according to

topographie boundaries (Figure 5.1). In this chapter, stream runoff responses at W5 in Harp

3A (4.9ha) and S1 in Harp 4-21(3-7ha) are cornpared to demonstrate the effect of different

sediment thickness and slopes because W 5 is not influenced by wetlands and bas similar area,
soils and vegetation as Harp 4-21 (SI).

Stream discharge at S1, S4 (Harp 4-21)and W1 to W 5 (Harp3A) was calcdated from

c o n ~ u o u measurements
s
of stage and stage-discharge r a ~ cgw e s (Appendix 2). Stage was
measured by Leopold and Stevens type A71 and F recorders or electronic potentiorneters

recording to Campbell Scienafic data loggers (Figure 5.1). The wek at W1 was a combination
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V-notch and rectangular weir built of steel and set in concrete- The four other V-notch weirs in
Harp 3A were built of wood and lined with plastic sheeting to prevent leakage.
A total of 48 piezometers and wells were installed in Harp 3 A Most were constructeci

of 3.8 cm (1.5") diameter PVC,screened with nylon mesh (screen lengths of 0.20 m for

piezometers and fûliy-screened for weiis), and installeci by digging soil pits or with gaspowered augers. Thireen shallow piezometers with storage beneath the screened area were
designed to verify saturation within the upper 0.05 to 0.15 m ofsoil and to collect shaIiow

groundwater. These piezometers were made of 3.8 cm (1.5") diameter plastic and were
screened over only 0.05 m. Nests of piezometers were Iocated in transeas perpendicular to the
Stream and wetIands (Figure 5.1). Water levels were recordeci manuaily with an electmnic

water level device or Ping-pong baiI floats (Gillham, 1984). Bail tesu were perfonned on
most piezometers, except those that were dry durhg testing in the spring (Appendix 1).Water
levels in Wetlands 2 and 3 were measured manually on staff gauges (Figure 5.1). During the
spring season, water leveis in Wetland 2 were &O monitored C O ~ M U O U ~ Y with a 15 cm floaf
comected to an ekctronic potentiometer. Piezometer installations in Harp 4-21are described
in Chapter 3 and by MacLean (1992). During storms, groundwater levels in Harp 4-21 were

measured in piezometers dong MacLean's (1992) t h e domain reflectometry (TDR) transeet
(TD1, TD2,TD3,P06,and P61)and in piezometers PO5 and Po7 (Figure 5.1). HourIy

precipitation was measured by the MOE at a site 500 m north of Harp 4-21.
Detailed topographie surveys of Harp 3A and Harp 4-21 were conducted with a Wild

Leitz total station. Depth to bedrock was dewmined by digging and augering in Harp 3A, and
by a seismic refraction s m y in Harp 4-21 (Chapter 3). Aithough augering and digging may

underestimate the depth to bedtock when cobbles or boulders are encountered, the occurrence

of bedrock outcrops in severai areas of Harp 3A suggests that the till is thin in most of the
catchment.
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Throughfall and stream water samples were collectecl during stoms for isotopic
hy&oagaph separations. Only baseflow and peak flow samples from W1,W5 and S 1 and b&

rhroughfall sarnples were analysai for 180. Two-component hydrograph separations
(Equation 4.1) were conducted to provide estimates of the proportion of pre-event wakr at
peak discharge. T o calculate the hydrographseparations, throughfall samples were used as
event water and stream baseflow samples as pre-event water,

Precipitation and stream discharge from Harp 4-21 (S1) and H q 3A (Wl) were
monitored continuously by the MOE. The remaining weirs were operated only during the
monitoring periods. The seasonal patterns of stream nuioff are compared for the 1988-89
water year (June 1to May 3 1). Stream discharge and groundwater leveis at a l I sites in Harp
3A were monitored fkom September 27 to November 20,1992 (autumn season) and fiom May

2 to June 4, 1993 (spring season). Monitoring in Harp 4-21 was Boom September 27 to
November 10,1992 and fiom May 2 to May 30,1993-Flow at weirs W2 and 54 were not

continuously monitored during the spring season.
Effective tunoffrcuios

Effective nuioff ratios are an approximate measure of the efficiency of runoff

production in a watershed- They also provide a minimum estimate of the proportion of a
c a t c h e n t area that rapidly produces storm runoff. Effective m o f f ratios are calcuiated as:
&
effective nuioff ratio = p

where Re is the mnoff caused by the event, and Re= R - Rb where R is the total runoff and Rb

is the baseflow nuioff that would have occurred in the absence of precipitation (Figure 5.2a).
The definitions of Re and Rb are arbitrary because the duration of an event is poorly

Figure 5.2 Definition of event ninoff &)and baseflow runoff (Rb) in the calculation of the
effective =off ratio,

a) single storm
48 hours

Time
b) multiple storms

Time

I

defined, For these calcdations, a fked event dufation of48 hours was chosen to avoid biases
in mnoff volumes caused by event duration. During this perïod, most of the nuioff was

generated and stream discharge had almost retumed to pre-event baseflow. The value of Rb
was esrimated by the exponentid decay of the stream discharge pnor to the event (Bruce and

Clark, 1966). If a second storm o c c d within the 48 hour penod, the storm duration was
extended 48 hours after the start of the second storm (Figare 52b)-

Autumn 1992 was very wet with 425 mm of precipitation between August 28 and

~overnber20. This total includes two large storms on September 18 (39 mm) and September
22 (82 mm) that replenished much of the summer soil water deficit Very wet soil moisture

conditions prior to the large storm on November 12 (62 mm) were caused by stem on
November 2 (34 mm), 4 (12mm)and IO (16 mm).
Spring 1993 weather conditions were dry. Snowmelt was complete and the forest

canopy was well developed by May 2. Two weeks of warm and dry weather in early May (3
mm precipitation; 8 days with maximum temperatures above 20°C, 1 day above 30°C) resulted
in drier soil moisture conditions during sprhg than in autumn in Harp 3 A In Harp 4-21. soil

moisture condinons ui middle and lower slopes were higher in spring than in autumn because

groundwater ievels had risen as a result of spring melt

Total annual runoff was much higher in Harp 3A than in Harp 4-21 (Table 5.2a).
Strûam discharge in Harp 3A was higher throughout autumn, winter and spring (Figure 5.3).

Table 5.2. SeasonaI distniution of precipitation and stream runoff, 1988-89,expressed as 3 a
depth, and b) a fiaction of annual totalsJm, Id,Aug Sep, Oct, Nov Dec?Jan, Feb Mar, Apr, May
Precipitation
S 1 ( H q4-21)
W l CHarp 3A)

210
15

233
13
48

315

43
100

2

Total

228

986

136

208
476

326

(fraction of annual total)
Precipitation
S i (Harp4-21)

0.2 1
0-07

wl (Hw

0,005

3A)

0.32
0-21
0-21

0.24
0-06
O- 10

0.23
0-66

0-68

Figure 5.3 Recipitation and normalizeà daily stream discharge at sites S1 (Harp 4-21) and
W 1 (FIarp 3A), 1988-89 (MOE anpublished data).

- S I (Harp 4-21)

-

W1 (Harp 3A)

6
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Since precipitation inputs must be very simiIar in these small adjacent catchments, differences
in annual runoff must be citused either by Merences in evapotranspiration or by gromdwater

fiow across catchment boundanes- Groundwater flow into Harp 3A h m adjacent catchments
is very unlürely because of the very thin sediments and the narrow ridges that fonn the

catchment divide- Groundwater flow out of Harp 4-21 (Dankevy, 1989) can only account for a
small depth of water (4
mm). As a result, greater evapotranspiration in H q 4-21 is the
probable cause for its lower annual runoffff
Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A showed substantially different baseflow discharge and runoff

responses to storms and snowmelt The seasonality of sneam discharge, lowest flow during

summer,increased flow during autumn, decreased flow during winter and greatest flow during
spAg(Figure 5.3, Table 5.2b), is similar for both catchments. This pattern refiects seasonal
changes in evapotranspiration, raùifall, snow accumulation, and snowmelt, which are not
catchment specific. In Harp 3A, stonn response to spring and aummn events was larger than in

Harp 4-21 but was very srnail to nil during summer storms (Figure 5.3). Perennïai baseflow
and summer storm runoff accounted for a small but notable proportion of the annual nuioff in
Harp 4-21(7%). In Harp 3A, most of the s t m m and the wetland areas dry out during the

summer so that only a negligible propodon of =off

occuned in summer (0.596, Table 5.2).

Smail summer storm response in Harp 3A was Iikely caused by dry summer soi1 conditions.
Despite similar or srnaller precipitation inputs (because water is stored as snow), winter

basefiow in Harp 3A was higher and more sustained than summer baseflow (Figure 5.3, Table
5.2). Therefore, dry summer soil conditions in Harp 3A were caused by evapotranspiration

rather than by rapid soil water drainage. Since mnoff events conaibute a signiscant proportion
of the hydrological and geochemical mass balances of both watersheds (Chapter 8), it is

important to examine how storm runoff response varies with antecedent weather and soil
moisture conditions.
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Storm runoff in Harp 3A was more variable and responsive to antecedent moisconditions than in Harp 4-21. After the September 1992 stoms (189 mm) had replenïshed soil
moisture, the timing and magnitude of stream responses to October storms were similar in the
two catchments (Figures 5.4 and 5.5, Table 5.3). Wet conditions prior to November storms led

to larger saûam discharge and eEective runoff ratios in Harp 3A (Table 5.3). In contrasb dry
weather in early May and August 1993 (19 mm precïpitation in the four weeks prier to the

storm) caused mach smaIler Stream response in Barp 3A (Filgares 5.6 and 5.7, Table 5.3).
SmaUer effective runoff ratios Ïn Harp 3A than in Harp 4-2l for the May 14and 24 storms
suggest that evapotranspiration innuenceci antecedent moisture conditions and storm runoff

response differently in the ~o catchments fiable 5.3). The influence of antecedent weather
conditions in Harp 3A is further demonstrated during storms on M a y 24,28 and 31 when
strearn discharge (Figures 5.6 and 5.7) and effective ninoff ratios fiable 5.3) were larger in
the larer m o storms despite a Iarger precipitation input during the fmt storm.

Effective funoff ratios in Harp 3A increased with increasing soil water storage at TD87
(Figure 5.8a). However, the correlation (r2 =0.84 for W1 and 0.94 for W5; August 27 outlier
excluded) is also panially attributed to the amount of precipitation since the two largest storms
&O

occurred when antecedent water storage was highest Figure 5.8a suggests that when soi1

moisture conditions are high, the efficiency of runoff production changes rapidly with srnail
(< 25 mm) changes in soi1 water storage. This effect is highlighted by a doubling in effective

runoff ratios between storms on May 14 and 24 and storms on May 28 and 3 1even though

soil water storage increased by less than 15 mm (Figure 5.8a and Table 5.3).
Effeceve runoff ratios in Harp 4-21 were not clearly related to soil water storage

(Figure 5.8b). Although the effective runoff ratio was lowest diiring dry summer conditions
(August 27) and higher during wetter aununn conditions mable 5.3), consistent witb the
resdts of M a c h (I992), there is no clea.relationship during wet conditions (Figure 5.8b).

- Figure 5.4 Recipitation and stream discharge at sites Wl-W5 (Hatp 3A). S1 and S4 @arp 421), autamn 1992. Weir locations are shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.5 Precipitation and nonnalued Stream discharge at S1 (EIarp 4-21) and W5 (Harp
3A) for November 2 and 4 events-

Table 5-3-Effective runoff ratios-

where Re is the event runoff, and Re = R - Rb where R is the toral
runoff and Rb is the baseflow nuioffTncludes November 4 storrn,
Includes November 12 Storm-

a Effective runoff ratio =

Figure 5.6 Precipitation and strûam discharge at sites W1,W3-W5 (Harp 3A) and Sl (Harp
4-21), s p ~ 1993.
g
Weir locations are shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.7 Recipitation and normalized saeam discharge at S1 @arp 4-21) and W5 (Harp
3A) for May 24,28 and 3 1 events.

SI (Harp 4-21)
W5 (Harp 3A)

Figure 5.8 Effect of antecedent soi1 water storage on e f f d v e nmoff ratios a) in Harp 3A and
b) in Harp 4-21. Locations ofTD87, TD3 and TD4 are shown in Figrire 5.1.
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The lack of correlation between antecedent moistare conditions and =off response when soil

moisnire condinons are high (r2 = 0.003 for TD4 to 0.03 for TD3;August 27 outlier excluded)
is most Like1y caused by spatial variability in soil water storage and runoff production-

Near-stream areas conaibuteci more rapidly to s-

-off

in Harp 4-21 than in Harp

3 A During the initial portion of the November 2 stonn event, Harp 4-21 responded to the

small inputs of precipitation that did not increase flow at W5 @arp 3A) (Figure 5.5).
Furthemore, the risiag limb of hydrographs are steeper in Harp 4-21 and peak earlier- These
results suggest that less precipitation was stored in near-stream areas of Harp 4-21 and that

precipitation ont0 these areas was transrnitted more rapidly to the sueam.

Except ducing dry summer conditions, Harp 3A hillslopes contributed more to stream
runoff than did the wetlands. The large effective runoff ratios indicate that a high proportion
of the watershed must have contnbuted to stonn runoff (Table 5.3)- Even if Wetlands 2 and 3
contributed 100 percent of precipitation to runoff, thk volume of water would represent less

than 4 percent of the total mnoff in the autumn and less than 6 percent in the spring because
they occupy only 3% of the total catchment area.

Pre-event water was the main component of stom runoff in both catchments,
providing more than 85% of peak discharge in Harp 3A during both auturnn and spring storms
and 75% or more of peak stream discharge during spring storms in Harp 4-21 (Table 5-4)-

Since the highest proportion of event water usually occurs at or near peak discharge (Chapter
4), the event water component at other times during the stom are l e s than at peak discharge.

Consequently, pre-event water likely dominates (r7S-85%)the total volume of discharge.
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Table 5.4- lsotopic hydrograph separations near pealc discharge for 1992and 1993 events.
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Consequently, pre-event water likely dominates (>75-85%) the total volume of storm nuioff in
the two catchments,

The hydrograph sepamions in Table 5.4 should provide a reasonable estimate of the
dative maO@udeof the pre-event component of stonn mnoff because the isotopic separahon
between the components is substantïai (3.0 to 8.Woa). However, isotopic separatïon between

througKdi and baseflow samples were too smaU to calculate hydrograph separations for the
storms on November 2 and 4,1992.

The presence of thicker glacial till in Harp 421 resulted in four diiaerences between
the groundwater flow sysrems of the two catchmentsr 1)the depth to the water table, 2)

groundwater flow from upslope during dry weather, 3) the area (or spatial extent) where the
water table is located within the soi1 horizons, and 4) the timing of water table fluctuations.
2 ) Depth tu the water rable

The depth to the water table in Harp 4-21 generally increases with increasing distance

fkom the stream (Figure 5.9a), varying fiom less than 0-05 rn at the stream edge (Tül), to 0 9 2.6 m at midslope piezometer P61,to 2.4-6.8 m in upslope piezometer P22, 150 m from the

stream (Figure 3.3). When the water table was present within Harp 3A hillslopes, its depth
was relatively uniforni regardless of position dong the hillslope (Figure 59b).
2 ) Groundwaterflowfrom upsiope during dry weaîher

Groundwater flow from upslope tilIs sustains s t ~ a m
baseflow in Harp 4-21 durhg dry
perïods. Seasonal groundwater level fluctuations in upslope piezorneters @gure 3.7) show
that groundwater levels rose in April and May and declined slowly for the rest of the year. If a

Figure 5.9 Precipitation and groundwater fluchiati011~
for November 2 and 4 events in a)
Harp 4-2 1 and b) Harp 3A (mbgs = meters below ground surface). Piezometer
locations are shown in Figure 5.1.
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- b) Harp 3A
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Figure 5.10 Precipitation and groundwaterfIuctuations in H a q 3A, autumn 1992. Dashed
lùie indicates the pend when a piezometer was dry. Piezometer locations are
shown in Figure 5-1-

Figure 5.1 1 Precipitation and groundwaterfluctuations in Harp 3A, spring 1993. Dashed h e
indicates the period when a piezometer was dry. Piezometer locations are shown
in Figure 5-1,

The variations in the spanal extent of the water table within soil horizons were much
srnaller in Harp 4-21 than in Harp 3A. Along the TDR transect in Harp 4-21, the spatial extent

of the water table within soils varied between 13 and 52 a fiom the Stream because the water
table never rose into the soil at midslope site P61,and never dropped below soi1horizons at

TD2 (Figure 5.9)- However, the emnt of the water table in soi1 horizons was not uniform in

Harp 4-21 hillslopes. Farther upstnam, variations were larger; the water table within the soiis
extended more than 90 m from the stream during wet conditions and less than 15m during dry

conditions. This result may help explain the seasonal changes in the proportion of discharge
fiom the S4 and S5 subcatchments (Le. greater daring wet priods and smalIer during dry
penods, Chapter 3).
4) The timing of water table fluctuations

The timing of groundwater level fluctuations also differed beh~eenthe catchments,
varying with the depth to the water table. In upslope areas of Haq 4-21, groundwater levels
were deepest, fluctuateci seasonally, and showed no response to individual storms (Figure 3.7)-

In midslope areas of Harp 4-21, groundwater leveis were in the till just below the soil and

responded to individual stoms. However, that response could be delayed one or more days
(P61, Figure 5 9 ) . In ail areas of both catchments where the water table was within soi1

horizons, groundwater levels responded very rapidIy to stoms (Figure 5.9).
The timing of groundwater level fluctuations within the soils was closely reiated to the
timing of changes in stream discharge. For example, the hydrographs of water ievels at P88-01

and Stream discharge at W5 show that the groundwater levels rose simultaneously with Stream
discharge during the November 2,4 and 12 storms and prior to sîream discharge during the
brief high-intensity storm on November 10 (Figure 5.12). As shown in

FiO0ure5.12 Timing of groundwater (P88-01) and stream (W5)response to November 1992
storms in Harp 3A (mas1 =meters above sea level). Piezometer and weir
locations are shown in Figure 5.1.

Figures 5.10 and 5.11, the groundwater levels at other hillslope sites in Harp 3A increased

simultaneously with water levels in P88-01-

Stream discharge was related to the groundwater elemion within the soils. Only when
the water table rose into the upper B horizon was there a large increase in stream discharge

(Fiame5.13). The increase in flow may be attn'buted to higher hydraulic conductivity in the
upper B horizon (Chapter 6). A similar relationship behmen Stream discharge and
,poundwater levels was &O observed in Harp 4-21 (Chapter 3) and for other piezometers in

Harp 3ADiscussion

The prirnary hydrogeological role of thicker glacÎaL till in Harp 4-21 is not in the
transmission of subsnrface flow during storms, but in the storage of water during storms and
its redistribution between them. En providing storage, it is not strictly the thickness of the till

that is important; it is ais0 the location of water storage with respect to hillslope position (ie.
its hydrauiic head), availabiIity for evapotranspiration, and the hydraulic conductivity of the
till. Thicker tïll in upslope areas of Harp 4-21 stores water in upper hillslopes which gradually

flows to lower hillslopes and the stream throughout the year. In contrast, thick sediment within
the strearn valley wouid provide Little effective water storage because stored water cannot

drain to the stream. A ~ ~ i c i evolume
nt
of groundwater must be stored in upslope till to
maintain near-stream groundwater levels and stream baseflow throughout the summer. The
necessary volume of stored water is equal to the volume of approximately six months of
baseflow in addition to summer evapotranspiration fkom near-stream areas. Therefore, the tili

must be thick enough to store most of s p ~ rezharge
g
below the root zone where it is not

Figure 5.13 Stream discharge at W5 as a hinction of groundwaterlevels in midslope
pîezometer P88-01.Piezometer locaiïon is shown in Egure 5.1.
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available for evapotranspiration. Such groundwater storage is available in Harp 4-21 but not in
Harp 3A where till water is lost to evapotranspiration, It is d i f f i d t to estimate the minimum
ùiickness of glacial rÏlI necessary to sustain summer baseflow because several factors such as
evapotranspiration in areas near the stream, depth of rooting zone, and catchment dimensions

must be considered. However, based on the characteristics of Karp 4-21, it is likeIy that a
minimum till thickness of approximately 5 m (7000m3 estllriated volume to sustain summer

basefIow and evapotranspiration/(lOOOO mZ upslope area X 0.16 specinc yieId) t 1m
estunated rooting zone in till) would be required in upslope areas.

The role of till in sustainuig near-strûam groundwater levels and Stream basefiow also
depends on its hydraulic conductivity. If the billwere more permeable (e.g. >IO-* mis), the

water table would drop more rapidly following spring melt and may not conaibute mach to

summer baseflow. In contrast, groundwater flow through less penneable tül (e-g. < 10-8 mls)
would be too smaü to have an appreciable infiuence on stream baseflow. For a till thickness of

approximately 5 m and a hydraulic gradient of 0.1, the minimum hydraulic conductivity
required to transmit safticient water to sustain baseflow would be approximately 4x 106 d s .

Thick glacial till effectively moderated seasonal variations in storxn runoff response by
its infiuence on groundwater levels in near-stream soils and on depth to water table in upslope
areas. During dry weather, groundwater flow through glacial di maintains a shallow water
table in lower hillslope soils. Since l e s precipitation can be stored, greater storm runoff is

produced. This effect was observed in Aarp 4-21, where till is thicker- In Harp 3A, where till
is thinner, the lack of sustained groundwater flow causes near-stream soils to dry out and

storm response to decrease to zero during dry conditions (Table 5.3). During wet conditions,
precipitation onto upper hillslopes of Harp 3A contributecl to stom m o f f when the water
table developed withui the soils. When the water table is deeper than approxùnately 2-3 rn in
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Harp 4-21 hillslopes, it does not respond rapidly to infiitration during storms even durhg wet
conditions. As a resuit, upper hillslopes ofA;up 4-21do not contribute to storm runoff but,
instead, to stream baseflow. Thedore, the effect of greater tili thickness in Harp 4-21is to
Iimit the area of hillslope response and the magnitude of storm =off durhg wet conditions.

Effect ofsoils on sform runoff
The primary reason for the differences in mnoff response between Harp 4-21 and Barp
3A is the spatial extent of the water table within soil horizons. Several results suggest that

stream nuioff response to storms is derermined primarily by groundwater flow within the

soils. Fistly, pre-event water is the dominant component of storm flow in both catchrnents
c a b l e 5.4, Chapter 4)- Secondly, groundwater Ievel response to storms occurs prior to or
sy&ronously with stream discharge where groundwater levels are within soïl horizons; the

response is sigdcantIy

delayed where the water table is below soil horizons (Figures5 9 and

5.12). Thirdly, stream discharge varies directly with groundwater levels within the soils
(Figures 3.8 and 5-13). Fmally,effective runoff ratios vary with the extent of the water table
within soil horizons; ratios are lowest when the extent of saturated coriditions in the soil is

small to nil, and largest when the water table extends into rnidslope or upslope soils (Table

5.3)Conciusions

The presence and thickness of glacial tili has a significant influence on groundwater
flow in two catchments of the Canadian Shield Thicker glacial t ï i l causes 1) greater depths to

the water table in upslope areas, 2) storage of infilaating precipitation in these areas, 3)
groundwater flow fiom these areas to sustain summer b a d o w , 4) srnailer variability in the
spatial extent of the water table in soil horizons.
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Groundwaer flow through thick till also influences the magnitude of both seasonal and
individual storm runoff. During dry weather, shallow water tables adjacent to the stream

maintain stream baseflow and cause larger =off responses to summer storms. Diinng wet

soi1 water conditions, water storage within thicker till in upslope areas of Harp 4-21 resnlts in
smaller storm =off responses than in Harp 3A. Upslope areas of Harp 3A conaibute to stom

runoff when the water table develops within soil horizonsGroundwaterffow thoagh till has hydrological, ecologicai and chemicai implications.

Fintly, the hydrological budgets for catchments with thin and thick till c m be very d . e r e n t
Long-term annual ninon is lower where till is fhick because water stored in the till is available
for evapotranspiration during the m e r . Regional Werences in till thickness on the

Canadian Shield could resdt in grearer annual runoff and susceptibility to flooding in regions
with thin till. Secondly, thick tills maintain stream baseflow over extended periods of drought

Surnmer baseflow is important for the dilution of effluent in streams, îhe maintenance of
Stream habitat for aquatic cornmuniaes, and for sustaïning water levels and reducùig

conditions in wetlands (Devito and Dillon, 1993;Devito et aL, 1996)-

Substlrf' fiow ~roductionin Han, 4-21 anà Ham 3A

Introduction

Conceptual models of streamfiow generation frequently e m p h b hydrological

processes near streams (Chapter 2). ModeIs that accommodateprocesses such as saairation
overIand flow and groundwater ridging consider that most stom runoff is generated in thé
riparian zone and iittle is generated by precipitation ont0 the middle and upper hillslopes.
However, as Hewlett and Hibbert (1967) recognized, precipitation onto middle and upper
hiilslopes can also generate storm runoff by subsequent displacernent of water towards the
str&m (Figure 6.1). Precipitation onto saturated areas near the Stream is known to produce a
nearly equivalent depth of stream =off

(e-g. Dunne and Black, 1970b),whereas the

efficiency of runoff production dong the remainder of the hillslope ù rarely documented.
Quantifying the magnitude and timing of subsurface flow production fiom d i f f e ~ nhillslope
t

positions wilZ help determine the role of subsurface flow upslope of near-stream areas and
identifv the dominant streamflow generation processesSubsarface flow contributions to stom runoff are most often interpreted and reported
in terms of fluxes (e-g. trough measurements or Darcyrslaw calculations) or as percentages of

total runoff or discharge rates (e-g- hydrograph separations). AItematively, subsurface flow
generation can also be considered in the context of a water balance. Precipitation that

intiltrates the ground surface can either increase soil moisture, be removed from the grouod
(e.g. by evapotranspiraaon) or displace other subsurface water to the surface.

The purpose of this chapter is to determine the spatïai and temporal patterns of
subsurface flow production dong hillslopes in Harp 4-21 and Harp 3k These d t s are used
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Figure 6.1 The relative contributions to stom rtmoff fÎom dioerent hillslope positions
according to H e w h and aibbert (1967, adapted from Chorley (1978). The length
of arrows are proportional to moisture flux.

to identify some of the factors that influence the magnitude and timing ofsubsdace flow
production- More generally, this chapter also provides a new approach to the study and
interpretation of subsurfaœ flow production by quan-g

spatiai and temporal changes in

soil water balances,
Studv site

The physical characteristics of the Harp 4-21and Harp 3A aratersheds are discussed in
Chapters 3 and 5 and are smmarized in Table 5.1. Harp 4-21 is characteriml by a greater
sediment thickness, whereas Harp 3A has steeper slopes.

The monitoring of Stream discharge and groundwater levels for this study was
described in Chapter 5. Volumetric soil water content was measund using time domain

rdectometry (TJ3R) as descrÏbed by MacLean (1992). TDR consisrs of measuring the

propagation tirne of an electromagnetic wave through the soil to determine its dielecaic
constant As air and water have different dielectric constants (1 and 81.5 respectively), its
measurernent c m be related to soi1 water content by the empincal equation of Topp et al-

(1980).
TDR water content measurements were made between waveguide pairs inserted
horizontally into the major soÏl horizons in the upslope face of each soil pit (MacLean, 1992).
Waveguides were made with 30 cm (28 cm exposed) uncoated steel welding rods (3 mm
diameter). Guides were used during installation to ensure that the r d were d o r m l y spaced

5 cm apart. The soil pi& were carefully backf'i1le.dto maintain soil horizons. Wave forms were

collected manually using a Tektronics mode1 1502B cable tester and downloaded in the fieldWave fonns were iater analysed with a computer program ( W A m R , v-3.00)that facilitates
the identification of the start and end t h e s of the TDR trace and makes use of the Topp et al

(1980) equatïon @. Redman, personal communication)- Some wave fonns, mostly during the
spring sampling season, were incorrectly dodoaded and, therefore, the water contents could
not be detemineci. For each profile of water content measurements, the groundwater level was

measured simdtaneously in a piezometer installed at each TDR site.

MacLean's (1992) transect of TDR sites in Harp 4-21 was reused in this smdy (Figure

6.2). Soi1 water content was measured at 3 depths in each of five TDR sites (TD1 to TD5,
Appendix 3). In Harp 3A, six additional TDR sites were installed in October 1992 (TD74,

TD8 1, TD82, TD86, TD87,and TD88) (Figure 6.2). Sites were located dong piezometer
transects and positioned immediately adjacent to piezometers (with correspondhg nombers

W 4 P81,P82,P86, P87, and P88). Instrumentation of sites in Harp 3A provided
measurements of soil water content at 4 depths that corresponded roughly to the A, upper B,

middle to lower B and BC or C horizons (Appendix 3).

Storms were monitored during two seasons: autumn fiom September 27 to November

20,1992, and spring fiom May 2 to June 5,1993- The auaunn was unusuaiiy wet with 425
mm of precipitation from August 28 to November 20 and included two large storms on
September 18 (39 mm) and September 22 (82 mm).
Volumetrïc soil water content measurements by TDR were collected prior to storms

and several times during the receduig Iimb of mnoff events. Water contents were measured in

Harp 4-21 from October 10 to November 9,1992 and fiom May 2 to May 30,1993. In

Figure 6 2 Instrumentation of the Harp 4-21 and E k p 3A catchments.
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Harp 3A, monitoring began at TD86 on October 9,1992, and included other sites as

instrumentation becarne operational (up and October 3 1). TDR sites were monitored until
November 20,1992 and then fiom May 2 to May 30,1993. R d t s of TDR measurements at

TD i and TD74 are not discussed because TD1 remained saturateci throughout the study and
changes in soi1water content at TD74 were influenced by the ephemeral Stream flowing past
it,

In situ characteristic soi1 moisture curves were estimated from simdtaneous
measurements of water content and the depth to the water table beiow the TDR waveguides
WacLean, 1992). Each set of measurements provides one point on the characteristic cuve
such that several sets of measurernents during different soii moisture conditions defines the

characteristic curve. Since temiometers or pressure sensors were not available, direct

measurement of pressure head was not possible. Therefore, static conditions were assumed so
that the negative pressure head at the waveguides equals the depth of the water table below the
waveguides. Potential errors that resdt fiom this assumption are considered in Appendix 4.

These characteristic curve data usudly fit a hear equation since the range of pressure head
was generally small (c0-7m) (Figure 6 3 ) .There was little decrease in residual error with a

polynornial (MacLean, 1992) or the Gardner et al. equation (1970, cited in Hillel, 1971) fit to
the data- In some soi1horizons, different characteristic curves were obtained for different
storms since the water contents represented different drying, wetting or scanning curves.
Although these curves do not have the accuracy of laboratory measurements, they do have the
distinct advantage of providing field measurements that potentially include the effects of
macroporosity.

Figure 6.3 Three examples of soi1 characteristic c w e s calcuiatedfrom water content and
water level data (see text for description). a) TD87-02,b) TD86-03a .c)

TD81-04-
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Saturateci water content (or porosity) was taken as the average of the water content
measurernents when the water table was above the waveguides. Ma-saturated

water

content was estïmated as the interceet of the Wear) characteristic curve with the water
content axis-

To calculate water balances for each site, the total amount of water stored within a SOS
profile had to be estimated from water content measurements taken at discrete depths. Rather
than assuming soii moisture was constant within each soil layer, a moisture prome was

estimated for each soil horizon fkom its water content and the water table depth- In Harp 3A,
waler storage above bedrock was calculated at each site- In Harp 4-21, water storage was

calcdated to an arbitmy depth of 1m below which the water table never dropped, except at

TD5 where a depth of 2 m was used.
The water content profile was calcnlated according to the position of the water table
relative to TDR waveguides (Figure6.4)- A saturated water content was aiways assumed
below the water table, a matrix-saturated (ie.macropores drained) water content immediately
above the water table surface- The m e a s d water content at the waveguides was used when
the waveaOUides were above the water table, Above the waveguides, the water content profile

was calculated from the characteristic cuve of each horizon. A detailed description of the
water storage calcuiation method is presented in Appendix 4.

Possible sources of error in the calcuiation of water storage for individual soil profiles
include errors in water content detemination at individual sarnphg points and errors in water

conrent profdes within a SOL
Although no attempt was made to quanti@ these errors through
field sampling of water contents, their relative significance is brieny discussed. The results

Figure 6.4 Water content profile for water storoge dculations (see text for description).
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presented in this chapter compare changes in water storage over t h e rather than absolute

depths of water stored Consequently, systematic emrs in water storage at a s a m p h g pobt or
within a profile wïIl not uifluence the interpretations of the changes in water storage.

Errors in voIumetric water content determination at individual s a m p h g points using
TDR are small. The calibrahon equations developed by Topp et ai. (1980)for four minerai
mils of different texrure had a water content error estimate of 0.013 (rn3fm3).Subsequent
co1~mnand fieId experiments have shown this method to be accurate to better than 0.03 (Topp

et al-, 1982a, 1982b; Topp and Davis, 1985). Reproducibility of ïDR water content
rneasurements are very srnail (Baker and Almaras, 1990). For example, the standard deviation
of repeated measurement of saturated water content at TD87-04,which remained below the
wakr table for most of the study, was only 0.003.

Erron in water content profiles within a soil can result fkom an insafncient number of
measurement depths. TDR rneasures water content withln a distance of appmximately 30 mm
transverse to the plane of the waveguides (Baker and Lascano, 1989;for a sirnilar waveguide

configuration to that used in this study). Consequently, the entire soil thickness was not
sampled and water storage errors could &se particularly where there are contrasMg soil
horizons that may produce sudden changes in water content. For this reason, TDR waveguides
were installed in separate soil horizons and water storage was calcuiated independently for

each horizon. The number of measurement depths were probably adequate to detemine water

storage within soil pro£2es except at sites TD4 and TD5 in Barp 4-21 where the shaliowest
waveguides were 0.28 and 0.29 m below ground surface respectively. The increase in soil
moisture in the uppermost horizons at these sites may not have been measured eady in the
storm and rnay have produced inaccurate water balances, particuiady for measurements
immediately after rainfaU Similady, the water table at TD5 was as much as 1.1 m below the
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bottom of the Iowest waveguides and, therefore, water content changes in the till could not
M y be taken into accoont This type oferror is thought to b e the most signincant in this
study- However, without detded soi1 moismre pmhles, it is not possible to quantify the error

in water storage within a pro=

Errors in water storage can also result from incorrectly estimated water content profiles
within a horizon because characteristic curves are in enor or static conditions do not apply-

However, these errors shodd not have had a iarge influence (= 4 3 mm in a horizon) on water
storage calculations because the range of pressure heads was smaU and because the
characteristic curve was only used to detennine the distribution of water content from a
measured data point at the waveguides (Appendix 4). Afthough the water content profile is an

approximation, it makes the best use of the available data and is a better representation than a
constant water content profile.
Although it was not possible to quanti@ the errors in soil water storage within this
study, the results show consistent patterns £komstonn to storm or between sites. Random

errors of 5 percent in water content (2 percent absolute water content) over a 0.25 m horizon

wodd have resdted in a 5 mm error in water storage for that horizon. Such an error would not
have influenced the conclusions drawn from these results-

Water balance
Water balances of stoms were calculated for both the watershed and the individuai
sites-The watet balance for the watershed is:

input - output = Astorage
P-(R+ET)=AS
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where P, Et, and ET are the depths (volume per unit area) of p-pitatïon,

stream runoff, and

evapotranspirationrespectively, and AS is the average net change in storage across the entire
watershed expressed as an equivalent depth, Durhg autumn Storm events after Ieaf f a , we
can assume that ET = O so that the water balance simplifies to:

The net change in storage for a watershed was calcuiated fiom measurements of P and R-

Cumulative suInmation of P and R measurements since stonn onset provided the means to

calculate AS since the start of an event,
The water balance for each TDR site is:
input - output = Astorage
@ + SSRi + SRi) - (SS&+

SR, + ET)= AS

P - (ASSR + ASR + ET) =AS

(6-3)

where SSR is subsurface mnoff, SR is surface -off7

and oudlow to the site, ASSR = SS%

the subscripts i and o represent innow

- SSRi, and ASR = SRo- SRi. Since there was no

surface flow at the sites, except at TD I and TD74 (which are not discussed), the ASR term can

be dropped. Rearranging tenns to put output on the right, yields:

P - AS = (ASSR + ET)
Assuming that evapotranspiration was negligible in the aummn after leaf fa:
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Net subsurface mnoff as defined here (LISSR) refers to the net depth of snbsurface
runoff that is generated fiom a soil profile at an individual site- If the volumes of net

subsudace runoff are added fkom the hilltop to any point n on the hillslope, the sum is equal to
the total subsurface runoff (SSRp)to that point:

where A is the hillslope area that generates a depth of net subsprfhce mnoff MSR, and

subscripts 1 through n refer to successive portions of the hillslope beginning from the top (n =
1). Therefore, if n is located at the base of a hillslope, SSR, is the subsurf'e nuioff fiom the

entire hillslope. Subsdace runoff generated in apslope soils (SSR, > 0) c m either be stored
in downslope soils (ASSR,çi < O) or can be ~ansmittedfarther downslope and can rapidly

produce subsurface flow to the stream. Since SSRn is deked for the h e interval specified by
ASSR values, SSR,/tÜne equals the average subsurface flow over this time intemal,

These equations can be used to calculate either cumulative water balances £iom the
start of a runoff event or water balances between individual measurements of water storage.

To distinguish between the two, cumulative values for a storm will use the prefix

"z"(as in

CP,CR,U S , USSR), while individuai water balances will retain the notation in the
equations above. Individual water balances are ased to construct hydrographs of subsurface
runoff production for individual sites and hillslopes.

Cumulative results can be compared with respect to storage and m o f f production.
Because U S is measured directly for each soil profile, it is possible to compare it to the U S

for the watershed which is caicuiated fiom measunements of

-

(Equation 6.2)-

Altematively, U S S R which is calculateci from Equation 6.5 can be compared to the measured
cumulative stream runoff,

m.
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The value of calcalating water baIances for small areas is threefold FirstIy, r d t s cm
be compared among individual sites to expose the spatiai and temporal ciifferences in storage

a .runoff production. Secondly, w a w balances fiom individual sites (Equation 6.5) can be
compared to water balances for the entire catchment (Equation 6.2) to determine how

individual sites contribute to the s t m m hydrograph. Thirdly, storage and subsudace runoff

from an individual site can be related to its h

y

~ properties
~ c and reveal some of the factors

that affect subsurface runoff response.
Subsurfce runoffradk

To measure the efficiency of subsurface mnoff production at a site in response to a
storm event, the subsurface runoff ratio is defined as:
subsurface runoff ratio = SSRR =

USSR

CP

where U S S R is the cumulative net subsurface mnoff (Equation 6.5) and ZP is cumulative
depth of precipitation for the storm event It is analogous to the effective mnoff ratio (Chapter

5) but does not take into account natuml drainage of the soil in the absence of precipitahon-

Water content and soi1 c ~ a c t e r i s l i curves
c

Although MacLean (1992) reported the presence of a 0.7 m capillary f i g e based on

similady obtained characteristic curves, data fiom several sites suggest that a capillary fnnge
is absent in most soils within the two catchments. Most soils horizons showed a decrease in
water content when the water table dropped below the TDR waveguides (Figure 6.5).

Consequentiy, characteristic crwes showed a decrease in water content at smaU negative
pressure heads (e-g. Figure 6.3a and b). M y three characteristic c w e s suggested the

Figure 6.5 Water content profiles and water table fluctuations at TD86 during the November
2 and 4 event (46 mm precipitation).
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presence of a significant capillary fiinge m 5 - 2 ,TD5-03,and TD81-04;Figure 6.3~)
varying in thickness fiom 0.4 to 0.8 m. Althou@ most sites did not have a capillary f i g e ,

characteristic curves of some sites were gently sloping, which suggests that a smaii input of
inhltrating water couid produce a substantial rise in the water table.
An intereshg result for several characteristiccurves was the large change in water

content (up to 5 percent) between measurements taken during saturated conditions and under
sIighdy negative pressure heads (when the water table was just below the waveguides) (Figure

6.3b). This difference saggests that a portion of the total porosity, which Wrely conesponds to
the larger pores (A.5 mm), drained under very srnail tensions (4-01m) as was discussed in

Chapter 2- Such large changes in water content near the water table dernonstrate the

importance of accounting for water table position and water content profiles in water storage
calculations.

The magnitude of changes in depth of water stored at each TDR site during automn
and spring increased with increasing distance nom the Harp 4-21 Stream (TD2< TD3 = TD4 c

TD5) (Figures 6.6 and 6.7 respectively). In Harp 3A, no distinct spatial pattern emerged dong
the transects although TD86 consistently showed the largest fluctuations in soi1water storage.

The changes in water storage were similar at sites TD3, TD4,TD81,TD87 and TD88.

1) Nuvember 2 und4,I992 event ù
a Harp 4-21
Changes in cumulative water storage (US)measured by TDR during the November 2
and 4 event were much smaller at TD2 than the average cumulative change in water storage

over the entire Harp 4-21 watershed

- ZR)(Equation 6.2, Figure 6.8a). In contrast,

changes in storage at TD3 were similar to the average watershed response. Cumulative water

Figure 6.6 Water storage daring the aumm monitoring p e n d in a) EXarp 4-21 and b) Harp
3 A Monitoring site locations are shown in Figure 62.

a) Harp 4-21
TD5

b) Harp 3A
TD81-

Figure 6.7 Water storage dtuing the spring monitoring p e n d in a) Harp 4-21and b) Harp
3A. Monitoring site locations are shown in Figure 6.2.

b) Harp 3~

I

rn

Figure 6.8 Cumulative a) water storage (US)and b) net subsurface runoff -SR)
in Harp
4-21 during the November 2 and 4,1992 event (dashed lines). Cmulah've
precipitation (ZP),
depth ofstream =off ER)and change in storage over the
entire catchent (D
- ER)are shown for cornparison (solid Iines).

storage was greater at TD4 than for the entire Baq 4-21 watershed mitil November 6 and was
greater at TD5 for the duration of the stonn,
At TD2, very little of the storm precipitation contributeci to increashg water storage

(Figure 6-8a). Prior to these storms, the soi1 near the stream at TD2 was close to saturation
with an available water storage depth of only 12 mm. Consequently, aU the excess

precipitation must have produced runoff. Despite the small avaihble water storage, the water
table did not rise to the ground surface and the soil profile never became fully saturated at

TD2 because of its location within a smaii hummock (Figure 6.9)- The absence of any
pondïng at the surface indicated that the shallow soils were spfficiently penneable to transmit

all the infiltration and subsurface flow nom upslope.
Most of the storm precipitation at TD3 and ail at TD4 and TD5 iniaaily conmbuted to
increasing soil water storage (Figure 6-83.The initial water table positions were deeper at

TD3 and TD4 than at TD2 (Figure 5.9) with correspondingly higher available storages of 48
and 50 mm respectively (Figure 6.9). Most of the increase in water storage (>70%)acniaiiy
occurred in the upper soi1 horizons above the rising water table (Figure 6.10). At TD5,the

water table was deeper (1-7 m) and the available water storage larger (117 mm) to allow
storage of a l i the infiltrathg rain water in the soil profile for more than a day after the stoxm

( F i p e 6.8a).

Subsurface runoff production in Harp 4-21 occurred most rapidly near the stream and
was delayed farther upslope. Figure 6.8b clearly demonstrates the difference in the timing of

subsurface runoff generation beh~eenthe sites. Near the stream at TD2,nearly ail the
precipitation generated subsurface ninoff with linle or no delay. Farther from the Stream at

TD3 and TD4,subsurface runoff was produced more graduaily at a nearly constant rate

Available water storage in different TDR profiles in Harp 4-21 during the
November 2 and 4,1992 event,-

Fi-

6.10 Cpmdative water storage (US)within the TD4profile during the November 2
and 4,1992 event C w e s indicate the total U S fiom the Iowest bozïzon (i-e.
curve TD4-01 indicates total
from O to 1-00m)-Shaded area indicates the
B S that is stored below the water table,

throughout the event ahhough there was a slight initial delay in the response at TD4. At TDS,
subsudace nuioff production was delayed several days and o c c d predominantly on the
f f i g limb of the second hydrograph.

Cumulative net subsdace runoff (DSSR)was generaiiy largest where the water table
was shailowest and mallest where it was deepest In Harp 4-21. subsdace runoff ratios

Equation 6.7) were always largest (> 92%) at TD2 where the water table was nearest to the
surface. Ratios were mder (%51) at TD3 and TD4 where the water table was deeper but

remained in the soiL horizons- They were srnaïïest (47-56%) at TD5 where the water table was
below the soil horizons (Table 6.1). Lower hillslopes and near-meam areas conuïbuted more
to subsurface runoff than other portions of the watersbed since more runoff was produced from
si& TD2, TD3 and TD4 than the observed average Stream -off

(Table 6.1. Figure 6.8b).

2) November 2 und 4,1992 ment h Hmp 3A
The sites in Harp 3A did not demonstrate distinct spatial and temporal patterns of
water storage and subsudace runoff production. At midslope sites TD87 and TD88,the

cumulative changes in water storage D S ) measured by TDR were similar to the average of
the watershed as a whole (ZP - CR) (Equation 6.2, Figare 6.1 la). At TD8 1 and TD82,the
precipitation from the November 2 storm was entirely stored withui the soil. Soils at TD8 1

began to drain after the storm, but those at TD82 also stored the additionai precipitation fiom
the November 4 storm before draïnïng. The initial increase in cumulative storage at TD86 was

much greater than the cumulative precipitation for the entire event (Figure 6.1 la). This
anomalous resuit could only have occurred if there was a net contribution to water storage by

subsurface flow fiom upslope or if focusing of infiltration occurred above the meamernent
site. Focusing of ïnfjltration probably did not occur because there was no overland flow at
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Table 6.1- Cumulative subsurface mnoff (USSR) durhg stonns in Harp 4-21.

n= xJx

Storm period

(mm)
Start

(-1
TD2

TD3

TD4

TD5

41.0
44.2

33.5
30.9

28-4
32.0

202
22.0

36.2

17-0
25-7
13.8

34-0

23-4

-

18-0

9-4

172

30.0
17.2

18-7

10-1

End

13-Oct-92 10:45 20-Ckt-92 15:48
2-NOV-92
09~46 9-NOV-92
15:22
22-May-93 1452 27-May-93 12:47
27-May-93 12~47 30-May-93 16:43

DSSR

(mm)
S1

444

47-1

Sprïng storms are not corrected for evapotranspiration-

Figure 6.11 Cumulative a) waux storage a s ) and b) cumulative net subsurface runoff
( m S R ) in Harp 3A durin the November 2 and 4, 1992 event (dashed lines).
Cumulative precipitation ( ), depth of stream mnoff
and change in
storage over the entire catchment
- are show for cornparison (solid
lines)-

& a m)

(m)

TD86 and surface topography was nniform. The absence of nearby trees also precluded the
focusing of infiltration by s t d o w - Therefore, this site temporarily stored subsurface flow

kom upslope. After November 3, TD86 drained rapidly and produced a cumulative net change

in water storage similar to the catchment average by November 9-

In contrast to Harp 4-21, the increase in storage in Harp 3A occurred mostly in the
ûansiently saturated zone (Figure 6.12) rather than in the unsaairated zone above the risuig

water table. Infiltrating precipitation rapidly penetrated into the deeper soïi horizons and must

have flowed through or bypassed available water storage in the upper horizons. The large
hcrease in water storage at TD86 was caused by S a t u r a ~ g
the lower B horizon @gure 6.12)
which has a steep characteristic cume (approximately 9% decrease in water content between O

and 0.25 m water table depth, Figure 6.3b).
The different sites in Harp 3A contributed similar depths of subsurface runoff over the
duration of the entire event (Table 6.2), but riming of runoff production differed substantially

among the sites (Figure 6.1 lb). TD87 and TD88 produced runoff with similar timing to the
catchment average, TD8 1w~ slightly delayed; TD82 was delayed almost until after the

November 4 storm. Negative cumulative net subsurface nuioff -SR)

at TD86 indicates net

water storage until November 63) November 10 and 12,1992 ment in Harp 3A

Results for the November 10 and 12 event were sùnilar to those for the November 2
and 4 event in Harp 3A. Cumulative net subsurface runoff (USSR) a t TD87 and TD88 was

sïmilar to cumulative Stream =off

ER) at W 1; D S S R was sirnilar but slightiy delayed at

TD81,and delayed at TD82 for almost a day after the November 12 storm. Soils at site TD86

m)

Figure 6.12 Cumulative water storage
within the TD86 profiie during the November 2
and 4 1992 event C m e s indicate the total U S fiom the lowest horizon (Le.
curve TD86-01indicates totai
from O to 1.06 rn). Shaded area indicates the
U S that is stored below the water table-
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Table 6 2 . Cumulative net subsucface mnoff m S S R ) during stoms in Harp 3 A
Storm period
Start

End

WL

TD86 TDS7 TD88 TD8l TD82

Spring storms are not corrected for evapotranspiration. Storm p e n d differ slightly for TD81
=d TD82-

again showed net water storage (mostly in the lower B horizon) and delayed subsurface runoff

production until after the second r a i n f ' event (Figare 6.13). However, the magnitude of
subsurface ninoff production was similar at all sites (86 to 100% of precipitation; Table 6.2).

Given that stream runoff at W1 was 872 of precipitation, subsurface=off

rnust have been

produced throughout most of the Harp 3 A
4) Water redistribution during dry periods

A penod of ho&dry weather during rapid leaf growth (May 2 to 13,1993) caused

water storage to decrease most at sites TD82 and TD88 (> 29 mm) and least at site TD2 (1
mm) Figure 6.7). Water storage decreased as a resdt of both subsurface nuioff production
and evapotranspiration. Very low stream discharge at W 5 (see below) indicated that much of
the decrease in water storage in Harp 3A was caused by evapotranspiration rather than

subsurface nuioff. The total amount of x(ASSR + ET) at a i i sites exceeded the average depth

of s e a m runoff at W5 by 8 to 34 mm. Assuming U S S R =

at W 5 for this dry weather

period, the average evapotranspiration rate for the TDR sites in Harp 3A was 1.Wl-3 mmlday.

Energy budget estimates of lake evaporation of up to 2.6 mmlday for Harp Lake over the same
time period in previous years demonstrate that this estimate is reasonable (Scheider et al.,

1983).
With this estimate of evapotranspiration, it was possible to determine U S S R at
individual sites (Equation 6.4). Although these U S S R values (corrected for XET) are
approximate, upslope sites (TD82 and TD88)indicated net subsudace outflow, W S S R > 0)
whereas downslope sites (JD81, TD86,and TD87) indicated net subsurface innow ( D S S R

< O) (Figure 6.14a). Therefore, drainage of upslope sites displaced water to downslope sites
where it was available for evapotranspiration. If the same evapotranspiration rates are assumed
for Harp 4-21, a S S R becornes negative for all sites, and indicates net subsudace intlow

w)

Figure 6.13 a) Cumulative water storage
and b) cumalaave net subsaff'e runoff
(DSSR)in Harp 3A durin the November 10 and 12,1992 event (dashed lines)Cumuiative precipitaaon
), depth ofstream nmoff (Dland change in
storage
over
the
entire
catchment
- ZR) shown for compacison (solid
.
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Figure 6.14 Cumulative net subSULface runoff WSSR) in a) Harp 3A and b) Harp 4-21
during the dry period in early May, 1993. Net subsmface moffs have been
adjusted for an average evapownspùaho~
rate of 1-9 m d d (see text).

(Figure 6.14b). Consequently, stream baseflow during this pend was sustained by changes in
storage in areas upslope of TD5.

Subsudace flow from upslope influenced groundwater levels and stream baseflow
differently in the two catchments. In Harp 3A, the water table declined below the base of the B
soil horizon at several sites and disappeared below the piezometer at TD82.During this
penod, baseflow at W5 decreased foridold to 0.1 Ys or 0.2 mm/dayyIn Harp 4-21, s t m m
discharge decreased by onIy 25% m 0.55 Us or 1 3 mm/day on May 13. Despite more stream
runoff in Harp 4-21, the water table remained within the soi1horizon upslope beyond Pü6

W4)Soi1 moisture measurements during the summer confirmai that groundwater flow from
upslope had a measurable effect on moisture conditions in near-sueam areas and lower

hillslopes of Harp 4-21. h cornparison to the large decreases in soil water storage in Harp 3A
(128-173 mm)from late May to iate August, water storage in Harp 4-21 decreased by only 23
to 1O6 m m (fiom TD2 to T M ,Table 6.3). The smailer decrease in soi1 water storage at aU

Harp 4-2 1TDR sites demonstrates that subsridace fIow from upslope maintained wetter soil
conditions throughout the entire lower hillslope and near-stream areas. Aithough storm water

balances were not measured during summer storms, it is evident why no storm runoff was
produced in Harp 3A from a storm in late August (Chapter 5). Soïi water contents had
decreased between 0.10 and 0.21 (m3/m3) since the end of May so that there was a large

capacity to retain infiltrathg precipitation. Since most of the precipitation onto hillslopes in

Harp 3A pnerated subsurface m o f f during storms in wet periods uable 6.2),precipitation

from these storms was not stored and could not sustain groundwater levels and baseflow
during dry periods-

Table 6.3. Change in soil water storage during the summer.

Harp 3A

TD86

Soil water storage (mm)
Tû87
TD88
TDSl

change

160-4

127.8

153.0

1729

change

22-9

51-9

89.6

106-3

TD82

165-8

Quantitative interpretation of the combined Z(ASSR + ET)d t s during the spring

storms was complicated by evapotranspiration which was not measared. However. C(ASSR +
ET) represented the maximum subsurface m o f f since ZET > O. Some quafirative

observations show that the sprïng storm response was similar to that of autumn storms. F d y ,
subsurface m o f f production in Harp 4-21 was greatest and most rapid at TD2 and decreased

and was more delayed with increasing distance fkom the Stream fiable 6-1)- Secondly, the
timing of subsurface runoff at TD86 was delayed by temporary storage of runofffiom upslope

( U S>

m.

In&viduul water balances
1 ) Changes in net subsur$uce nuwff d growdwater leveis

Subsurface flow production (ASSRlàme) and water table fluctuations at site TD88
occurred sirnultaneouslyfor storms in November, 1992 (Figure 6-15a). Since downslope
hydraulic gradients were nearly constant (Chapter 5). groundwater levels fluctuated to

accommodate subsucface flow from upslope. Therefore, the timing of subsurface fiow at
TD88 was similar to that generated f h e r apslope in Haq 3 A Consequently, upslope

extrapolation of subsarface runoff production at TD88 is justified. Poor correspondence
between groundwater levels and subsudace flow at sites TD82 and TD5 preclude the
possibility of extrapola~gthese results to upslope areas.
Peak subsurface flow £iomTD86 did not necessariiy occur when groundwater leveis

peaked. In contrast to TD88,most of the subsudace -off

at TD86 was generated when the

lower B horizon draineci coincidentally with the drop in the water table (Figures6.1Sb and

6-12).

Figure 6.15 Net subsdace ffow (ASSWtime) and water table fluctuations at a) TD88 and b)
TD86 during Novemba, 1992 events. Shaded areas indicate net M o w s . mbgs =

+Water

table

r

The depth of subsurface nuioff produceci aiong the hillslope can be calculated by
exaapolatïng sabsurface =off production at sites TD86,'ID87 and TD88 to larger hillslope
areas (delimited by the midpoints between successive sites) and samming them (Equation
6.6). The response at TD88 was extrapolated to the top 130 m of the hillsIope, at TD87 to 26

m aiong the miàslope region and at TD86 to 14rn dong the lower midslope. The bomm 13m

of the hillslope was assamed to produce ninoff eqaivalent to 100%of the precipitation without
delay because groundwater Ievels were close to ground s d c e . Since the topography of this

hiUslope transect does not converge or diverge, a unit hïlIsfope width was assumed. The net
hydrograph for the hilIslope during autamn storms, that was determineci fiom ASSR values,
cokelates to the stream discharge at W1 (calculated for the same t h e steps) (Figure 6.16)and
is M e r evidence that these soil water balances for individuai sites are representative of

larger hiLlslope areas-

Subsurface runoff measurements at individual sites can be used to calculate hydraulic
conductivities within the soil profiles by Darcy's Law because they are based on water balance
data (SSR,, Equation 6.6)and, therefore, are independent of groundwater level data. Darcy's

law can be expressed as:

where Q is the volumetric flow rate, Ksis the saturated hydraulic conductivity, i is the

hydraulic gradient and A, is the cross-sectional area. For a 1m width of hillslope, A, =h * 1

180

Figure 6.16 Total subsurf'e flow (SSWtime) h m TDR hillsIope (TD86-TD87-TD88)
and
stream discharge for E k p 3A (W1) durhg November, 1992 events. Total
subsurface flow is nomaüzed to hillslope area and Stream discharge to
catchment area for cornparison.
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where h is the depth of saturateci soil. Equation 6.8 then becomes:

Since the downslope hydradic gradients remain neariy constant over time (Chapter 5), Kswill
be directly proportional to the slope of a plot between Q (SSR&me) and groundwater level

This calcdation assumes that a l l the subsurface flow is produced by saturatecl flow.
Subsurface flow increased gradually with increasing groundwater levels in the lower
portion of the soil profile and rapidly in the upper portion of the profile at sites TD86,TD87
and TD88 (Figure 6.17)- The distïnctly different slopes within the profile indicate that the

hydraulic conductivity of the upper soil horizons were approximately one order of magnitude
greater than those in lower horizons flable 6.4). The large increase in hydraulic conductivity
in the upper 0.4 m of the soil profile corresponds approximately to the boundary berween the

upper and lower B horizons. Higher hydraulic conductivity in the upper B horizon may be

related to greater root density, lower bulk density and better soil structure (e-g. aggregation) as

a result of greater biologicd activity mable 6.5, Lozano et al., 1987).
As groundwater levels rose to saturate upper soil horizons with higher hydraulic

conductivities, greaer flwes of subsurface fiow were transmined- Consequentiy, during the
large and intense rainstorm on November 12, 1992 (82 mm), these soils had the capacity to

transmit subsurface flow without groundwater levels reaching ground surface.
Discussion

Magnirude und cuea of srrbsu@i~%e
n ~ production
f f
The magnitude of cumulative subsurface storm runoff for a given site is determined by
the change in soil water storage between the SM

and the end of a storm (Equation 6.5). 'Ibe

Figure 6-17 Total subsprface fiow (SSWtime) vs. maximum groundwater Ieveis at a) TD88.
b) TD87and c) TD86.Total subsurface flow is expressed per unit width of
hillslope. The maximum groundwater level is the highest measured gcoundwater
level in the intemal doring which SSR is m e d . The horizontal scale is
selected so that the ground surface plots at the rïght end of the graph and the
bedrock surface on the le&
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Table 6.4. Hydrauiic conductivity profiles calcuiated fkom soi1water balances
and bail tests in piezometers adjacent to TDR sites.
-

-

-

Soil water balance
UPFB
horizon

Lower B
horizon

- . . -

Bail test

C horizon

6.17)

Table 6.5. Physical properties of (Oithic Humo-Fe&) PPodzolic soils in Harp 4 (Lmano et
aL,1987)Soil horizon

Organic carbon
%7

Ahe

Bf 1 (upper B)
Bf2 flower B)

Sample sizes not indicated.

Root volume
%
'

Buikdensity
Wcm3)

change in soil water storage depends on both hydrological and physical factors- Fmtly,

subsurface m o f f increases with increasing antecedent water storage in soi1 horizons- Higher
initial water contents for a given soi1 resuit in higher unsaturated hydraulic conductivities that

yield more rapid and effective drainage of ùifiltrating precipitation- Secondly, soil
characteristic c m e s and unsaturated hydraulic conductivities will affect how rapidly one soi1

type drains compared to another. Soils with s e p characteristic curves (e-g- clean s a n a c m

have large increases in water content dnring storms, but rnay drain very rapidly to simitar
iniUal water contents; therefore the net change in water storage is srnall. Conversely, soils Mth

gentle characteristic cumes (e-g. silt) may have srnaller increases in water content during a

storm, but may retain soil moisture more e f f d v e l y ; therefore, the net change in water storage
is larger. Thirdly, sites with a deeper water table store more water and, therefore, produce less
runoff. With a deep water table, infiltration c m produce increases in water content and storage

throughout the thick unsaturated zone (Figures 6.5,6.10 and 6-12).A thicker unsaturated zone
(e-g.TD5) results in larger water storage caused by incomplete drainage of soil horizons-

Depth to water table was, therefore, a good indicator of the magnitude of subsurface runoff
production.

On a catchment scale, the magnitude of stream runoff depends not only on the
effecûveness of subsurface runoff production, but &O on the proportion of the catchment area
that effectively generates ninofi- Catchment runoff is the sum of runoff production (surface
and subsurface) for the entire catchment area (similar to Equation 6.6)- Consequentiy,
determlnùig the magnitude of Stream runoff depends greatly on the delineation of areas that do
and that do not contribute- Although thk chapter has dealt primarily with the efficiency of

subsurface runoff production, results nom site TD82 in Harp 3A demonstrated that the spatial
extent of subsurface ninoff production can change- Subsurface runoff at TD82 was generated

efficiently during aunimn storms when a water table was present in soi1 horizons but did not
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generate any nuion d d g the M a y 28,1993 stonn before which the water table was absent
nom soil horizons (Table 6.2). In Harp 4-21, stream =off

was larger for the November 2 and

4 event than for the October 16,1992 event despite similar subsiirface nuioff ratios at TDR

sites. This result suggests that the larger m o f f may be caused by the expansion of the
conaibuMg area rather than by the increased =off efficiencies fkom existing contributing
areas (Tables 5-3and 6-1).

The timing of subsurface nmoff production at a site c m be broadly classifieci into four

groups1)Precipitation produces =off

with very liale or no delay m 2 ; Figure 6.8).

2) Soils store some precipitation, yet contribute to peak discharge and the falling Iunb
of the storm hydrograph m3,TD87,TD88;Figures 6-8,6.11 and 6.13).

3) Soils store most of the inflltrating precipitation and contribute prïmady to the
falling limb of the stonn hydrograph (TD4, TD5,TD81,TD82,TD86;Figures 6.8,
6.1 1 and 6.13).
4) Soils store nearly a i l of the infiltra~gprezipitation and contribute primarily to

evapotranspiration or to Stream baseflow after the storm event m 8 2 during the May
28 event; Table 6.2).
Upslope portions of Harp 4-2 1 and entire hillslopes of Harp 3A during the summer would also
likely belong to the fourth group. Aithough an individual site may be classifîed differently for
different storrns, depending on the antecedent moisture or stom size and duration, most sites
responded similarly to different storms.

The timing of subsurface runoff production is primarily a function of water storage.
Precipitation contributes most rapidy to runoff where it is greater than the available water

storage. Some sites have sufficiently high hydraulic conductivities to transmit this excess
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precipitaaon rapidly a s subsurface fiow snch that the water storage never reaches its maximum

(TD2);other sites saturate to the surface and produce satnrated overland ffow ml).
Aithough the flowpaths are different in both cases, the timing and magnitude of nmoff
production are almost the same. Therefore, the capacity to transmit subsurface flow has Iittle
effect on the magnitude and t h h g of nuioff production in these areas but codd have an
important effect on flowpaths and, hence, water chemistry. For these sites, the timing of the
subsurface ninoff production was mfluenced primarily by the timing of precipitation

6.8b). The onset of s u b s ~ a c runoff
e
production could be siïghtly delayed depending on the
available water storage, but was more delayed in sites without excess precipitation.

Incleases in water storage within the soi1 profile causes subsurface runoffproduction
to be delayed. Once infiltration or £iowfiom upslope fills unsaturateci pore space, subsurface

runoff cannot be produced until the pores drain. The factors that control pore drainage also
control the timing and magnitude of subsudace runoff. Factors that innuence the drainage of

pores inchde the unsamated hydraulic conductivity (a function of water content),
characteristic curves (a fuoction of the pore size distribution) and spatial distribution of these
feanires within a soil profile. Vertical drainage within the unsaturated zone of the soil profile

cannot contribute to subsurface runoff because there is no net change in storageConsequenùy, the t h i c h s s of the unsaturatted zone also controls the timing of subsurface

runoff production. For example, at TD3 and TD4,the unsaturated zone was relatively thin, but
stored a large proportion of the rainfall tempordy (Figure 6.10). At TD5, the unsaturated
zone was much thicker and alI the water remaineci stored withh the profile so that subsurface

runoff production was delayed for a longer period (Figure 6.8b). Therefore, the delay in nuioff
production fkom upslope areas was not directly caused by their distance from the siream, but

rather by the increôsing depth to the water table with distance nom the stream.
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Characteristic curves of soil horizons and water table fluctuations controlied the timing
of subsurface runoff generation during wet conditions in Harp 3A because the thickness of the
unsatuated zone varied linle dong hülslopes. Since most of the infiltration in Harp 3A was

stored below the rising water table (Figure 6-12}, siistained subsadace fiow h m upslope

maûitained elevated groundwater levels and delayed subsudace nmoff production at some

sites. For example, the timing of groundwater level fluctuations at TD86 and TD87 was nearly
identical (Figure5.9). yet subsnrface flow production was greatly delayed at TD86 (Figures
6.11 and 6.13). The delayed response at TD86 was caused by large water storage in a horizon

with a steep characteristic curve irnrnediately above the initial water table. Net subsurface

flow was only produced fkom this horizon when upslope flow decreased and the water table
dropped within it (Figures 6.5 and 6.15).
Similar timing of subsudace niaoff response does not necessarily imply that similar

processes are responsible for the storage and re1ease of infiltrating water. For example, the
timing of subsurface runoff generation was M a r at sites TD5 and TD82 (Figures 6.8 and

6.1 1). Although storage in the unsaturated zone at TD5 delayed runoff production, storage in
the transiently saturated zone was responsible for delayed nuioff production at TD82.

Hydraulic condirc(n>ityprofile of the soi1

The 10-fold increase in hydraulIc conductivity £tom the lower to upper B horizon

(Table 6.4) is very important for the production of subsurface flow and is consistent with the
transmissivity feedback mechanism of streamflow generation (Chapter 2). It allows for large
increases in subsurface flow with relatively small increases in water levels (Figure 6.17)and

no change in hydraulic gradients. When water levels rise into the higher conductivity horizon,
runoff production becomes very efficient as demonsaated during the November 10 and 12

event, 1992 (Figure 6-13, Table 6.2). Since the hydraulic conductivity of the soil is hi&, an
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increase in infiltration can be easily converteci into subsurface -off

with only a small

increase in water levels. Without higher hydrauiic conductivities in the upper soil profiles,
downslope soils could not accommodate the accumulation of subsurface flow fiom npslope

and groundwater would discharge to the gromd surface.

The lower permeability of the lower B and C horizons &O significantly affects
stormfiow production by prolonging drainage and saturation within the hillslope. If the high
penneability horizon extended to bedrock, WIopes wonld drain rapidly, the water table
would &op, and both pressure head and water content would decrease. Consequently, more of
the infiltrating storm precipitaaon would be retained by the soil and less storm runoff would

occur (e-g. Harp 3A when soils were dry in the summer). In H a q 4-21, the permeabiIity of the
rills were sufficiently low to prevent hiUslope drainage during the summer and sustain

baseflow (Chap ter 5).
Condusions and im~lScations

Differences in the magnitude and timing of streamflow generation between Harp 4-21

and Harp 3A are largely the result of differences in the spatial pattem of water storage and
subsurface flow productioa In Harp 4-21, runoff production is Iargest near the stream (92-

96%); it decreases and is delayed with increasing distance fÎom the stream. This pattern of
runoff production was observed during several stoms and is caused by the increasing depth to

the water table (and thickness of the unsaturated zone) with distance from the Stream- In Harp

3A, a large proportion of precipitation (up to 100%)can produce =off

very rapidly fiom

midslope sites when the water table is within soi1horizons. The timing of runaff production in

Harp 3A is consistentiy delayed a t one lower hülslope site because water stored in the soil
profile cannot drain untii subsurface flow from upslope dccreases. Soil water balances durùig

dry weather demonstrate that subsudace flow fiom upslope has a -ter
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effect on moisture

conditions in lower hilIslopes of Harp 4-21 than in Haq 3 A

Runoff production calcuiated from individuai soi1water balances along a Harp 3A
hillslope provided reasonabIe estimates of stream discharge from the entire watershed during

several stoms. These results suggest that this approach is usekl to quanùfy not oniy the
magnitude and hming of runoff prodaction at individual sites but also the subsurface fluxes
dong hillslopes- These fluxes were used to esthate the hydrauiic conductivity of soil
horizons. The hydraulic conductivities of the upper B horizon (10-3 mls) are one order of

magnitude greater that those in the lower B horizon (104 ds). Therefore, the penneable
upper B horizons can transmit large subsurface fluxes with small fluctuations of the watex

tableStreaxnfiow generation was not limited to near-strearn areas- This result has several
implications for streamfïow generation processes and water chemisw Fùstly, conceptud
rnodels of streamfiow generation must account for the spatial and tempord patterns of
subsurface flow production. The groundwater ndging and saturation overïand flow models
(Chapter 2) cannot explain the subsurface nuioff responses obsemed at TDR sites in this

study. Secondly, although it is convenient to state that subsurface nuioff fkom upslope
displaces groundwater along the hillslope and into the saeam, the controls on these processes
have not been M y addressed. For example, downslope displacement of groundwater requires
higher groundwater levels and, therefore, &O requires consideration of downslope water

storage (e-g. at TD86)which can delay this disphcement. Thirdly, the implications of this
displacement for water fiowpaths and residence Mies within the hillslope, particularly in
heterogeneous soils, are also poorly known. Flowpaths and midence times may have
important consequences for groundwater and stream chemistry. Lastly, because subsurface
flow is generated along the hillslope, fluxes must increase downslope during stonns. The
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average velocity of subsurface flow thmugh the soils also increases downslope and, therefore,

near-stream soils are flushed with more water than are apslope soils. Consequently, increased
flushhg has implications for the rate of chernical contaminant transport during storms and for
soi1 and water chemistry.

The two most important factors that detennine the magnitude of Stream =off

are the

propomon of the catchment area that produces runoff and the antecedent moisture conditions.
The latter factor gteatly infiuenced the proportion of precipitation that produced storm m o f f
at individual sites. One of the most simple and effective methods to estimate antecedent

moistue conditions and to iden-

areas that produce storm runoff witbto a catchent is to

measure groundwater levels dong one or more transects fkom the Stream to the hilltops.

Although detailed soil moisture measurements at several locations would be necessary to
quantify spatiai variations in storm runoff production, water table measurements can

effectively delineate catchment areas that respond most significantly to storms by the presence
or absence of a water table withui. soil horizons- ûther factors,such as soil characteristic
cuves, also affect m o f f response but to a Iesser extent- Till thickness and slope innuence

storm m o f f indirectly through their effecu on water table position and antecedent moisture
conditions by water redistribution.

This study emphasizes two important aspects of streamflow generation that are usually
given Little consideration. Firstiy, water storage and drainage are cntical processes, yet most

conceptuai modeis do not explicitly include them (Chapter 2). Soil water retention and
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity are cornmonly studied in soi1 science, agricultural and

hydrogeological research, but are infrequently part of strearnflow generation studies.

Consideration of such factors wodd provide greater insight into the magnitude and timing of
stom m o f f production and baseflow generation. Secondly, spatiai differences in the
magnitude and timing of subsurface runoff generation can be quantifid Such field data wiU
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become more important in order to develop better spatiatly-distributedmodels which are

needed to predict stream hydrology and water chemistry with greater accufacyufacy
The method in

this study provides the simplest example of an approach in which snbsurfhce runoff is
quantifiecl at severai locations within a catchment

There are considerable research opportunïties to expand upon this approach. For
example, improvements in the automated acquisition of soil moisture measurements by TDR
w i l l make more complete &ta sets available to be analysed (Baker and AUmaras, 1990;

Heirnovaara and Bouten, 1990).The sirnultaneous measurernent of pressure head and soil
water content can be used to obtain characteristic curves that may be more representative of

soi1 water retention in the field (Schaap et al, 1997)- Such c w e s may more cleariy
demonstrate the influence of soi1 structure and macropores, as well as the effect of position
along drying, wetting and scanning curves, on subsurface flow generation- These data could
be used to examine the relative importance of saturated versus unsaturated flow in subsurface

runoff generation. Ideally, simultaneotu measurernent of evapotranspiration would aUow
complete water balances to be caiculated during periods when evapotranspiration is not

negligible.

Chanter 7
Streamflow eeneration
in Ham 4-21and Ham 3A
Introduction

Within the streamfiow generation fiteratare, there are five conceptual models of
subsurface flow generation: 1)unsaturatedflow, 2) groundwaterridging, 3) transmissivity
feedback, 4) perched water table, and 5) old water macropore flow. They are described and
their implications are discussed in Chapter 2. Several hydrological processes may occur
within an individual catchment Therefore, detennining the dominant processes withul an

inciividud watershed is necessary to apply conceparal models of streamflow generatïon-

The main objective of this chapter is to evaluate streamflow generation mechanisms in
Harp 4-21and Harp 3A within the context of existing conceptual models. Since most

s t r e d o w in these catchments onginates as subsarface flow (unsaturated and groundwaier
flow), this chapter focuses smcaliy

on subsurface flow processes. The specific goals are:

1) to systematicdy examine and integrate precipitation, Stream discharge, soi1 moisture,

groundwater leve1, hydrauiic conductivîty, and isotopic data fiom stonn events in Harp 4-21

and Haxp 3A, 2) to detennine the dominant mechanism for increased subsurface flow during

stoms, 3) to identify the most appropriate conceptual mode1 of subsudace flow, and 4) to
consider the general implications of the findings for catchments on the Canadian Shield.
A~oroach:Evaluation of the dominant subsurfaœ flow ~nn?esses

To detennine the dominant processes in Harp 4-21and Harp 3 4 a systematic eight
step approach is appIied. The approach is based on the classification of conceptuai modeIs
according to the principal mechankm for the increase in subsurf' flow (changes in hydraulic
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gradients or water contents), the spatial extent of -off

production, and the physical and

hydrological properties of the porous media (Chapter 2).

The relahve contributions of surface and subsurface runoff to total Storm runoff rnust
first be assessed. This assessrnent can include qualitative observations of overland flow during

storms (particdarly when there is liale or none, HewIett and Aibbes 1967), mapping of
saturatted areas during stoms @unne et aL, 1975; McDomell and Taylor, 1987), and

quantitative estimates of event and pre-event runoff volumes fkom isotopic or geochemical
hydmgraph separations (e.g. Chapter 4). In catchments where surface water storage is minimal

(or can be quantified) and Horton (1933) overland flow is not observed, subsurface runoff can
be estimated as the total smam =off

minus the volume of precipitation directly ont0

discharge areas.

The volume of pre-event runoff 6rom isotopic hydrograph separalions does not
necessarïly equal the volume of subsurface flow durhg the storm. Subsudace storm moff

c m exceed pre-event runoff if event water infiltrates the soiI and discharges into the stream
during the storm. Conversely, pre-event m o f f can exceed subsudace storm ninoff if ponded

pre-event water (i.e. that had dischargai to the ground surface pnor to the storm) Ïs replaced
by precipitation or surface -off

of event water (Buttle and Sami, 1992; Hill and

Waddington, 1993; Waddington et al, 1993). Therefore, pre-event runoff can be used as a
minimum estimate of subsurface runoff, provïded that displacement of ponded pre-event water

into the stream by event water during the storm is minimal,

The minimum contributing ares, caicuiated as the volume of storm runoff divided by
the depth of precipitation, provides an estimate of the spatial extent of streamflow generation

within a c a t c h e n t This calculation assumes that 100% of precipitation onto the minimum

contributing area generates ruoff. In reality, the contn'buting area is larger because some
precipitation can be stored in the s o c or l o s to interception or evapotranspiratïon within this
axa- The lenath of the stream that faces hills10pes (Le. both sides of the stream) can be used to
convert the contributing area into an average length of contributhg hillslope. The total volume
of storm -off

is typically detennined by a graphical hydrograph separation that accormts for

the volume of nuioff in excess of baseflow. One of the main purposes of calcdating
contributing areas (or lengths) is to evaluate the relevance of the groundwater ridging mode1

for which the maximum conmbuting length is lirnited to approximately 20 m or less (Chapter
2)3. Sp&Z

extent of water t a O l e f l u c ~ ndsu*

stomt men&

Subsurface storrnflow generation rnodels can be distininguished, in part, by merences
in the spatial extent of water table fluctuations (Chapter 2). Therefore, water table level

monitoring during storms provides essential data for interpreting subsurface storrnflow
generation.

The spatial extent of water table fluctuations can be compared to the contributing area
or 1en-d (Step 2) to evaluate the suitability of the conceptuai models in an individual
watershed. For example, if the minimum contributing area is larger than the spatial extent of

water table fluctuations during the storm, then unsaturated flow must contribute to storm

runoff that reaches the stream (Harr, 1978)-

If groundwater flow is responsible for the increase in Stream dûcharge daring stoms,
then changes in groundwater levels in rapidly contribu~gportions of the watershed must

precede or coincide with changes in stream discharge. The timing of groundwater level
fluctuations can also help to distinguish between areas that contribute groundwater rapidly,
areas where groundwaterconmbutions are delayed, and areas in which groundwater fiow does

not contribute to stonn runoff,
5- CapiUlryfrUlgeeffect

The capillary f i g e effect, can be identifid by a water table rise that is not
accompanied by a change in water content Changes in water content can be monitored by
repeated non-destructive measurements of soil moistare (e-g. TDR). A rapid water table rise
should be comparable to the thickness of the capillary fringe, if present The air entry pressure
from characteristic curves can be used to esthate the expected thichess of the capiliary

fringe.
As a result of the capillary fringe effect, the water table should N e suddenly, within

minutes of the onset of infiltration (GiUham, 1984)- After infiltration ceases, the water table
should also deciïne rapidly and re-establish the capiilary fringe. Monitoring of groundwater
levels in this study could not be used d~ectlyto evaluate the capillary fruige effect because it

requires nearly continuous monitoring of water levels to detect sudden changes. In addition.
water level response in an observation weil may be smaller and slightly delayed compared to

that measured in tensiometers (Giliham, 1984)because of welI (or piezometer) lag t h e .

6.Changes ün hydrwlrc gr4dtenîs
The most definitive test of the groundwater ndging mode1 is to measure the change in
hydrauIic gradients during storms- In this model, the increase in downslope hydraulic

gradients (ie. change in hydrauIic head divided by the distance abng the slope) fiom

baseflow to stormflow conditions must account for the increase in subsurface flow to the
Stream. In contrast to Steps 2 and 3, which are based on a cornparison of runoff volumes, this

step compares subsurface fluxes. Simple water table measusement.during the storm event

provide the necessary data u, calculaie changes in hydraulic gradients.

In some catchments, it is possible to estimate the maximum increase in hydraulic
b ~ d i e nat
t the hinge point by comparing the baseflow hydraulic gradient to the topographic
=paient along the ground surface. nie hinge point is used for this esthate because it is the

location of maximum subsurface flow along the W1ope. Since equipotenuals near the hinge
point diverge with increasing depth (Figure 7S), the downslope hydraulic gradient beneath the

hinge point (c-d) must be smailer than the topographic gradient dong the ground surface at
that location (a-b). Therefore, the topographic gradient dong the ground surface represents the

maximum downslope hydraulic gradient within the profile. Consequently, in some
catchments, the cornparbon of topographic gradients with one measurement of hydraulic

gradient at baseflow would be suffiCient to demonstrate that the maximum possible increase in
hydraulic gradient could only inaease subsurface flow margindly-

If groundwater ndging is not responsible for increased subsurface flow, and the
magnitudes of the contributhg areas (Step 2) and transiently satutated areas are comparable,
then flow through transiently satmted sediments codd be the dominant mechanism for

Figure 7.1 Cornparison of hydraulic (cd) and topographie (a&) gradients at the hinge point
Ah = change in hydrauIic head, AS = distance between equipotentials.
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increased snbsurface flow- To evaluate the magnitude offlow through transiently saturated
sediments requires measnrements of their depth, thickness, and satnrated and unsaairated
hydradic conductivities. When snfficient hydraulic data nom the unsaturated zone are not

available, the maximum increase in subsurface flow through transiently saturated sedirnents
c m be estimateci fiom measmements of saturaed hydraalic conductivity (K,),assuming
negligible unsaturated subsurface flow prior to the storm.

Subsurface flow can occur within the soiI ma&, macropores or both. Subsurface flow
that occurs within macropores without interaction with the matrix cannot displace pre-event

waser to the Stream because these pores are rnostly air-filled under unsaturated conditions- A

qualitative assessrnent of the relative importance of flow in the ma&

and flow in Large pores

can be obtained fiom tracers or dyes or by examining secondary porosity in excavations or soil
pits (Tsuboyama et a l , 1994). Aowever, quant@ïng the relative flow through the soil ma&
and macropores at the hÏilslope scale would require detailed instrumentation, such as trenches
that collect flow from the matrix and macropores separatety, and was not included in this

study.
The role of ma& and dual porosity saturated flow can be crudely assessed fiom Ks

rneasurements of both undistubeci sediments and sediments where the secondary porosity
(macropores and soil structure) has been destroyed. Aithough di measurements disturb the

soil to some extent, instruments,such as ring infiltrometers. can be used to measure Ks
without completely destroyïng secondary porosity- In contrast, an augered hole will WEely
destroy secondary porosity adjacent to the piezometer so that piezometers most IikeIy provide

Ksvalues representative of the soi1 mauix. Therefore, cornparison of Ksfiom ring
infilnometers and piezometers may provide an estimate of the influence of macropores on Ks-

Studv site and methods

Instrumentation, me&&

and monitoring periods for investigations in the Harp 4-21

and Harp 3A catchments (Figure 72)were previous1y describeci in detail in Chapters 3 and 5.

In addition, a senes of mvelve shaüow (0.1 - 0.2 m depth) open holes were used to monitor
water ievels and the extent of sudace saturation in the Iower hillslopes of Harp 3 A These

holes were located between piezometer nests P80 and P81,the edge of Wetland 3 and P86,

and dong the southern dope draining into Wetiand 3 (Figure7-21.
A simple double ring hfiltrometer (0.16and 0.25 m diameter) was used to measure the
steady state infiltration into Harp 4-21 soils- Both Nigs were inserted 1to 7.5 cm into the A

ho&on to prevent leakage. Tnfiltration was initiated in the outer ring to sanitate the soii and
avoid edge effects. Ponding (cl cm) was maintaineci in both rings until the infiltration rate in
the inner ring reached steady state-

The minimum contnbuting area (Ad was calculated as:

where VQ is the volume of storm runoff and P the depth of precipitation. The volume of

m o f f was detennined by the graphical hydrograph separaâon method in Chapter 5 except
that the duration of the stom was dehned by a commonly used, but arbitmy criterion (an

increase of 0.05 ft3/s/mi2/hr over pre-storm baseflow discharge; Hewlen and Hibbert, 1967).
As demonstrated in the results section,this critenon provides a slightly conse~ativeestunate

of storm runoff and, therefore, of Ac in these two catchments- Storm runoff included ail the
flow in excess of Stream baseflow which was estimated daring the event with an exponential
baseflow recession constant (Bruce and Clark, 1966)that was calcdated for a 24 hour period
prior to the storm.

Figure 7 2 IBsirurnentation of the F G q 4-21and Harp 3A catchments. Figmes show
piezometer transects A-E and maximum s t R a m lengths, b.
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The minimum contributing Iength of hiltslope (Lacan be estùnated as:

where Ac is the minimum conaibuting area, Apwis the area of ponded water that includes
wetlands and the stream surface, and L,is the length of the stream (and wetlands) facing

hillslopes. A negative (or zero) contnbuting length (Apw2 Ac) indicates that stonn -off

codd be produced entirely fkom precipitatïon onto areas of ponded water- The contn'buting

length is only intended as an approximation since flowpaths may converge or diverge and
flow may not be perpendicuiar to the sueam.

Maximum Stream lengths for Harp 4-21 and

Harp 3A are shown in Figure 7.2. Some portions of the stream and wetiands in Harp 3A were
not included in Lg because they have very srnail contributing areas (Ïnto east side of WetIand

2) or because subsurface fiow is paralle1to the stream (east side of epherneral channel). Apw

was estimated from topographie surveys, measurernents of Stream width, and water level
measurernents in Wetland 2A more realistic estimate of contribuhg hillslope area and length can be obtained with

soi1water balances (Chapter 6) that measure the proportion of precipitation that contributes to
runoff. The actual conmbuting area (KC)
is calculateci as:

,

A===(A,- Asof) Asof
SSRR
in which A, is the minimum contributing area, Asofis the ares of saturated overland flow
where ail the precipitation generates runoff (runoff ratio = 1), and SSRR is a spatial average

of subsurface runoff ratios as defmed in Equation 6.7. Asofisesthateci as the combined
surface area of wetlands, streams. and lower saturated hillslopes. An acmd conaibuting length
(LI,) c m be calculateci by substituthg A'c for Ac in Equation 7.2.
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Actual contrïbuting areas and lengths were calcdated @quations7 2 and 73)at
several times during the November 2 and 4 1992stonn event when subsurface runoff ratios
were measured Since subsurface =off production was both temporally and spatially

variable, average subsarface m o f f ratios had considerable unceRainty, particularly early in
the stomi event when the spatial variability in =off

production was greatest, Average

subsurface mnoff ratios for Harp 3A hillslopes were cdculated as the average of sites TD81,

TD87 and TD88. Sites TD82 and TD86 were excfuded because they stored s u b d a c e fiow
fiom upslope and probably were not representative of large hillslope areas (Chapter 6). Values
of Asof were estimared fiom measurements of Ap, and saturation aiong the piezometer
transects. These areas were reIativeIy smali (22 ha in W 1 and 0.26 ha in W5) in cornparison

to the contribuhg area for the November 2 and 4 storm event.
Actual conaibuting areas were difficult to estimate in Harp 4-21 because there was

greater spatial varïability in subsarface runoffratios and the proportions of the different
corresponding areas were poorly known. The arïthmetïc average of =off ratios at TD2 and
TD3 overestimated the average subsurface =off

ratios because of their proximity to the

stream and, therefore, provided a conservative estimate of actual conîrïbuting areas- The value

of Asof in Harp 4-21 (0.08 ha) included the perennial discharge area aiong the lower stream
but excluded the areas of saturated overland flow upstream because their high runoff ratios
were implicitly considered by including site TD2.

1. The rolè of subsu~hce
flow in storm nuioff

Detailed isotopic hydrograph separations in Harp 4-21 for storms on June 22 and

October 31, 1989 (Chapter 4) showed that pre-event water (soi1 and groundwater) contributed
in excess of 75% of the total stonn nuioff, The volume of subsurfaceflow must have k e n
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nearly equal to os mater than the volume of pxe-event water for two reasons. EtitLy, the
volume of ponded water prior to the storms was less than 3% of the pre-event stomi nmoff
volunie- Secondly, a smaii proportion of event water undoubtedly reached the stream as

subsurface flow because new water continueci to conhibute several. days after the stormTherefore, subsurface flow was the dominant component of stom nuioff.
Subsurface flow in Harp 4-21 did not discharge only into the stream, suice
groundwater discharge and saturateci overland flow were observeci within the littes in
discharge areas adjacent to the stream. Increased subsurfaceflow during storxns was,

therefore, dischargeci over a wider area than the stream alone,
Most of the storm runoff in Harp 3A was also generated as subsarface flow.Isotopic
hydrograph separations (Chapter 5) suggested that pre-event flow was dominant at both W1
and W5. Since there was very littie ponded water in W5,subsurface flow must have been
equd to or in excess of pre-event nuioff. In W1 (Harp 3A), the volume of ponded water prior

to storms was signiricant (370-480m3) and, therefore, possible displacement of pre-event
water from wetlands had to be considered. Expressed as a proportion of the storm runoff at

W1, the volume of ponded water was 44b743% and 41% of the storm m o f f volume for the
November 10 and 12,1992,May 24,1993 and May 28,1993 events respectively. However, it

is unlikely that pre-event sneam discharge during the May storms was simply displaced (or
rnixed) ponded pre-event water that was replaced by event water. The a 1 8 0 value of Wetland
2 (which accounted for 60-70% of dl ponded water volume) increased h m -13.1%0

on May

22 (230 m3) to -12.86%0 on May 30 (300 m3)-A theoreticai calculation of simple mixing

shows that if all the precipitation ont0 Wetland 2 daring the May 24 and May 28 storms (200
m3, -7.18750weighted average) had simply displaced ponded pre-event water, the wetland

value would have increased to -9.2%0on May 30. nie isotopic water balance for Wetland 2
shows that the maximum volume of prezipitation (event water) that could have remained in
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the wetland was only 16 m3. Since the increase in water storage over the same p e n d was

bgeater (65 m3), precipitation could not have replacecl any of the preevent water stored in

Wetland 2. Therefore, the fluxes of preevent water at W1 represented mrnllnam subsudace
flow in Harp 3 A

Saturation overland flow in Harp 3A was generalIy limiteci to the lower few meters of
hillslope even dUnng the largest stoms. Piezometers and open holes showed that surface

saturation only occmed in the lowennost 1-14m of hïlhlope in areas downsIope of

piezometers PSI,P86 and P89. During the largest storm (62 mm) on November 12,1992, the
water table did not rise ta within 0.1 m of the ground sudace at a distance of only 4 m fiom
the edge of Wetland 2. Visual observations in the rest of the catchment confllm that overland

flow was resûicted to wedands and the lowermost 15 m of hillslope except immediately south
of Wetland 3 where soils are thin (<0.2 rn in some areas). Where overland flow was observed
on bedrock outcrops, it infiltrateci the adjacent soils.
2. Areas that contribute îo sform runoff

The minimum contributing area (Ac) vaned more among stoms in Harp 3A tban in
Harp 4-21. Storm nuioff could be generated from as littie as 0.06 ha (600 m2,0.2% of total
a r a ) during summer storms to more than 13 ha (fiCl%) of Harp 3A (WL) (T'able 7.1)-Wide
variability was also observed in W5 where 4 ranged h m 0.01 ha (0.2%) to 2.6 ha (54%) in
the 4-9 ha subcatchment- The range in Ac was much s m d e r (0.30-1.4 ha, 8-37%) for the same

stoms in Harp 4-21 (SI).
Runoff production involved much of the Harp 3A hillslopes during wet conditions and

almost none during dry conditions. For most conditions in Harp 4-21, ninoff was usuaily
generated from lower and middle hillslopes, The flowing length of stteams as),
50-300 m in
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Table 7.1 Minimum contribu~gareas and hillsIope lengths (JSquations 7.1 and 72) of
storms in catchments W1, WS, and S1,
Date

W1

Wl
W5
WS
S1
S1
Minimum Minimum Minimum Minimum Minimum Minimm
contributing contributing contributing contributing contributmg contn'buting
area
knsth
area
kng&
area
length
(ml
Chal
(ml
(ha)
(ml

22-Jun-89

Catchment
21-7
areas (ha)
a Inchdes stonn on 4-Nov-92
Inchdes storm on 12-Nov-92
Uses an estimated Lsof 40m

4-9

3-7

W5,10004700 rn in Harp 3A (Wl), and 300-440 m in Harp 4-21 (Sl), were used to express
A, as minimum contributing lengths, L,UabIe 7-1)-Stonns in summer 1992and early May
1993 required littIe or no runoff response fiom the hilislopes of Harp 3A to produce the

observed Stream runoff. In contrast, these hillslopes contributed water fiom a minimum of 73
to 86 rn during the November IO and 12,1992event In Harp 4-21, Lcnever exceeded 31m

and ody decreased below 10 rn for storms during dry condmons of =mer

and aummn 1989,

and summer 1992-

Saeam discharge and precipitation records also demonstrate how rapidly hillslopes c m
contribute to stonn ninoff. Figure 7.3 shows the changes in A, for catchmenu W1, W5 and S1
during the November 2 and 4,1992 storm event. W i t b 24 hours following the start of the
first storm, =off

quivalent to precipitation onto 18,24, and 15m of hillslopes had already

been generated at W 1, W 5 and S 1respectively.

The graphical hydrograph separation critexion (Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967) used in this
analysis provided a reasonable, yet conservative estimate of the minimum c ~ n a i b u area
~g
Although A, and Lcincreased only graduaUy after the end of the hydrograph separations, by

November 9, Lchad increased by an addicional 7-15 rn (15-27%) over values reporteci in

Table 7-1 (Fib-

7.3)-Therefore, storm m o f f is generated Erom even p a t e r areas and

lenaghs than shown in Table 7.1.

Although Figure 7.3 appean to indicate that the contributing area expands rapidly
during storms, the actual contributing area does not continudy expand because the entire area
contributes gradually to stom runoK The actual contributhg areas during the November 2

and 4,1992 storm event ranged fiom 13 to 20 ha for W1 and fiom 2.7 to 3-9 ha for W5 Rable
7.2).

The corresponding hillslope lengths were sùnilar for WL and WS and varieci between 73

and 128 m. The increase in average subsurface nuioff ratio from 021 to 0.80 confirms that

Figure 7.3 Minimum contributing areas (Ad and hillslope Iengths L, at a) W1,b) W 5 and c)
S 1 during the November 2 and 4Storm events. Arrows indicate the end of storm
based on graphical hydrograph separation criterion of Hewlett and Hibbert (1967).
A, values for each time were caIcnIatedas the cumulative volume of pfecipitation
to date divided by the cumulative precipitation to date muahon 7.1). L, values
were cdculated fkom Equation 7.2.
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Table 7-2 ActuaL contributing areas and hilîslope l e n g h during the November 2 and 4 1992
stom event in catchments W 1, W5,and SI-

1 SSRR =

USSR

CP

For W 1 and W5,average of sites TD81, TD87,TD88;for S1,average ofTD2 and TD32&=

(Ac - Asof)

SSRR

+

Asof

Asof = area of saturated overland flow estimateci h m groundwater levels and visual
observations, Asof WL = 2.23 ha, AsofW S = 0-26ha, AsofSI= 0.08 ha.

this larger area gradually contributed to Storm ninoff. The slight decrease in actual

contnbuting area during the stonn c a b l e 7-2)was probably not a red decrease, but rather the
resnlt of uncertainty in averaging subsarface runoff ratios- The contributhg areas near the end

of the s t o m are considered to be most accurate since the runoff ratios were higher and their
spatial variability lower (Chapter 6). If sites TD82 and TD86 were included at the end of the

storm (November 9),the ratio would be only slightly different (0-75)and would result in

sùnilar a c d contrÏbu~gareas for W 1 (15 vs. 14ha) and W 5 (2.8 vs. 2.7 ha).
The actual c o n t r ï b u ~ glengths for the November 2 and 4,1992 storm event in Rarp
4-21 are estimated to be approxhately 35 to 46 m which are smaüer than in Harp 3A

(78-128 rn; Table 7.2). Since the average distance from the stream to the eastem catchment
bokndaq in Harp 4-21 is 38 m, runoff could have been produced from the entire eastem

hilislope and from the lower and midslope areas of the western hillslope3. S p a extent of wciter ~ l e ~ c f u a f i odu*g
ns

storms

The water table responded to individual storms in over half the catchment area of Harp
4-21. Groundwater levels were rneasured with sufficient spatiai and temporal resolution co

produce a map of the maximum change in water level elevations duàng the June 22,1989
storm (Figure 7.4). Measured water levef fluctuations were l a s than 0.6 m at all sites. The
increase in water levels was generally smaU near the stream or discharge areas, largest

approximately 20 to 40 m upslope, and srnaller farther upslope- In upper hillslopes, thete was

no groundwater response to storms. Figure 7.4 also shows the approximate boundaries of
water table fluctuations within the soil or within the

The upslope extent of the water table

fluctuations within the t . are poorly defined due to the lack of upslope piezometers. The area
where the water table responded to stonn mnoff was approxirnately 1.8 ha within the soii and
0.5 ha in the n1l for a total area of 2.3 ha compared to the total catchment area of 3.7 ha

Figure 7.4 Maximum observed increase in groundwater leveis in Harp 4-21 durhg the June
22,1989 stom event,

The area of water table response in Harp 4-21 was 1iLely smder for the November 2
and 4,1992 storm event because initial groundwater levels prior to the event were siightly
lower (0.24 m and 051 m lower at Po6 and P61 respectively) rhan those prior to the Tune 22,

1989 stom. Groundwater fluctuations doring the November storms were similar p61) or
smaller (PM)than those of the June stom- Since groundwater levels during the November
stoms were only monitored dong the TDR transect, a map similar to Figure 7.4 c m o t be
~repad-

The spatial extent of water table fluctuations in Harp 4-21 was restricted to lower
hillslopes for the storm on October 31,1989- The area where the water table fluctuateù withÏn
the soi1 was approximately 0.6 ha (Figure 7.5). Water table fluctuations within the tilI could

not be delineated spatiaiiy because too many piezometers were dry. However, the area of the
water table fluctuations within the till was unlikely to extend far beyond that within the soir as
demonstrated by piezometer P61 in which the water table response was small(0.03 m),
delayed, and would not greatly affect storm m o f f production.

In Harp 3A, there were not enough piezometers to define the spatial pattern of water
level fluctuations with similar accuracy. However, when conditions were wet in Harp 3A, the

timing and magnitude of water level fluctuations were similar between hillslope piezometer

transects (Chapter 5).

The water table response at P83 and P88 in autumn (1992) storms indicates that water
table fluctuations extendecl at least 68 m fiom the base of the hiUslope (Figures7-6a and 7-7a)-

AIthough the upslope extent of the water table response beyond these piezometers is not
known, observations of surface saturation in depressions dong the northem watershed divide
suggest that the water table couid have responded across the entire watershed during wet

Figure 7 5 Maximm obsewed increase in groundwater leveis in Harp 4-21 during the
October 31,1989 stonn event,

F
-,i

7.6 Water table profiles along tnuisect A in Earp 3A during the a) November 2, 1992
and b) May 24,1993 storm events. Transect location is shown in Fi7.2.

a) November 2,1992
A
P88

LEGEND

-

--a- 3-Nov-92 0:40 (peak)

2-Nov-92 14:40 (baseffow)

b) May 24,1993
A
P88

LEGEND

-

24-May-93 13:05 (peak)

--b

24-May-93 500 (baseflow)

Figure 7.7 Water table profiles dong aansect B in Harp 3A during the a) November 2,1992
and b) May 24,1993 storm events. Transat location is shown in Figrne 7.2.

LEGEND

a) November
3-Nov-92 1:15 (peak)

--.

+31-03-92 15:20 (baseflow)

b) May 24,

LEGEND

B
P83

24-May-93 17:45 (peak)
& 24-May-93 4:45 (baseflow)

-w-

During the May 24,1993 stom, the water table responded at P88 but not at P82 and

P83 (Fimures7.6b and 7.7b). Rowever, during the May 28 storm event, water table responses
were observed at P82 and Pt33 because the preceding storm Ïncreased soil water contentsTherefore, the spatial extent of water table fluctuations was smailer during drier conditions-

Gromdwater response to storms throaghout the Harp 3A catchment was rapid and
coincided with the increase in stream discharge (Figure 7.8). The rapid response of rnidslope
piezometers suggests that even these areas could generate storm runoff in the eatly portions of
a storm event Rapid m o f f generation was also demonstratecl in soi1 water balances at TD88

(Chapter 6). The correlation between groundwater levels at P88 and saeam discharge at W 5

(Chapter 5) provides funber evidence for the simdtaneous response over wide areas- Such a
good correlation would not exist if groundwater response was delayed cornpareci to Stream

discharge.
In contrast to Harp 3A, the timing of the groundwater response in Harp 4-21 was not

spatially uniforni, but there was a progressive delay in water level response with distance
upslope (Figure 7.9). During the June 22, 1989 stom, groundwater levels near the Stream,
such as at P20-01, responded to infiltration simultaneously with the increase in stream

discharge. At P50-Ol,24 rn from the Stream, the water levels rose rapidly during the first large
peak in streamflow, but reached maximum levels during the second major peak- Maximum

groundwater levels were reached approximately one &y later at Pl0 (80 m fiom the stream),
and two days later at PZ1 (only 21 m farther upslope). Groundwater levels at PZ2 and P23
declined throughout the entire Storm and did not rise again until the foilowing sprkg, A

similar pattern of delayed grounàwater response with increasing distance from the stream was

Figure 7.8 Timing of water table flucmations in Harp 3A during the Novernber 2 and 4,1992
storm event Gromdwater elevations are pIoüed at the same SC& Piezomerer
locations are shown in Figure 72.

Figure 7 9 Timing of water table fluctuations in Harp 4-21 durîng the Jtme 22,1989 stonn
event Groundwater eievations are plotted at the same scale. Piemmeter locations
are s h o w in Figure 7.2.

also observed d a g other stonn events such as the November 2 and 4,1992 event (Chapter

5)5. Capiilruyfruge effect

The water table response did not r e d t nom the capillary f i g e effect because water
contents changed as groundwater levels rose above TDR waveguides. For example, water
contents increased by 13 and 11 percent as the water table rose above the waveguides at TD86
(Harp 3A) during the November 2 and 10,1992 storms respectively

7.10). Even when

the water table bnefly dropped only 0.05 m below the waveguides on November 12, water
content decreased by 5.6 percent. At cher sites in Harp 3A, increases of 1.2 to 14 percent
water content were aiso observed as the water table rose above waveguidm. These results

confiiirm those inferred fiom the characteristic cmes that did not show evidence of a
widespread capïliary f i g e within soils (Chapter 6).

In Harp 4-21, there were also changes in water content a s the water table fluctuated
above and below the waveguides. Water contents in 1D4-02 and TD4-03changed by more
than 1 and 0.6 percent respectively (Figure 7.11). AIthough these changes are small, they are
statistically si-onificant (p4.05). Even though a capillary f i g e did not exist, available warer
storage was small and resulted in a rapid water table response.

The only characteristic curves that indicated the possible presence of a c a p i h y k g e
were P8 1-04, TD5-02and TDS-03, but the water table never rose above the waveguides so
water contents above and below the water table cannot be compare& At TD5 (P6l), the very

gradua1 water table response suggesu that there was no capillary k g e ixnmediately above the
water table (Chapter 5)-

Figure 7.10 Water table levels at P86-O3and water contents at TD86-03during November
1992 storm events. PeRods where the water table position is above the TDR
waveguides are indicated by the horizontal lines.

1

t TD86-03 water contem

Figure 7.11 Water table Ievels at Pû6 and water contents at TD4-02and TD4-03 during
auhunn 1992 Storm events- Pen& where the water table position is above the
TDR waveguides are iedicated by the horizontal hes.

PO6 groundwater level
+TD4-02 water content
TD4-O3 water content

Water table above:
km----- 1 TD4-O2

1-1

TD4-O3

Downslope hydraulic gradients changed Iittle during stomis in both caichments

because changes in water table elevation were small in cornparison to clifferences in ground
elevations. In Harp 3A, the hydraulic gradients remained nearly constant between P88 and P87

and between P87 and P86 since the water table at these three sites fluctuated simdtaneonsly
and by nearly the same amonnt Figure 7-12). The hydraufic gradient between P86 and the
edge of Wetland 3 increased sIi&tly during stoms since the water table rose at P86 but was

already at ground surface at the edge of Wetland 3 prior to the storm. However, the maximum

increase in hydraulic gradient was o d y 0.04 dm.Changes in downslope hydraulic gradients
were also s m d at Other sites in Harp 3A and during other storms (Figures 7 -6and 7.7).

In Harp 4-21, changes in downslope hydraulic gradients during storms were &O small.
The maximum increase in hydrauiic gradient near the streaxn (TD2 to TD1)during the

Novernber 2 and 4,1992 event was 0.02 d m (Figure 7.13). Changes in hydraulic gradient
were also srnall dong the entire hillslope transect (Figure 7-13). Water table profiles adjacent
to the Harp 4-21 stream during the June 22, 1989 event are show in Figures 7.14 and 7.15.

The lower portion of Harp 4-2 1 was a gmundwater discharge zone with baseflow groundwater
levels in P15-0 1, P27-01,and P3 very near or above ground surface (Figure7.14). During the
storm, the downslope hydrauiic gradient increased fiom 0-18 to 0.19 mim between P4 and P3,
and from 0.17 to 0.20 d m between P20-01and the edge of the hummock. In the upslope
portion of Harp 4-21, the change in downslope hydrauiic gradient between P59 and Pl1

increased fiom 0.08 to 0.09 d m (Figure 7.15). From Figure 7.15, it is also apparent that there
was no increase in hydraulic gradient M m PS8 to P5û-01-Simïlar results were also observed

adjacent to the middle section of the Harp 4-21 stream.

Figure 7-12 Groundwater levels and downslope hydraulic gradients dong transect A in Harp
3A, autumn 1992,Transect location is shown in Figure 7.2.

P86 to edge
of Wetland 3
0.18

Figure 7.13 Groundwater levels and downslope hydraulic gradients in Harp 4-21, aunmui
1992- Transect location is shown in Figure 72-

Figure 7.14 Water table profiles dong transect C in Harp 4-21 daring the Jme 22,1989
smnn event Transect location is s h o w in Figure 7.2.

June 22,

LEGEND

m
l Bedrock
June 22 1620 (Peak)
June 19 15~15(basefiow)

Figure 7.15 Water table profiles dong transect D in Harp 4-21 daring the Ime 22,1989
stom event. Transect location is shown in Figure 7.2.

June 22,1989

During dner conditions of auttmn 1989, the change in downslope hydraulic gradient

d&g

stoms was ais0 srnail (Figure 7.16). The largest increase in gradient (nom 0-04to 0.07

mh)occurred between P47 and P46.This profde demonstrates that a signifïcant groundwater
ridge did not develop during the storm.

If the increase in subs&e

flow occurs in the existing saturated zone (AQa Chapter

2), the relative changes in hydraulic gradient and groundwater flow should be equaL The

maximum relative uicrease in hydraulic gradient during stoms was compared to the relative
increase in pre-event discharge Pables 7.3 and 7.4). The peak pre-event discharge was
calculated by rnultiplying the peak strearn discharge with the proportion of pre-event water for
the isotopic hydrograph separation closest to the peak discharge (Chapters 4 and 5). These

stoms represent quite a wide range of antecedent wemess, yet in a l l cases the relative increase
in pre-event discharge (320-2500%) greatiy exceeds the relative increase in downslope
hydraulic gradients (446%).

With a few simple groundwater level measurements during baseflow conditions, it

would have been possible to demonstrate that downslope hydradïc gradients could not have
increased subsmtiaiiy daring storms in both Harp 4-21 and Aarp 3A. If the dope of the

baseflow water table is compared to the topographie slope, it is apparent that large increases in

downslope hydraulic gradients could not have occurred because the increase in hydraulic
gradient was lirnited by the topoapphic dope (Figures 7.6,7.7,7-14, 7.15 and 7.16).

7.Flow rhrough transCent& saturated sediniena
Since there is liale evidence of a capiilary f i g e . the thickness and the spatial extent of

tramiently saturated sediments in both Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A are defmed by the range of
water table fluctuations during storms (Figures 7.4,7.5,7.6,7.7,7.14,7.15,7.16).

It is only

Figure 7.16. Water table profiles dong transect D in Harp 4-21dnring the October 31,1989
Storm event Tfaosect location is shown in Figare 7.2. Welis P46 and P47 are
located 15 m downstream and have ken supeximposed onto this section while
maintaining the distances to the stream and the depths to the water table.

October 31,1989

-

LEGEND

11-

Bedrock
October 31 2020 (peak)
-b October 29 13:10 (basefbw)

Table 7.3. Change in pre-event discharge and downslope hydraulic gradients in Harp 3A
during selected storms.

a) November 10,1992
QpWl (VS)
gradient P8 1 to Wetland 2
gradient P86 to Wetland 3
b) November 12,1992
QpW1

VS)

agadient P81 to Wetland 2
amdient P86 to Wetland 3
C) M a y

Baseflow

Peak

Change (96)

4.0
0.26
O-16

O.18

16

165
0.30

1600

9-4

0-27
O- 17

0-20

11
15

24,1993

QpWl (Vs)

860
1500

O-15

13.8
1.0
0.27
O. 17

320
430
4

1.4

Qp W5 US)

0.06

gradient P8 1 to Wetland 2
,-dient P86 to Wetland 3
d) May 28,1993

0-25

Qp W l

(WS)

3.3

13.7

QpW5

WS)

0-47
0-26
O- 16

2-4
0.27
O- 17

,gradient P8 1 to Wetland 2
gradient P86 to Wetland 3

Qp = pre-event discharge

6

8

8
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Table 7.4. Change in pre-event discharge and downslope hydraulic gradients in Harp 4-21
during selected storms.
-

Basefiow

Peak

change (96)

O-18
O-12

O- 14

0-08

0-09

16
14

0-53
0-06

5.6
0.08

960
32

0-72

4.4
0.08

510
20

a) June 22,1989

Qp7

(VS)

gradient P4 to P3
gradient P6 to P33-01
gradient P59 to P 11

0.40

b) October 3 1,1989

c ) May 24,1993
Qp7

(Vs)

gradient TD2 to TD1
d) M a y 28,1993

Sl (VS)
gradient TD2 to TD 1

Qp

Qp = pre-event discharge

0.07

possible to estimate the maximum subsurface flow through transiendy sapuratai horizons in
Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A because there are no measurements of ~ ~ a t u r a thydranlic
ed

conductivity. In Harp 3A, the maximum subsurface flows have been caldated at P86,P87

and P88 for the same stonns considered in Table 7.3 (Table 7.5) with the water table

fluctuations shown in Figure 7-17. These caicuiations used Darcy's law with estimates of K,
fiom soi1 water balances in Chapter 6 (upper and lower B horizons) and from bail tests (C
horizon)-

The maximum increase in subsurface flow through transiently saturated sediments
(AQJ is sufficent to account for most of the increase in pre-event flow to the smams during

stoms (AQp)- Most AQt esthates compare, within a factor of 3, to A@ (Table 7.5). The
v&ability in AQt estimates between sites Iikely results from uncertainty in the estimates of

Ks.Slightly larger AQp values are partiaily attributal to the generation of preevent flow
downslope of piezometer locations- AQp represents the increase in subsurface flow at the
base of the W l o p e , whereas AQ represenrs the hcrease in subsurface flow at the
piezometer location dong the hillslope. Therefore, £lowgenerated downslope of the
piezometer would contribute to AQp but not to AQt at that piezometer location. The largest

relative dinerences between AQp and AQt occurred during the M a y 24 and 28 storm events.
Since the contributhg lengths for the May stom events were srnalier than the distances fiom
the piezometers to the base of the hillslope, AQt estimates are expected to be much smailer

than AQ p.

Subsurface flow in transiently saturatted sediments could also account for much of the
increase in pre-event flow in the Stream during stoms in Harp 4-21. However, calculations of
flow through transiently saturated sediments are less meaningful for Harp 4-21 than Haip 3A
because more groundwater discharge reaches the stream as saturated overland flow and
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TabIe 7.5 Maximum subsarface flow in transiently saturated horizons in Harp 3k
--

Date
( I l s per m of Stream length)

AQp = increase in pre-event flow to the streams during storms,
A Q = maximum increase in subsdace flow through transientiy saturated sediments.

lAQp fiom Table 7.3 divided by Stream length

(La

Fibouze 7.17 Transienily satura& soil horizons at sites P86,P87 and P88 in Harp 3 k Ibe
storms shown are those considered in Tables 7.3 and 7.5,

B upper

-

d

B low

1 Bedrock

-

B upper

B low

Bedrock

-

Soil horizon contact

.

w

Transiently saturated zone

subsurface flow is more spatïaily variable- Kydraulic conductivity is the largest possible
source of error in these caIcuIations. KsBorn bail tests in shallow piezometers near the Stream
are two to three orders of magnitude srnaller than those obtauied fkom surface infiItration
experiments (discussed in the followuig section). Flows that are cdcdated with piezometer

results are much too small to account for the increase in pre-event discharge, whereas flows
that are calcdated with Ksfkom infiltration experrixnents are more consistent with the increase

in pre-event discharge c a b l e 7.6).

Several observations in Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A suggest that the soils in these
catchments behave as a dual porosity medium. However, there is little evidence to suggest that
macropores influence flow w i t b the glacial till. Preferentiai flow through macropores was
observed in soil pits and in some discharge zones of Harp 4-21 (MacLean, 1992).These
macropores were often associated with mot holes and were most cornmon in the A and upper

B horizons. The observed change in water contents from srnail negative to positive pressure
heads (as in Figures 7.10 and 7.11) suggest that there were Iarger pores mat became saturated

only under positive pressure heads. The Ks values, estimateci h m soil water balances and
infiltration experiments, were high and could not be explained solely by flow through the

maaix, given its texture- Soils in Harp 4 are sandy dt,sandy loam and loamy sand with

average percentages of silt plus clay that range from 17-%

to 43I1046 in different soi1

horizons (Lozano et al, 1987). Average Ks for soils of simila,texture are approximately
5x104 to 3x 10-5 m/s (Rawls et al, 1993) and are comparable to those measured in

piezometers screened within the upper 0.4 m of Harp 4 2 1 soils (1~ 1 0 - to
6 7x 106 m/s). Five

ring infiltrometers in Harp 4-21 measured steady state infiltration rates that ranged fkom
2 2 104 to 4 . 0 10-3
~ mls with a geometric mean of 9 . 8 ~ 1 0 4
mls. In Harp 3A, soil water
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Table 7.6 Maximum subsiirfaceflow in transiently saturated horizons in Harp 4-21.
Date

LIQt

AQP1

K piezometer

K infiltration

(Us per rn of Stream length)

A& = increase in pre-event flow to the streams during stoms,
A Q = maximum inaxase in subsurface flow through transiently saturatexi sediments.
IA Qpre-event from Table 7-4 divided by Stream length (b).

balances yielded Ks values fiom 8.4~1û-5to 1 2 x 1d~s~
in the B horizon- Therefore, it is
unlikely that the high KsÏs characteristic of matrix flow alone-

Discussion

Conceptwr models of subsutjàce stormnflow in Hmp 421 and E q 3A
Subsurface flow was the dominantcomponent of runoffdming most stoms in Hacp
4-21 and during storms with wet antecedent conditions in Harp 3A (Chapters 4,s and 6). Only

after dry antecedent conditions in Harp 3A were contributing areas to storm =off

so small

that subsurface flow was minimal; mnoff was generated predominantly h m direct

precipitation onto saturated areas (Table 7-1). The conceptual models of subsurface stormflow
generation, summarized in Chapter 2, are considered for Harp 4-21 and Aarp 3 k

Grawrdwater ndging model
The groundwater ridging model is not appropriate for either Harp 4-21 or Harp 3A as
demonsirated by several different results. Firstly, groundwater ridges were not observed in

groundwater level profiles (Figures 7.6,7.7,7.14,7.15,7.16).Secondly, evidence for capillary
h g e s was not observed Aithough water table responses were rapid, they were always

accompanied by changes in water content (Figures7.10 and 7-11)-Thirdly, the relative
changes in downslope hydraulic gradients were small and codd not account for the relative
ùicreases in pre-event discharge measured in the stream fiables 7-3 and 7.4)- Lastly, the

contributing lengths for several storms were much larger than could be explained by
goundwater ridging mables 7.1 and 7.2). Although storms with dner antecedent conditions
had smaller contributing areas, they lacked the water table responses necessary to support the

groundwater ridguig model.
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Trmnissnrt-ty feedback perched water table and old water macroporeflaw m&lr

The increase in water content, in pareicular the satnration of sediments,was the

dominant mechanism responsible for the increase in subsnrfkce flow. Water table responses
were rapid enough to produce the observed changes in stream discharge (Figures 7.8 and 7-9).
Water table rise and the development of UanSientLy saturateci sediments occmed over a

sficiently wide area to account for the volume of storm runoff. For example, in Harp 4-21,
the water table responded to the Jmie 22 and October 31,1989 storms over areas of 2.3 and
0-6 ha respectively, whereas the müiimum c o n t r i b u ~ g
areas for these storms were 0.8 and

0.3 ha respectively. The actual contributing area for the November 2 and 4,1992 storm event

was estïmated to be 15 to 2.0 ha (Table 7.2) with a water table response area slightly smaller

than that obsenred on June 22,1989 (2.3 ha). Similarly, in Harp 3A. minimum conhbuting
hillslope lengths to storm events on November 2 and 4, and November 10 and 12,1992 were

between 55 and 86 m (Table 7.1) and the water table response was shown to extend at least
68 m upslope at two locations (Figures 7.6 and 7.7). Since the extent of groundwater response
exceeds the contributing areas and lengths, flow through transiently saturated sediments may
explain the observed storm runoff.

Of the different models that propose an increase in saturation as the primary
mechanism for increased subsurface stormflow (Chapter 2), the îransmissivity feedback mode1

is most consistent with field measurements and observations- Firstiy, the maximum subsurface
flow through aansiently saturated sediments could have caused the increase in pre-event

stream discharge (Tables 7.5 and 7-6)-Secondly, soi1water balances and graphs of stream
discharge versus groundwater levels showed that subsurface flow increased with a rising
groundwater table, particularly when it rose into s h d o w soil hoiizons (Chapters 3,s and 6).

Soil moisture measurements confirmed that water contents increased with the rising water
table (Figures7.10 and 7.11). Thirdly, perched water tables were not observed in Harp 4-21.
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In steep or weU drained apslope soiIs of Harp 3 4 a perched water table may have developed
and caused the saturation of permeable soil horizons. However, subsutface flow fiom these

areas was probably ttansmitteddownslope in a way s h i k to the transmissivity feedback

model with dual porosity flow. Finaily, the old water macropore flow model (McDonne&
1990)is not applicable in either catchent because precipitation readily infiiltrated the soil
matrix and Horton overland flow did not occw. However, pre-event water may have been

Although downdope unsaturateü flow is not needed to explain subsurface nuioff
volumes, its importance cannot be assesseci because there are few relevant data The soil water
baiance approach (Chaptei 6) cannot be used to d e out unsaturated fiow because saturated
flow cannot be distinguished fiom unsaturateciaow. The absence of hiilslope m o f f fiom

Harp 3A d u h g summer stoms (all stream runoff can be accounted for by precipitation onto

sanirated mas, Table 7.1) suggests that unsaturated flow does not contribute significantly to
stream moff. In contrasr, rapid water table responses in most piezometers and large increases
in water content in lower soil horizons suggest that vertical unsaturated flow is widesprtad
and rapid,

Flow within the transiently saturated zone cannot be strictly rnatrk flow- The Ks
required to produce plausible subsudace flows (= 10-3-104 m/s, Tables 7 5 and 7.6) are one to
three orders of magnitude greater than those measured in piezometers. However, such high
esbates of Kswere obtained £rom soi1 water balances (Chapter 6) and steady state
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infiltration measurements. The discrepancy could be amibuted to macropores which have not
been disturbed in the measurements used for water balances and infiltration but have been
destroyed by augering during piezometer installation. Consequently, the transrnissivity
feedback model with dual porosity flow appears to be most applicable in the soïis. In glacial
ails where macropores are less prevalent, the aansmissivity feedback model with matrix flow

may be most applicable.

Similar discrepancies in K, were obtalned wlthïn the PIastic Lake (PC-108) catchent,
located about 40 km southeast of Harp Lake (House, 1996). The catchment is similar to Harp
3A but with thinner podzolic soils (average depth 0.3 m) developed on a thin basal till. In

contrast to Harp 3 A the dominant vegetation is coniferous. House (1996) compared the Ksof
soils at 35 sites withui PC-108 using both ring Miltrorneters and constant head permeameters

on soils cored at severai depths. Ring infiltrometer measurements yielded Ksvalues between

8.2x 10-5mls and 3.9~10-3
m l s whereas permemeter measurements yielded Ksvalues
ktween 6.3 ~ 1 0 - t8o 7 . 9 10-4
~ d s . Ksfiom ring infiltrometers was consistently one to four

orders of magnitude higher than for pemeameter tests on cores extracted fkom the same sites
withïn the vaiiey. Since Ksfor cores was representative of the ma& and Dng in£iltrometers of
the bulk forest soils, the discrepancies of Kswere attriïuted to the presence of macropores by

House (1996).
Durnefs (1994) model describes the influence of pore size distribution on soi1 water
retention and unsanirated hydraulic conductivity functions. This model considers not only dual
porosity media (bùnodal pore size) but also soils with heterogeneous pore sizes. Durner

(1994) identifies the problcms of using unhocial pore size distribution (Le. ma& flow)

models to estimate unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves of dual porosity sediments
(Figure 7.18). Curve A is the "tme"relative conductivity function calcdated for dual porosity
media with Durner's model. The unsaturatecihydraulic conductivity function based on the

Fib-

7.18 Schematic representation of the conduchvity calibration problem for birnodal
(dual porosity) pore sïze dïstri'butions. tine A is the conductivj. c w e for a
bimodai pore size distribution. Line B is the conductivity curve for unimodal
(ma&) pore size distribution matched to unsatarated conductivity or K, for the
matrix. Line C is the conductivity carve for unimodal (maaix) pore size
distribution matched to buïk Ks(aàapted fiom Dumer, 1994).

water content

undisturbed bulk K, (curve C) overestimates unsaîurated hydrauLIc conductivity because large

pores drain very rapidly at smaU negative pressures. The uosaturated hydrauiic conductivity
function based only on measurements of the saturated and unsaturated hydraalic conductivity

of the matrix (curve B) underestimates saturated and neariy saturatted hydraulic conductivity
because it ignores the influence of large pores on hydraulic conductivity. Incorrect

mathematical representation of soi1 water retention and hydraallc conductivity c w e s in
sediments with bimodai (dual porosity) or heterogeneous pore size distn%utionsc m lead to
inaccurate resdts and interpretations in numerical models of subsutface stormflow.
Interaction between the mutru: and niorropores: pre-eventflow in macropores
A more explicit description of hydrological processes in the transmissivity feedback

mode1 with dual porosity flow is requireà to explain the displacement of pre-event water
through macropores-ln the case of a soil matnx of fine sand, the matrix couid have a high
water content or could be tension-saturated = 0.5 m above the water table. The macropores

above the waer table would drain because they are too large to remah saturated for even
small tensions. In effect, the matrix could have a capillary fringe whereas the bulk soi1would
not Consequentiy, soil moisture measurements fiom TDR or neutron probes would indicate a

small decrease in water content compared to fully saturated conditions. Macropores that do
not extend to the ground surface may saturate with pre-event water rather than event warer.
Once a small volume of Mitration reaches the top of the tension-sanirated (or nearly

saturated) zone in the maaix, the water pressure in the pores of the soil matrix becomes
positive and water wiu flow fiom the soil maaix into the macropores. Therefore, macropores

fïli with pre-event water from the ma&

Once the macropore is filled, it can greatly increase

the Ksof the bulk soil. Since the macropore is the largest pore, it also drains fmt after

infiltration stops, and causes a rapid decrease in K,. This mechanism is consistent with
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observations of rapid water table respoase and smaü changes in water content in Harp 4-21
(Figure 7-11).

Another explmation for pre-event water flow throagh macropores is the maintenance
of hydraulic gradients between the rnatrix and macropores. The transmissivity feedback mode1
with dual porosity flow aUows for discon~uousmacropores provided that the E& of the

mat& is suffïciently high to sustain flow between them. Since saturated macropores offer less
resistance to flow, they may act as Iocalized conduits snch that small (centimeter) scale
patterns of hydraulic gradients may develop around them. Macropores can have 'recharge'

zones where water flows into macropores from the matrix and 'discharge' zones where water
£iows from the macropores into the matrix or to the grotmd s d a c e . In effect, flow patterns
-und

individual macropores may be analogous to regional scale groundwater flow in

discontinuous high permeability aquifers (Freeze and Witherspoon, 1967). Discontinuous

macropores should enhance mixing of event and pre-event water. Given that the volume of
event water is srnail compared to the large volume of pre-event water stored in the soil, such

mixing will increase the proportion of pre-event water that reaches the stream.

Variable contn'burUrg areas

Although Beven and Rirkby (1979) unfortunateIy used the tenn 'variable contriburing
area' to b e synonymous with 'variable source area', these two concepts are distinctly differen~

Variable source areas are deiineated by the expansion and contraction of discharge areas
during storm events. The variable source area concept amibutes storm runoff to retum flow

(groundwater discharge that flows overland to the stream) and precipitation directly onto
discharge areas @ m e , 1978). In effect, the variable source area is where water actualiy

becornes storm nuioff. The concept is practical because variable source areas are easily
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deheated by visual observations (e-g. Dnnne et ai., 1975). However, the concept does not
consider the soarce area of retum fiow. Therefore, it does not address the spatial extent of
subsurface stormflow production fiom the hiiislopes.
The contrïbuting area is defined here as the area fkom which precipitation or
infiltration actually produces storm nuioff. It includes the portions of a catchment that

contribute to stonn runoff as both surface and subsurface flow- Unlike the variable source arec
concept, actual contxibuting areas cannot be identifiai visuaUy and are more difficult to
delineate. In addition, they do not necessarily transfomi 100percent of the precïpitation into

runoff, and therefore, fields must be quanafiecl explicitly-The yield (Le. subsurface nmoff
ratio) at a site within a contrïbuting area can be quantifiai by soi1 water balances (Chapter 6).
Measurements at several sites can be used to deheate the spatial extent and quantity of runoff
production. Variable contnbuting areas are a bemr representation of the actuai source areas of
Stream discharge. Variable conûïbuting areas are aiways equd to or larger than variable

source areas. They only refer to the same area in the unLkely case that ali the storrn runoff is
generated fiom precipitation ont0 saturated areas (i-e-no r e m flow).

Seasonal variations in contrïbuting areas are reIated to the spatial extent of the water
table withh the SOL
In Harp 3A, the proportion of hillslope that contributed to storm runoff

varied seasonally fiom zero to as much as 9046 of its length. Lengths of contributing hülslopes

were zero (or negative) when a water table was not present in the hillslopes, increased when a
water table was present in lower hillsIopes, and were largest as the water table extended
fazther upslope (T'able 7.1). In Harp 4-21, seasonal variations in contributing area were much

smaller as the water table remained withh near-srream soils thmughout the year. C o n t r i b u ~ g

areas were comparable to the spatiai extent of the water table witbin the soi1 (Figures 7.4 and
7.5). Therefore, the areai extent of the water table in the soi1may be an easily measured proxy
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for the contributhg areas to storm =off in studies for which soil water balances are not used
to delineate them-

In catchments, smaU isolated flow systems may develop within srnail topographic
ridges in discharge areas. The conceptual models of subsudace fiow in Chapter 2 consider

flow on a hillslope scale witb one recharge area and one discharge area; small topographic
features are generally ignore& Withh all these models, tbere is a cnmuIative increase in

subsurface flow dong the flowpath with the maximum subsurface flow at the boundary
between recharge and discharge areas (hinge line). With only one continuous recharge zone,

dlthe subsurface flow £kom the hillslope must p a s this boundary. An example of a srna
isolated flow system was observed at piezometer nest P20-01 which is located on a very small
ridge approximately 10 m in diameter within the lower portion of Aarp 4-21 (Figure 7.14).

Groundwater discharged around the edges of the ridge and vertical hydraulic gradients at
depth within the nest indicated upward flow. However, the vertical hydraulic agadient at the
water table within the ndge indicated downward flow or recharge. Therefore, the ridge is
actuaily a separate flow system with recharge at the surfice and discharge downslope. Smailer

topoagaphic features, such as hummocks, may also f o m very srnail flow systems on the scale

of a few meters or less. The area of each hmnmock does not necessarïiy have to be large,
provided that the vertical flow at the surface is downward- Since these isolated flow systems

can occur downslope of the hinge line, estirnahg subsurf' flow across it would
underestimate the total subsurface flow-

The subsudace flow models of Chapter 2 also apply within smail topographic feanires.
Within the ridge at P20-01,the increase in downslope hydraulic gradient £iom 0.17 to 0.20
mlm during the Iune 22, 1989 event was too small to produce a large increase in flow by
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groundwa~rndging. In general, these small flow systems are probably of minor importance to
the total volume of flow generated fiom the main hillslope- However, since these areas have

shaliow water tables and are close to the stream, they may generate subsurface rttnoff more
rapidly during early storrn periods- Furthemore, the water chemistry of the subsurface

discharge from small isolatecl flow systems could be different from mat of the hillslope areas
because of the clifferences in flowpaths and residence times.

Most isotopic and geochemical hydrograph separations in Canadian Shield catchments
show the dominance of pre-event water daring storms (Fritz et al., 1976; Sklash and

Famolden, 1979; BottomIey et aL. 1984,1986; Sklash, 1986; Moore, 1989; Buttie and Sami,
1992; Renzetti et aL, 1992). Event water contributions are usually only important where soils

are very thin or absent over much of the catchment (Man and Roulet, 1994), or are flushed by

snowmelt (Wels et aL, 1990). The results of Maulé and Stein (1990) during snowmelt in die
Lac Laflamme watershed are among the few exceptions. In their study, the large proportion of
event water (71%)was generated mostly as saturation overland flow because the water table
reached ground surface during a period of very rapid snowmelt. Few of these studies included

detailed hydromeaic measurements to examine subsirdace fiow processes directly.

No hydrometnc evidence has yet been presented for undisturbed Canadian Shield
catchments where the dominant cause for increased subsurface flow to streams during storms

is an increase in hydradic gradient Based on the results from Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A,
increased downslope hydraulic gradients will rarely be sufficient to be the primary cause for
increased subsurface flow, and therefore, the groundwater ndging mode1 is not widely
applicable withùi the Canadian Shield. Firstly, large increases in hydrauiic gradients are not

possible in many catchments. Jh watersheds with an existing water table in the bilislope, the
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water table adjacent to the stream will generally be almost parailel to the ground surface

except if the Stream is incÏsed (whïch is uncornmon). h watersheds where the water table is
absent in hillslopes, most of the increase in subsmfafeflow will Iilrely be caused by the
saturation of sediments as the water table develops rather than by increased hydrauiic
gradients- SecondLy, since much of the southern Canadian Shield is forested, most soils wili
have macroporosity as a resdt of root holes and soil structure, As a result, most soik will not

develop a capillary &ge and macropores rnay contribute substantially to the bu& saairated
hydraulic conductivity-

The transmissivity feedback model with duai porosity flow may also apply to another
watershed, PC-108,on the Canadian Shield From chemicai and isotopic hydrograph

separarions, Weis et al (199 1b) calculated that 90% of spring m o f f (1987)occurreù as
subsurface flow. From measurements of stream discharge and subsurface flow in hillslope
trenches withui the same catchment, Renzetti et al. (1992) confirmed that subsurface flow was
the dominant source of stream nmoff. Subsudace flow o c c d predominantly within a

perched water table that developed at the soivbedrock interface. Macropore flow was thought
to contribute to subsurface flow because measured subsurface flows exceeded those caiculated

fkom measured soi1hydraulic conductivity (3.8~10-5m/s). Using their published peak
subsurface flow rates (Renzetti et aL, 1992), the balk hydraulic conductivity of the layer above
the bedrock surface was calculated to be between 8 - 2 ~ 1 0and
-~ 3.4~
10-4 d s , which is

comparable to Ksmeasured by House (1996) and in Harp 4-21and Harp 3A
Several studies in Canadian Shield catchmena suggest that unsaturami flow is a minor

component of stonn runoff. In PC-108during a storm on October 10,1989, the lower slope
did not sahuate and the irench produced only 0.07% of r a i n f ' (Renzetti et al., 1992). In Harp
4-2 1 where the water table was present in the soii, the same storm generated 5% of rainfrainfall.

Subsequent storms in PC-108 (both larger and smailer) pcoàuced between 5 and 14%of
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rainfdl when a water table was present in the hülslope (Renzetti et al, 1992).In the Lac
Latlamme catchment north of Quebec City, Roberge and Plamondon (1987) report that only
0.2 to 6% of the total discharge in the trenches occ&

above the water table. At Chalk Lake,

Ontario, measurements of unsaturated hydraulic conducàvity fiom deutenum profiles in
undisturbed soils yielded values between 6.8 ~ 1 0 - and
8 1 . 4 10-7
~ m l s (Sami and Buttle. 199l),

which wodd be too small to produce signincant subsurface stormfiow as unsaturated flow in

most Canadian Shield catchments. These stadies suggest that unsaturatecl flow is a very srnail

component of subsurf'e stormflow in Canadian Shield catchments.
Conclusions
A systematic assessrnent of subsurface stormflow processes. such as the one presented
in this snidy, cm improve both the planning and interpretation of catchment hydrology

research. Pnor to i n s t a h g instrumentation in a watershed. preliminary assessrnent of the
importance of subsurface flow c m be made from the observed extent of discharge areas and
areas of surface saturation d a g stoms, and fiom stom hydrograph separatïons. Similady,

near-stream topography and water IeveIs in a transect of shallow wells, can be used to
deterraine the maximum changes in near-stream hydraulic gradients. Minimum connibuthg
areas c m be calculated fkom rainfall and ninoff volumes- These results can indicate whether

increased hydraulic gradients are the primary mechanism for increased subsarface stormflow.
With titis preliminary information, monitoring strategies should be developed according to the

expected dominant mechanisms for increased subsurface flow during storrns (Chapter 2). In

c a t c h e n t . where increases in hyciraulic gradients are dominant, investigations should focus

on near-stream changes in water table elevations, vertical and horizontal hydraulic gradients,
the capillary fkinge effect, and the saturated hydraulic conductivity of sedïments near the

Stream. Conversely, in catchments where inmeases in water content cause increases in

subsurface stormflow, investigations should include water table fluctuations, changes in water
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content and soil water tension, s a t u r d and ansatmami hydrauIic conductivlty, water
retention curves, and the innuence of macropores, for the entire watershed area Systematic
reporting and assessment of data, ui particular, c o n t r i b u ~ gareas, changes in hydranlic

gradients, water table fluctuations and hydranlic conductivity, would provide a better basis of

cornparison of results with those fkom different watersheds.
In this study, subsurface stonnflow was the dominant component of storm mioff in
Harp 4-2 1 and Harp 3A and resuLted fkom increased water contents rather than fkom increased
hydraulic gradients. Water table profiles, hydrauüc gradients, water contents, and conaibuting

areas clearly dernonsaate that the groundwater ridging mode1 is not appropriate in these

catchments. Rather, results are nost consistent with the transmissivity feedback mode1 with
duai porosity flow. Subsurface flow in transiently saturated soil horizons can account for the
increase in pre-event stream discharge because soil ho&ons have very high hydraulic

conductivities as estimated from infiltration experiments and soil water balances- These high
hydraulic conductivities are only possible if macropores are present; much Iower hydraulic

conductivities were measured by piezometer bail tests because instrumentation likely
cornpromised the surrounding macropore structures. The perched water table and old water

macropore flow models could not fully account for the observed data
Although subsurface m o f f processes may be similar in both Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A,
the t h h g and spatial patterns of subsurface flow generation are different because of

differences in depth to the water table. In Hacp 3A, subsruf' flow is generated from most of
the hillslope sùnultaneously. In Harp 4-21, subsurface m o f f is generated progressively from

near-stream to midslope areas during the stonn because more water is stored for longer
periods with increasing depth to the water table. Therefore, strearnflow generation studies

must identify not only the dominant hydrological processes in watersheds but also the spatial
and temporal patterns of m o f f production- Few studies, including uris one, have adequately
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monitored the subsurface response to storms fiom the edge of the stream to the top of the
hillslope. However, such an approach would have been beneficial both for better deheation

of the spatial extent of storm runoff production and for testing the signincance of unsaturated
flow fkom the upper hillslopes,
The transmissivity feedback modei with duai porosity flow has important impiications

for numerical modelling of subsurface flow during stoms because the hydraulic

characteristics of single and dual porosity media are different. For example, Freezers(19726)
unsaturated-saturated modek that were coupled with Stream discharge suggested that
subsurface flow was dominant only when "unrealistic"s a m t e d hydraulic conductivities as
high as 4.4X 10-3d s were a s s m d However, such values may be reasonable in macroporous

forest soils as indicated by results from Harp 4-21, Harp 3A and PC-108.Groundwater
modelling that incorporates Durner's (1994) representations of bulk hydrauiic properties

(unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and characteristic carves) for dual (or multiple) porosity
media wodd like1y provide very different results to those for single porosity media (Freeze,
1972% 1972b)- Cornparison of these results wouid make a substantial contribution to the

understanding of subsarface flow in strearnflow generation. Numerical modek that explicitly

sirnulate flow in both the matrix and macropores (or fractures) can also be used to examine the
transmissivity feedback model with dual porosity flow (e.g, Beven and Germann, 1981;Gerke

and van Genuchten 1993a). This latter approach would be an improvement over the

representation of bulk hydrauiic propenies because water flow and m w i g between the matrix
and macropores can be explicitly considered and quanrifiedField data from dual porosity media are required to test the transmissivity feedback

model with dual porosity flow. Although the &ta fiom this smdy are consistent with this
model, they cannot be used to test it explicitly because of the scale of measurement FieM

techniques are required to measure ballr hydrauiic properties, such as saturatai and
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unsaturateci hydraalic conductivity and characteristic curves, because they ultimately control

subsudace flow. Separate sampling and measarements of pressure head and water content

fiom both the macropores and the ma&

are necessary to better understand the role of

macmpores on subsurface stormflow generatioa A major challenge in obtaining such

measurements is to install instrumentation without disturbing macropore structures-

Results reported for other smdies on the Canadian Shield are consistent with those of

this study. Saturation of sediments is the pxÎmary mechanism for increased subsurfxe flow
during storms. Flow through macropores likely contributes significantly to storm runoff within

forested soils. Groundwater ridging is UnlikeLy in most forested catchment-on the Canadian
Shield. A survey that compares baseflow hydraulic gradients with topographie gradients near
the Stream (at the huige point) is needed to establish that increased hydraalic gradients have

only a minor role in subsurface stom m o f f generation for many catchmenu on the Canadian

Shield. The identification of cornmon elements. such as flow mechanism, among catch men^
will lead to the development of better and more broadly applicable rnodels.

Chanter 8
The sienificance of storms for the concentration and e m r t of
dissolved ornanic carbon from Ham 4-21 and Ham 3A
Introduction

The transport of dissolved organic carbon @OC) through the hydrological cyck affects
processes such as carbon cycling (McDowell and Likens, 1988), water &dification (EsMeman
and Hemond 1985; Driscoii et al+, 1989), soi1formation (Dawson et al, 1978),and the
sorption, transformation and transport of nuaients, toxic metals and organic cornpoumis (e-g.

McDowell, 1985; Jafdine et aL, 1989)- Accarate measurement of the mass of DOC transportexi
in streams is necessary to calculate either the output h m a catchent or the input to rivers or
lakes. The DOC export in saeams varies greatly due to the large spatial and temporal variability
in both the availability of DOC within catchments and the water flowpaths that transport much of
the DOC to the Stream (Cronan, 1990; Easthouse et al., 1992)-

Export of DOC is often caicuiated using regressions of stream discharge and stream
DOC concentrations (e-g. Moore, 1989). Stream DOC concentration can be directly (Meyer and
Tate, 1983) or inversely related (E3omberger et ai., 1995) to stream discharge or even
independent of stream discharge depending on the hydrological, biological and geochemical

processes operating within catçhments-In upland catchments and humid climates, a direct
reiationship between DOC concentration and Stream discharge is iÏequently observed ar scaies
that Vary from small seps and saeams to large continentalrivers (Mubolland and Watts, 1982;

Thurman, 1985). However, it is aiso apparent that DOC concentration is inauenced by many

factors that are poorly related or unrelated to stream discharge such as the availability of
leachable organic carbon or adsorption of DOC to soil (eg Nelson et aL, 1993). Consequently,
251
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stream discharge explah only a portion of the total vafiability in DOC (genedy O c r2 < 0-7)

and may be a poor predictor of DOC con cent ratio^ Therefore, it is important to consider the
uncertauities resulting from the regression between DOC and Stream discharge and the types of

catchments in which regressions can be used most su~cessfidly~
Many studies examine DOC export over seasonai or annuai pends; the sipificance of
individual storms are o d y bnefly, if ever, discussed (e.g McDoweli and Fisher, 1976)-

However, studies reporting data for individuai events fiquently demonstrate short temi
increases in DOC concentrations (McDowell and Likens, 1988). Since DOC increases wioh
discharge in many streams (Meyer and Tate, 1983; Moore, 1989; Eckhardt and Moore, 1990)

and stormflow is often a large proportion of the total flow, storm penods may represent a

si,@ficant

proportion of total DOC export budgets. Knowledge of the processes affectùigDOC

during storms is therefore important for understanding both the short and long tenn dynamics of

DOC cycling in catchments.
Substanaal changes in piecipitation and evapotranspiration are potential consequences of
global wamiing and climatic change (PCC, 1990). Any cihatic change that signiscantiy

influences runoff will also affect D m export from catchments. Before p r e d i c ~ gthe effects of
climate change on D E export, it is necessary to consider what types of hydrological changes
may lead to altered WC export and whether it is possible to predict these changes reasonably.

For example, the relationship between DûC and stream discharge could be used to predict the
possible intluences of hydrological changes on DOC export, yet it wodd be necessary to
understand how the relationship between WC and discharge varies with different hydrological

conditions withïn different catchments.

In this chapter, changes in DûC concentration and M3C export during runoffevents in
two small catchments are examinai- The purposes are: 1)to examuie the spatial and temporal
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changes in the relationship between DOC concentrationand stream discharge and their effect on
estimating DOC export; 2) to assess the relaaveimportance of stonnfiow and baseflow

conditions on DOC concentration and DOC export; and 3) to discuss the type of information
requued to predict theeffkcts of climafic change on DOC export and whether ceasonable
predictions can be made given the present derstanding of DOC dynamics and cbate change.
Site des cri^tion

The two headwater streams imder investigation are located in the Harp Lake catchent in
central Ontano, Canada, Harp 4-21 is a 3.7 ha catchment covered by a mixed forest of sugar
maple (Acer sacchmum),yellow birch (Be&

aUeghaniemîi ), poplar (Popdus spp.), baisam

fir (Abies b a l s m a ) and hemlock (Tsuga c d m s k ) (Figure 8. la). Groundwaterflow through
gl&ial tills up to 15 m thick maintains perenniai Stream discharge (Chapter 3). nie sneam

channel is narrow (0.2-1.5 m) with no stagnant waters Soils in Harp 4-21 are Podzolic with
poorly developed or absent eluviation in the A horizon. The A horizon is approximarely 3-10 cm
thick dong the hîllslopes and becomes approximateiy 23 cm thick near the stream- The geology,

hydrogeochemistryand hydrology of the catchment are described by Jeffies and Snyder

(1983),Dankevy (1989), MacLean (1992), and in Chapters 3 and 4Eiq 3A is a 21-7ha catchment with two srnaii wetlands (0.4ha and 02 ha) and severai

other small areas ( ~ 0 . ha)
1 where ponding occurs Figure 8.1 b). The hiilslopes are covered

predominantly by sugar maple; both cedar ( h j aoccidentalis) and b k k spruce (Picea m-m)
are present in the conifer wetland (Weland 2). Wetland 3 has a partial canopy of yeliow birch
and black spmce. Wetiand 2 is characterized by hummock-hoUow topography with a Sphagnwn
ground layer and by water pools approximately 5 to 25 cm deep. Surface m o f f through

Wedand 3 occurs both as slow flow across the ponded surface and as poorly chameiïzed £iow
in the Stream. Flow is also channelized through the ponded area downstream of W3.The
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Figure 8. la Location anci instrumentation of the a) Harp 4-21 and b) Harp 3A catchments.

Harp Lake Catchment

4-21 Catchment

Figure 8. Ib Conhued-

Harp 3A Catchment
LEGEND

Podzolic soils in Rarp 3A are very similar to those in H a q 4-21 except that the A horizon near
the stream i s not as thick and does not appear visaally to be a s humic-rich.

Due to the thinner (cl5m) glacial Sediments in Harp 3A, there is less water storage in
the W l o p e s and the water table is absent fkom most of the hillslopes during the summer.

Consequently, aU surface ponding disappears and the Harp 3A stream ciries out upsaeam of W6
during the Sumner. Downstream of P76. grotmdwater flow through lacustrine silts and clays

maintains very low summer baseffow (2 0-1Us)-

Harp 4-21 and Karp 3A are subdivided into two (S1and S4) and five (Wl-W5)
subcatchments respectively. Subcatchrnents S 1, S4, W2 and W 5 drain hillslopes with M e

ponded water and smail stream surface areas. Hillslopes also comprise most of the area within
subcatchrnents W3 and W4, however, Wetlands 2 and 3 reside ui the fiat vailey bottoms of W3
and W4 (Figure 8. lb). Although subcatchment W1 aIso drains hillslopes and only has srnail

areas of ponded water, it is idiuenced by wetland runoff fiom W3 and W4- Most of catchments
in the region are influenced by wetlandsMethods

SampCing metliods
Sampling was conducted £iom September 27 to November 20,1992 (auaimn season)
and fkom May 2 to June 4, 1993 (spring season) in Harp 3A and fkom September 27 to
November 10,1992 and from May 2 to May 30.1993 in Harp 4-21. The auhimn season

included storms both during and foilowing the leaf f d pend

(5

September 27 to October 13).

Snowmelt was complete prior to the start of the spring season and spring storms followed le&out. The entire length of the Haxp 3A s t m m as well as the secondary chamels were flowing
during both sampling periods. Each sampling pend was M e r subdivided into stormflow and
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basefiow perïods. Stream water samples were collected h m five weirs in Earp 3A (Wl-W5)

and two weirs in Harp 4-21 (Sl, S4). Previous sampling in Harp 4-21 durÏug spring (May 1to
June 30) and aununn (October 4 to November 11) 1989 s t m s are used for cornparison with
the 1992-93 data

Stream and groundwater sampIes were filterd in the field through 80 pand 44 p

polyester screening into site-designated, opaque polyethelene botùes-AU 1992 and 1993
samples were subsequently filtered through 0.45 p.m celluiose nitrate filters into glass
scintillation vials, acidified with HN% to a pH near 2 to prevent microbial degradation of the
DOC and kept refngerated and in d h e s s until andysis. D m concentration was measured
ushg a Dohrmann DC-190 total carbon analyzer at the University of Waterloo (UW). Dissolved

inorganic carbon was stripped fkom the sample, DOC was combusted to C R in a 8WC oven,

CO;! was then dehumidifieci, passed through a Cu scrubber and measured by an infkued
detector-The instrument blank rneasured O. 1 mg,&

DOC concentrations reported fiom 1989 were analyzed by the Ontano Mulistry of the
Environment (MOE) using the persGate oxïdation method (MOE, 1983). Cornparison of 33
split samples anal@

using both methods demonstrated that MOE resuits were lower by an

average of O.8B.4 mgll in the range of 2-12 mgn. Ali 1989 MOE resdts have been adjasted by
0.8 mg/l to correspond to U W values (Appendix 9).

Methods of calculating DOC export
Several methods are availabk for calculating the nuhient fluxes h m catchments based

on measurements of stream discharge and stream water chemistzy includiog the period-weighted

method and several regression-based procedures (Dam et aI., 1986; Johnson, 1979).The
method employed becornes important when the concentration is flow dependent In the period-
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weighted me-

the average concentraton of successivesamples is multiplied by the volume

of water leaving the catchment during the intemal The totaI export is obtaïned by summing the
expoa during individual sampling inteNalS. In the regression-based methods, a regression
between conceniration and stream discharge combined with continuous measurements of

discharge with time is used to calcuiate concentrationwith theeExport can then be caiculated
easily by mulaplyïng concentration with discharge and sammùig to obtain the to& export The
period-weighted metbod accoants for changes in flow volume but does not consider changes in

concentration with stream discharge. In con-

the regression-based methods expiicitly take

into consideration the changes in concentration with discharge. However, since the
concentrations are calculated from the regression, this method does not use the measured
concentration data to caicdate export and mors in the tegressions lead to uncertainy in the
estimate of DOC expor~

This study uses an alternativecalcuiation method that r e e the measured concentration
data and considers both the changes in concentration with discharge and the volumes of flow
associated with successive samples. The method combines both procedures by assuming that

DOC concentration varies Iinearly with discharge between successive samples and will be
referred to as the sample-interpolation m e t h d The DOC export is calculated in three steps.

Firstly, stream discharge is determined at 20-minute intemais fkom the continuous

measurementci of stage as determined from stream charts (Figure 8.2a). Secondiy, a Iinear
equation between D E and stream discharge is caicdated for every two successive stream
samples @gure 8.2b). DOC is interpolated at 20-minuteintervals to obtain a CO~MUOUS record
of DOC (Figure 8.2~).The ïnterpolated DOC is calculated nsing the measured stream discharge

(from step 1)and the bear equation between DOC and discharge (Figure 8.2b). When a local

minimum or maximum in stream discharge exisrs between two samples (between samples B C ,

D-Eand H-I), the linear equation between DOC and discharge on the receding Iimb of the
hydrograph is extrapolatecl to the meas&

streamflow minimum or maximum (extrapolations 1

DOC Concentration

DOC Concentration

Discharge
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and 3). If there are no high-dischxgedata on the receding limb and better data are avaihble on
the rising h b , the equation is extrapolated to the tirne of peak flow nom the rising limb of the

hydrograph to avoid Iarge extrapolations (extrapolation 2)-Thirdly, DOC exports for each time
intervai are the products of the calcuiated DOC and the vo1umes of discharge that are summed to

yield the total export, The average DOC concentration e q d s the total WC export divided by
the total runoff duruig the penod of interest This sample-interpolarion procedure is oniy

appropnate when many sampIes have been cokted, particulariy near each minimum and
maximum in stream discharge, to define ail the changes in DûC concentration with discharge.
This procedure could also be used for the calculation of export of other solutes given sdicient

sample coUection and a relationship between solute concentration and s@eam discharge- For the

smaU storm on ûctober 24 during which no sarnples were coIlected but discharge was
measured, the DûC was calculateci using the dope of DOC versus discharge between baseflow
and peak discharge k m the previous storm on October 16-

Unceriahties in esing data collected on a regular samplùig intemal are quanafiecl for the
autumn 1992 data in the Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A catchments at S1 and W 1. The interpolated
DOC data were subdivided at weekly intervais to simulate weekly sampling. DOC exports were
calculated from the weekly data using both the penod-weighted and regression methods. The
accuracy and precision of the DOC exports were eshated fiom averages and standard
deviations of seven arbitranlychosen weekly data sets, each offset by an incrernent of one day.

The resuits are reported as a percentage of the DOC export estimated by the sample-interpolation
method used in this study- DOC exports were also calcuiated using only the measured data to

examine the accuracy of the penod-weighted and regression methods for intensively sampled

Each sampling season was subdivided into stonnflow and baseflow periods. The

criterion useù to dishguish between these periods is the hydrograph separation method
proposed by Hewlett and Hibbert (1967). The s g n of the stonnflow p e n d is de-

by an
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increase in stream discharge; the end of the period is definëd by adding 0-0055 Us to the strearn

baseflow for eaçh hectare of catchment area for each hom (0.05 ft3idmi21hr) following the start

of stormfiow until the receding Iimb of the hydmgraph is intersecid (Figure8.3). Although
these criteria are entidy arbitrary).they provide a consistent method to define stormflow

periods. Based on these critena, storiilriow generaUy ends pnor to the rem to baseflow DOC
concentration so that the basefiow period may also include a portion of the receding iimb of the
storm hydrograph. The term stomfiow used in this chapter is dlshnct fiom Hewlettand
Hibbert's (1967) definition of quickûow in that it includes a l l runoff d-g

storm penods.

Stomitlow and baseflow periods were determined at WL in Aarp 3A and applied to the other
catchments so that DOC exports from the different catchments c m be compared for the same
storm duration.
Results and discussion

DOC concentrutions as u funcfion of s b M I dischurge

In contrast to stream water concentrations of major ions that are generaily dilutecl during
stoms (Lïkens et ai., 1977),DOC increases during runoff events at alI locations (Figure 8.4).
The magnitude of the increase in DOC daring individual nmoff events ranges from 0-7 to
4.1 m a (15% to 100% of base£lowDOC)at W1 and nom 3-9 to 11.4 mg/l(123% to 410% of

baseflow DOC) at SIRegrasions b e m n DOC and stream discharge for individual runoff events at W1 and
SI are significant (p4.05) with r2 values ranging nom 0.56 to 0 9 8 (except Nov. 10 storm at

W 1, r2 = 0.26).The positive relationship between DOC and stream discharge during storms
suggests the hfiow of water with high DOC to the stream a d o r increased leaching of organic

carbon within the .s-

The good com1ations also j u s t e the use of the sample-interpolation

method for calculahg DOC concentraîïon and WC export. Weaker correiations at w e t h d sites
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Fi-oure 8-3 Cnteria for graphicd hydrograph separation to d'fine penods of s t o d o w and
baseflow.

Baseflow

,

Stomflow

, Baseflow

I

I

Time

Figure 8.4 Smam discharge (lines) and DOC c o n c e n ~ o n (diamonds]
s
during the a) autilmn
and b) s p ~ sampling
g
seasons at W 1 and S1. Note the diEterent vertical scales.

2

- b) Spring

W3 and W4 (0.12 < r2 < 0.93) may result from the innuence of flushing DOC h m stagnant

portions of the wetiands (Chapter 9).

The seasonal regressions between DOC and slream discharge show the highest
correlations at S1, S4, W2 and W 5 (autumn), lower correlations at W 1,and no signiscant
relationship at W3 and W4 pable 8.1). The lower conelations of the seasonal regressions
d e c t the variability in the regressions among individuai storms (Figure 85)-

One of the most prominent factors affecting the correlation in the seasonal regressions
appears to be the presence or absence of wetlands. Despite uicreases in DOC during individual

stonns at W3 and W4, there is no signincant correlation when a l l the data are combined into one
seasonal regressio~At W3 and W4 the variability in the regmsions among storms is large.

High DOC is not restricted to periods of high Stream discharge-Ponded water with high DOC
rnay be flushed from the wetland at relatively low discharge during smaller storms.

Furthemore, other factors such as the input of Eresh litter to the wetiand swfaceduring the
aunimn and variable contact time betsveen water and organic matter can lead to additional

variability in the seasonai regressions- Similar results are reported in southem Quebec where

four catchments containing wetlands show no significant (logarïthmic) relaîionships between
DOC and stream discharge and four catchments without wetianàs show signifiant direct

correfations (Eckhardt and Moore, 1990).
The varïability in the regressions among storms is srnailest at S1 and S4,two catchments
that lack wetlands. In addition, cornparison of soi1 moisture and groundwater levels in Harp
4-21 and Harp 3A suggest that merences in groundwater flow are a possible explanation for

better correlations in Harp 4-21. Groundwater flow through thicker glacial tiii in the Harp 4-21
catchment (SIand S4) maintains elevated groundwater Ievels adjacent to the stream throughout
the year and perennial s t m m baseflow (Chapter 3). Since the soils adjacent to the stream are

Table 8.1 Regressions between WC concentrations and stxmm discharge dnring the auand spring samphg seasons.
Site

Autumn 1989

S p ~ 19896
g

DOC concentrations are expressed in mgfl and Stream discharges are expressed in Ils.
Samphg seasons:
a September 27-November 20,1992 at W 1 to W5 and September 27-November 10,1992 at S 1
and S4.
b May 2-June 4,1993, at W1; May 2- May 30,1993, at W3-W5 and S 1.
October 4-November 11,1989.
May 1-June 30,1989.
* Significantat p d . 01.
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Figure 8.5 Regressions between WC concentration and stream dlscharge for Individual
austom events at WL.r* values: Sep. 27 =0.80. O c t 16 = 0'10. Nov. 2 =
0.86,Nov. 4 = 0.65, NOV.
10 = 026,NO? 12 = 094.

Nov 10
/
Nov 12

/

Nov 4
Nov 10
Nov 12

close to saturation @or to each storm (Madean, 1992). changes in water flowpaths during
individual storms are similar and slopes of the regressions for individual storm events show l e s

variation than in Harp 3 A T b or absent tilL in the Harp 3A catchment is not able to store

suffiCientwater to sustain groundwater flow within the hillslopes throughout the summerConsequently, soil moisture and groundwater levels deche and baseflow ceases. During the

aunimn, soil moisture and groundwater levels Vary among storms as infiltration replenishes the
depleted soi1 moisture-Waterflowpaths in autnmn ako change h m one storm to the next. The

resultïng slopes of the regressions bctween DOC and stream discharge change among storms
and the combined seasonal regressions are weaker at W2 and W5 than at S1 and S 4 The lack of
correlation at W5 in the spring is due, in part, to dry conditions experienced in early May and
t h small hydrologicai response to subsequent stonns- At W 1, the seasonal regressions are

s i g d c a n t but weak mle 8.1). indicating the mixed influence of variable hillslope flowpaths
and flow fiom W e h d s 2 and 3-

The vatiabfity in hydrological conditions among years can resuit in larger errors in
calculated DOC than the variab-

among storms. In Fkp 4-21, the seasonal regresions at SI

changed drastically fiom the dry conditions of autumn 1989 to the wet conditions of aunimn

1992 (Table 8-1).The average absolute ciifference berneen achtal DOC measured at S 1 in 1989

and those calculated ushg the discharges fkom 1989 with the seasonal regressions fiom autumn
1992 and spring 1993 are 1-4mg/i and 2.4 mg/l(22% to 3646 of acnial DOC respectively) with

errors in individual samples of up to 4.9 mgfi (120%of acaial WC). Therefore, data sets
spanning several years are not recommended for seasonal regression calcuiations.
Where individual runoff events have not been sampled intensively, seasonal or annual

regressions b e w n DOC and discharge are fnquently used to calculate DOC fkom Stream
discharge records (Meyer and Tate, 1983;Moore, 1989). Even where seasonal regressions are
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relatively good, estimates of individuai DOCconcentrations using seasonal or annual
regressions may have large mcertaintiesfor two important reasons- Fimly, because dopes of

the regressions vary among stoms at every site, there is a resultant Ioss of precinon in DOC
which has been calculated fiom seasonal regressions that average resnlts h m several individnal

storms-The absolute merences between the actual and calculated DOC averages between
0.3 mg/i and 1.3 mg/i (10% and 22% of actuaï DOC) for the different sabcatchrnents with
errors for individual samples of up to 6 5 mgn (60% of acmaL WC). Because the regressions

for îndividual events diverge with increasiog discharge

8.5). the precision in calcukued

DOC decreases at hi& flows when DOC export is greatest.

Secondiy, DOC concentrations estimated from seasonai regressions are imprecise
because they are ofken detennitled fiom data in which there are few measurements of DOC at
high discharges. Samples collected at regular intervals often miss high discharge conditions

because of their short duration. Using the interpolated data from the auhum of 1992 as the
entire popdasion of samples, the probability of randomly collecting a sarnple in the upper third

of the DOC concentration range was 5% and 0.846 at sites W l and S1 respectively.
Consequently, regressions must either be extrapolated to discharges beyond the sampled range

or are biased by the few sarnples collecteci at hi& discharge since the data at high discharge
rdect unique conditions of short duration for each storm. High discharge can occm fmm a
variety of weather conditions such as spring snowmelt, rain-on-snow storms, intense

thunderstoms or prolonged rainstorms so that different stems are Wrely to produce different
DOC at high discharge.

The problems with m u a l regressions are demonstrated in Figure Sa in Schiff et aL
(1997) which shows a l l the DOC data coiiected daring two years of routine sampluig (n= 392)
in Harp 4-21 (S 1)- The cegression is poor (r2 = 0.17)because samples were coiIected over a
wide range of hydrological conditions during different storms and seasons. The samples with
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the highest DOC (above 6 mg/i) were a i i collecteciduring the autumnw h e m the samples with
the highest flows (above 2 5 Ys) were al1 collected dwïng s m g snowmelt This bias in the

regression would tend to overestimate spring D m export and underestirnate aunimn DOC

Uncerîaïnty in estimatr-ng DOC expori
Discrete sampling and the method used to caldate DûC expoa from DOC

concentrations and stream discharge generate the largest uncerrainties in the estimation of DOC
exporr Although increased sampling frequency diaing stomis is recommendexi, the time and

expense requized for collection and analysis of many sarnples fkom individual stoms are often
prohibitive for Zong term studies of DOC expoa Therefore, ït is necessary to consider the
uncertainties in DOC exports dculated fiom less data

Seasonal regressions based on weekly data yieId accurate results (98%and 93% of tme
export at W1 and S 1 respectively) but the uncertainties in any singIe CalcuIation of the DOC
export at the 90% confidence interval are 3 2 4 and 33% respectively (Table 8.2). In contrast, the

period-weighted resulrs signincantly (@-01) underestimate WC export by 14%at W 1and
22% at S1 because high DOC is not adequately represented by weekly sampling. However,
when a l l the measured daîa were used, the perïod-weighted method provided accurate esthates

of DOC export at both WI and S 1 ( L W 0 and 10346 respectively). The DOC exports caicdated
from seasonal regressions using ail the measured data underestirnate DOC export by 12%but
are within the range of uncertainty caIcuiatedfrom weekly data.

Underestimating DOC export in streams codd influence DOC budgets for lakes since
stream ùinows are underestimated whereas the lake outfiow is iess b

l y to be underestimated

because large and capid changes in DOC concentrations are not observe& Consequentiy, the net

C@ evasion rates calculared 6rom DOC and dissolved inorganic carbon budgets for lakes in this

Table 8.2 Cornparison of anDOC export at W1 and S1 calculated usïng period-weighted
and seasonai regression methods from ail m e a d data and weekly intemal data

Results are expressed as a peIcentage of DOC export obtained ushg the sampIe-interpoIation
confidence intervaL
method Uncertainties are expressed as the

area and the magnitude of the m-lake DOC sink may be Iarger than rqorted @ilion and Molot,

1995)DOC export during runoff events

Contribution of DOC e X p O d by stormfiow exceeds tbat by baseflow in aatmm.
Although stormflow occurs only 218 of the tirne, stoms prodaced 57%of the flow volume
and 64%of the DOC export at W l during the antiimn (Table 8.3). Stomfbw DOC exportis

more important at terrestrial sites W2 and W5 (68%and 6546 respectively) than at wetIandinfluenceci sites W3 and W4 (57%and 59%respective1y)-In the s p ~ gstormfiow
,
DOC export

was slightly lower at W1 (40%)since the stormfhw was a srnaiier proportion of total =off
(34%) and t h e (14%) (Table 8.3). Similar resuits are also observed at Sl (Table 8.3).
Periods of high discharge are responsible for the majority of DOC export (Figure 8.6).
For example, autumn stream discharge at W l exceeds 14.3 Vs only 10%of the tirne, yet the

proportions of fLow and DOC export occurring above this discharge are 43% and 50%
respectively. Similar resuits are observed at all the stream sites where between 41% and 57% of
the total autumn export of DOC are associated with the upper 10% of discharge values. The

Novernber 12 event accounted for 31%of the total aummn DOC expon The export during that

single stom (63.4 kg) exceeds the total DOC export during the entire spring samphg period
(54-2 kg).

Although much of the DOC expOR occurs during storms because of high nuioff,
increased DOC concentration during storms also inmeases DOC export, Average stormflow

DOC is up to 4-2 mg/l greater than average baseflow DOC (Table 8.4). Consequently, the
percentage of DOC exported during stomis exceeds the percentage of s t o ~ runoffs
w
by 5%

Table 8.3 Summary of DOC export £iom Wl and S1 drirnig a) aubimn 1992and b) spring
1993.
- -

w1
Basefiow

S1
Total

Stormflow

Baseflow

Total

a)Aununn1992

Stomfiow

Flow volume
(1000 m3)

19-9 (569) 15-1(43-1) 35.0

1-32(40-1) 1.97 (59-9)

Duration (days)

1 1.3 (20.5) 43.7 (79.5) 55-0

7.3 (16-4) 37-2(83-6) 44-5

DOC export

21.5 (39.7) 32.7 (60-3) 54-2

3.3 (39.7) 4.9 (60-3) 8.2

3.29

0%)
Flow volume
(1000m3)

Average IpOC]

(mm

Duration (days)

3-6(34,3)

6.O

6-9(65-7) 10.5
4-7

5-2

4-8(14.1) 29.2 (85.9) 34.0

Numbers in parentheses are percentages of total values.

0.56(25.8) 1,61(74.2)
5-8

3-1

2-17
3.8

3.2 (11.0) 25.8 (89-0) 29-0

Figure 8.6 Cumulative percentage of DOC export as a fimction ofcumiilativepercentage of
£iowd d o n at W1 during the ausampling period- 50% of the total DOC
export is associated with the highest 10% of discharge values.

:of flow
:values
0%

L
1

m

Cumulative percentage of flow
duration
low discharge
high discharge
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Table 8.4 Average DOC concentrationsfor periods of stonnfiow, base£iowand total flow
during the auhum and spring sampling periods.
Average WC concentration

Site

Stonnflow

Baseflow

Totalflow

(ma)

Stormflow

Baseflow

Total flow

to 7% at W1 and 14%to 17% at S1 mable 8.3). Xncreased DOC d u h g stomis has the Iargest
Muence on DOC export at SI and S4 because baseflow DOC is low and relative mcreases in

DOC fkom basefiuw to stormfiow are largest (?'able 8-4). In contrast, baseflow DOC is highest
at W3 and W4 because wetlands contri'bute additional DOC to the stream and relative increases

in DOC during stoms are smdler. 'Iberefore,hcreased stormflow DOC is 1ess important in

catchments with wetlands-

Assessing the potentuil effects of cliwtate change on DOC concentration and
DOC export
Predictions of the hydrologïcal consequences of climate change are necessary to predict
changes in DOC eXpOR Such predictions are needed at the catchment scale since changes in
nuioff multing fiom altered precipitation and evapotranspiration wiil vary among catchments.
For example, an increase in summer evapotranspiration would have a s m d effect on stream

nuioff and DOC export fiom Aarp 3A (Wl) since summer stream =off is already extremely

low (c2% of summer precipitation). However, increased evapotranspiration could d u c e
groundwater discharge, Stream runoff and DOC export during the summer in Harp 4-21 (S 1)-

Changes in the seasonal distribution of precipitation wiU ako influence total runoff and
DOC expon since the -off

response to precipitation, expressed as the effecàve runoff (the

ratio of precipitation to s t m m runoff), varies seasonally as a fimction of antecedent soi1moisaire
conditions (Machan, 1992). Therefore, an increase in precipitation during the wet season

would produce a greater încrease in runoff and DOC export than a similar increase in
precipitation during the dry season. The effect of changes in the seasonal distribution of
precipitation would differ among catchments since =off response to precïpitation also varies
differentiy among catchments. Seasonal changes in effective runoffs are larger in Harp 3A than

in Harp 4-21; during the November 12, 1992Storm, the effective runoffs were 0.63 at W1 and
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0.38 at S1whereas during the May 24,1993 storm they were O. 10 and 0.20 at W 1 and S1
respectively,

Two potential consequences of climate change are an kxease in the size and frequency

of extreme events @PCC,1990;Gates et al., 1992).Considering the importance of stoms and
particularly Iarge stonns (e.g. November 12,1992) on DOC export, changes in the fiequency

and s i .of large storms codd have a large effect on DOC e x p o c Therefore, it is not only
important to recognize changes in the averages ofclimatic variabLes but also to consider

varïability in weather patterns leading to large storms.
Even given accurate estimates of the effects of clunate change on stream discharge and
Stream runoff, estimates of the changes in DOC concentration and DOC export would be

unreliable because the relationship between DOC and discharge varies substantially among

stoms (Figure 8S), seasons and years (Table 8.1). Since the factors influencing these
variations are not yet understood, it is not clear how the regression between DOC and discharge
may vary under different climatic conditions. Furthemore, other factors such as changes in

organic matter production, dissolution, decomposition and biologic activity which alter the

availability of soluble organic carbon for leaching will also a£féct the regression, Therefore, it is
difficult to predict the relative importance of changes in stream runoff and changes in
regressions on DOC concentration and DOC expoa. Longer texm studies examinhg DOC

concentrations and DOC expoa during storms over a range of wet and dry seasons should
provide additional insight into the important factors affecting sturmflow DOC expon and the

relationship between DOC and discharge.
Conclusions

The relationships between siream DOC and dischargeand the cornparison of DOC
export in the Harp 4-21 and EEarp 3A catchmenu have provided sorne insight into both the
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unceRainties of calculatllig DOC concentration and DOC export and the role of stonns on DOC

concentration and DOC export Unless the stmm is sampled intensively enough to define the
changes inStream discharge and DOC, the period-weighted method is not recommended for the
calcdation of M3C export because it does not take into consideraiion changes in DOC with

discharge and DOC export is systematicaily underestimated- The caiculation of DOC export
using regressions is preferred, particularly if the storms are shorter than the sampling interval

Uncertainties m the caiculation of DOC export using regressions are substantial and arise
principaIly from two sources: variability in the regression between DOC and discharge and lack
of samples with high DOC-Provided thaî suffiCient samples have been collected, shorter M i e
penods c m be chosen for the regressions to reduce the varîability ariMg from differences

among individual storms. EEgh WC can be sampled by adopting flow-related sampling
protocols or by augmenthg regular sampluig with high discharge samples using autornated
samplers. Alternatively, proportional samplers have been found to provide representative
samples of the volume-weighted average WC during stonns (Meyer and Tate, 1983).

DOC export during storms accounts for a substantial proportion of the total DOC export
(Table 8.3), yet few studies specifically examine the processes affecting DOC export during

runoff events (Easthouse et al., 1992; Chapter 9). Stream DOC increased dining almost every
Storm at ail sites, includmg wetlands. Consequenùy, the average stonnflow DOC was greater

ban baseflow DOC flable 8.4), indicating that the dominant processes controlïïng DOC

concentration and export may differ substantiaiiy between baseflow and stormfïow penods.
Although the consequences of these changes in DOC were not studied, storms may ais0 have
substantial effects on the chernical naaire of DOC and the abiotic and biotic utilkation of DOC in
the Stream (Kramer et ai., 1990; Meyer, 1990).Greater emphasis on understanding DOC

dynamics during storms U required-
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The signiscant role of stonns on DOC concentrationand DOC export malies predictions

of the effects ofclunate changedin?cuIt Redictiom would require considerable meteorologid
and hyddogical information such as changes in the frequency and size of stonn events and
changes in the seasonal distribution of precipitation and mnoff. Predictions are M e r

complicated by large variations in regressions berneen DOC and siream discharge among

stonns, seasons and years. Until these variations in regressions are related to hydrological,
biologic and geochemicalchatacteristics ofthe catchments, the regressioas will not be useful for
assessing the possible effects of clirnate change-

in Han, 4-21and Ham 3A
Introduction

Recent reviews have highlighted the ecologicai significance of groundwaîer
interactions Mthstreams (Brunke and Gonser, 1997) and the incornpletc understanding of the

sources, fîuxes and pathways of groundwaterdissolved organic carbon @OC) contributions to
streams (KapIan and Newbold. 1993). While several studies have observed groundwater DOC
concentrations that exceed Stream WC (Rutherford and Hynes, 1987; Fiebig, 1997) and
several authors recognize the signincance of subsurîace flowpaths (Hemond, 1990; Kaplan
and Newbold, 1993), few stuclies actually relate stream DOC dynamics with gmundwater

flowpaths (Easthouse et al., 1992).
An issue closely associated with that of groundwater flowpaths is the geographical

location of DOC sources within watersheds. Hernond (1990) suggested that in giaciated
catchments with shallow soils and bedrock, riparian wetlands and soils are the dominant

sources. Using an annual organic carbon budget for a watershed in the Atlantic Coastal Plain,
Dosskey and Bertsch (1994) demonstrated that 90%of the DOC onginated in riparian
wetlands that occupy o d y 6%of the watershed area. Even though uplands cover a greater area
within the watersheds, they are thought to connibute a smaU proportion of the exported DOC

because DOC sorbs to mineral soils prior to reaching the streamTo examine DOC sources, it is necessary to consider storms since storm runoff exports

much of the DOC fkom smaU waters&& (Grieve, 1984; Chapter 8). Conceptual hydrological
models of stormflow generation emphasize hydrological processes with different water
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flowpaths in the riparian zone (Freeze? 1974;Ward, 1984; Wood et aL, 1990). Hemond (1990)
and Kaplan and Newbold (1993) discass the significance of subsurface flowpaths near the
Stream on DOC sources and flowpaths. Because the dative importance of water flowpaths

through different soil horizons can Vary with soil moisture and groundwater levels, DOC
pathways and fluxes may dBer substantially fiom baseflow to s t o d o w conditions and
produce changes in both DOC quaiïty and quantity daring stoms (Jardine et al., 1990;

Easthouse et aL, 1992)- Similarly, the dominant sources and pathways of stream water and

DOC may differ among catchments or even within a single catchment during different storms

(McDowell and Likens, 1988). Therefore, it is necessary to study DOC dynamics in areas
where flowpaths have been delineated.

Harp Lake has been the focus of several investigations examining the hydrological
flowpaths @ankevy, 1989; MacLean, 1993; MacLean et aL. 1995; Devito et ai.. 1996;
Chapter 3 and 4) and carbon cycles (Schiff et al.. 1990,1997; Aravena et al., 1992; Tnunbore
et al., 1992;Molot and Dillon, 1996; DUon and Molot, 1997;Chapter 8) of watersheds with
uplands or wetlands- This chapter examines DOC concentrations and expon in relation to
water flowpaths during runoff events in huo small catchments of Harp LaLe. The purposes are

1): to compare the transport of DOC dong different hydrological pathways during runoff

events; 2) to compare the relative DOC contributions nom riparian and upland hülslope areas;

and 3) to examine some of the hydrologicai and physical controls on DOC transport to
streams,

Site descri~tion

Hydrological response to storms and DOC concentrations were monitored in two small
and adjacent catchments in central Ontario. Canada (Figure 9.1).Both catchments, Harp 4-21

with an area of 3-7ha and Harp 3A with an area of 21.7 ha, have podzolic soils and mixed

Figure 9.1 Location and instrumentation of the Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A catchmenu.

Ham 4-21 Catchment

u
2 m contour interval

LEGEND
- --*

Main Stream channel

- - Ephemeral Stream channel
Ponded water

Harp 3A Catchment

forests dominated by sugar maple (Acer sacchmwn) &ozano et ai., 1987). Aarp 4-21 and the
northem half of Harp 3A are undedain by Recambrian Shield amphibolite and schist bedrock,
whereas the southern half of Harp 3A is underlain by granitizsd biotite and homblende gneiss

(Jeffnes and Snyder, 1983). The shape and steepness of the hïflslopes and the total sediment
thickness differs between the catchments. Most Wlopes in Rarp 4-21 are gentle to
moderately steep (= 8 to 30%) and are slightly concave towards the Stream. In Harp 3A,

hillslopes are steeper (=20 to 50%), straïghter, and end in neady £ktvdey bottoms. GIaciaI
tiU is up to 15 rn thick in Harp 4-21 whereas the soils and till dong the hillslopes of Harp 3A

rarely exceed 1.5 m. The lower 50 m of the Harp 3A stream is incised in 2 m of sand and is
underlain by approxïmately 2 m of clay.

Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A are suùdivided into two (S 1 and S4) and five (W 1-W5)
subcatchments respectively (Figure 9.1). AU subcatchments drain predominantly hillslope

areas; less than 1%of Harp 4-21 and 4% of Harp 3A are covered by surface water (includuig
streams and wetland ponds). Wetlands 2 and 3 occupy the flat valley bottoms of W3 and W4
respectively. Although subcatchment W1 only has small areas of ponded waw, it is
intluenced by wetland =off from W3 and W4. An ephemeral stream draining the
eastemmost hülslopes of Harp 3A flows over a bedrock outcrop at B 1.

Samples of precipitation, throughfd, stemflow, overland flow, groundwater, water

ponded in wetlands and stream water were collected in autamn 1992 (Seprember 27 to
November 20) and spring 1993 following snowmelt (May 2 to June 4). ThrougKall,
groundwater and Stream samples fiom Harp 4-21 were &O coilected during selected stonns

between March 1989 and April1990. Recipitation was collected at a meteorologicai station
Iess thm 500 rn north of the Harp 4-2L catchment In 1992 and 1993, throughfall volumes

were measured and samples were collected k m four sites: two bene*
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a deciduous canopy

(one in Barp 4-21, one in Harp 3A) representative of hülslopes and two beneaih a coniferous
canopy of cedars (Thujao c c i . i s ) and black spnuz (Picea dana)

that predominate in

Weland 2 of Harp 3A Precipitation and throughfdl samples were coUected in polyethylene
funnels that drained into 20 l g1ss boales. Ahhough polyethylene screening (1mm mesh) was
placed at the neck of the fûnnels to prevent f a h g leaves h m entering the bottles, at least

four throughfall sampIes were IikeIy to have been contaminated by Ieaves and organïc matter
that feIl into the funnels between or during storms- Stemflow sampIes were coIlected fiom one

sugar maple, one white birch (BetiJapapHera) and two cedar trees using polyethylene
tubing that drained into 11polyethylene bottles,
S t e d o w fiom deciduous trees overfiowed the 1 1collection bottles except during the

smallest smrms.For the purpose of c d c u l h g DOC fluxes, the depth of stemflow fiom
deciduous mes is estirnated fiom the empirical relationship SF = 0.062 P - 0. 13 where
stemflow (SF)and precipitation (P) are expressed in mm (Helvey and Patrïc, 1965). Measured
water depths of stemfiow fiom the cedars were negligible (4.2mm). The empirical relations

for throughfaü 0,
TF = 092 P - 0.54 and TF = 0.88 P - 3.0 (expressed in mm) for the

deciduous and coniferous stands respectively, were calculated on a storm basis and compare
well with those of Helvey and Patric (1965).

Overland flow was samp1ed h m two collectors in Harp 4-21 and one collecter in

Harp 3 A Collectors were made from PVC pipe that was cut in halflengthwise, screened,
capped at both ends, inserted at ground surface below the litter, and drained by gravity to 11
polyethylene bottles.

Groundwater samples were coiiezted k m piezometers that were screened at varioas
depths (0.04 to 7-8m) dong the hillslopes, in the s m , in r i p d areas and in the
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wetlancis. Screen lengths varied fiom 0.08 to 0.5 m and some shalIow piezometen were
constructed to collect groundwaterflowing through the A or upper B soi1 horizons.

Groundwater levels were measured m a n d y in piezometers, wells and shailow (0.15 to

0.2 m) open holes.
Streams were sampled several tÏmes during each storm at W l m , SI,S4, and B1

duMg the autumn, and at Wl, W3-WS, S1 and S4 during the sprïng (Figure 9.1). Stream

discharge was monitored C O ~ M U O U ~oshg
~
V-notch weirs and water level recorders at all
sites except B I where instantaneous measurements of discharge were made, Rating c m e s

were calibrateci fiom numerous instantaneous measurements of discharge and stage d a g

storms. Stream DOC exports were calcdated by interpolating DOC concentrations according
to Stream discharge as described in Chapter 8.

Stream, weùand, stemfiow and groundwater samples were prefiltered in the field

through 80 p(44 pfor groundwater) polyester screening into sitedesignateci polyethylene

bottles. Precipitation, throughfall and overland flow samples were not prefrltered. AU 1992
and 1993 samples were fîltered within 24 hours through 0.45 pSartoriusB cellulose nitrate

membranes (25 mm diameter) into g l a s scintillation viais. Cellulose nitrate membranes were
rinsed by passing a minimum of 75 ml of sample through the fiIter pnor to sample collection.

Experiments with deionized (Nanopure@)water and with a KCI solution (pH = 4.3)

dernonstrated that the cellulose nitrate membranes rinsed in this way conaibuted only

0.04M.07 m g i and 0.069.03 mg/l respectively to the fïitrate (Appendix 9). Samples were
acidifed with H N 0 3 to a p H near 2 and kept refiigerated in darkness until analyzed by high

temperature combustion with a Dohrmann DC-190total carbon analyzer. The instrument

blank measured 0.1 mg/L AU results are reported in mg Ul.
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DOC concentrations reported from 1989 and 1990 were analyzed by the Ontario
Ministry of the Environment (MOE)by the persulfate oxidation method (MOE, 1983). AU
MOE samples were pren1tered as desdbed above but were not passed through the 0.45 pm

membranes. To account for differences in analytical methods, fdtering and preservation, 33
pairs of samples were compareci-The results demonstrated that MOE samples were lower than

the 0.45 pm Ntered samples by an average 0 f 0 . ~ .mg/l
4 in the range of2-12 mg/L It is not

apparent whether the ciifference is due to differences in sampie treatment or analytical method.

AU 1989 and 1990 MOE resalu have been nomalized by N . 8 mg/i for cornparison with the
other analyses (Appendix 9)-

The mass of DOC transporteci dong flowpaths is calcdateb by multiplying the volume
of flow by the average DOC concentration. The volume of water that originated from a

particular hillslope between November 2 and 9,1992 is estimated as the total stream discharge
minus the volume of precipitation that feu ont0 the riparian area This calculatim is justifkd
by time domain reflectometry measurements of soil water in riparian areas which demonstrate

that there is almost no net storage of water during storms. The extent of riparian areas was
delineated by the occurrence of the water table within the organic-rich soil horizons (A, O and

upper B) adjacent to the stream.

In Harp 4-21, the depth to the water table ïncreased with increasing distance fiom the
stream. At baseflow, the water table was positioned within the upper B or lower A horizons

adjacent to the Stream, within the middle to lower B horizon in the lower portion of the
hillslopes, and within the ta in the upper hillslopes (Figure 9.2) (Chapter 3). Groundwater
discharging from the till into the soils near the Stream maintaineci high water table levels.

Figure 9.2 Depth to water table during baseflow and smrmfiow conditions in Harp 4-21and
Harp 3A Stippled area shows the approximate depth of organic-rich horizons in
Harp 4-21.Locations of transects are shown in Figure 9.1.
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conditions and maintainhg stream baseflow thronghont the year abng the

Harp 4-21 stream. Baseflow was sustained by deep ptmdwater flowing nom the tiu directly
through the stream bed and through the lower B horizons of riparian soils. Durhg stoms,
groundwater levels near the stmm and dong the lower hillslope rose into soil horizons so that
most of the subsurface flow to the sueam passed through shallow soi1 horizons (A and upper

B) (Figure 9.2)-

In Harp 3A, the water table remained near the base of the B horizon dong the length of
the hillslope. The water table generally intersected the A or O horizons for a srnail distance at
the edge of the stream or wetlands (Figure9.2). Durhg storms, the water table in the hillslope
usually remaineci within the lower B horizon and subsurf' flow during storms occurred

mostly in the lower B horizon (40-60 cm depth). Riparian water tables and flowpaths varied
within Harp 3A and the extent of subsurface fiowpaths through s h d o w soiI horizons was

Limited to the lower 1 to 10 meters of hillsIopes in most areas. Only during the very large

stoms on November 12 (88 mm of precipitation) did hillslope groundwater levels rise into the
upper B horizon. During dry summer conditions, the entire hillslopes became unsanitated and

most of the Harp 3A Stream was dry.
Hydrograph sepamions using 180 and dissolved Si concentrations demonstrated that

more than 75% of the storm runoff in Harp 4-21 consisteci of soil water or groundwater
(Chapter 4). High Si concentrations in deep goundwaters and stream discharge showed that a

significant proportion (up to 70%)of the runoff involved deep groundwater that flowed
through the ta,discharged into soi1 horizons near the stream where it mixed with soiL water,
and flowed to the stream. Hydrograph separations in Harp 3A during the November 2,1992

storm suggest that groundwater and soil water contributed approximaiely 852 of peak runoff.
Thus, in both Harp 4-21 and 3 4 stream stordlow is dominated by subsudace water
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DOC concenfratcOns
The pattern of DOC concentrations thcough the hydrologicd cycle Figure 93)are
cypical of those reported in other catchments (McDoweIi and Likens, 1988; Moore, 1989).

DOC concentrations of precipitation were low; throughf" and stemfîow concentrations
ïncreased fkom contact with live vegetation*Overiand flow and groundwater in the A horizon

typically had simila.or higher DOC concentrations than thughfall which indicaies

production of DOC in Litter and high organic matter SOS
horizons- DOC removal as a r a t of
sorpüon or decomposition within the soi1is suggested by lower DOC concentrations in
groundwaters fkom the B horizon or deeper. In wetlands, groundwater DOC concentrations
varied substantially but were generally higher than those in the hillslope. Similady, higher

DQC concentrations in surface water within Wetland 2 may have been caused by production
of DOC and/or leaching of Litter, organic matter and vegetation within the wetland

Stream DOC concentrations and concentration changes during stoms differed between
the subcatchments. Harp 3A subcatchments showed variable increases in DOC concentrations
during storms with no response to sprïng stoms at W 5 (Figure 9-4, Table 9.1). In Harp 4-21,
both S 1 and S 4 showed larger increases in DOC concentrations during storms (Table 9.1) that

were more closely related to discharge. Whereas seasonal regressions between DOC
concentration and discharge were signincant (p4.01) at S1and S4, simiiar regressions at W3
and W4 (subcatchments with wetlands) were not significant (Chapter 8). In Harp 3A, the

wetlands were obvious sources of DOC to the stream as average DOC concentrations

increased fkom W 5 to W4 to W3 in both seasons duning baseflow and storrnflow conditions

(Table 9.1).
Groundwater DOC concentrations varied spatially dong flowpaths (T'able 92). In
Harp 4-21, the DOC concentrations within the ù1lwere low both dong the hillslopes (mean =
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Figure 9 3 D m concentrations of waters in Ehrp 4-21 and Barp 3A (1989-1993) (GW=
groundwater, hor. =soi1 horizon, and n =number of samples).
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9.4 Stream DOC concentrations at SI,W 5 and W3 during the a) aununn and b) s p ~ g
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Table 9. L Flow-averaged DOC concentrations for periods of s t o d o w , baseflow and total
flow during the antumn and spring samphg periodsAverage DOC concenaation (mgfi)

Sprhg 1993

Autumn 1992
Site

Stormflow

Baseflow

Total flow

Stormflow

Baseflow

Total flow

2.3 m g ) and in deep piezometers near the stream (mean = 1.5 mg) but increased as

groundwater flowed through the B (mean = 4-7 m@) and A (mean = 8.9 mg/')
soil horizons
near the stream. In H a q 3A, there were larger temporal variations in DOC concentrations
within individual piezometexs and larger spatialvananations
among piezometers than in Harp

4-2 1. Piezometers within the iower B horizon and within the till almg the Wbpes of Harp

3A had a mean DOC concentration of 5.1 m f l Withïn the sandy horizons beneath the

wetlands and the clays in the lower portion of the catchment, the gromdwater DOC
concentration averaged 2-8 m@. However, moderate to Iow hydrauIic conductivities within
the wetlands and in the cIays suggest that these groundwaters are minor contributors to

streamfiow. Wetland DOC concentrations were higher with average values of 7.6 mg,/i within
the organic soils of wetlands, and 14.0 mg/l at the sufice of Wetland 2.

ThrougKall and s t e d o w were minor contributors to stream DOC and discharge.
Hydrograph separations using 180 indicate that they contributed 2346 of the total runoff
during the October 31, 1989 storm ont0 a leafless canopy in Aarp 4-21(Chapter 4). With a

measured throughfall DOC concentration of 4.1 mg/i and an assumed stemflow concentration

of 34 mgn (the volume-weighted mean concentration fkom autnmn 1992 for deciduous mes),
the total DOC export that originated fiom throughfall and s t d o w was approximately 18%

(12% and 6% respectively). During the dormant season in Haq 3A, the mean throughfd

DOC concentrations (2.3-4.0 m@) were lower than stream baseflow by 1.0 mg/l to 2.4 mgIl
with the exception of one storm (Nov. 4 1992, 10.4 mg) where throughfdl samples may

have been contaminatedby fidien leaves in the coilectors. Lower throughfall DOC would

contribute to a net dilution of Stream DOC yet ail these stonns exhibited increases in stceam
D û C concentrations.
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Similar calculations for the June 22,1989 storm indicate that throughfd and stemfïow

contributions to stream discharge and DOC were also minor in the growing season. Together,
they conaibuted 17%of the total nuioff (Chapter 4) and approximately 1245 of the total DOC

flux in Harp 4-21. The D m flux was estixnated by using the meas&

throughfd DOC

concentration of 2.3 mgn and the weighted mean s t d o w DOC concentration of55 mg/i
from spring 1993. The low throughfd DOC concentration may result from the high rainfall
iotensity of this storm or spatial variabïlïty in throughfd DOC concentrations. In Harp 3A,
the s m d proportion of througbfdl and stem£iowin stream =off

(~15%)suggests that

throughfail and stemflow were also insuffiCient in volume to conaibute much of the total
stream DOC export

Overland flow was observed in both Harp 3A and Harp 4-21 during storm events.
Whereas the extent of overland flow varÏed seasonally in both catchments, the temporal and
spatial disaibution of overland flow was much more variable in Harp 3A. The overland flow
collecter in Harp 3A was poorly located and malfunctioned so that only one overland flow

sample with a DOC concentration of 90 mgll was collected from the October 16, 1992storm.

The two overland flow collectors in Harp 4-21 were more successful and collected samples
with DOC concentrations that range h m 5.5 mgB to 120 mgA Nearly all these results were
greater than Stream DOC concentrations (Figure9.3) and suggest that overland flow could

have been an important pathway of DOC to streams during stonns if the volumes were
substantial. The large spatial and temporal variability of overland flow volumes and DOC

concentrations make it dirrcult to estimate reasonably the input of DOC to streams dong this
Bowpath. Because overland flow in these basins includes both groundwater discharge and

thronghfall, hydrograph separations of the streams cannot be used to distinguish overland tlow
from soil or groundwater flow.
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Groundwater flow through the shallow soi1 horizons adjacent to the stream represents a
major fiowpath for DOC in Harp 4-21. Ifwe assume that the entire iacrease in soil water and
groundwater discharge (Le, above baseflow) during the October 31,1989 stom flowed
through the A and upper B horizons and had the average DOC concentration of 11.0 mgfi (n=
6) measured in piezometers P34-Ol(0.03-0.19 rn depth) and P46-Ol(0.06-0.22m depth) prior

to and during that storm, the mass of DOC flowing through the shailow nparian horizons
would equal73%of the total DOC exporteci by the stream.
Riparian and w e f W vs. kiCl;stope sources of DOC

To demonstrate the significance of DûC production in riparian and wedand areas,
DOC export from hiUslopes and streams are compared for storms between November 2 and 9,
1992 (Table 9.3). The range of hillslope DOC export was caicuiated by assucning that the

average DOC concentration of groundwater in hillslopes ranged between that of stream
baseflow (at S1 and W5)and that of hillslope piezometers. In Harp 4-21, the hillslope
accounted for between 16 and 27% of the total DOC export from the stream. Therefore, most
of the DOC exported during storms must have originated either in riparian areas or within the
Stream.

Hillslope transport of DOC to the ripatian and wetland areas was more important in
Harp 3A than in Harp 4-21 and varied between 37 and 68% of the total stream DOC export

cable 9-3).In the subcatchments without wetlands,W1 and W5,between 50-93% and 62115%respectîvely of the stream DOC export originated from the hillslope. Even the lower

ranges of these estimates in Harp 3A exceeded the upper ranges of estimates from S1 and S4
in Harp 4-21.

The wetlands were a significant source of DOC near the stream in Harp 3 k Whereas
nparian areas in W5 contrïbuted less than 38% of DOC export, the riparian areas and wetlands

Table 9 3

Hillslope and stream export of DOC between November 2 and 9,1992.
Hillslope

Tot.

670
-

Stream

028 - 1-73

16- 27

960

6-5

-

Harp 3A
Wl

1920

5-4- 92

50 - 93

2240

10-7

W3

1260

3-5- 6-5

22-40

1710

16.2

Total

5470

15.2 - 28-1

37 - 68

6760

41-3

Total precipitation during this period was 46 mm- Resuits are net values for each
subcatchment (e-g. W4 values are calculated fiom W4 - W5)Using a range of DOC concentrationsbas& on stream baseflow and groundwater (1.5-2.6
m g i in Harp 4-21 and 2-8-51mg/i in Harp 3A)-

in subcatchments W3 and W4 contributed between 60-78% and 36-65% of the subcatchment
stream DOC (Table 9.3). These areas exportexi 32-4646of tbe total DOC export from Harp 3A
even though they occupy o d y 8% of the total catchment area The effect of wetlands and
riparian areas on WC expod is also evident when the seasonal DOC yields are comparai for
the different subcatchments (Table 9.4). The DOC yields fkom subcattchments with wetIands

(W3 and W4) were comparable to those with riparian DOC sources (S 1)and were much larger

than the yieids from subcatchments without wetlands (\KI and W5).

Weflundsand in-stream sources of DOC
The increase in average groundwater DOC concentrations nom hillslopes to wetlands
to ponded water in Wetland 2 (Table 9.2) suggests that the source of DOC within the wetland
originates either fkom organic matter at the wetland surface or fkom contact of groundwater
with organic matter pnor to discharging to the wetland surface. The hydraulic conductivities
that were measured within the wetlands decrease rapidly with depth (=IO-5 m/s near the

surface at 0.1 m depth, 4 0 - 7to 106 m/s at depths >OS m) and suggest limited groundwater
fiow îhrough the base of the wetland and greater flow through more permeable shallow
organic horizons at the wetiand edge.
The response of stream DOC during storms at W3 and W4 suggests DOC production
by decomposition and leaching of organic matter by ponded water as a source of DOC and

episodic flushing as a aanspon process of D m from wetlands to the stream. The clockwise
loops in Figure 9.5 show that DOC concentrations were usually higher during the rÏsiag h b

than on the falling limb of the hydrographs at W3 and W4. Site S l did not show these loops

and site W5 only had smali loops during two smaU au-

stomis. Higher DOC

concentrations on the rising h b s may have been caused by the flushing of high DOC water
from the relatively stagnant portions of the wetland as water levels rose and the pools becarne
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Table 9.4 DOC and water yieIds w i t h . each subcatchment ofspring sampling seasons.

3A in the autumn and

~uturnnlDOC yield
(g
Y-9

~ u t u m n water
l
field
(mm>

97

LOQ

82

80

88

Sp-2

DOC yield
(g rn-2 yl)

sPrinp2water yield
43
42
36
19
58
(mm)
Results are net values for each subcatchment (e-g, W4 values are calculateci from W4- WS,

September 27-November 10,1992
May 2-May 3 1,1993
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Figure 9.5 DOC concentrations versus strearn discharge during autumn 1992 storms at a) W3
and b) W4. Arrows indicate the progression of tirne.
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more interconnected, The D E concentraiions in WetIand 2 during baseflow conditions
varied spatiaily with values that ranged from 5.3 to 17.1 m g diiMg one autumn sampling and

from 10.3 to 26.5 mg/i during a spring sampiing when the pools were poorly interconnecteci.

Samples of water flowing across Wetland 2 collectai during storms showed that DOC
concentrations initially increased as water Ievek rose and stagnant pools became comected

(Figure 9.6). When water levels were extremely high and

the pook were intercomected

during the Iarge storm on November 12.1992, wetIaxsd DOC concentrations remained low as

there were no stagnant areas and most pools were continuou~lyflush& Altematively, a k g e r
volume of water in the wetland during this storm may simply have diluted the DOC.
With the exception of wetlands, ui-sûram sources of DOC are unWrely in Hazp 3A and
~ & 4-21.
p
The stream beds are sandy with liale organic matter and no debris dams. In fact,

the Harp 3A stream between W3 and W1 was a net sink of DOC.A consemative estimate of
the total m a s of DOC that entered the stream between W3 and WI (W3 export t W2 expon +

B 1 Stream export + groundwater discharge) exceeded DOC expoa at W 1by 8 kg in the
aununn and 11kg in the s p ~ or
g 4%and 27% of total WC expoa respectively. In the s p ~ g
the DOC export at W3 was p a t e r than that measured at W 1 so that the loss of DOC between
W3 and W1 exceeded the DOC production from the W1 sukatchment to produce a net

negative yield (Table 4). Since these estimates oaly uiclude DOC removal downstream of W3,
the total amount of DOC removed dong the entire stream length could be larger. Meyer

(1990) and Mann and Wetzel(1995) discuss biotic and abioüc utilization of DOC in streams
and wetlands. Baseflow sampling dong the Harp 4-21 stream did not show downstream

increases in DOC concentrations (Hinton, unpublished data).

Figure 9.6 DOC concentrations and water leveis in Wetland 2 during a) auspkg-

and b)

Discussion

DOC concentrations of the different subcatchments clearly demonstrate the effects of

merent DOC sources and flowpaths in riparian, hillslope and wetland areas (Figure 9.4).
DOC mass balances show that riparian and wetIand sources contributed most of the stream
DOC during storms (Table 9.3), that shaUow subsurface flowpaths are capable of conm3uMg

most of the stream DOC export, and that in-stream sources of DOC are unli'treiy- The
differences in DOC dynamics among these tiuee areas are examined by comparing results
fkom subcarchments S 1 and S 4 (riparian), subcatchments W3 and W4 (wetiand), and

subcatchments W1. W2 and W 5 @Uslope).Aithough wetland areas can be riparian, a
distinction between riparian and wetland areas based on the persistence of ponded water in
wetland areas is made for the following discussion.

Riparian areas conmbuted most of the DOC to the Harp 4-21 stream during storms-

Because the DOC originates near the stream, the riparian flowpaths are most important and the
hillslope water flowpaths are relatively unimportant- In the riparian areas, the dominant
flowpath was lateral saiurated flow within the upper soil horizons where hydrauiic

conductivities are highest, Deeper groundwater from the Qll is a major contributor to storm
nuioff. However, discharge of deeper groundwater fiom the till directly to the stream could
not have contributed suffkïent discharge during storms to account for streamflow (Chapter 4).
Consequently, most of the deeper groundwater fiow fiom the till discharges to riparian soils,
mixes with shallower waters and flows rapidly through shaliow soil horizons to the stream

during storms. Therefore, both shallow flowpaths that originate near riparian areas, and deeper

aowpaths that originate in hillslope areas could have similar fiowpaths near the stream and

reach the Stream with similar DOC concentrations,
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Despite their similar riparian flowpaths, there is an important difference between these
shallow and deeper flowpaths. In riparian areas, water flowing along shallow flowpaths may
reach the stream without substantial interaction with lower soil horizons. In hillslope areas,

soil water DOC concentrations decrrased h m approximately 21 mg/i in the Iitter and A
horizons to 2.2 mg/l in the B and C horizons (LaZerte and Scott, 1996)-Therefore, waters
fiowing along deeper flowpaths have been through a cycle of DOC leaching and sorption
before they contact riparian soils. This distinction is important for the interpretation of DOC
quality. For example, deep groundwater DOC had liale modern (bomb) carbon and low 14C

activities compared to litter and soi1water leachates with higher I 4 c activities (Trumbore et

al., 1992;Schiff et al., 1997). Intermediate stream water 1%

activities showed that the stream

was composed predominantly of modem, shallow carbon sources but was diluteci by old,
deePer carbon sources (Schiff et al, 1W7). Therefore, quantitative modds ushg chernical

fingerprints of DOC (Kaplan and Newbold, 1993)would need to consider sach flowpaths
where low DOC waters from the hillslopes leach riparian DOC sources. These flowpaths are

not represented in schematic diagrams by Kaplan and Newbold (1993)and Boyer et aL (1996)
but are possible in the hydrological mode1 for the nparian zone presented by Fiebig et aL

(1990).

In the debate of whether groundwater dilutes or contributes to sueam DOC and

whether groundwater DOC is immobilued in the hyporheic zone (Kaplan and Newbold,
1993), there have been several comparisons of stream and groundwater DOC concentrations
(e-g. Rutherford and Hynes,

1987;Ford and Naisman, 1989;Fiebig, 1997).The difficulty with

this approach is that groundwater contributes to the stream dong different flowpaths with

different DOC concentrations. Stream DOC concentrations in Harp 4-21 are largely connolled
by the relative contributions of waters fkom the different horizons in riparian areas. Average

baseflow DOC concentrations (Table 9.1)were higher than the deep groundwater flable 9.2)
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which indicates that baseflow is a mixture of flow along deep and shallow groundwater

flowpaths. Diiiuig very dry conditions in late August, mostly deep groundwater conaibuted to
the stream and stream DOC concentration (23 m g ) and 14C activity were similar to deep

groundwater DOC (Schiff et al, 1997). Consequently, not only are the positionïng of the
piezometers and their screen lengths relative to the soil horizons and subsurîace fiowpaths
very important, but the relative flow along different flowpaths will change with fliictuating
water levels-

Saturated overland flow codd also be a Significantflowpath for DOC to the saeam,
particularly near peak discharges during Iarge storms. As overland flow is a mixture of
groundwater discharge, througiirall and stemfiow, the contribution of the DOC sources will
V a r y and be difficdt to quanti@. Hïgher DOC concentrations in overland flow compared to

throughfall and gcoundwater suggest that the leaching of litter may be the main source of DOC
dong this flowpath. If this flowpath is significant, most of the DOC wodd WEely onginate

near the stream or wetlands. Further exarnination of overiand flow DOC is warranted,

Riparian areas are far more important to storm DOC export in Harp 4-21 than in

subcatchments W1, W2 and W5 of Harp 3A (Table 93). The importance of riparian areas
depends on the level of the watex table relative to the organic-rich soi1horizons. During storms
there was more flow through hi@ organic matter soil horizons in Harp 4-21 than in Harp 3 A

This difference is partly a reflection of the effect of dope angle on the riparian water table.
Along the more gentle hillslopes of Harp 4-21, the water table remained closer to ground

surface farther from the Stream than along the steeper slopes of Harp 3A (Figure 9.2).
Therefore, groundwater flowed dong shallow fiowpaths for a p a t e r distance allowing more
contact witb organic matter.
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Groundwater flow fkom the hillsIopes is also important for its influence on the riparian
water tabIe. In Harp 3A, the iack of tills with Iower hydraulzc conductivitks combined with

steeper slopes and a rooting zone that extends to bedrock resdts in faster drainage of the water
from the hillslope. Slower groundwater flow through the tills of Harp 4-21 hillslopes
maintains high water levels and wemr antecedentconditions near the Stream whereas the Harp
3A hillsIopes drain more rapidLy and dry up in the -mer

due to lack offlow from hillslope

soils and tiU
Not all the merences in stream DOC response between Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A can
be amibuteci to Merences in riparian flowpaths. There may be differences in soi1propeaies
both dong the W l o p e s and in riparian areas. Groundwater in the lower B horizons of Harp
3 A hillslopes had higher DûC concentrations than in Harp 4-21 (Table 9.2). These differences

could indicate different DOC sorption capacities dong the hillslopes as documented by

Nelson et aL (1993) in a paired watershed study. However, there are not any large differences
in soil texture or cation exchange capacity that wodd suggest such differences are due to
differences in hiblope soil propertïes (Lozano et al, 1987). Rather, diffetences in the

thickness and organic content of the riparian soils were observed between Harp 4-21 and Harp
3A, but no thorough investigation of organic matter content or distribution was carried out

Thicker and higher organic matter content in riparian soils of Harp 4-21 probably result from

the higher and more persistent saturation. SeasonaUy dry conditions in Harp 3A aUows for

more orridation of organic matter.
Hiclslope vs. wetland areas
The subcatchments in Harp 3A have similar topography and vegetation except for the
presence of srnall wetlands in W3 and W4.The DOC concentratïons increased from the
hillslope to the wetiand pable 9.2), and DOC concentrations at W3 and W4 were consistently
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higher than those at W5 during both basefiow and stormflow conditions male 9-1)-

Consequently, the veld of DOC was rnuch p a t e r nom subcatchments with wetiands than
those without (Table 9-4)-The presence of wetlands,even smaii ones, compietely dominateci
the DOC export during both baseflow and stomfbw conditions so that the W I o p e areas

were relatively unimportant compared to the wetlands fiable 9.3). Therefore, it wouid be

pointless to atrempt to relate DOC dynamics in subcatchments W3 and W4 to hillslope
flowpaths. This dominance of wetlands over hiilslopes as a DOC source is the reason that

correlations between wetland area and DOC export are possible (Eckhardt and Moore, 1990;
Molot and Dillon, 1996)Wetland vs. riparian areas

The DOC dynamics of wetland subcatchments (W3 and W4) are di.fferent from
riparian subcatchments (SI and S4)in several ways-Baseflow DOC concentrations were
lower at S1and S4 u a b l e 9.1). During storms, S1and S 4 had larger changes in DOC

concentrations thar were more closely rehted to flow (Figures9.4 and 8.5)- Wheteas higher
groundwater levels during storms generally produced larger peak DOC concentrations for
larger discharges at S1 and S4, peak DOC concentrations at W3 and W4 (Figures 9.4 and 9.5)

and Wetland 2 (Figure 9.6) were smder for progressively larger stoms. Eligher DOC
concentrations on the rising limbs of hydrographs @gwe 9-5)suggest that flushing of organic
sources at the wetland surface during stoms may be important These results suggest that

most of the DOC in W3 and W4 onginates at the wetiand surface rather than at the wetland
edge in a manner simila.to riparian areas in S 1and S4. Consequently, the processes and the

dynamics of DOC in ripean areas are not the same as those in wetlaads, and nparian areas
carmot simply be treated as wetland areas-

Condusions and im~licatioirs

Riparian and wetland areas were the major sources of stnxm DOC daring stoxms in
two small catchments of glacial sediments. A sisnificant proportion of DOC export orïginated
in these areas (Table 9.3) and DOC yields were highest from these areas (Table 9.4). These

results support the hypothesis by Hemond (1990) that 'srneam channel wetïands' are the main
source of stream DOC. Riparian DOC sources are not restricted to areas of ponded water,
most of the DOC export from Aarp 4-21 daring storms originated in the shalIow organic-rich

soils adjacent to the stream that do not have ponded water. In this smdy, the response of
sûeam DOC concentrations during storms were different between riparian and wetland areas

because the DOC export in riparian areas is related to flowpaths whereas the DOC export in

wetlands is related to DOC production and leaching in ponded water.
The results of this study emphasize the need to focus on the dynamics of DOC in
nparian and wetland areas during storms. Some of the important hydrological processes that

control DOC dynamics only occur during storms and would not be observed from studies with
longer sampling intemals- Because the sources of DOC in watersheds can be localized (within
5-25 meters of the stream channel in Harp 4-21), the geographic locations of instrumentation

are very important. Traditionaliy, most studies have relied on soil lysimeters and piezometers
located in midslope positions or have failed to recognïze diEerent flowpaths in npmian areas.
Recognition of the difference in flowpaths between hillslope and riparian areas needs to be
incorporated into project design- Studies are also needed to examine how differences in soil
properîies in the immediate area near the sueam (0-25 m) affect Stream DOC dynamics.

DOC sources cannot be equatcd with water flowpaths. Water flowing dong different

flowpaths can acquire DOC from similar sources in riparian and wetiand areas. The use of
multiple organic madcers in mïxing models as suggested by Kaplan and Newbold (1993) may
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be complicated by the discharge of deeper groondwater through shailow riparian fiowpaths.
First. if groundwater acquires the same concentration as soil water then the marker w i l l not
serve to distinguish the two, Second, not alL markets will be affected simdarly in riparian areas

so that the markers may record the degree of interaction with riparian soils rather than the
relative fluxes almg different flowpaths-Conversely, such markers codd help identay

interactions in nparian areas,
The importance of riparian suils as a somce o f D m uitïmaely depends on the water
flowpaths near the Stream- Where flowpaths intersect riparian soils of high organic matter

content for a ~ i ~ c adistance
n t
before discharging to the stream, Stream DOC export wilI be
higher. Several hydrdogical and physical factors affect these flowpaths but the most criticai
factor is the water table fluctuation near the Stream. Where riparian DOC sources are

importank DOC dynamics will Vary fiorn catchment to catchment and may Vary within a
catchment during different storms. However, we hypothesize that positive correlations
between DOC concentrations and stream discharge wLll be strongest in watersheds with large
ripanan DOC sources and without signZicant wetiand areas.

The role of sabsurface flow in streamflow generation was examined in this thesis by
field studies of two smalI catchments on the Canadian Shield EIarp 4-21 and Harp 3A, located

in central Ontario. The most significant difference between these catchments is the presence of

thicker glacial tÏll in Harp 4-21 (up to 15 m)than in Harp 3A (les han= 0.5 m). Therefore,
the hydrological role of glacial till codd be evaluated by a paired watershed study. Field
studies combïned the use of hydrometrïc measurements, such as stream discharge,

groundwater levels and soil water con=

with hydrochemical and isotopic data The

purposes of these field measurements were to quant* the temporal and spatial pattern of
subsurface contributions to storm m o f f and to idenm the controlhg hydrological processes.
Conceptual models of streamflow generation were smnmarized and refined in the context of

subsurface flow. Field data were then used to evaluate the relative importance of these models
in Harp 4-21 and Harp 3 k Whenever possible, linkages berneen hydrological processes and

physical and hydrological parameters were identifïed to allow the extension of results to other
catchments on the Canadian Shield Lastly, the dynamics of dissolved organic carbon @OC)
during storms were studied to assess their importance on export budgets, to i d e n e DOC

sources during storms, and to demonstrate how knowledge of the hydrological flowpaths can
improve interpretations of hydrochemical variables.
Contributions of this thesis

This thesis has made several contributions to the study of subsurhce fiow in

streamfiow generation. niese contributions c m be classined according to methodology, data
collection, data interpreîation, and concepaial understanding. Methodologicai contributions of
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this study include: the developmentof general equatioos foc three-component hydrogxaph
separatiom (Chapter 41, the use of a water balance approach to quanüfy the magnitude and
timing of nuioff fkom a hillslope (Chapter 6), and the development of a new method to

calculate stonn export of a hydrochemical variable that is dependent on discharge (Chapter 8).
The coliection, documentation and interpretation of hydrological and hydrochemical data
represents a signifïcantcontribution in itseif because it provides a database for cornparison
with other studies and for deveiopment of broader generalizations and concepaial modeIs-

AIthough the combined use of hydrological and hydrochemical data fÏom sueams and
groundwater is not a new development for streamflow genedon studies, few studies on the

Canadian Shield have reported such combined data (e.g. Biinte and Sami,1992; Auan and
RouIet, 1994; Peters et al., 1995)-In this study, a substanial amount of stream, soil moishue,

goundwater, and hydrochemical data were coUected and reported. Some of the most
important results, ùiterpretations, generalizations and conceptual developments of the thesis
are surnmarued in the following sections. Their implications are discussed and suggestions for

additional research proposed,
The role of glacial till

Glacial till on the Canadian Shield is coarser grained than tiu that has incorporated

PaIeozoic carbonates adjacent to the Shield. Consequently, its hydraulic conductivity is higher
(Chapter 3) and flow through it c m contribute significady to stream discharge (Chapter 4).

Therefore, the glacial till of Harp 4-21 is considered to be a low field aquifer rather than an

Groundwater flow through glacial till on the Canadian Shield has important
hydrological roles both during and between storms. The most important is to provide seasonal
water storage and groundwater flow fkom upslope throughout the year (Chapters 3 and 5).
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This fiow maintains the groundwater table within soil horizons near the stream, disp1aces

stored water fkom these soils, and supplies stre!am b a d o w year round Fiow rates from the

tillduring storms do not change greatly and cannot s o u n t for the observed increase in stream
discharge because the hydraulic conductivity of the till is lower than that of the ovedying

soils. However, water that flows throogh the till can stiU be the dominant component of storm
runoff because it is discharged to the soils adjacent to the stream pnor to the storm and is
rapidly displaced into the $tramduring the stonn (Chapter 4).

The role of soils

Subsrilface s t o d o w generation occurs predomiaantly within saturated soils because
their saturated hydraulic conductivity is mach greater than tbat of the till or the bedrock This
result is probably me for most catchments on the Canadian Shield except where the parent
material of the soil is quite pemeable (> = 10-5 to 10-6 ds)
as in the case of glaciofluvial or

shoreline sediments (e-g. Buttle and Sami, 1992). Macropores that are created by roots and
soi1 structure are likely responsible for the high hydraulic conductivity observed in the study
catchments and are important for transmittuig subsrirface flow through the soils (Chapter 7).

The spatial extent of water table development within the soils is the most important
factor that influences the effectiveness of runoff generation. The large temporal variability in
the spatial extent of the water table withui the Harp 3A soils causes the large variability in

ninoff response to storms (Chapters 5 and 7). The spatial extent of the water table in soiis

depends on antecedent soil moisture, slope, hydraulic conductivity of the till, and till
thicbriess-

The water table position with respect to soi1horizons is also important because the
hydraulic conductivity is higher for shaiiower horizons as macropores become more prevalent
As water levels rise within the soi&subsurface flow increases greatly as does the relative
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importance of flow within soils (Chapter 6).The water table position in soils innuences the
dative amount of flow through different horizons and, therefore, Stream water chemistry
(Chapter 9).
Timing and spatial m n t of subsurjiace stomjbw generation
As demonstrated by soi1water balances in Harp 3A (Chapter 6), subsurf' flow can

be generated rapidly £kom middle or upper hillslopes. MÏtrating water altùnatdy generates

subsurface flow and stream runoff by displacing water downslope towards the Stream.
Consequently, the timing and magnitude of subsurface m o f f production at a given dope
position depends on storage of infïltrating water, storage of subsurface flow fiom upslope, and
release of stored water. Therefore, the timing of subsudace stormflow generation depends on

dope position, not only because of spatial differences in antecedent water storage within the

slope, but &O because of subsurface flow fioom upslope. Sites facther upslope c m even
contribute subsurface runoff more rapidly than downslope sites because water storage w i t h
the transiently saturateci zone at downslope sites may not decrease until subsdace flow fiom

upslope decreases and the water table drops (Chapter 6).
Role of physical and hydrological condr'tiom on the Canadian Shield

In this thesis, it has been suggested that hydrological responses and processes should
be related to the physical and hydrological conditions of individual catchrnents in order to

apply the results more widely to other watersheds. Several reIationships between physicd and

hydrological factors, and hydrological responses and processes have been made in the
previous sections and throughout the thesis- However, there are too few studies to formulate

broad generalizations of hydrological processes for the dinerent types and thicknesses of
overburden on the Canadian Shield without resoning to specdation. This thesis does provide
sufficient data to compare differences in hydrological responses for hillslopes with soils and
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thick till (Harp 4-21) and hibIopes with soils and thin till (&rp 3A, and PC-108).These
results are summarizd and compared with those from another Canadian Shield catchment

without soiIs or with thin soifs directly on bedrock (man and Roulet, 1994) in Table 10-1Conceptml m d e k of subsu@ace stmmjbw generation

Conceptual mode& of subsarface stordiow generation were classified according to
the mechanism and spatial extent of increased subsufface flow during storms and the zones in
which increased flow occars (unsaturated, Wentiy-saturated or previously saturated zones,
Chapter 2). Increased subsurface flow can result fiom incnased downslope hydraulic

Opclients and increased water contents. niese mechanisms provide a means for distinguïshing
between different conceptual models and hydrological processes. Consequently, recognition of
t h e k different mechanisrns are a u s a basis for planning streamflow generation studies and

for interpreting their results (Chapter 7).
The implications of s t r e d o w generation models on subsurface flow had not
previously been adequately considered, pacàculady with respect to the identification of the
physical and hydrological conditions necessary to produce significant subsudace stormflow-A
theoretical examination of these physical and hydrological conditions has placed constraints

on the type of environments where hydrological processes are likeIy to dominate. For
example, the groundwater ridging model is limiteci to sediment. without macroporosity
because of the model's requirement of tension-saturation which cannot occur in soils with

macropores (Chapter 2). This limitation invalidates the application of this model to most
forested watersheds-

The groundwater ridging model is the only model to emphasize changes in hydraulic
=radientand increased flow through previously sa-

sedirnents. Results in the two study

catchments demonstrate that changes in downstope hydrauiic gradients were srnall during

Table 10.1 Hydrologicalresponse in ù i l o p e s of different secüment imentckness on the
Canadian SWId Data for thin or absent soils fkom Allan and Roulet (1994)E5ydrologim.l
variable

Soils thin or absent
on bedrock

Baseflow

Soils on ttiin till
or bedrock
none or very low when
evapotranspirationis

So& on thick tills
maintiu'ns baseflow
throughout year

Wh
Runoff ratio

Peak discharge high
Groundwater
small or absent
discharge area

Pre-event water initially low but
increases as predischarge
event water is
displaced fiom soils
mostly as Horton
Event water
discharge
overland flow, or as
saîurated ovetland
flow if soils saturate

high variability, very
low in summer, high in
wet periods
high varïabrtity
less evident than for
thick tills, may
disappear in snmmer,
related U, change in
topographic slope and
convergence

low variability, lower
in summer than wet
Seasom
Iess variabirity
easiIy observed by
summerwetness and
vegetation, expand
and contract
seasonaily, related to
change in topographic
slope, convergence
and decrease in
sediment thickness
high bat can decrease if high throughout
water storage is
events
replaced by event water

mostly as sanirated
mostly as sanirated
ovefiand aow, or ais0 as overiand flow
subsurface flow if
storage is replaced by
event water

storrns and were insuffiCient to account for the increase in subsudace flow. Consequentiy,
changes in hydraulic gradient were relatively unimportant for subsadace stormtlow

generation. These and other results show that the grotmdwater ridging modd is inappropriate
for these catchments (Chapter 7)-

The increase in subsnrface flow in the two catchments results fÎom an increase in
water content, specifically, the saturation o f the soils (Chapter 7).Unsaturated soih have

lower hydraulic conductivity that can increase substantiaIiy upon saturanon. Consequently, the
hydraulic conductivity of sediments that becorne transiently saturated durhg stonns can

transmit much more flow than when unsaturated. This process is the basis of the
transmissivity feedback model which is the most appropriate model for both Harp 4-21 and
Harp 3A.

Consideration of the hydrologicai and physical seauigs conducive to subsurface
stominow generation (Chapter 2) and results of field studies (Chaprer 7) have contributecl to
the improved understanding of hydrological processes within the transmissivity feedback
model. Two variations of rhis model were discussed: ma&

flow and dud porosity flow. The

dual porosity flow model was proposed as a generai expimation that accounts both for the

flow of pre-event water through macropores and the role of macropores in the mnsmissivity

feedback model. In dual porosity flow, high satarated hydraulic conductivity is caused by
saturation of macropores; in rnaaix flow, it is caused by saturation of the soil ma&.

Since the

dual porosity rnodel applies to a wider range of sediment textures, it is more generaüy

applicable provided that macropores are present (Chapter 2). The dual porosity model is most
appropnate for forested soils on the Canadian ShieLd, but may be less appropnate for parent
materid below the root zone. The high hydraulic conductivity attributed to macropores in
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Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A suggests that the transmissivity feedback mode1 with duaI porosiw is
applicable in these catchments (Chapter 7).
f i e rok of stem on DOC

Storms connibute signincantly to the total DOC export fkom the study catchments
because storm runoff accounts for a considerable proportion of total nuioff and because DOC

concentrations increase with Stream discharge (Chapter 8). A cornparison of different methods
to calculate DOC export shows that calculations can introduce errors, particuiarly when storms
have not been sampied at appropriate tirnes. The resuits emphasize the need for monitoring

storms and for understanding the processes that intluence DOC export during stonns, a
research topic that has received relatively Little attention given the large amount of published
research on DOC.
Study of DOC dynamics during stomis in Harp 4-21 and Harp 3A reveaied the

geographical distribution of DOC sources and demonstrated that water flowpaths can have a
large influence on DOC sources to the stream (Chapter 9). In Harp 4-21, most of the DOC

originates fmm riparian areas as groundwater flows through shaiiow soil horizons before
discharging to the stream. In Harp 3A, riparian sources of DOC adjacent to hillslopes are less

important because riparian flowpaths do not intersect shallow soil horizons for similar
duratons and upslope disdisrances as in Harp 4-21. However, DOC fiom wetlands is important
in Harp 3A despite their small areaï coverage. Results also show that DOC concentrations and

transport d u h g stoms are different for wetlands and riparian areas adjacent to hillslopes.
Understanding of flowpaths in Harp 4-21 pennitred the interpretation of apparenrly

contradictory results. Isotopic and geochemical hydrograph separations indicawl that most of

the Stream discharge origioated as grounàwater fiom the tiU (Chapter 4), yet DOC
concentrations were lowest in the tiil and increased in the stream dwhg stoms (Chapter 9).
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The contradiction is resolved by the discharge of iill water through s M o w riparian soil

horizons where it acqPires DOC and transports it to the stream. This result is significant
because many conceptual modeb of stream hydmchemistry do not ailow for discharge of deep
groundwater through shalIow soil horizons.
Im~licationsof this studv

One of the goals of this thesis has been to study streamflow generation with an
emphasis on subsudace flow. Streamflow generation has k e n a research topic for many yean
within various disciplines such as forest hydrology, geomorphology, ecology and soil science.

Although the field work in this study integrated methods fiom various disciplines, the

interpretation of its results has used a predominantiy hydrogeological approach where
subsurface flow is concemed. This approach is not new (e-g. Sklash and FarvoIden, 1979),but
it has provided some new insight into and structure to the understanding of subsurface

stomiflow. For example, conceptual models of subsurface stomflow were summarized
according to hydrogeological conditions and were related to physical and hydraulic propeaies
of porous media (Chapter 2). The intent of this thesis has been to guide streamflow generation

research towards greater consideration of hydrogeological (and soil physics) p ~ c i p l e and
s
processes witbn the developrnent of conceptuai models and the interpretations of subsurface
flow.

The soil water balance emphasizes a different approach for considering subsurface
stormflow generation (Chapter 6).Whereas most research has focused on water fluxes,this
approach also relates nuioff generation to changes in water storage. The differences in runoff

generation are attnbuteà to different capacities to store water or to the timing of water storage
and drainage £iom the sediments. 'Ibis approach is very practical because it can be used to
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determine the magnitude and timing of runoffconm'butions at an individual location. It is

anticipated that this approach Milbecome more commonly applied with recent technologid
developments in measurements of soil moisaire.

The fact that changes in water content were more important than changes in hydraulic
gradients has implications for the methods that are used to study subsurface s t o d o w .
Qua.nàfi.cationof the increase in subsurf'e flow that results fiom increasing water content
requires a pater focus on meanirements of the imsaturated propertïes of sediments.

Therefore, subsurface s t o d o w generation studies not only require the measarement of the
groundwater response during stoms but also of watex content, the SOS
water retention curve,

and unsaturated hydrauiic conductivity- Since these propemies are greatly &ected by
macropores, measurements must be made on undisturbedsoils.
This study demonstrates that subsarface s t o d o w generation is not limitecl to areas

near the Stream (Chapter 6). Midslope and upslope soils can contribute rapidly to subsurf'
s t o d o w by displacing water towards the Stream. The implications of this result are both

methodologÏcal and conceptual- Firstly, carchments shodd be instrumenteci to assess runoff
contributions fkom areas disfant from the stream. Even in Harp 4-21, where contributions to

storm nxnoff fiom upper hillslopes are less signXcant, measurements of soi.water balances
would have been usehl to quantify stoxxnfiow conaibutions by unsaturated flow. Secondly,
the concept of a variable source area is useN to consider streamflow contributions by

saturated overiand flow but does little to advance the understanding of the spatial and

temporal contributions of subsurface stormflow. Since runoff contributions at individual sites

can be measured, it is possible to define the spatial and temporal variations in the area that
contributes to subsurface flow. The concept of a variable contributhg area is more inclusive
than a variable source area because it aiso includes subsurfaice flow-

Dissolved silica was a very usefid tracer on the Canadian Shield becanse thïck tïi.ihad
sibanificantIy higher concentrations than soils- These measurements were even more usehl
when combined with isotopic measurements because soi1 and till water contributions to siream
m
f
f could be quantified (Chapter 4). However, it is not known whether or not similar
differences in dissolved silica concentrations are observed in other catchments and if they are

only found withui thick tilL Ifso, stream sarveys of dissolveci siIica during baseflow

conditions could also be used to identify caaihments where till is hydrologicaily importantSince silicate weathering is an important source of aUrafinity where carbonates are
absent (Dankevy, 1989), groundwater flow through the tiIl provides aikahïty to the streaxn in

&environment where allralinities are low. Consequently, catchments with thick till, such as
Harp 4-21, are more capable of b u f f e ~ acidic
g
deposition than those with thin a,
such as

Harp 3A and PC-108.Akhough sediment thickness is o d y one of many factors that influences
aJkalinity, the regional distributions of tîii thickness may help explain some of the wide

differences in al.kahïty between streams and lakes within the Canadian Shield- The decrease

in dissolved silica concentrations in Harp 4-21 during spring snowmek indicates that the
relative contribution of tiU water to the stream ciecreases, probably as a result of increased

subsurface flow through the soils and flushhg of till water fkom them. Therefore, stream
alkalinity (and other hydrochemical fluxes) in Harp 4-21 may not only be dependent on
subsurface flowpaths but also on the flushing of tiii water fkom soils near the Stream.
The value of combining hydrometric, isotopic and geochemical data in streamflow
generation studies has been demonstrated in this thesis. High silica concentrationsduring

stoms could have been interpreted as large increases in subsurface flow h m the tili, whereas
the hydrometric data showed that such inmeases were not possible and led to the interpretation
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that rillwater was being rapidly displaced fiom soils (Chapter 4). The combined data helped

define flowpaths in a way that neither tracers nor hydrometrïc monitoring would have shown
individuallyThe impIications of the üansmissivity feedback model on subsurface flowpaths, water

mixing and hydrochemistry have not been thoroughly considend For example, how does
water that fiows in the transientiy saturatml zone mix with water in deeper horizons? The

answer to this question wodd be very important for the buSering of acidic precipitation that
infiltrates the soil. Altematively, what does this model imply about the spatial d i s t n i o n and
temporal variations of natural tracers such as 1 8 0 within a soit? Many important questions

such as these have yet to be addressed fully but have important implications for the
interpretations of hydrochemicai processes and tracers. One obvious implication of the model
is that hydrological flowpaths are very closely related to groundwater levels and hydrological

conditions. Therefore, changes in hydrological conditions, such as those related to climate
change, could also change water flowpaths and catchment hydrochemislry. The dinerences
between matruc and dual porosity flow in the transmissivity feedback model may ais0 resuIt in

different mixing processes and warer flowpaths. The implications of this model on
hydrological flowpaths, mixing and hydrochemical output of hillslopes require more detailed

study.

Mathematical models either impIicitly or explicitly incorporate a conceptual model.
Mathematical modeis, B e conceptual models, are simplified reptesentations of reality, The
value of models depends, in part, on whether or not the simplifications are appropnate. For

conceptual models, the simplincation often involves the inclusion of only the s i m c a n t
hydrological processes. Much of the study of streamflow generation has been devoted to
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detenni'uiing which processes are most signifÏcant for individnal catchments. Although studies
such as this one can detennine which processes and rnodeis are most appropriate in a few

catchments that have been caremy instrumentecl and monitoreû, more widespread application
of concephial or mathematical models requùes the identification of possible processes in other
catchments. Classification and description of conceptual models according to the hydrological
processes and physical environments in Chapter 2 is one step towards making the knowledge
that is gaùied in individual watersheds more widely applicable. One goal of such

generaiizations is to be able to detennine the important hydrologicd processes in a catchent
kom the measurement of a minimal amount of physical, hydrological, and hydrochemical
daGL

Mathematical models of hydrological processes in catchments vary greatly in
complexity. Very simple empincal rnodels that mat hydro1ogical ffowpaths within a
catchment as vertical flow through hydrological reservoirs have been comrnonly used for
modelling the effects of acidic deposition (e.g. Christophersen and Wright, 1981). Such a
model was used to predict discharge and sdphate concentrations in the Harp 4 catchment
( F i g e 10.1, Seip et aL, 1985). The results of this thesis can be used to consider some of the

simplifications of the hydrological component of tbis modeL The spatial differences in the
water table profiles dong the Stream and the variations in the spatial patterns of runoff

production (Chapter 3) suggest that spatially distributeci models may be more appropnate than
the lumped model shown in Figure 10.1. Even given its simplified nature, this mathematical

model is based on a faulty concephml model. It is apparent that this model cannot represent
the observed flowpaths in Harp 4-2 1 where deep groundwaters (or deep soi1 layers in this

case) discharge through shailow soil horizons before reaching the stream. This hydrological
model would not be able to reconcile the isotopic and dissolved silica

Figure 10-1 Hydrologicd resenroirmode1 (Seip et al., 1985).
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concentration data (Chapter 4) with the DOC results (Chapter 9). This example demonstrates
the importance of having valid conceptual models in the design of mathematicai models.

More recent hydrogeochemicai models atternpt to incorporate the effects of DOC
mornberger et aL, 1994)and nitrogen flushhg (Creed et al, 1996). Although these models
incorporate the spatially variabIe nature of runoff production tbrough the use of TOPMODEL
(Beven and Kirkby, 1979), they are also based on a simple concepmal model of hydrological

ffowpaths. ConsequentIy, interpretations of hydrochemical results couid be inappropriate if the
hydrological flowpaths of the model are not validated- For example, it may be possible to
develop a credible model of DOC in Harp 4-21 based a simple model such as in Figure 10.1.
Such a model would emphasize shallow flowpaths that deiiver high DOC water to the Stream
during storms. If other water chemistry data or hydrometric data had not been collecte& it
would likeIy not have been possible to nxognize the contributionof deeper, high silica and

alkalinity groundwater to the Stream during storms. Therefore, it is important to collem

vaRous types of data that will help constrain and validate hydrological flowpaths.
Slightly more complex mathematical models account for the spatially variable nature

of runoff generation (e.g. TOPMODEL.Beven and Kirkby, 1979). Aowever, diese models
rely on the surface topography as an indicator of subsurface flow- As demonstrated in Chapter
3, this assumption rnay not be valid in catchments wïth thick sediments in which groundwatei:

flowpaths are not always perpendicular to topographic contours. In addition, in catchments
with thin sediments, bedrock topography may be a more accurate representation of subsurface

flow directions (McDonneU et d-,1996)Even when more complex deterministic mathematical models are used, it is not always
possible to incorporate a l l the hydrological procemes of the different concephial modeis that
are describeci in Chapter 2. Some of the Merences between conceptual models simply
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represent different catchment propeaies and can be incorporated within the input parameters

of numerical models. However, sorne conceptual mode&, such as those involving macropore

flow,may require different numencai models or specinc fomialations of input parameters.
The results of this snidy suggest that modelling of both the unsaturated and saturated zones in
catchments is essential if increased water contents cause the incfease in subsurface flow, The

results also suggest that dual porosity flow may be an important hydrological process and

should also be incorporated into mathematical models of subsurface stomiflow as describeci in
Chapter 7EcologicQl irnpZicatzorts

Groundwater flow through thick glacïai till can have important biological and
ecological implications- During extended periods of drought, it provides baseflow to streams
which may be refiiges for aquatic organisms that require perennial £low. Many s?reaxns on the
Canadian Shield are intermittent because hillslopes cannot provide baseffow throughout the
year. Groundwater discharge not only provides flowing water conditions but may also provide
alkahïty, nutrients or proper temperature conditions for some aquatic species (e-g. Curry,

1993; Curry and Noakes, 1995)The most important ecologicalrole of groundwater discharge may be in the

maintenance of water levels in wetlands driring the summer. Devito et aL (1996) found higher
summer water levels in a wetland where upland catchments supplied perenniai baseflow input
@arp 4) than in a wetland withh a catchment where uplaad streams were ephemeral (Plastic

Lake, PC 1). Water levels in wetlands are very important ecoIogÏcdy and biogeochemically
because they largely control the redox conditions that influence the transformation of elements
withïn wetlands and their export (Devit0 and Dillon, 1993; Devito et al., 1996).
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The DOC budgets that were presented in Chapter 8 demonstrate the importance of
storms to the DOC export from catchrnents-The methodolo@calimplication of this result is
that studies with a n n d DOC budgets should include cwfiil evaluation both of sarnpling

fiequency and timing with respect to changes in stream discharge, and of methods to calculate
stream DOC budgets. For some such studies, it may be wise to consider intensive sampling of
some storms in different seasons to quantify possible errors in annuai DOC budgets.
A potentially more significantimplication of large DOC exports during stoms is that

the sources and processes that innuence DOC rnay not be the same during storms as during

baseflow conditions (Chapter 9). Interpretation of data that are coIlected predominantly during

baseflow conditions may preclude the identification of processes that occur only driring
s m s . Furthemore, the recognition of the importance of stom periods rnay lead to better

interpretation of processes or sources that previously rnay not have been considered fiiUyy

Several ideas for additional research have emerged from both the interpretation of
results fiom this thesis and the summary of existing research. This section presents these ideas
with the intent to stimulate fuaher development and research.

Additional testing of hydrologial processes

Although conceptual models of sabsurface flow incorporate several hydrologîcal
processes (Chapter 2), these processes and some of their hydrochernical implications are not
M y understood- These processes shonld be tested under carefiilly controlled conditions both
in the Iaboratory and in small fieid experiments, The experiments of Abdul and G U a m
(1984,1989) and Gillham (1984) are very good examples of this approach to test the

groundwaterndging hypothesis and the capiIIary f i g e effect. A similar approach is required
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for testing other hydrologicd processes, particularly those of the transmissïvity feedback
model, that are associateci with increasing subsurface flow in transiently satmted sediments-

The interactions behueen the s o l maaix and macropores under both negative and positive
pressure heads also require m e r experimental study. The compazîson of fiow through
sediments without macropores, sediments with a single CO~MUOUS macropore, and sedunents
with a single discontinuous macropore in the column experiment of B d e and Leigh (1997),

is another good example of the necessary research to better understand flow processes.
There is &O a need to verify the physical and hydrological propertïes appropriate for

various models. The assessrnent of these propenies in Chapter 2 was based predominantly on
the theoretical understanding of processes bat these properties remah to be verified under

cogrolled field or laboratory conditions.

Field studies
The identification of hydrological processes is not suffiCient to expIain the
hydrological and hydrochemical responses of catchments. B is also necessary to detennine
how these processes change tempody and spatiaiïy during storms. This thesis has placed
,mat emphasis on the examination of spatial merences in hydrological responses. This

approach subdivides larger catchments into smaller areas where it is easier to relate

hydrological responses to physical properties or hydrological conditions. Furtherrnore, it is
possible to integrare individual responses for srnalier areas into a larger catchment response.
The spatial and temporal pattern of subsurface flow generation within a carchment can
be measured by the same approach- Soi.water balances can be used to determine the timing

and magnitude of nuioff generation at a given location (Chapter 6).With a suffiCient number

of sites and frequency of sarnpling, it would be possible to account for the spatial distribution
of stored water within a catchment at several times during a stom. Since the disaibution of
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water storage would be Iniown, these data implicitly include the net flow rates throaghoughoutthe
catchment When interpreted in conjunction with other data, such as water table elevations,
saturated and unsanirated hydranlic conductïvïty and hydrochemistry, the hydrological
processes can be identifid
Since the fieldwork for this thesis was compIeted, there have been substantial

irnprovements in the availability and cost of automated soil moistme measurementby TDR It
is possible to measme or estimate automaticaily ail the componena of the water balances
(including evapotranspiration) in Chapter 6.Although the cost o f f d l automation may s a be
prohibitive for some studies, automated measurements of water levels. pressute head (tension)
and soil rnoisture at a few sites could provide better temporal resolution and measurements for
a p a t e r number of stoms over a wide range of hydrological conditions Baker and Alharas,
19%; Heimovaara and Bouten, 1990)-

Numerical rnodels

One beneficial use of numerical models for streamfiow generation research would be
to test various conceptual modeis and determine if they can generate significant fluxes of

subsurface water, given reaiistic estimates of hydraulic parameters. One of the important

results of this study is that subsuiface flow is attributed to an increase in hydraulic
conductivity upon saturation of macroporous soils. Dumer's (1994) estimation of the hydraulic
conductivity function for soils with heterogeneous pore structure codd be used to assess the
possible significance of the transmissivity feedback mode1Mthdual porosity flow (Chapter

One objective of this thesis was to relate streamflow generation processes to

meaurable physical or hydrologicd factors. AIthough this was done qualitatively with respect
to conceptual modefs of subsurfixe stomflow generarion (Chapter 2). there was no
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quantitative attempt to determine the reiative importance of different factors, such as soii

moisture retention c m . An effective way to coasider the quantitative importance of any
individuai factor is by numerical modelluig in which each parameter can be vaned

independently. Freeze (1972b)ued this approach to assess the importance of saturated
hydraulic conductivity, soil thichess, topographie dope, dope shape, r a l n f d intensity and
duration. Freeze (1972b, p. 1277)recognized bat:

variations in the shape of the characteristic c w e s for the hiIlside soils
would undoubtediy influenceoatflow hydrographs, but an analysis of
the effect does not seem warranted until more measured curves from
near-surface samples are availahleGiven that such data are currentiy available, and mathematical models for the buk hydraulic
properties of soils with heterogeneous pore structures have k e n developed @mer, 1994),

new simulations are warranteci. Their resdts can be used to assess the potential signïficance of
soil texture and rnacropores to subsurfacestormflow generation.
Processes that M e c t DOC duniig sr~nnr
This study has shown that. during stoms, DOC export is important and DOC sources

to Stream discharge may Vary (Chapters 8 and 9). Given the ecological significance of DOC
and the relative lack of studies that focus specificaliy on DOC during stoms, it is clear that
additional research is warranteci- Since much is already known about the processes that

transform organic carbon, a review of the most important processes that may affect DOC
during stoms is required &ust

Then, the relative importance of these processes c m be

evaluated either in simple field experiments or from stonn data Since DOC is very dependent

on water flowpaths, such studies should be undertaken in catchments where water flowpaths

can be controiled or are welï defined.

This smdy has investigated and providai insight into îbe hydrological processes that

conmbute subsurface fiow to stonn runoff in two smaN catchments on the C a n e Shield-

These results have sevetal impfications for saeamflow generation both on the Canadian Shield
and in other environments. Although much has been learned about subsurface stormfiow,
there temain many opportllnities for adduional researck Both a collaborative approach mat

inchdes modelling, laboratory and field smdies wiii provide the greatest insight into
b

hydrologïcal and hydrochetnicd processes withia watersheds.
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Table A U . Piezometer urformationfor the Harp 4-21 watershed.
Piezometer Types
number

Hydraulc
conductivity

Ground
elevation

Stick up Depth of Screen
above
midlength
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Table ALI (continued). Piezometer information for the Bacp 4-21 watershed.
Piezometer Types
number

DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP
PVC
PVC
PVC
DP
DP
DP
PVC
PVC
PVC

PVC
PVC
PVC
DP
DP
DP
PVC
PVC
PVC

PVC
PVC
PVC

PVC
PVC

HydrauIic Testb
conductivrty

Ground
elevation

Stick up

above

Depth of Screen
midlength

351

Table Al-1 (continued). Pletorneter information for the Harp 4-21 watershed,

PVC
PVC
PVC

PVC
PVC
PVC
PVC
PVC
PVC
PVC
PVC
PVC
PVC

PVC
PVC

PVC
PVC
PVC
PVC
PVC

ABS
ABS

ABS
ABS
ABS
ABS

ABS
PVC
PVC
PVC

Table Al. 1 (continued). Piezometer information for the Harp 4-21 watershed.
Notes:
a Type: DP =Drive point piezometer (stainless steel screen diameter = 1.6 cm, Ner tube
ID = 025 cm)
PVC = Polyvinyl chloride piezometer (diameter =4.0 cm,except for piezometers 2
and 7 with diameters of 5.1 cm)
ABS = Plmbing pipe (diameter =5.1 cm)
b Test: S = Slug test, B = Bail test
Piezometer was removed by M a c h (1992) in sumrner 1990d Piezometer was replaced by MacLean (1992) with M y screened well in sammer 1990.
Measurements pnor to replacement
Piezometer was replaced by MacLean (1992) wïth I l l y screened welL in summer 1990.
Measurements after replacement
f Piezometer is dry. A water level was never observed.
g Piezometer installeci by MacLean in summer 1990.

masl: meters above sea level
mbgs: meters below ground surface

Table Al.2- Piezometerinformationfor the Harp 3A watersbd

Piezometer 'Qpea
number

PVC
PVC
plastic

PVC
PVC
PVC
plastic

PVC
PVC
plastic

PVC
PVC
plastic

PVC
PVC
PVC
plastic

PVC
PVC
plastic
PVC
PVC

PVC
plastic

PVC
PVC
plastic
PVC

PVC
PVC
plastic

PVC
PVC

Hydraulic Teab &ornid
conductivity
elevation

Stick up Depth of Screen

above

mid-

length

Table A 2 1 (continueci). Piwometer information for the Harp 3A watershed,
Piezometer ~ y p e a Hydraulic Tes$ h u n d
number
conductivity
ekvatïon
(ds)
(masi)
P84-02
P85-01
PU-O2
P85-03
P86-01
P86-O2
P86-03
P87-01
P87-02
P87-03

PVC
pldc
PVC

PVC
pla~tic

PVC
PVC
plastic
PVC
PVC

P88-01

PVC

P89-ûl
P89-02

plastic

P90
BI
a Type:

PVC
PVC
PVC

5-SE-04

B
B

1.E-04
2-6E-04 B
7-1E-04 B
4-8E-04 B
-

-

-

5-9E-04
1.3E-03

B

-

-

3-lE-04
3.2E-05

B

1

B
B
B

Stick up Depth of Scieen
above
midIengtb
gromd
screen
(m)
(m)
(mbgs)
346-474 1.323
2-12? 0.20
346,638
0.090
0-085 0-05
0574
0.20
0,836
346-633
1511
0-20
346-634 0,799
0,090
0.085
0.05
349906
349.880
0.385
0.20
0,955
0-797 0-24
1,083
350,024
0-037 0-05
355.283
0,138
01600 020
355.367
0.942
0-20
0.838
0,740
356,086
1.033
0-697 0.20
363.585
0.05
352,669
0-137 0.038
352,686
0.943
0.829
0.20
0.20
0.804
0.326
351.551
346.20
0-520 0-5503 1-00

PVC = Polyvinyl chloride piezometer (diameter = 4.0 cm)

plastic = Plastic pipe (diameter = 4.0 cm)
bTest= B =Bailtest
FulLy screened weIl

rnasl: meters above sea level
mbgs: meters below ground surface

Figure A2.1 Ratuig curve for weir W l for stages within the V portion of the weir.
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Figure A 2 2 Rating c i w e for weir W1 for stages within the rectangular portion of the weir.
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Figure A 2 4 Rating curve for weir W3.
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Figure A2.5 Rating curve for weV W4.
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Figure A2.6 Raang curve for weir W5.
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Figure A2-7 Rating curve for weir S 1.
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TDR wavedde de~ths

Table A3.1 TDR waveguide depths and depth intervals for water balance caldations in Harp
3A

Waveguide
nuinber

Depth

Depth interval

(m)

Table A3.2 TDR waveguide depths (from M a c h , 1992) and depth intervals for water
balance caicdations in Harp 4-21,
Wavegnide
number

Depth

Depth interval

Cm)

(ml

An~eadix4
Water stem d d a t i o n s
Mettiod

Water contents and groundwaîer levels were used to calculate the total depth of water
stored within individual soil profiles- In Harp 3A, water &orage to bedrock was calculated- In
Harp 4-21, water storage to an arbiîrary de@ of 1 m was calculated because the water table

never deched below this depth except at TD5 where a total soi1 depth of 2 rn was used. In
each soil profile, a range of soil depths that correspond appmximate1y with soil horizons was

assigned to each pair of wavegaides (Appendix 3). Water storage was caiculated for each TDR
sod horizon and summed to obtain the total water storage for each soil profile (Appendix 6).

The simplest method to calculate the water storage for each soil horizon wodd be to

rnultiply the measured water content by the depth of the soi1 h o r i z o ~However, mis approach
assumes that the water content is either constant with depth or that the measured water content
represents an acnial depth average. Neither situation is like1y to occm particularly when the

water table is present within the soil horizon or when the waveguides are located near the top

or bottom of the soil horizon. Waveguides could not always be located at the middle of soil
horizons because the soi1 was stony.

The soil moisaice profile was estimated according to the position of the water table
relative to the soil horizon and the TDR waveguides (Figure A4.1). Four different water table
positions are considered: 1)above the top of the soi1 horizon, 2) above the waveguides but
below the top of the soil horizon, 3) within the soi1 horizon below the waveguides, and 4)

below the entire soil horizon-

Figure A4.1 Positions of water table with rrspect to soil horizon and TDR waveguides for
water storage calculations-

-1
Top of soi! horizon

2
Waveguides

Bottom of soi1 horizon

O

0

The water content pronle for each horizon is estimated with one to three c m e
segments for the different portions of the soil moistare profile relaave to the water table and
waveguide positions. In position 1. the w a w content pronle was calculated as one segment

fiom the bottom to the top of the soil horizon

A42). Two segments were used in

position 2: one from the base of the horizon to the water table, the other from the water table
to the top of the soil horizon (Figure A4.3). In position 3, the segments extend nom the base

of the horizon to the water table, from the water table to the waveguides, and fiom the
waveguides to the ground surface (Figure A4.4). Only one segment was needed for position 4
(Figure A 4 3

The water content was approxixnated with a linear equation for each line segment~elow
the water table (positions 1.2. and 3), the water content was a s s d to equai the
average saturated water content that was calculated from measurements where the water table

was above the waveguides. This value was used instead of the rneasured water content to

reduce changes in soil water storage caused by measurement error. Therefore, the soi1water
storage for position 1is constant and equais the maximum soi1 water storage for the horizon
(Figure A4.2).

The matrïx-saturated water content was always assamed at the top boundary of the
water table. This value was obtained fiom the intercept of the characteristic curve for the soil

horizon with the water content axis- In position 2, the soil water storage in the upper segment
was calculated from the characteristic c w e b e m n a pressure head of zero (the ma&-

sanirateci value) to a negative pressure head equal to the distance nom the water table to the
top of the soi1 horizon (Figure A4.3). Therefore. the soil water storage caicdations for

positions 1and 2 do not directly use the measund soii water content except in the calculation
of the average saturated water content Position 2 illustrates the potential error that c m resdt

Figure A4.2 Water storage caicdation for water table postion 1.
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A4.3 Water storage&dation for water table postion 2. a) Water table position and
soil moisture profile. b) portion of characteristic cume iised in calculations.
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Figure A 4 4 Water storage caicdation for water table postion 3. a) Water table position and
soil moisture profile- b) portion of charactenstic m e Psed in calcalations-
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Figure A4.5 Water storage caiculation for water table postion 4. a) Warer table position and
soi1 moisture pro& b) portion of characteristiccurve useà in calculations.
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if water storage was calculated as measured water content multipliecl by horizon thlcknessS

Once the water table rises above the waveguides, the entire hoRzon wodd be considerd
saturad (Le. quivalent to position 1)even though the upper portion of the horizon may

remah unsaturatedWhenever the water table was positioned below the waveguides, the measured water
ccntent was use& In position 3, the water content is h o w n a t three positions: the measured
value at the waveguides (M.the matrix-saturated value a t the top of the water table (h)
and the M y saturated value below the water table (esdu)The three segments inclade these

known values (Figure A4.4)- The average saturated water content was assumai for the zone

below the water table-From the water table to the waveguides, water content is a Linear
inkxpolation between the matrix-saturated vahe and the measured value at the waveguides. If
a capillary f i g e is observed in the characteristic curve, the hear interpolation joins the top

of the capillary f i g e to the measured value (adding a fourth line segment that approximates
the capilhry h g e ) - The characteristic curve was used to indicate the water content fiom the

waveguides to the top of the soi1 horizon- To maintain a continuous water content profile

across the waveguides, the characteristic ccwe was caiculated fiom the pressure head that
coincides with the measured soil water content. Therefore, the calculateci pressure head (hJ at
the waveguides does not necessarily correspond to the distance from the water table to the

waveguides.

In position 4, the water content profile is caiculated fiom the characteristic curve with
a calculated pressure head @3that comesponds to the measured soil water content at the
waveguides (Figure A4-5). The water content at the top of the profile corresponds to the
pressure head equal to h, minus the distance between the waveguides and the top of the
horizon (hCt=h, - (hp - h3). Similarly, the water content at the bottom of the profile
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corresponds to the pressure head equal to h, plus the distance between the waveguides and the
bottom of the horizon (hcb = hc - (hp- hd). Since the characteristic ciwe is represented by a
hear equation, the soiI water storage for position 4 will be the same as the measured water

content mulaplied by the soi1horizon thickness if the waveguides are positioned in the middle
of the horizon. Soii water storage would be underestimated if the waveguïdes were in the
upper half of the soi1 horizon and overestimateà if the waveguides were in the lower half of
the horizon,

Although these water content pro*

are ody estimates of the actaal water content

profiles, they are more appropriate than simply assuming a constant water content for each soil
horizon. Most irnportantiy, this method prevents Iarge sudden changes in soil water storage
tha.t wouid occur as the water table des above or drops below the waveguides. Furthermore,
the effects of measurement error are reduced for water storage behw the water table. This
method makes the best use of the existing data for the calculation of soi1water storage.
Errors in water storaze caldations
As discussed in Chapter 6, there are severai possible SOUIC~Sof enor in water storage

calculations although the eirors of greatest concem are related to incorrect water content
profiles. Since water content measurements were not accompanied with measurements of

pressure head at the same depth as the TDR waveguides, hydrostatic conditions were assumed
to obtain an estimate of the pressure head fkom the depth of the water table. Aowever,

hydrostatic conditions do not apply during stonns because vertical flow requires a hydraulic
gradient other than zero. This section discusses some of the possible errors that remit from the
assurnption of static hydraulic conditions.
The assumption of static hydrwlc conditions w i l l result in errors ia the characteristic

c w e s . When there is downward flow. the actual pressure head at any point in the vadose zone
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wilL be larger (a smaiIer negative value) than the distance to the water table, Therefoze, a

measured water content would be assigned a pressare head that i .too smalI. The magnitude of
this error will increase with both the vemcaï hydraulic gradient and the distance to the water
table. For example, a hydraulic gradient of0.5 would remit in a 5 cm error in pressure head if

the water table were 10 cm below the waveguides, but would resuit in an error of 25 cm if the

water table were 50 cm below the waveguides (Figure A4.6a). Therefore, errors in pressure
head are h 1 y to be larger in the shallow soil hozizons than in the deeper horizons.

If hydraulic gradients were constant, the actuai and esrimateci characteristicc m e s

measured instantaneously (assnming aniforni soil water retention within the horizon) wouid
diverge with decreasing pressure head (Figure A4.6b). However, the vertical hydrauiic

gradients would Wcely decrease after a stom such that the magnitude of the error in pressare

head does not necessarïiy increase with a deeper water table. In effect, the error will
eventually decrease with tirne and mach zero when hydrostatic conditions re-established. This

progression is important since the characteristic c w e s in this study are caicuiated for each
horizon on the b a i s of water content measurements at one location over h e - Since the
characteristic cuve is based on severai measurements under d-g

vertical hydraulic

gradients, the estimateci chaiacterisic curve will converge with the actual characteristic curve
at smaller pressure heads and the two nwes wiil be approximately parailel (Figure A4.6~).

Wirhout knowing the actual pressure heads or vertical hydrauIic gradients, it is not possible to

quant* the errors in the characteristic curves.

The calcdation of soil water storage tends to minimize the effects of errors in the
characteristic curves because the soil moistare profile is denved nom the measured water
content at the waveguîdes. Although the dope of the characteristic cume (Iinear in this case)
affects the distribution of water content, it usuaiiy has a minor inthence on water storage. This

Possible enors that resdt nom the assumption of hydrostatic conditions. a)
hydrauiic head profiles for static and flowing conditions. b) r e s u i ~ g
characteristic cuwes. c) errors caused by m o n i t o ~ durhg
g
decreasing hydrauic
gradients-

Figure
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is particdady valid if the waveguides are near the middle of the horizon since the differences
in water storage above and below the wavegiiides cancel each other (F-~gureA4-7).

Although the errors in the characteristic c w e s can produce some s m d errocs in the

absolute water storage, the effect on the relative changes in water storage may be even
smaller. An error in the slope of the characteristic curve will be repeated in every profile and
w i l l not produce an exror in the change of water storage d e s s there Ïs a change fiom

unsaturated to saturated conditions within the soi1 horizon (or vice versa). AIthough it is not
possible to determine the error in water storage caused by vertical flow (Le. not hydrostatïc

conaltons) since the actual pressure heads are not known, the approxhate magnitude of the
error can be illustrated by an example. The characteristic curve and soil water storage were recalculated for TD88-02(where the waveguides were Located at the bottom thud of the soil

horizon) by assuming a vertical hydrauüc gradient of 0.75 that gradualiy decreases to 0.0 at
baseflow. The average differencein water storage during the November 1992 storms was 0.1
mm with a maximum difference of 0-5 mm or 0-4% of the total volume of water stored within
the horizon. Therefore, the assumption of static conditions did not appear to have a large

influence on the water storage, given the procedure use&

Figure A4.7. Emors in water storage caused by emrs in the slope of the characteristic c m e
are paaially cancelted-
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Depth

Esümated characteristic
cuwe with hydrostatic
assurnption
Water storage
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&~e-
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Water content data

Table A5-1Water content and depth to water table data, site TD81.
Date and tirne

Water content (%)
TDR wavegaides

Ikptb to
water tabIe

Table A 5 1 (continued). Water content &d depth to water table data, site TD8 1.

Date and tirne

Water content (%)
TDR waveguides

a Wave forms were improperly stored Data are interpola&
b Minùnum water table depth. Water table is below screen bomm.

Depth to
water table

Depth u> screen bottom is
reported.
c Wave forms were improperly s t o d Water contents may be overestimated-

Table A 5 2 Water content and depth to water table data, site TD82.
Date and time

Water content (46)
TDR wavegpides

Depth to

water table

Table A52 (continued). Water content and depth to water table data, site TD82.

Water content (96)
TDR waveguides

Date and time
82-01

82-02

82-04

82-03

Depth to
water table
(m)

a Soil moisture was affectai by initial disturbance, Water content was calcuiateà from

regression with 82-02,
affected by initial disturbance. Water content was calcdated nom
regression with 82-04
c M&imnm water table depth. Water table is below screen bonom. Depth to screen bottom is
reportedd wave forms were improperly s t o d Data are not reported.
b

S O moisaire
~
was

Table A5.3. Water content and depth to water table data, site TD86.
Date and time

86-01

Water content (%)
TDR waveguides
86-02
86-03

Depth to
water table

86-04

(ml

383
TabIe A53 (continued). Water content and depth to watcr table data, site TD86.
Date and t h e

86-01

Water content (5%)
TDR wavegiudes
86-02
86-03

8604

Depth to
water table
(m)

a h;iinimum water table depth. Water table is below screen bottom. Depth to screen bottom is

reported.
b Wave foms were improperly stored. Data are not reported.
c Wave forms were improperly store.. Soi1 horizon was enoirely saturated. Average saturated
water content reported.
d Wave fonn was improperly stored. Datum is interpolared
e Wave f o m was improperly stored. Water content may be overestimated-

Table A5-4. Water content and depth to water table data, site TD87.
Date and tirne

87-01

Water content (%)
TDR waveguiguides
87-02
87-03
87-04

Depth to
water table
cm)

Table A5.4 (continueci). Water content and depth to water table data, site TD87.
Date and rime

Water content (%)
?'DR waveguides

Depth to
water mbIe

a Soil moisture was affected by initiaL disturbance. Water content was calcdated fkom

regression with 87-01-

b Soil moisme was affecteci by initial disturbance. Water content was calcuiaied from

regression with water table,
c Wave fonn was improperiy stored Soil horizon was entireIy saturated. Average saturated

water content reported,
d Minimum water table depth Water table is below screen bottom- Depth to screen bottom is

reportede Interpolated water tablef

Wave forms were improperly stored. Daia are not reported.
was improperly stored. Water content was caicdated fiom regression with water
Ievel,

g Wave form

Table A55 Water content and depth to water table data, site TD88.
Date and time

88-01

Water content (76)
TDR waveguides
8842
8843

~ e p t h
water table

88-04

Cm)

Table A55 (continned). Water content and depth to water table data, site TD88.
Date and time

8841
29-May-93 15:17
30-May-93 1516
26-Aug-93 13:45
22-Sep-93 1400

Water content (46)
TDR waveguides
88-02
88-03

345
34-7

483c

47.6e

47-7

46.9

25-8

34.e
38.3

32-8c

25-7

37-9

Depth to
water table

88-04

(ml

463
45.5

0-438
0530

31,@
35-0

0.8 l o b
0.8 lob

a Soil moisture was aff'ted by initial distatbance-Water contentwas calcalatedkom

regression with 88-02b Minimum water table depth. Water table is below screen bottom. Depth to screen botrom is

reporteclc Wave forms were improperly stored Water contents may

be ovefestimated

d Wave forms were improperly stored Data are not reported.
e Wave fonns were improperly stored. Data are interpoiated-

Table AS-6. Water content and depth to water table daia, site TD74-

Date and tirne

Water content (%)
TDR waveguides

Depth to
water table

a Wave foms were impropexly stored Data are not reporteà.

Water table is below scxeen bottom. Depth to screen bottom is
reportedc Wave forms were improperly stored Water contents may be overestimated
b Minimum water table de@

Table A5.7.Water content and depth to water table data, site TD2-

Date and tirne

Water content (%)
TDR waveguides

a Wave fonns wexe improperly store& Data are interpolated,

Depth to

water table

Table A5-8.Water content and depth to water table dam, site TD3.
Date and tïme

Water content (%)
TDR waveguides
3-01
3-02
343

Depth to
water table

a Wave form was improperly stored. Water content may be overestimated.
b Wave forms were improperly stored. Data are not reporteci.

(m)

Table A59. Water content and depth to water table data, site TD4.
Date and Ume

a Wave f

Water content ('0)
TDR waveguides
4-01
4-02
4-03

Depth to
water tabIe
(m)

o m were improperly stored Data are not reporred

b Wave fonn was improperly stored. Soil horizon was entirely saturated.

water content reported

Average saturated

Table A5-10. Water content and depth to water table data, site TD5Date and tune

Water content (%)
TDR waveguides

Depth to
water table

a Water leveLs were distarbed by pumping. Water levels are urtrapolated fkom measurements

taken on October 10 and 12,1992.

b Wave f o m was ïmproperly stored. D a m is interpolated
c Wave form was improperiy stored. Water content may

be overestïmated.

Water s t o &t~a

Table A6.1. Water storage, site TD81.

Date and time

81-01

Water storage (mm)
81432
81-03
81-04

Total

Table A6.2. Water storage, site TD82.
Date and tirne

82-01

Water storage (m)
82-02
82-03
82-04

Total

irnproperly s t o d Water content data not reporte& Water storagenot
calcuiated,
2 Water storage not reportexi for one or more honZons. T
otal water storage not calculated.
1 Wave foms

Table A6.3. Water storage, site TD86-

Date and time
86-01

Water storage (mm)
864E
86-03
86-04

Total

Table A63 (continued). Water storage, site TD86.
Date and time
27-May-93 10:39

801
52.1

Water storage (mm)
86-02
86-03
8108-1
126.1
166.2

Total
4525

Wave forms improperly stored Water content data not reported Water storage not

calcdated,
2 Water storage not reponed for one or more horizons. Total water storage not calcuiated.

Table A6.4- Water storage,site TD87Date and time

Water storage (mm)

87-01
3 1-Oct-92 1544

87-02

87-03

87-04

Total

Table A6.4 (continueci), Water storage, site TD87,
Date and time

87-01
26-Aug-93 13:45
22-Sep-93 1400

37-4
40-5

Water storage (mm)
87-02
87-03
87U4
40-2
672
70-7
45.6
79-0
83.3

Total
2162
248-4

Wave fonns improperly stored Water content data not reponed. Water storage not
calculated,
2 Water storage not reponed for one or more horizons. Total water storage not calcalami

Table A 6 5 Water storage, site TD88Date and tirne

88-01

Water storage (mm)
88-02
88-03
88-04

Total

Table A6.5 (continued), Watex storage, site TD88.
Date and time

88-01
26-Aug-93 13:45
22-Sep-93 1400

30-7
30-5

Water storage (mm)
88-02
88-03
88-04
78-2
75.9
1465
86-8

87.6

165-4

Total
3313
370-3

Wave foms improperly stored. Water content data not reponed Water storage not
calculated,

Water storage not reporteci for one or more horizons. Total water storage not calculated.

Table A6-6-Water storage, site TD74Date and tïme

74-01

l

Water storage (mm)
74-02
74-03
74-04

Total

Wave forms improperly stored Water content &ta not reported. Water storage not
calcuiated.

Water storage not reported for one or more horizons. Total water storage not calcdated

Table A6.7. Water storage?site TD2.
Date and time

2-01

Water storage (mm)
242
2-03
58-0
417.6

Total
537.2

* Wave foms improperly stored-Water content data not reported. Water storage not

calcuiated,
Water storage not reponed for one or more horizons-Total water storage not calculated.

Table A6-8. Water storage, site TD3.
Date and time

-

3-01
10-Oct-92 10:40

l

Water storage
- (mm)
342
3-03

Total
412-6

Wave foms improperly stored. Water content data not reported, Water storage not
caiculated,

2 Water storage not reported for one or more horizons. Total water storage not calculated-

Table A6.9. Water storage, site TD4.
Date and time

4-01

Water storage (mm)
4-02
4-03

Total

Wave forms improperly stored. Water content data not reported Water storage not
calculated,
2 Water storage not reported for one or more horizons. Total water storage not calcdated-

Table A6-10. Water storage, site TDS-

Water storage (mm)

Date and time

5-01
10-Oct-92 1020

5-02
84.8

5-03
4545

Totai

655-1

Table A7-1 Isotope data

Daîe and time

Site

al80
(%O SMOW)

28-Mar-89

Bhf
HPZT6 Bhf

-6

P20-03
P20-03
PS9
Recipitation
S1

S1
Si
S1

SI
S3
S3
s5
s5

SS
Snow lysimeter 1
Snow lysimeter 2
Recipitation
Precipitation
Pl1
Pl1

P20-03
E'20-05
P59
Recipitation
Aecipitation

SI
S1
S1
S1

S1
SI

S1
Sl

-11.90

al@ repeat
(%O

SMOW)

Table A7.1 Isotope data (continued).
Date and time

a W

Site
(%O

SI

.
a%repeat
SMOW) (% SMOW)

-11-11

41 1

Table A7.1 Isotope data (continued).
Date and time
3 1-Oct-89 21125

al@ repeat

Site
S4
S4
s5

s5
S5
S5
s5

P59
P20-05
SI
S1
Snow iysimeter 3
Sl

S1
S1

S1
S1
S1
TF1
TF1
TF1
TF1
TF1
TF1
WL

wi
Wl
w1
W1
w1
W1
Wl
Wl

WI
w5

(Y&SMOW)
-10.24

(%O

SMOW)

Table A7,L Isotope data (continued),
Date and t h e

Site

al@

(% SMOW)

2-NOV-9223~45
4-N~v-921250
22-May-93 11r30
24-May-93 0955
28-May-93 08:15
f -Nov-92 16:25
19-Nov-92 1Ir30
22-May-93 11:OO
30-May-93 14:30

W5

-10.05

W5
W5

-9-74

WS
WS
WetIand 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2

-14-19
-14.08
-1358
-9-72
-10.22
-13.19
-12.86

al80 repeat
(%O

SMOW)

-14-06

-10-27

Table A8-1 Dissolved silica data, 1989-90,

Date and T h e

Site

5-Oct-89 1750

P2O-û2

Si

<mm
10-9

415

Table A8 - 1 Dissolved silica data, 1989-90 (continue@Date and Time

Site

21-May-89 1330 PUMS

Si
(mg/l)
10-1

Date and Time
4-NOV-8915:4O

Site

Si
(mm
7-16

416

Table AS-1 Dissolved sika data, 1989-90 (continued),
Date and Time

Site

3 1-Oct-89 2150

P46-02

Si

ce)
550

Date and T ï e

Site

3 l e t - 8 9 22~10 P47-03

Si
cmgm
4-68

417

Table A8-1 Dissolved silica data, 1989-90(continued),
Date and Time

Site

13-Id-89 15106

Ml
P61
P62
m2
P62
P62
P62
m3
P63
P63
Precipitation
Precipitation
Precipitation
Precipitation
Recipitation
Precipitation
Recipitation
Precipitation
Ekxipitatïon
Precipitation
Precipitation
Recipitation
Recipitation
Recipitation
S1
S1

Si
S1

S1
S1
SI
S1
S1

S1
S1

S1
S1

S1
SI
S1

Si
(mgm
5-16

Date and rime

Site

Si

418

Table A8-1 Dissolved silica data, 1989-90(continued),
Date and Tirne

Site

S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
SI

Si
(mgfi)
6-50
5-74
5-62

5-82
5.98
6-00
5.26

S1

3-64

SI
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
Si
S1
SI
S1
SI
S1
S1
S1
Sl
S1
SI
S1
S1
S1
SI
S1
S1
SI
S1
S1
S1
SI
Si
Si
S1
S1

3-62
3.60
3-94
4.12
4.18
4-10
3-78
3-86
3.84
3-84
3.92
3-90
4-02
4-04
3-92
4.02
3.96
3-64
396
4-76
4.94
7.86
8-78
10s

10-2
10.6
8-96

10.4
103
10.7
10.1
10.6

Date and T m e

Site

Si

419

Table A8-L Dissolved sillça data, 1989-90 (continueci).
Date and Time
1-NOV-8903:OO

Site

Si

SI

(mg)
7-66

Date and lrlme

Site

420

Table A8-1 Dissolved silica data, 1989-90 (continued),
Date and Time

Site

10-Oct-89 18:OS

S2

Si
9-04

Date and T m e

Site

Si

421

Table AS, 1 Dissolved silica data, 1989-90 (continued)-

Date and Time

Sitë

Si

Date and Time

Site

S3
S3

S3
S3
S3
S3

S3
S3

S3
S3
S3

S3
S3
S3

S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S4

54
S4
S4
S4
S4
S4

s4
S4
S4
S4
S4
S4
S4
S4
S4
S4
S4

s4

422

Table AS-1 Dissolved silica data, 1989-90(contlnued),
Date and Time

Site

Si

Date and T h e

Site

20-Oct-89 15:20

S4

Si
(mm

6-98

423

Table A8 - 1Dissolved siLica data, 1989-90 (continueà),
Date and Time

Site

Si

Daieand'Iïme

Site

Si

Table A8.1 Dissolved silica data, 1989-90(continued)Date and Time

Site

Si

Date andTime

Site

17-May-89 1440 Seep above PO3
12-0ct-89 13:M Seep near E27
23-Iun-89 1450 Seep near S2
21-May-89 1350 Seep above Po3
1-May-89 1520 Seep above P(n
17-Apr-90 16~45 Snow
iysimeter 3

Si
6.58
9.02
0.66

6.18

6-60
0.00

Dissolveci organic carbon @OC) samples coilected in 1989 and 1990 were sampled
and analysed differently than those c o k t e d in -2

and 1993. This section compares 34

pairs of samples that were coIiected and analysed Mthboth methods.

The methodology for sample conection and d y s i s is describeci in Chapter 9.
Samples colIected in 1989 and 1990 were pre-filtered with 80 pm (44 pm for groundwater)
polyester screens but were not filterd M e r with 0.45 pm filters according to the most

common definition of DOC (Thman, 1982). These samples were analysed by the persulfate
oxidation method at the Dorset Laboratory of the Ontario Minise of the Environment

(MOE). Sarnples collected in 1992 and 1993 were pre-fltered by the same method as the
previous samples but were also filtered using 0.45 pm membranes. These samples were

analysed at the University of Waterloo 0with a Dohrmann DC-190total carbon analyser.

The DOC concentrations that were obtained h m both procedutes are pnsented in
Figure A9.1. On average, the DOC concentrations of the MOE samples were 0.8H.4 mgA

lower than the UW samples. As the Iinear regression demonsaates, the ciifference in

concentration is independent of DOC concentration in the range fiom 2-12 mg/l. It is not
apparent whether the ciifference is caused by differences in sample treatment or analficd

method. AU 1989 and 1990 &ta have been adjusted by +0.8 mg/i to be consistent with the
1992 and 1993 data

Figure Ag. 1. Cornparison of MOE and UW DûC concentrations.

2

4

6

8

IO

UW DOC concentration (mg)

Cellulose nitrate bilters

DOC samples that were collected in 1992 and 1993 were filtered with ~artorius@
0.45
pcellulose nitrate membranes. AIthough DOC samples are commonly filtered with glass

fibre filters (Kaplan, 1994), these nIrers were too expensive given the large number of samples

to be collectecl and the smaJl budget of the project Two simpIe experiments were conducted to
test whether the cellulose nitrate tilters wodd contribute DOC to the sample.

In the tint expriment, deionized (Nanopure@)water was filtered through new
cellulose nitrate filtes. The fatrate was coilected in 10 ml aliquots fiom 0-70 ml with another
aliquot from 70-75 mL Then a 25 ml aliquot (75-100 ml) was c o k t e d and analysed niis last
aliquot was intended to represent the field sample since a minimum of 75 ml o f sample was

passed through the filter before field samples were coilected- The DOC concentration of
d t e r e d deionized water (blank) was measured and subtracted fiom the filtrate DOC

concentrationto obtain the DOC contxibuted by the ceildose nitrate fïiter membrane. This
experiment was repeated four times although for the fouah hlter (Filter 4) only the nnal75-

100 ml aliquot was analysed (ïable Ag-1)-

The results of this experiment demonstrate that the first 10 ml of filtrate is enriched by
approximately 0.5 mgli DOC and that the subsequent fdtrates are enriched by 0.2 mg/i or less

(Table A9.1). The sample aliquot of 75-100ml had an average DOC concentration of
0.04kMV mgfi greater than the blank

The second experiment was similar to the first except that a dilute solution of HCI (pH
= 4.3) was used to ver@ if an acid solution wodd leach more D

E fiom the filter- This pH is

lower than the pH of ail DOC samples in H a q 3A and Harp 4-21 during the 1992 and 1993
samphg periods*This experiment was repeated tbrae times. although only the first and last

Table Ag. 1 Experhent 1: DOC conûibuted to deionued water by 0-45 pm ceMose nitrate
fÎlter membrane.
-

DOC conttibuted by fiiter
Aliquot
(ml)

Filter 1

Filter 2

@gii>
Filter 3

Fiter 4

Average

aliquots were collected for the third filter (FiIter 7,Table A9.2). The resuits of this expehent

were similar to the first The first aliquot was enriched by 0 5 mg& subsequent aIiquots were
enriched by 0.1 mg$ or les, and the last sample aüqaot (75-100 d)was e ~ c h e by
d

0.06Hl.03 mgk These two simple experiments suggest that the cellulose nitrate membranes
did not contribue appreciable amounts of DOC to the samples in tbis study-

430

Table A9.2 Expeximent 2: DOC contributed to dilute HCi solution by 0-45 pm cellulose
nitrate filter membrane.

Aliquot
(ml)

Filter 5

DOC contributed by filter
(mm
Filîer 6
Filter 7

Average

Table A10-1 DOC
SampIe date

1992-93.
Location

27-Sep-92 12130 B 1

DOC
(mgfi)
53

S a m p k date

Location

14-NOV-9213:Oû B 1
16-Nov-92 1415 B 1
19-NOV-921050 B 1
14-Apr-93 00-û0 B 1
04-May-93 11:35 BI
10-May-93 10:lO B 1
28-Sep92 11:02 OF 1
10-Ckt-92 13:ûû OF 1
13-Ckt-92 la25 OF 1
17-Oct-92 1O:lO OF 1
22-Oct-92 16:15 OF 1
27-Ckt-92 15:O OF 1
02-Nov-92 21:ûû OF 1
24-May-93 08:35 OF 1
25-May-93 1655 OF 1
28-May-93 13:20 OF 1
02-Tm-93 09-00 OF 1
17-et-92 10:OO OF 2
27-Oct-92 16:45 OF 2
02-NOV-9220:45 OF 2
09-NOV-921430 OF 2
17-Oct-92 16:OO OF 3
28-May-93 10:15 OF near P72
09-NOV-9216~40 P07-01
25-May-93 16:15 P07-O1
09-NOV-921630 P07-O2
25-May-93 16:30 P07-02
09-NOV-921620 f07-O3
25-May-93 16:20 Pû7-O3
09-NOV-921650 P07-04
25-May-93 16:35 P07-04
17-Sep92 19:ûû EWi-OL
17-Sep-92 1855 -05
09-NOV-921650 P2(105
05-Jun-93 1900 PX-05
17-Aug-93 17:Oû P2û-O5
25-May-93 16:45 P45-01
17-Sep92 19:25 P45-O3
07-Ckt-92 1655 P45-03
17-Aug-93 17:ZS P45-03

433

Table A10.1 DOC data, 1992-93 (cent.)Sample date
07-Oct-92 17:05

Location

P46-01

DOC

@lm
5-1

Sample date

Location

17-Sep921150 W6

DOC
(mm
45

Table A10-1DOC3 data, 1992-93 con^),
Sample date

Location

08-Nov-92 16:10 P 8 W

D
m

bfl)
3.3

Sample chte

Location

18-Oct-92 1550

PS5-O1

DOC

(?w)
7-1

Table A10-1DOC data, 1992-93 con^),

Sample date

Location
P86-03
P87-01
PS7-03
P87-03
P87-03
P87-03
P87-03
m-03
P87-03
P87-03
P88
P88-01
P88-02
P88-02
P88-O2
P88-02
P88-02
P88-02
P88-02
P89-O1
P89-01
P89-01
P89-01
PS9-01
P89-O1
P89-01
P89-02
P89-02
P89-02
P89-02
P89-02
P89-02
P89-02
P89-02
P90
Pond nr W4
Precipitation
Precipitation
Refipitation

DOC
(mm

Sample date

Location

03-Nov-92 1420 Precipitation
Precipitation
Mpitation
Mpitation
Wpitation
Recipitation
Precipitation
Mpitation
Recipitation
Precipitation
Recipitation
Ptecipitation
S1
S1
S1
S1

Si
S1
SI

SI
S1
S1

S1
S1
S1
SI
S1

Si
S1

S1
SI

S1
S1

s1

SI
SI
S1
S1
S1

Sl

DOC

09

Table AlO-1 DOC data, 1992-93 (cont.),
Sample date

Location

05-NOV-9215333 S1

MXI
(mm
5.2

Sample date

Location

DOC

(mm
27-Sep-92 1433

S4

7-8

Table A10-1 DOC data, 1992-93 con^),
Sample date

kation

DOC

Sample date

Location

DOC

(mm
15-May-93 1950 S4

3.1

25-May-93 12:45 SF 1
SF 1
SF 1
SF 2
SF 2
SF 2

SF 2
SF 2
SF 2
SF 2
SF 2
SF 2
SF 2
SF 2
SF 2
SF 2
SF 2
SF 2
SF 2
SE 3
SF 3
SF 3
SF 3
SF 3
SF 3
SF 4
SF 4
SF 4
SF 4
Siream near

MP66
Stream near

P70
Stream near
P76
Stream near
E76
Stream near

P77
Stream near

P83

48-2

Table A10.1 DOC data, 1992-93 (cont.).

Sample date

Location

17-Oct-92 13:ûû

Shream near

M3C

@qm
6-5

Sample &te

Location

02-Jun-93 02:40 TF 4
16-Sep92 W:40
27-Sep92 L1:30
27-Sep-92 13~45
27-Sep92 17:37
28-Sep92 ûû:26
2&Sep-92 1l:l5
29-Sep9208:W
02-Oct-92 08~35
03-Oct-92 OS: 15
12-Oct-92 18:45
12-Oct-92 18~45
12-Oct-92 18:45
13-Oct-92 11:40
13-Oct-92 11~40
13-Oct-92 20~14
13-Oct-92 20: 14
16-Oct-92 0755
16-Oct-92 11:15
16-Oct-92 16:10
17-Oct-92 ûû:ûû
17-Oct-92 0o:Oo
17-Oct-92 WOO
17-Oct-92 04:ûû
17-Oct-92 0S:O
17-Oct-92 08:W
17-Oct-92 12:45
17-Oct-92 12~45
18-Oct-92 14:25
18-Oct-92 14~25
20-Oct-92 0 : 2 0
20-Oct-92 CR20
2eOct-92 09~20
28-Oct-92 O855
28-Oct-92 0855
01-Nov-92 14:35
02-NOV-9216~35
02-NOV-922225
03-NOV-9202:15
03-NOV-920

DOC
(mgfi)
6-1

Table A10.1 DOC data, 1992-93 (cont.).
SampIe date

Location

03-NOV-9206:W W1 ISCO
W l Ïsco
Wl

w1 ISCO
Wl

w1
w1 ISCO
WL ISCO
w1 ISCO
W1 ISCO
W1
Wl
Wl ISCO

w1 ISCO
w1
Wl

w1 ISCO
w1 ISCO
w1 ISCO
W1 ISCO

w1
w1
w1 ISCO
W1 ISCO
W1
W1
W1
Wl

w1
W1

w1
Wl
Wl
W1
Wl

w1
w1
w1
W1
Wl

DOC
(rndl)
- - -

7-4

Sample date

Location

DOC

(mm
13-NOV-9216:40 W1
14-NOV-9212:40 W1
15-NOV-9214~45 W1
16-NOV-92i4:W W1
18-NOV-9213~35 W I
19-Nov-92 10:30 W1
19-NOV-921 0 W l
04-Jan-93 ûû:ûû W1
04-hl-9300:oo W I
14-Apr-93 00:ûû W l
03-May-93 1850 W1
10-May-93 W:45 W1
14-May-93 10:ûû W1
14-May-93 10:ûû W l
14-May-93 10:O W l
14-May-93 18:30 W1
14-May-93 18:30 W1
14-May-93 19145 W1
14-May-93 19:45 W1
14-May-93 21:35 W1
14-May-93 21:35 W l
14-May-93 21:35 W1
14-=y-9323~15 W l
14-May-9323:15 W1
15-May-93 01:oO W1
15-May-93 01:ûû W1
15-May-93 01:ûO W1
15-May-93 02:30 W1 ISCO
15-May-93 02:30 W1 ISCO
15-May-93 02:30 W1 ISCO
15-May-93 M.00 W1 ISCO
15-May-93 04:O W 1ISCO
15-May-93 0530 W l ISCO
15-May-93 05:30 W 1ISCO
15-May--93 07:15 W1
15-May--93 07115 WI
15-May43 07: 15 W 1
15-May-93 I2:05 W1
15-May-93 14:ûO Wl ISCO
15-May-93 1400 W1 ISCO

5-4

Table A10.1 DOC data, 1992-93(cont).

Sample date

Location

15-May-9314:OO W1 ECO
Wl ISCO
Wl ISCO
Wl ISCO

w1
Wl

w1
w1 ECO
w1 1x0
w1
Wl ISCO
w1 ISCO
Wl

Wl

w1
w1

Wl ISCO
Wl ISCO
Wl ISCO
W l ISCO
w1 ISCO
Wl

w1
Wl ISCO
w1 ISCO
w1 ECO

DOC

Sample date

(mm
5.2

24-May-93 15:ûO W l ISCO

Location

w1 ISCO
Wl
Wl ECO
Wl ECO
w1 ISCO

w1
w1
w1 ISCO
WL ECO
W Lrsco
w1 ISCO

w1 ISCO
Wl ISCO
w1
Wl
Wl ISCO

Wl

w1 ISCO
Wl
Wl ISCO
w1 ISCO
Wl
Wl ISCO
WL ISCO

W l rsco

Wl
Wl

w1 ISCO
w1 ISCO

Wl ISCO
Wl ISCO
w1 ISCO
w1 ISCO
w1 ISCO
Wl
w1 ISCO
w1 ISCO
w1 ISCO

W l ISCO

Wl ISCO

w1
w1

w1 ISCO
Wl ISCO
w1

w1

Wl
Wl
Wl

Wl ISCO
w1 ISCO

Wl ISCO
Wl ISCO

DOC

(mm
6-8

Table A10.1 DOC data, 1992-93 @ont)Sample date

Location

DOC
(mm

29-May-93 1350
29-May-93 22:O
29-May-93 22:O
30-May-93 04:Oo
30-May-93 04:O
30-May-93 1O:OO
30-May-93 14: 10
30-May-93 14:lO
31-May-93 08:40
31-May-93 1O:Oo
31-May-93 1400
31-May-93 18:W
31-May-93 22:OO
31-May-93 22:OO
0 1-Jun-93 02~00
Ol&m-93 0600
01-Jm-9310:ûû
01-Jun-93 10:Oo
Of -Jun-93 1400
01-Ju~-9318:Oo
01-Jw-93 22~00
01-Jun-93 22:O
02-Jun-9316~35
03-TU-93 08~45
04-Sun-93 16:15
04-Ju~-93 16~15
16-Aug-93 1425
27-Sep-92 11:40
27-Sep-92 11:40
27-Sep-92 1355
27-Sep-92 17:45
28-Sep-92 00:34
28-Sep-92 11:20
29-Sep-92 08:45
02-Oct-92 08~45
07-Oct-92 0850
07-Oct-92 O850
13-Oct-92 1l:45
13-Oct-92 11~45
13-Oct-92 20105

W1
W1 ECO
W1 ISCO
W l ISCO
W1ISCO
Wl ISCO
W1
W1
W l ISCO
W1 ISCO
W1 ISCO
W1 ISCO
W l ISCO
W l ISCO
W l ISCO
W1 ISCO
WlISCO
W1ISCO
W1 ISCO
W1 ISCO
Wl ISCO
W1 ISCO
Wl
W1
W1
Wl
W1
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2
W2

5.0

Sample date

Location

DOC

Table A10-1 DOC data, 1992-93 (corn).
Sample date

Location

MX:

Sampk date

Location

DOC

@%Y!)
28-May-93 10:lO W2

2-9

05-NOV-9217~05 W3

6-7

Table A10-1 DOC data, 1992-93 (cent).

Sample date

Location

24-May-93 U4:30

W3

DOC
(mgfi)
8-7

Sample date

Lacation

DOC
(mgfi)

28-Sep-92 11:35 W4

55

Table A10-1 DOC data, 1992-93 con^),
Sample date

htion

14-Apr-93 00:OO

W4

DOC
(mgfi)
5.0

Sample date

Location

16-Ckt-92 0 8 ~ 3 5 W S

DOC

(mm
42

Table AIO-1 DOC data, 1992-93 (cent),
Sample &te

Location

DOC

Sample date

Location

(mgn)

15-May-93 19:ûO W5

w5
w5
w5
w5

w5
w5
w5

WS
w5
WS
w5
WS

w5

w5
WS

w5
w5

w5
w5
w5

w5
w5
WS
w5
w5
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetlmd 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetiand 2

2.8

14-Apt-93 00:W Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetiand 2
Wetland 2
Wetiand 2
Wetland 2
Wehd2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Werland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wehd2
Wetland 2
Wetiand 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetiand 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2
Wetland 2

DOC
(mgfi)
7-4

Table A10-1DOC data, 1992-93 (cont).
Sample date

Location

29-May-93 14:SO W e h d 2
30-May-93 1430 Wetland 2
28-Oct-92 13:lO W e h d 2,
inflow
10-May-93 11:ûû Wetiand 2,
low confl
28-May-93 10:25 Wetiand 2,
low confl
28-0ct-92 1250 Wetland 2,
Iower
conûuence
28-Oct-92 1255 W e h d 2,
middle
10-May-93 1l:O5 W e h d 2,
middle
28-Oct-92 13:30 Wetland 2,
near Pî5
10-May-93 10:25 Wetland 2,
neatm5
28-Oct-92 12:40 W e b d 2,
upper
confluence
10-May-93 1050 Wetland 2,
uppe=
confiuence
17-Oct-9216:49 Wetland3
28-ûct-92 1l:3S Wetland 3
01-NOV-92
16:10 Wetland3
01-NOV-9216: 10 Wetland 3
03Nov-92 W:15 Wetland 3
03-NOV-9207:46 Wetland 3
03-NOV-92W:46 Wetiand 3
05-NOV-921750 W e h d 3
07-Nov-92 1O:W Wetland 3
28-Oct-92ll:30 Wetland3,
near P85
10-May-93 11:4û Wetland 3,
near P85

DOC

@lm

14-1

Note: Samples listed more than once
represent repeat analyses.

